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ABSTRACT P 
International~igration for employmen~and domestic[labour 
market development !I' the Jordanian experience. 
·/ 
Ian J. Seccombe 
Following a revi~w and evaluation of previous research 
in the field of international migration for employment, it is 
argued that the extent to which such migration is beneficial 
depends critically on how it ·is·organized and by whom .. The 
development of Jordan's traditional image as a regional 
iabour supplier is traced from the early_twentieth century 
and is explaine4 largel~ in terms of a response to repeated 
ecohom~c and political crises. A case study of the Kuwait 
·labour market is ~sed tci. demonstrate the recent (post-
i918) collapse in Jordanian labour migration and to establish 
. the changing character. of the international labour market. 
The central role assumed by international emigration 
for employment in the Jordanian economy and the problems 
and policy constraints which that places on_labour market 
··management are illustrated. An attempt is made to identify 
scarce skills and to assess the development and utility of 
.. . 
.the g6vernment's policy response towards labour sho~tages. 
The scale and.6h,racteri~tics of labour inflows into 
'.:. 
the Jordani~n labour market are established. This reveals 
the ·complex role of i.mmigrant workers in an emigrant 
ec6no~y and demcinstrat~s the need for a substantial 
revisi6n of the 'replacement' labour migration model. 
-The parallel th,em~s of primary labour emigration and 
secondary labour .immigration are explored in a detailed case 
study of local labour markets and agricultural development 
in the East Jordan Valley. 
A concluding chapter summarises the probl.ems of 
manpower planning and of labour market information 
gatheripg ~nder condiiio~s of heightened uncertainty. 
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PREFACE 
This preface outlines the aims and structure of the 
thesis, sketching the methods employed, the data sources 
utilised and the research problems encountered. 
The author's interest in the processes and effects 
of international labour migration dates initially fn1m an 
investigation of agricultural change in the East Jordan 
Valley conducted in partial fulfilment of the requirements 
of an M.A. in the Geography of the Middle East at the 
University of Durham (Seccombe, 1980 and 1981). 1 This 
raised a variety of issues concerned not only with the 
impact of labour emigration, but also with the approach of 
contemporary research towards international lahour 
migration. These issues seemed to offer considcrabJe 
scope for further research. 
Consequently an attempt is made here (chapter 1) to 
evaluate research approaches towards international emigration 
for employment and, having demonstrated-va~ious limitations 
inherent in ihose ~pproaches, to specify an alternative 
framework. In defining the latter the views of Adler 
(1980, . . . 2 1981) are examined. Adler argues that labour 
emigration cannot be evaluatsd in isolation from the 
government's broader development strategy. Specifically, 
the extent to which international labour migration is 
beneficial (or detrimental) depends critically on how it 
is organized and .. by whom . (Adler, 1980). A p~incipal concern 
of L hi s 1 • i·: sea r· c h :L s to p t' e sen t an a n a 1 y s .i. s u l' L h c p o I .i. c y 
decisions towards emigration for emp.Loymcnt;, L·akcn by the 
Jor·dai1ian authorities, arid of the constraints acting on 
2 
those choices. In so doing we.present a detailed case 
study of Jordan's participation in the international labour 
market and the effects that this has had on the domestic 
economy in general and on the Jordanian labour market in 
particular. The results are however of relevance not 
only to the specific Jordanian situation but also to the 
more general question of what sort of effects the decision 
to export labour (or more frequently the decision not to 
restrict labour outflow) may have on a country of emigration. 
The main body of this thesis is divided into two 
parts; the first (chapters 2-5) considers the development 
and characteristics of Jordanian emigration for employment, 
while the second (chapters 6-9) examines the impact of that 
emigration on the domestic labour market. The structure 
and data sources of these two parts are briefly outlined 
in the following paragraphs. 
An important theme, to which little attention has 
been paid in the current literature, is that of the 
historic evolution of patterns of emigration for employment 
in the Middle East. With this in mind chapter 2 outlines 
the extant international labour markets (in both the 
Arab Gulf and the Levant) of the early twentieth century, 
examining the basis fa~ and characteristics o~ (Trans-) 
Jordanian participation in those labour markets. 
There are considerable data constraints in 
reconstructing the ch~racteristics of international 
labour migration in this period and the result should perhaps 
be regarded as tentative. ·This analysis has been based 
in the first place on the records and correspondence of ' 
the British mandate administration in Palestine and 
,., 
,) 
Transjordan, held at the Public Records Office (PRO) and 
th~ records of the Residency and Agencies in the Persian 
Gulf held at the India Office Records (lOR). Both sour·ces 
have limitations in their filing and classification 
systems, and seemingly important documents have.: not 
survived. In addition the 'thirty year rule', whereby such 
material is withheld from public inspection for a 
minimum of thirty years, is an important constraint on this 
investigation since the period 1952-4 saw a crucial 
transition in the re-direction of Jordanian migration 
'streams' towards the Gulf. From the mid-1950's an 
increasing volume of statistical material is available, 
including the early censuses of Kuwait (1957 and 1965) and 
of Jordan (1961) together with arrivals and departures 
data. The reliability of these records is evaluated where 
appropriate. 
Chapter 3 brings this analysis of Jordanian 
emigration for employment up to date with a detailed survey 
of labour outflows in the post-war (June 1967) period, 
using a variety of published and unpublished source 
material. The problems faced in obtaining and evaluating 
such information were not inconsiderable and a significant 
constraint on the research has been the continued delay in 
releasing the 1979 Jordanian census results. Although the 
author was able to utilise raw data from the Department of 
Statistics' 2.1% sample of census returns, that remains an 
unsatisfactory substitute.·· The Ministry of Labour (MOL) 
proved an important source of unpublished material both on 
Jordanian emigration ~nd on the Jordanian labour market, 
and the Amman Employment Office permitted me access to its 
.. 
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records for 1981 and 1982. Despite this assistance 
from some Jordanian authorities, empirical data on a number 
of important questions was not available (as is made c I car· 
in chapters 7 and 8). Consequently one important pr·1,du<:L 
of this research is to indicate those areas in which it 
would be useful for future data gathering efforts to be 
focussed. 
Access to Jordanian government records is restricted 
in the extreme and, although the author obtained a number 
of crucial committee reports, interpretation of policy 
decisions has been based primarily on inference from a 
range of 'published' policy documents. Additional 
information was obtained fro~ press and other commentary 
sources. Needless to say, the vast ma:jor·iLy ol· Lfljs 
material was available only in Arabic. The inferences made 
from these multifarious statistical and documentary sources 
were discussed and de~eloped during a long series of 
interviews with key personnel in th~ Jordanian administration. 
A number of the themes introduced in chapters 2 and 
3 are further developed in the following two chapters 
through a detailed case study of Jordanian immigration into 
Kuwait.· The establishment and characteristics of the 
Jordanian migration 'stream' is outlined and the demographic 
maturation of the Jordanian community is detailed (chapter 
4). Although Kuwait has a relatively complete censal 
data base, the delayed release of the 1980 Kuwait census 
was an unforseen handicap. Recent trends in Jordanian 
immigration and employment in Kuwait are con.sidcr·cd r.n 
chapter 5 which utilises the detailed work pcr·m.i. L r-ecor·ds 
of Kuwait's Mini~try of Labour for the period 1976-81. 
The latter confirms the evidence presented earlier· 
5 
(chapter 3) of a significant decline in Jordanian 
emigration for employment. This is contrasted with 
immigration and employment trends among other immigrant 
g~oups in Kuwait and an explanation for that decline is 
advanced. 
- The second half of this thesis (chapters 6-9) is 
concern~d with the impact of Jordanian participation in the 
int~rnational labour market on domestic economic development 
in general and on the Jordanian labour market in particular. 
In chapter 6 we present an 6verview of the Jordanian economy 
and of domestic employment patter~s, demonstrating the 
central role assumed by international migration for· 
employment. It is argued here that participation in the 
international labour market has compromised Jordan's 
development options. The subsequent chapters examine in 
detail the effects of this participation on the Jordanian 
labour market. Although manpower shortages are deemed to 
be a major disruption stemming primarily from labour 
emigration (chapter 7), the specification of those manpower 
shortfalls has not been attempted by the MOL. Using 
data collected by the author in the Amman Employment 
Office, .an attempt 1s made to identify skill scarcity. 
The development of the government's policy response towards 
labour shortages is outlined and its utility assessed. 
Manpower shortages have been seen (Birks and 
Sinclair, 1980a) as the ~atalyst for a further international· 
labour flow, into traditionally labour-exporting 
economies. 4 The processes, characteristics and implications 
of such 1 replacement 1 migration have been almost entj t·ely 
ignored and its theoretical treatment wholly inadequate. 
In chapter 8 we demonstrate the complex character of 
labour flows into Jorda~ and suggest a substantial 
refinement of the 'replacement' labour model. 
6 
Establishing the scale and nature of labour- inflows 
pr~s~nted a series of problems similar to those encountered 
in assessing the level of Jordanian emigration. Official 
data are difficult to obtain and presented in an aggregate 
form because of the sensitivity with which this issue 
1s treated. In addition, utilisation of available data 
is handicapped by procedural changes of the late 1970's 
and by the discriminatory treatment of different 
nationalities. Aggregate MOL data was supplemented by 
material obtained in interviews with contractors in the 
construction sector, together with a major survey, 
conducted by the author, of work permits issued by the 
Amman Employment Office in October 1982-January 1983. These 
two surveys were important in establishing wage-rate 
differential~ between Jordanian and non-Jordanian employees 
since there is no official wage rate data for the private 
sector. 
A second neglected theme in contemporary research 
considered in chapter 8 is the participation of women in 
international labour migration. The characteristics and 
role of immigrant women working in Jordan are discussed 
and integrated into our critique of the 'replacement' 
mi.gration model. 
Chapter 9 draws together the twin themes of primary 
labour emigt~at1on and secondary labour immigration by 
examining the response of an expanding regional labour 
ma~Ret (the East Jorda~ Valley) to the national labour 
supply constraint. The latter is a relatively se]f-
contained region of th~ country which, because of its 
economic and strategic importance, has been more 
extensively covered by census enumerations (1961, 1973, 
197S and 1979) than any other area of .the country. The 
author was provided with full access to the unpublished 
results of the 1978 census (a pilot for the na,tional 
census of 1979) by the Jordan Valley Authority ( JVA) and 
7 
limited access: was granted by the Department of Statistics 
(DOS) to the 1979 enumeration ~eturns. This data was 
supplemented by a variety of .JVA r·ecords and independent 
consultants reports. During a ser·ies of visits Co the 
Dier Alla area the author was able to intervie·w (with 
Abdul Hameed Musa and Akram Steitieh of the Faculty of 
Agriculture, University of Jordan) immigr~nt workers and 
farmers, gathering valuable data ori working conditions 
and living standards. 
The author .spent some considerable time in the Amman 
Erriploym.ent Office during 1981 and early 198.3 while 
coll~cting dAti.on labour ~migration and ~ompleting the 
immigrant workers survey. At the same time this provided 
an opportunity to observe the work of the Employment 
Office at first-hand and to discuss procedural problems 
~n detail with tho~e involved. These discussions and 
observations are drawn upon in the final chapter (10) which 
advances proposals for improving labour market information. 
,The problems ~nd policy constraints imposed on ~ountries 
Qt emigration by their ·participation in the international 
labour market~ as e~idenced by the Jordanian case, are 
summarised. 
In summary the principal aims of this thesis are 
fivefold: 
8 
(i) to critically evaluate approaches towards 
international labour migration and to indicate the dirc<:tions 
in which such research could proceed (chapter 1); 
(ii) to build a comprehensive picture of contemporary 
Jordanian participation in the international labour market 
and place this in its historical context (chapters 2-5); 
(iii) to evaluate the formulation of, and constraints on, 
Jordanian government policy towards labour migration in 
general and human capital resources in pa~ticular (chapters 
6 and 7); 
(iv) to demonstrate the complex role of immigrant labour 
1n an emigrant economy and to reformulate notions of 
'replacement' migration (chapters 8 and 9); 
(v) to review the problems of labour market information 
gathering and of labour market management under conditions 
of enhanced uncertainty (chapter 10). 
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PART I INTRODUCTION 
CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION: APPROACHES TO THE STUDY OF INTERNATI6NAL 
LABOUR MIGRATION 
1.1 Preface 
1.1.1 Although the literature on international labour 
migration has grown subsiantially in recent years, its 
theoretical content remains constrained ( Pry•,r·, 11)8 I.). 1 
In his review of so-called 'theories' of international 
10 
migration for employment, BBhning (1978) sugg~sts that the 
field is littered with muddled and obscure models that are 
accessible only to the introspection of their authors. 
Indeed Bohning concludes that if a theory of international 
labour migration exists at all then it must .be in a 
2 
state. 'parlous' 
In part this lack of conceptual clarity derives from 
the tendency to borrow explanatory formulations from the 
literature an internal migration and to apply them, a.lmost 
wholesale, to international labour migration. This has 
been a significant characteristic of the limited contribution 
which geographers have made to research in international 
labour migration (Clarke, 1979). 3 Findlay (1980) suggests 
that geographers have been concerned either to identify, 
at the international scale, the regularities recognized in 
classic internal migration studie~ (notably those of 
Ravens t e in , 1 8 8 5 , 1 8 8 9 ; Stouffer , 1 9 4 0; Lee , . 1 9 6 6 ) , or to 
examine the interrelationship between mobility at different 
4 scales. Both approaches are essentially inductive and 
reductionist in nature. Moreover, tht;~ r-eliance on nul'lll<tCivc 
s t: a L i s L .i. c a J _i n f c r· c n c c t o d i :::; c e r· n b e L w (~ c 11 ; .:1 L t' 1 • n <.II 1. v c 
I I 
hypotheses of" causation is largely inappropriate in the 
context of structurally-based and historically determined 
phenomena. 
~ood~ (1982) also recognizes that geographical 
analysis of international labour migration has been limited 
. 5 
and often obscurantist. He suggests moreover that most 
theories of aggregate scale international labour migration 
are founded in economic theory. 
Given this lack of theoretical and methodological 
consensus it seems pertinent to introduce this study with 
a brief review of the contributions and limitations of 
selected approaches to international labour migration. An 
alternative approach focussing on policy formulation and 
implementation will then be specified. This will be 
elaborated 1n the course of the following chapters. 
The second half of this introductory chapter provides an 
overview of contemporary international migration for 
employment in the Middle East. 
1. 1. 2 Approaches to bcith international and internal 
migration can be bnoadly divided into two groups: (i) 
causative and (ii) evaluative. The former; causative 
approach, examifie~ the determinants of migration. At the 
macro-scale this includes an analysis of receiving/sending 
area characteristics and, at the micro-scale, focusses on 
the migration decision-making process.· The evaluative 
approach is concerned with the effects of migration on 
.both .the labour importing and exporting areas, partic:ula r.l.y 
in terms of demographic, social and economic change. At 
the behavioural level the evaluative approach considers 
the migrants (and their households) from the_viewpuints 
1 2 
of discrimination, assimilation and adaptation. 
These,approaches are neither exclu~ive no~ 
comprehensive. Both have been adopted from neo-classical 
and radical stances. In this review we will outline the 
macro-scale approaches of each in turn, considering their 
contribution to the study of international migration in the 
Middle Eastern context. A detailed consideration of 
behavioural approaches lies beyond the scope of this work. 
1.2 Orthodox Theories 
1. 2. 1 .Kindleberger and the equilibrium approach 
Until the late 1960's approaches to international 
labour migration were firmly rooted in convent,ional 
economic theory and articulated in the context of post-1945 
labour flows between the Mediterranean basiri and the 
indu~trialized core of Western Europe. In particular they 
sought to combine.elements of traditional resource allocation 
theory and the Lewis model (1954) of dynami~ growth with 
unlimited supplies of laboun. 6 This appr6ach, exemplified 
. by Kindleberger's (1967) analysis of the role of labour 
supply in Europe's post-war growth, considers labour 
migratio~ as a means of improving resource allocation for 
all concerned; 7 
The equilibrium approach envisages a four-fold 
contribution to the development process of the labour 
supplying states. Firstly the remittance of workers 
earnings abroad would remove the nation's foreign· exchange 
constraint; permitting greater productive investment and 
stimulating aggregate demand. Secondly human capital 
invested in migrant workers would be enhanced by their 
13 
acquisition of industrial skills abroad, skills which would 
be available to the domestic economy on their return. 
Thirdly, by reducing levels of unemp:toymenC 1n 
the domestic economy international migra Lion WIJuld <~nhance 
pr·oduc t.l v.ity and have bene: f'iciaJ. irwome d isL r· ihu L i 011 
effects. Finally, migration wnu.Ld act as a 1 saf'<~Ly va l.ve 1 , 
providing an outlet for those whose socio-economic and 
political aspirations ~auld not be met in the domestic 
economy. 
As late as 1973 Hume set out these 1 benefits 1 of 
the migration system and described labour outflows as 
11 
••• a neat solution to the unemployment problem ... 11 
for labour supplying economies. 8 Concomitantly access 
to a reserve labour supply was, for the labour-importing 
countries, crucial in sustaining export-led growth by 
keeping down wages and prices while maintaining profits 
and investments. 
The unreality of the neo-classical assumptions which 
underlie this equilibrium approach have been consistently 
refuted (see section 1.3). Before considering these however 
we will examine an alternative, the human capital 
approach, also set within the neo-classical framework. 
1. 2. 2 The human capital approach 
Although human capital theory has its origins 1n the 
writings of Adam Smith it only came to the fore in economic 
rese~rch with the publication of Theodore Schultz's seminal 
.article in 1961. 9 In brief the concept recognizes the 
ability and capacity of individuals to earn income as a 
for·rn ol:' capital, that is human capit.aJ. .Ln ve . .,.; Lmcnt 1.11 
.-:-;uch capital (by .the individual iHJd/ol' Lhc sLate) can cnh;uJcc 
14 
the stock of human capital through investment 1n health 
improvement, 1n education and in training. 
Although primarily associated with evaluating 
investment in education (Becker, 1964), the concept has 
been applied to international ·labour migration ( Sjaastad, 
1962) and particularly to the 'brain drain' 10 phenomenon. 
Migration is seen as an investment, by both the migrant 
worker and his (or her) country of origin, with the 
expectation that future earnings (abroad) will outweigh 
the social and private costs. As in the 'equilibrium' 
approach migrants are assumed to be responding to differences 
in economic opportunity as expressed by wage rate 
differentials or, in Todaro's (1976) reformulation, to 
expected earnings differentials. 11 
In practice the human capital approach is dependent 
on the use of cost-benefit analysis to calculate social and 
private rates of return t6 migration. As such it suffers 
from the same analytical difficulties as those of computing 
t . t . d t• 12 re urns o 1nvestment 1n e uca 1on. In particular there is 
the common difficulty of·'identifying and evaluating certain 
costs/benefits and, the need to reduce all costs 
(including psychic costs of the individual arid problems 
of economic dependence and enhanced uncertainty for the 
state) and benefits to a common monetary denominator. 13 
Despite these analytic difficulties and the rigorous 
data requirements of cost-benefit analysis a number of 
such studies have been conducted in the Middle East in 
. . . 14 
recent year~. These have a tendency to deal with very 
specific cases for which some· of the appropriate data is 
available (e.g. Hadley (1977) confines his study to 
1 s 
Egyptian school teachers in Saud~ Arabia) and to make 
seemingly implausible or unverifiable assumptions 
(regarding for example the propensity to remit). The 
neglect of externalities reduces th~ utility of such cost-
benefit studies in evaluating social costs and benefits. 
The results inevitably indicate very high private rates of 
return to migration, but ai·'f; hardly a satisfactor·y causaLive 
explanation nor· a valid tool .in evaluaLing Ul<.! .impact ol.' 
emigration .. 
The practical difficulties of applying rate of 
return analysis to migration are compounded by the neo-
classical assumptions reminiscent of thos~ with which the 
equilibrium approach is imbue~. Thus wage rates are 
a~sumed to reflect marginal product (rather than to be 
structurally determined) and migration to be a purposive-
rational behaviour predicated on wage rate differentials. 
Thus, according to Harris and Todar·o ( 1970 ), migra t.ion is 
stimulated by 11 ••• rational economic considerations of 
relative benefits and costs n 15 Bohning's (1978) 
succinct criiicism of this position is worth reiterating: 
11 cost-benefit models beloved by neo-classical economists 
haVe the.marginal man j~ggling with a pocket calculator 
to compute present values of investment in moves to 
1 . 1 . . - 16 a ternat1ve ocat1ons. 11 The recognition 6f market 
imperfections (including information constraints and the 
operation of sel~ctivity) considerabl~ weaken the value 
of rate of return apalysis. The latter, abstracted from 
consideration. of the social relations of production, 
leaves the migration process largely unexplained. 
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1.2.3 Manpower assessment 
A second, less rigorous, approach stemming from 
human capitaL investment theory is that of manpower· 
assessment. The latter assumes that economic growth will 
generate a demand for labour to be met by supply from 
d t . d t . . 17 e uca 1on an r~1n1ng. As an evaluative approach it is 
clearly applicable to a labour market in which migration 
plays a significant role. The manpower assessment 
comprises four main steps: (i) the identification of 
base year sectoral employment distribution; (ii) the 
calculation of additional employment (net of attrition) 
generated by imputed sectoral growth targets and 
productivity assumptions; (iii) the conversion of manpower 
requirements into education/training requirements; (iv) 
the comparison of manpower demand and supply and formulation 
of recommendations. 
Initially outlined by Herbert Parnes (1962) and 
used in the OECD's Mediterranean Regional Project, the 
manpower assessment approach aims to facilitate manpower 
requirements forecast~ng and the identification of specific 
18 labour supply problems. . Flexibility is imparted through 
the simulation of a range of growth targets, productivity 
assumptions and attrition (including migration) rates. 
The technique of manpower assessment has been 
criticised on analytic grounds. Firstl~ the assumed direct 
relationship between economic growth and labour demand 
minimises the role of technology change and substitution 
effects. Secondl~ the approach can be criticised for 
assuming that particular occupations r·equire spcc.i. f:i.c 
educational attainment and although this pr>ubJ.em ca11 be 
reduGed by applying broad ~ducational attainment ranges 
it does understate the role of on-the~job and informal 
training. 
Despite these criticisms the approach is central 
to the two most comprehensive studies of international 
labour migration in the Middle East region .. Adopted in 
a relatively simple form in the ILO's International 
Migration Project (Birks and Sinclair, 1980a), it was 
later developed into a sophisticated computer 
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projection model by the World Bank and used in predicting 
manpower requirements and levels of migration in the Middle 
East and North Africa over the period 1975-85. 19 
The use of the latter as an evaluative and 
predictive tool has been criticised particularly for its 
lack of sensitivity to non-economic factors (Fergany, 
1982). 20 Nevertheless it do~s have certain limited uses 
as a broad evaluative and analytical tool in the assessment 
of human capital investment and migrati~n patterns in 
strictly defined (or precisely varied) situations. 
Critical Theories 1.3 
L 3.1 Empirical studies concerning the ~ffects of labour 
mrgration to advanced capitalist econ6mies have largely 
discredited the traditional beneficiAL view of 
inte~national labour migration. These critical studies 
have focussed on the disparity between th~ private benefits 
and social costs of international labour flows, arguing 
that social costs may greatly outweigh private and social 
benefits. Specifically, the invest~ent and income 
distribuLion effects of remittances anticipated by advocaLc::; 
18 
of international migration have proved elusive. 
Foreign earnings have been primarily tised to 
finance consumer goods imports and as such may exac~rbate 
inflation and be socially divisive. Secondly, return 
migrant~ have not been a source of industrial skills. 
Those who do return have seldom acquired skills which are 
appropriate to the domestic economy (because of the 
occupations in which the majority were employed) or which 
21 
they are reluctant to utilise on return. Thirdly, 
migration does not necessarily reduce aggregate unemployment, 
indeed the selective nature of the migration process may 
exacerbate existing labour market distortions. Fina Uy, 
with regard to aspirations it is equally plausible to 
suggest that by exposing the population to foreign 
standards of living and work patterns, migration may 
generate rather than appease those aspirations (Piore, 1979). 22 
·criticism of the traditional view of international 
labour flows has been associated with radical economists 
and articulated in the framework of capitalistic 
. . 
development, that is as an element in the theories of 
economic imperialism (Frank, 1978; Amin, 1976). 23 Thus 
Frank (1969) examin~s international migratioQ in terms of 
core/periphery and metropole/colony tensions. It is a 
viewpoint summed by Castles and Kosack (1973) as 
"· .. neo-colonialism extracts capital from the under-
developed:countries in various ways·~ .. the transfer of 
human resources 1n the form of migrant worke1·s 1s an 
important part.nf this transaction. Migration belongs to 
ned-coloniali~m's system for exploitiri~ the.wealth of 
24 the Third world." 
19. 
1. 3. 2 The role of labour flows in sustaining the 
international capitalist economy has been combined at a 
. . 2 5 
second level with Marxist theory ()f class explo.1.Lat1.on. 
Emphasis is placed on the characteristic role of immigrant 
labpur as essentia]lylow wage labour, entering the class 
structure of the labour importer in a disadvantaged position 
because of their subordinate economic role and racial 
characteristics. At the same time immigrant workers are 
seen to play an important role in the maintenance of 
capital's control over labour by exerting a downward pressure 
on wage levels and by undermining the job security, 
organization and solidarity of the domestic working class. 
In this context international labour migration has 
been incorporated into the structure of labour market 
segmentation theory (Edwards, Reich and Gordon, 1975), 
particularly by Piore (1979). 26 The latter rejects 'income 
differential' explanations of the migration process for 
their failure to explain the spatial and temporal patterns 
associated with spec1fic labour flows. Labour market 
se~mentation emphasis~s the role of social and historical 
process in structuring employment opportunities. Thus 
Piore s;uggests that migrant behaviour can be better 
understood '' ... in terms of the specific ~ttributes of the 
jobs available to migrants and the meaning attached to 
those attributes in the social context in which work is 
. 27 
perfbrmed.'' · Migrant workers are recruited for secondary 
labour market occupations whose characteristics (low wage, 
unskilled, tenuous occupations in pcl"ipllct·.a.l cc'"''>mi,: 
sec t.o r·s) mak.e i nd.i.genous worke r·s inc Pea sing.Ly t·c l.ucLan I. to 
ac.cept them. the temporary and often clandestine status of 
20 
the immigrant workers forces them to accept such 
employment. The recruitment of immigrant workers can 
thus be used to control the domestic labour force and 
maintain the low wage status of such occupations. This 
structural approach thus provides an explanation as to 
why immigration continues despite unemployment in the 
labour receiving economy and emphasises the role of 
recruitment in determining the spatial and temporal 
patterning of labour flows. 
1. 3. 3 Partes (1981) has criticised the 'dualist' framework 
~ith which the labour market segmentation approach has 
been imbued. The~e is a tendency to regard immigrant 
workers solely as a source of low - 28 wage labour. In 
contrast Partes argues that structurally di . ,.;tinct modes 
of immigrant incorporation can he defined and he r·ccogni""es 
primary and secondary labour mar·ket immigration. Prima r·y 
labour market immigration is distinguished by the 
following characteristics: 
(i) it occurs throtigh legal channels and is either 
promoted or discouraged by explicit changes in immigration . 
laws; 
(ii) workers are_hired according to ability rather than 
ethnicity; 
(iii) immigrants have occupational mobility cho i_ ces 
comparable to indigenous manpower; conditions of employment 
and remuneration aie .. non-di~criminatory; 
(iv) primary sector immigration functions as a means of 
overcoming inelasticities in the domestic labour supply. 
In co~trast secondary labour market immigration is 
characterised by: 
( i) a tenuous juridicial status ranging from ill ega 1 
to temporary; 
(ii) workers are hired not according to skills but to 
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ethnicity; their juridicial status confers advantages upon 
the employer in terms of employment conditions and 
remuneration; 
(iii) immigrants are hired for transient and short term 
occupations in ~hich vertical mobiljty is restricted; 
(iv) secondary labour market immigration functions not 
as a supplement to the domestic labour force but as a 
means of disciplining it. 
This distinction between primary and secondary 
labour market immigration is useful in the Middle East 
since, as ~e will see later (section 1.5) labour migration 
in this region is characterised by the complete range of 
occupations involved. However Portes 1 model-itself 
suffers from the oversimplification of the dualist mode. 
Ryan (1981) recognizes a heuristic conception of the dual 
labour market in which elements of continuity prevail and 
in which there ~~~ several disadvantaged or secondary 
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segments at vario-qs levels of the labour market structur-e. 
Differential returns to labour of a given quality may be 
no less at the professional than at the unskilled end of 
the occupational spectrum. 
The framework of in-market segmentation pPovides 
a ·valua-ble insight in a region in which public ,.,.--.I' tor· 
reflect varying policies towards, and attitudes amongst, 
national arid non-national workers. 
Hitherto, labour market segmentation theory has 
2.2 
only been considered as operating within the structure 
of th~ domestic labour market. Relations between segments 
of different domestic labour markets within ~n 
international labour market have not been examined. 
Without anticipating the arguments which will follow, it 
is apparent that certain elements in the emerging 
·ini~er·naLionaJ labour· market of th<:: MiddLe East car• only be 
explained in terms of a segmentation process operating at 
the international scale in parallel with domestic labour 
market segmentation. 
1.4 An alternative approach: policy as a central issue 
1. 4. 1 Although the various approaches to international 
migration for employment reviewed above attempt in·one way 
or another to evaluate the proc~sses of, and returns to, 
labour migration, they have invariably ignored an essential 
component of that evaluation. As Adler (1980) remarks: 
"The question of whether migration benefits the countries 
and individuals involved, and to what extent, is 
critically depende~t on how it is organizeq and also by 
whom. 1130 Although there have been numerous studies of 
labour immigration policy (primarily conducted in North 
America, ·western Europe and Southern Africa) systematic 
discussion of its counterpart, emigration policy, is 
seriously neglected. 
There is ~ tendency in the migration literature to 
treat emigr~tion policy almost as a post-script in which 
recommendations are p~opounded in a political and historical 
vacuum, ignorant of extant strategy and the constraints 
imposed upon it and its formulation. T h e a d () p t i u II 0 r ;.til 
appar·ent ly la~_ssez-faire appr·oach is I·J·eque1.1LI.y d.isru Lssed 
as an explicit absence of policy directives (Richards 
and Martin, 1983). 31 This neglect of emigration policy 
is attri~uted by Adler (1980) to the implicit assumption 
2.3 
that, since the international labour market is effectively 
controlled by ~he labour-importing states, the question 
of policy should be approached from the perspective of 
the immigration countries. While the level of emigration 
for employment may be demand determined it is apparent, 
as Paine ( 1974) argues, that countries of emigration ar·e 
faced with an immediate poiicy decision; that decision 
is not the extent of participation in the international 
labour market, but the extent of government intervention 
. th t t. . t. 32 1n a par 1c1pa 1on. It is clear that a variety of 
stances have been taken, ranging from prohibition through 
selective regulation and laissez-faire to positive 
incentives and emigration 'packages'. Clearly these 
options play an important role in determining the pattern, 
composition and processes of labour emigration. 
Notable exceptions to the general neglect of 
emigration policy as it concerris international migration 
for employment in the Middle East are Adler's analyses 
of emigr~t~on policies in Algeria (1980) and Turkey (1981); 
Dessouki's (1982) treatment of 'shifts' in Egyptian 
emigration policy over the period 1952-78 and Kim's 
' (1982) case study of Kor~an·collective contract migration 
to the Middle East. 33 These are all cases in which state 
intervention in emigration for employment has p.l ayt;d a 
1.4.2 Since the effects of ihternational migration for 
employ~ent impinge directly on the availability and 
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deployment of national resources, namely human capital, 
emigration policies cannot be considered in isolation. 
Although Hopfner and Huber (1978) assert that emigration 
policies are determined in the main by ad hoc and short 
term considerations, they are nevertheless influenced by, 
and in the longer term are an influence on, the broader 
development str·ategy adopted by the government. 34 The 
evaluation of emigration pe~licies must therefore be examined 
in the context of an evolving development strategy. 
From the development standpoint ~migration policies 
have two primary functions: 
( i ) 
(ii) 
to safeguard national development interests; and 
to maximize the returns from migration to the 
benefit of these development interests. 
Both areas of concern are represented in the two 
subdivisions of emigration policy which we can define as: 
( i) 
(ii) 
management policies; 
structural policies. 
These are represented diagrammatically on figure 1.1. 
Management policies can be defined in relatively 
narrow terms as those policies which are primarily 
concerned with t~e short ter~ organization and functioning 
of the migration process. These include what might be 
termed the 1 classi~ 1 concerns of emigratio~ policy, 
namely protecting the legal status and rights of nationals 
working abroad. In addition the management of emigration 
may involve iritervention in the recruitment process itself 
to prevent the abuse of nation~s by unscrupulous recruiting 
agents and to control the withdrawal of scarce skills. A 
fur·t-.her· set oF. po !.icy measures eoncer·n Lhe channc l.Li_ng 
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of workers' remittances into productive investment in order 
to restrain their inflationary tendencies and unfavourable 
balance of payments effects. 
Structural policies cover th~ range of medium and 
long term measures that can be adopted by a labour 
supplying country to regulate external migration so that 
returns to participation in the international labour market 
are maximized and its effects coincide with national 
development goals. 
As such these policies are more broadly defined and 
concern both the determinants of emigration and its effects 
on social and economic conditions in the country (or 
region) of origin. Structural policies therefore impinge 
rather ~ore closely on the government's wider development 
strategy. In the long term a successful development 
programme must aim to negate the adverse economic determinants 
of labour emigration through the adjustment of regional and 
sectoral .employment structures. 
Structural emigration policies have, in the short 
term at least, a primarily relief function; that is they 
seek to reduce the pressures imposed by internatfonal 
labour migration on for example domestic producti~n, on 
patterns of investment and on the costs and availability of 
labour. Such policies· are largely ameliorative in nature, 
for example in tackling skill shortages thfough the 
promotion of vocational training and the manipulation of 
parti~ipation rates. They may involve policies designed 
t 0 e 11C(IU r·age (II' cJi .SCI) II I" a gc enLi.g·r·a t j Oil 0 f S fH ~<· j I' j_ (" f.!." I"' Oil p.-.;. 
J.n the longer· Ler·m str·uctur·al emigl'al.i"on po.l.ic:i.es 
must aim to stabilize,the flow of labour and remittances to 
enable more reliable prediction and the formulation of 
long term resource policies. The attainment of these 
objectives may involve the negotiation of bilateral or 
multilateral manpower agreements. 
1. 4. 3 In the following analysis we will be concerned to 
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illustrate the ways in which the Jordanian authorities 
have viewed international migration for employment and to 
examine the evolution of both the characteristics of 
emigration and of emigration policy over time in the light 
of Jordan's overall development strategy. In doing so we 
will make policy a central element in our analysis, rather 
than an ancillary outcome. 
It is important to distinguish between policy 
formulation and policy implementation. In developing 
countries the gap betw~en these two stages is s i gni f" i.cant.,. 
Delays in the implementation· of policy irr what is a 
volatile international lab6ur market may ensure an almost 
irrevocable mismatch between policy formulation and 
contemporary-requirements. 
This mismatch arises to some extent from the 
fragmented responsibility for migration issues within the 
administrative and legislat~ve structure. It also reflects 
an inadequate labour market iriformation base; the utility 
of labour market signals is clearly undermined by poor 
quality data collection and by the excessive time lags 
between. data collection and dissemination. 1\s a r·esu L t 
p9licy decisi<HIS at·t:; either· d<·;laycd or taken r rr an 
information vacuum and repeatedly modified. 1\ secondary aim 
of our analysis will therefore be to examine the 
availab~lity and quality of labour market data and to discuss 
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its effect on policy formulation and implementation. The 
possib±lities of improving that data base, within existing 
resource allocations, will be explored. 
Before proceeding to our analysis of Jordanian 
participation in the international labour market of the 
Arab region we will briefly outline some salient features 
of that labour market. 
1.5 International labour migration in the Middle East: 
an introductory overview 
1.5.1 The major characteristics of contemporary international 
labour migration in the Middle East have been detailed by 
a number of comprehensive review~ (Birks and Sinclair, 
1980a; Pennisi, 1981; Serageldin et al., 1983) 35 drawing 
in the main on the pioneering research of the International 
Migration Project (Durham University, 1977-79) conducted 
-under the auspices of th~ ILO's World Employment Programme 
(Birks and Sinclair, 1977b). 36 The aim of this overview 
is to ~utline trends in international migration for 
employment· and to i~olate some of the critical policy issues 
identified in the recent literature. Our treatment here 
will be highly aggregate and will introduce only a minimum 
of statistical material since the bases of such data are 
frequently subject to numerous caveats. A number of the 
~hemes introduced here will be revisited in_detail later 
in the text. 
1.5.2 Inter and intra-regional manpower flows within and 
into the Arab region were first precipitated by the 
exploitation of oil resources in the late 1940's 
37 (Seccombe, 1982). However the scale and significance of 
that movement has dramatically accelerated over the last 
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ten years (1974-83) in the wake of the major oil price 
increases of 1973-74 and 1979. While this effectively 
removed th~ financial constraints on economic. growth in 
the main oil-~xporting economies and enabled the formulation 
of spectacular development programmes, it also heralded 
a new era of labour-constrained development (Sherbiny and 
Serageldin, 1982).3 8 
Accelerated economic growth and the implementation 
of these development plans was, in view of the limited 
supply and quality of indigenous human capital, inevitably 
dependent on the availability of expatriate .labour. The 
supply of the latter was facilitated by the prevalence 
of a laissez-faire attitude (Richards and Martin, 1983) 
towards labour emigration throughout the labour-surplus, 
capital-poor, economies of the region. 39 
The indigenous labour force of the oil-exporting 
states is restricted by their relatively small demographic 
base and by the young age structure of their pnpu]aLions. 
This domestic J ahour· f6rce .1.s fur-ther· c_onstr·;tined by the 
very limited participati6n of women in modern sector-
employment (Youssef, 1977; Shaw, 1983). 40 fennisi (1981) 
suggests that women (including non-nationals) account for 
only 5-12% of modern wage employment in the oil-exporting 
states. 41 An additional factor which has contributed to 
the growing d~pendence on expatriate labour has been 
the articulation, through effectively sinecure public 
sector ~mployment, of state policies towards income 
distribution; a process succinctly described by Benton 
(1979) as the: "· .. transformation onto a higher plane, 
through 'modo~n' rneansi of the emir's traditional role as 
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dispenser of wealth and ~ssistance This predilection 
for non-productive employment and the promotion of a 
'rentier' ethos is reinforced by the structure and emphasis 
of the prevailing education system (see Birks and Rimmer, 
forthcoming 1984). 43 
1.5.3 In the capital-surplus conditions of the mid-1970's 
the inflow of immigrant workers expanded rapidly; from 
0.82 Mn. in 1970 (Farrag, 1975), the number rose to 1.82 Mn. 
in 1975 and an estimated 2.7 Mn. in 1980 (Birks and 
Sinclair, 1982c). 44 By 1975 expatriate workers already 
contr~buted almost half (48.7%) of total employmen~ in 
the capital-rich countries. Available evidence suggests 
that this expatriate:indigenous labour ratio has increased 
during the late 1970's. 45 A contention which would 
support Birks and Sinclair's thesis (1979d) that 
economic development in the capital-rich states is following 
a rna rkedly dua 1 is t pat tern; a pa tter·n cha r·ac: Le r·j sed by Lh 1; 
increasing withdrawal of nationals from pT"oducLivc rnoder·n 
sector emplo~fuent, sustained and engendered by inter-
. 46 
tia~ional labour flows. 
In both 1975 and 1980 the regional labour market 
was dominated by the manpower requirements of Saudi Arabia, 
which absorbed some 42.5% of the total immigrant workforce 
and, to a lesser extent, by Libya (18.3%). The scale of 
this dependence is however greatest in the smaller Gulf 
states, notably the United Arab Emirates (UAE) where 
migrants accounted for· 84.8% of total employment., (in llJ7'i), 
in ·Qatar (8.1.8%) and in Kuwait (69.4%). 
The overall reliance on immigrant labour is 
repeated in almost all economic sectors (with the· notable 
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exception of traditional fishing and agriculture) and at 
all occupational levels. Dependence on immigrants is most 
significant in the higher skill occupations. In 1975 
non-nationals accounted for over 80% of professional/ 
technical employment; 63% of skilled and 47% of semi-skilled 
employment. 47 Nevertheless it is important (particularly 
in projecting future manpower requirements) to recognize 
that a large proportion (47%) of immigrants were employed 
in unskilled occupations, particularly in the construction 
sector (where non-nationals accounted for.73% of employment). 
During the late 1970's structural developments in the 
economies of the capital-rich states have increased the 
demand for more highly skilled manpower, indeed the World 
Bank have projected that between 1975 and 1985 r~quirements 
for professional-technical occupations will have increased 
by 170% compared to a rise of only 53% in semi-skilled 
and 48% in unskilled labour. As a result of the continued 
mis-match between manpower requirements and indigenous 
labour supply, the size of the migrant labour foree is 
. projected to grow to 4. 3 'Mn. workers by 1985. 
1.5.4. The growth in the .expatriate workforce has been 
accompani~d·by the development of signific~nt immigrant 
communities with the settlement of migrant workers' 
dependents in the host countries. In 1975 the estimated 
1.82 Mn. migrant workers were accompanied by 1.7 Mn. 
dependents and, in the smaller Gulf states (particularly 
Kuwait, UAE and.Qatar) non-nationals were already a 
majo~ity of the total population. The demographic 
maturation of these immigrant communities poses a number 
of crucial policy issues for the labour-importing countries. 
'. ~: 
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The latter have become increasingly sensitive to the growth 
of such communities which are seen to pose a threat to 
national culture and identity (Rumeihey, 1981) in addition 
to increasing the costs of providing physical infra-
structure and social services to meet their requirements. 48 
More critically, the alienation and disenfranchisement 
that immigrant communities are subject to (Farah, Salem 
and Salem, 1980), 49 poses a threat to the internal security 
a~d political stability of their largely conservative host 
r~gimes (Halliday, 1980; Ibrahim, 1982; Khoury, 1982). 50 
Indeed it has been suggested by some observers (notably 
Serageldin, Socknat and Birks, 1983) that capital investment 
decisions may be increasingly tempered by the need to 
compromise between the demands of economic diversific:ation, 
based on increased manpower immigration, and the requirements 
of internal security. 51 
This apparent conflict between the ai~s of growth 
~nd security is seen by some (Abu-Lughod, 1983) as the 
catalyst for recent developments in both the processes and 
patterns of labour supply in the internatiorial labour 
. . 52 
market (see section 1.5.8). Although such arguments are 
convincingly expressed this discussion has been conducted 
~ithin an almost entirely conjectural framework. Attempts 
to evaluate international migration for employment have 
been invariably frustrated by the continued absence of 
·consistent and reliable labour market data. 53 As a result 
much ·of the resea~ch, and indeed of the contempo1·ary 
literature as a whole, has been dominated by the need to 
quantify the magnitude and identify the broad character-
istics of labo~r flows on a regional basis. Only a minimum 
., _, 
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of empirical research has been conducted in the labour-
importing states themselves. In this context An-Najjar 
(1982, 1983) has detailed the social and economic problems 
experienced by a sample of immigrant workers in Kuwait, 
and has examined the attitudes and percepti6ns of the 
. . d f th . d. 1 . 54 Kuwa1t1 government an o e 1n 1genous popu at1on. 
Before considering recent developments in the 
structure of international labour flows we will return to 
the extant position of the mid-1970 1 s. 
1.5.5 International migration for employment has had a 
diverse but equally ubiquitous impact on the economy and 
policy of the labour-supplying states. The nature of that 
impact depending largely on the structure of the domestic 
economy and labour market, the magnitude and chara<:ter-
istics of emigration and the effectiveness or gnve r·nrnen t 
intervent-ion. 
In the mid-1970 1 s the non-oil exporting Arab states 
pro~lded some 72.5% of migrant labour in the region_ In 
particular Egypt (21.9%), the Yemen Arab Republic (15.9%) 
and·Jordari (14.6%) ac¢ourlted for over half of the total 
expatriate labour force and some 72% of all Arab migrant 
. . 55 
workers. 
The composition of immigrant communities by 
nationality vari~d from c6untry to country and in the smaller 
Gulf states t~e Arab dominance gave way to a significant 
labour input from the Indian sub-continent. In 1975 
Asian labour accounted for over 60% of total immigrant 
employment in Bahrain, Qatar and the UAE. 
The static manpower demand/supply approach adopted 
by most observers seeks to explain this pattern of migration 
as a simple reflection of the inequitable distribution 
of capital and labour over relatively short distances 
(Dodgeon, 1978)~ 56 The existence of such regional 
discontinuities may be necessary but it is not in itself 
a sufficient condition to explain contemporary patterns 
of migration which are structurally based (see chapter 8) 
and historically determined (see chapters 2 and 4). 
By 1975 labour exports had become extensive with 
over 40% of the Jordanian, and 24% of the North Yemeni 
34 
(YAR), manpower stocks employed abroad. Furthermore, even 
where aggregate manpower exports were relatively small (for 
example in 1975 only 4% of the Egyptian and less than 1% 
of the Sudanese domestic labour force were employed 
abroad) there was a disproportionate withdrawal of highly 
skilled manpower. Serageldin et al. (1983) estimate 
that while only 4.2% of available unskilled labour was 
working abroad, some 13% of the professi~nal and technical 
. 57 
manpower stock had emigrated. In the Jordanian case this 
had risen to almost 60%, compared to 33% of unskilled workers. 
This disproportiq~Ate withdrawal of high level manpower 
has become _a major disadvantage for the labour-supplying 
states through the aggravation of extant labour market 
problems. Inflexibility within the labour market and 
training system·has ensured that ev~n relatively small 
withdrawals of manpower can have a disproportionate impact 
on production.· The emergence of critical skill shortages 
in a number of labour-sup~lying states has stimulated 
domestic wage inflation (see chapter 7). In response to 
these labour shortfalls and higher wage rates a second, 
compensatory flow,of non-nat~onal labour into traditionally 
35 
labour-exporting economies (particularly Jordan and North 
Yemen) has occurred. This 1 replacement 1 migration adds 
a further skein of internationalization to the regional 
labour market. (The largely unresearched concept of 
replacement labour migration is subject to a detailed 
examination in chapters 8 and 9 below). In addition the 
employment of non-national 1 contract 1 labour in these 
economies represents a further restructuring of the 
international division of labour by the requirements of 
international capital {'see Hill, 1983 and below, chapter 
8).58 
Within the labour-supplying economies the existence 
of labour market segmentation is seen to have exacerbated 
the effects of selective manpower withdrawals (Birks and 
Sinclair, 1979d) and may have reduced or even negated 
59 the impact of labour emigration on unemployment. 
The withdrawal of labour to more remunerative 
employment in ur·ban ar·eas (Meyer, l983) and Lo employment 
abroad has also had a disruptive impact on the traditiona.l 
t f 1 b 1 . . 60 sec ors o . a our-supp y1ng econom1es. Swanson (1979) 
illustrates the effects of labour withdrawal on levels of 
agricultural production and patterns of rural land-holding 
in North Yemen, while Donaldson (1979) comments on the 
lo~s of manpower from Oman 1 s traditional fishing sector. 61 
Important changes 1n social :structure, and particularly in 
the role of women in production are identified by Myntti 
(1978) in North Yemen. 62 Khafagy (1983) ~xamines similar 
changes in the role of women, for example in decision-
making and in the control of income, in an Egyptian village. 63 
1.5.6 Divergence between the social and private returns 
36 
to participation in the international labour market are 
perhaps most readily apparent in the growing disenchantment 
expressed by the main Arab labour-exporting states with 
the cantribution of workers'remittances to economic 
growth and development. Remittances have been of major 
importance in the balance of payments accounts of the 
labour-supplying economies since the mid-1970's, growing 
from $560 Mo. in 1974 (Egypt, Jordan, Syria, YAR and PDRY) 
to an estimated $3,530 Mo.-in 1978. 64 Although net 
receipts now appea~ to be static (in money terms) their 
impact on balance of payments has not diminished. By 
1977 workers' remittances accounted for 30% of the cost 
of imports and some 80% of the value of merchandise exports 
(Swamy, 1981). 65 In the extreme case of North Yemen the 
reliance o~ repatriated earnings is absolute (Fergany, 
1980); in 1977 the ratio of net remittances to toLal goods 
. (j () 
exports and total imports was 5,449% and L40% r-especLtvel.y. 
The effect 'of this capital inflow on foreign exchangf:: 
shortages has clearly been ambivalent; Furthermore its 
potential'as a source of savings and investment capital 
has b.een far from realized. Unlike other foreign exchange 
receipts ~emittances are a personal income transfer and 
as such have proved particalarly.difficult to mobilize for 
productive investment. 
Although only limited empirical research has been 
conducted on ~he utilization of workers' remittances, 
available evidence affirms that the marginal propensity to 
corisume remittance income is high. The latter is primarily 
directed towards the purchase of land, housing and consumer-
durables.67 Ali (1981) adds that a significant proportion 
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of remittances may be used in debt repayment. 68 
This excess liquidity has a direct impact. on demand-led 
inflation. Furthermore the high import content of this 
consumption has an adverse impact on the balance of trade 
69 
and on the marketing of domestic products. 
While the expenditure of remittances offers beQefits 
to the consuming individuals and households, there are 
inherent dangers in the reliance on an uncertain income 
which is not rooted 1n, and has not contributed to, the 
development of a sound productive base. These drawbacks 
are compounded by the uncertainty associated with a source 
of income which is susceptible to external control. The 
continued rece~pt of remittances are not only dependent 
upon employment policies in the labour importing economies, 
they are also influenced by the demographic development of 
migrant communities with its influenc~ on the propensity 
t 't 70 o rem1 . 
1.5.7 Ibrahim (1982) argues that the flows uf manpower 
and capital generated by the investment of oil revenues, 
have created· a new Arab social order characLeri~ed by a 
greater degree of ~ocio-economic interdependence than the 
A b ld h . . d . th . d 71 ra wor as exper1ence 1n any o er per1o . Inter-
dependence is the antithesis of Fergany's (1980) earlier 
contention that the Arab labour-supplying states are 
increasingly dependent upon the capital rich labour-
importers for both income (remittances and aid) and 
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employment. This dependence is incr·c;t....;<:d hy L11e 
uncertainty which surrounds future levels <lf remiLtances and 
by the ability of the. capital-rich states to manipulate the 
international supply of labour. Recent developments in the 
structure and pattern of international labour flows, to 
which we referred earlier• and with which we conclude this 
overview, are seen as a reflection of the increasing 
control exercised by labour importers over the international 
supply of labour. 
1.5.8 Since L975 there has been a significant divers-
ification in the supply of labour to the capital-rich states; 
a diversification which has been accompanied by 
developments in the recruitment process itself. This 
change in the pattern of labour migration has been marked 
by a rapid growth in the immigration of non-Arab, 
primarily Asian, labour. Between 1975 and 1980 the number 
of Asian expatriate workers employed in the Arab region 
rose by 18% p.a. (compared to a 6.4% p.a. increase among 
Ara·b migrants), expanding their share of total non-
nat~onal employment from 19.8% to 28.7% 1n ·1980. 7 3 There 
~--h~ve been two components in this influx of Asian manpower. 
Firstly, the mid-1970 1 s saw a rapid rise in the inflow of 
labour from the Indian sub-continent. Indian and Pakistani 
labour in particular was supplied to the Gulf states via 
a network of private and government recruiting agents 
bl t t h . 1 bl . 1 . th . f. .d d 7 4 a e o rna c ava1 a e supp y w1 spec1 1c eman s. 
This development in the pattern of migr~tion has 
been explained within two frameworks. Firstly, Bir·ks 
and Sinclair (1980a) emphasised the shortfalls in Arab 
labour supply which had developed in the mid 1970 1 s and 
which were seemingly apparent in the skill shortages and 
domestic wage inflation experienced in countries like 
Jordan and North Yemen; together with the withdrawal of 
traditional labour suppliers (Iraq and Iran) as domestic 
development increased internal employment opportunities. 75 
According to the Birks and Sinclair thesis this shortfall 
was taken up by the readily available, low cost, labour 
supply 1n the Indian sub-continent. 
An alternative explanation, emphasising shifts in 
demand rather than shortfalls in supply, is propounded by 
76 Abu-Lughod (1982) and Khoury (1982) among others. 
This sh :i ft in d("!mand ar·ises from the need l.o r·eduh~ LIH: 
economic cost., and Lo minimize the growing con L r·ad.ic I. ions 
of an essentially permanent expatriate Arab community with 
moral claims on the state but without political rights. 
Abu-Lughod distinguishes between the lower Gulf (where 
Indian sub-continent labour had already been dominant in 
the mid-1970's) and Kuwait where she claims the growth 
in Asian immigration marks a real discontinuity in labour 
market policy, a claim not borne out by the historical 
evide~ce presented below (chapter 2). 
As we emphasised earlier· these contentions have 
been based on an analysis not of annual migrant flows but 
of immigrant stocks in a few selected years. As a result 
important cha~acteristics such as differential rates of 
labour force stability have been i~nored. Furthermore 
this data has been in an aggregate form, distinguishing 
simply between Arab and Asian expatriates, ignoring within 
group variations. Later (chapter 5) a more comprehensive 
analysis of annual (1977-81) labour ·inflows and turnover 
rates will be presented. 
A more advanced stage in the for~alizat:i.on of labour 
r·ecr·uitment and deployment is r·erH·csenL(:d by Lhc second 
co 111 p o n c 11 I. i. 11 t. h c d i v e r· s .i f :i c a t. i o 11 o ( · .1. abo u r • .··W p p I y . 'l'hi s 
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comprises the very rapid increase 1n employment of South-
East Asian labour, primarily from the Republic of Korea 
(Kim, 1982) and from the Philippines (Stahl, 1982; 
Lazo et al., 1982). 77 Birks and Sinclair (1982c) estimate 
that the employment of South-East Asian manpower increased 
by 62% p.a. between 1975 and 1980, and rose to 6% of 
h 1 . kf 78 t e tota expatr1ate wor orce. Their employment has 
been closely associated with the success of South-
East Asian contracting firms in penetrating the Middle-
Eastern market, particularly in its construction sector. 
This 'collective contract' or 'project-specific' migration 
(BBhning~ 1982) is distinct in that the provision of 
manpower is only one element in a complete project 
79 package. 
This form of migration is most highly developed in 
the Korean practice. Over 98% of all Korean workers in the 
Middle East in 1980 were employed by Korean construction 
firms, the majority on a standard one year contract 
(Kim, 1982). Additionally however rising labour costs 
have encouraged Korean firms to recruit non-Korean Asians 
(notably Filippinos, Thais, Indonesians and Malays) 
for employment on their projects. Dependents are 
~rohibited from accompanying the migrant workers who are 
under the direct control of their employers throughout the 
contract period; that is, the employer is obliged to 
provide food, shelter, medic~l services and recreational 
facilities on a work camp h~sis. Initially this work 
camp approach was chiefly associated with 'enclave' 
industrial developments (for example at J~bail and Yenbo 
in Saudi Arabia; at Jebel Ali in Dubai and Umm Said in 
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Qatar). There has however been a steady increase in the 
number of collective contracts awarded on non-enclave 
construction projects and, particularly fo~ Filipinos; in 
the service sector. 
The advantage~ of this controlled immigration for 
the capital-r·ich labour-importers are clear. Th<:: 
minimization of the social and political implications of 
\hosting large Arab immigrant communities appears to offer 
s 
a solution to the dilemma of growth ve~s security. 
As a result the share of South-East Asian manpower in the 
total immigrant labour market is projected (Serageldin 
et al., 1983) to rise to 12% by 1985 as the regional 
labour market becomes increasingly biased on social, 
economic· and political grounds against Arab labour· (Birks 
and Sinclc&, 19 80b). 80 The political over· tones of Lhis 
argument may have been overstated. The diffusion of 
collective contract migration to traditionally labour-
exporting Arab economies, particularly Egypt (Hill, 1983) 
and Jtirdan (see below ch~pter 8), su~gests that greater 
emphasis should be placed on the changing nat~re ·of 
international contracting and the evolving structure of 
. 81 
economic development. 
1.5.9 Some of the leading issues an~ recent trends in 
international labour migration in the Middle East have 
been outlined in ·this review. Despite the dearth of 
empirical research in this field it is apparent that both 
labour suppliers and labour receivers, if that distinction 
can be retained, have experienced a range of unforseen 
and lar~ely deleterious social and economic consequences. 
For the capital-poor labour-exporting Arab states thei t· 
essentially passive participatiori in th~ international 
labour market has not been the panacea ~nvisaged in the 
early 1970's. Although it is increasingly felt that the 
42 
policies of laissez-faire are now redundant, the 
alternatives being formulated may be quite inappropriate 
in the face of a vacillating international labour market. 
This then is the regional milieu in which we consider 
the experience of one of these capital-poor states, 
namely the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
JORDANIAN LABOUR MIGRATION : THE HISTORICAL LEGACY 1 1920-66 
2.1 Preface 
2.1.1 Recent studies of international labour migration in 
the Arab region have, without exception, focussed. on the 
period since, or immediately prior to, the 1973-74 oil price 
1 increases. In doing so they ha~e tended to ignore the 
labour market and patterns of migration that existed prior 
to the exploitation of oil resources and the interaction of 
the early oil industry with that 'traditional.' labour· mar·keL. 
This chapter aims to place contemporary .Jordanian 
participation on the international labour market in its 
historical context. In order to achieve this we will first 
consider the parallel patterns of labour migration in the 
Arab Gulf and in the Levant which co-existed during the 
early twentieth century. Subsequently we will examine the 
integration of these two labour markets in the period 1948-66. 
2.2 Tradition and change: Migration to the Gulf during· 
the early twentieth century 
2.~.1 Until the ~id~1930's labour migration in the Gulf 
region was· primarily seasonal· and, in some cases, ·forced in 
nature. The demand and supply of manpower in the nineteenth 
and early twentieth ~enturies reflecte4 the twin pillars of 
the region's economy. Pelly (the Political Resident at 
Bushire, 1947-51) records that in this period there had 
been: II .only two industries from .which they [the 
Sheikhs ] could· squeeze tribute or participate in profit, 
') 
. pear .ling· and s.l.a vi ng ... 11 ~ The volume of labour in voJ ved 
:i n t.ll :i s · sea . .;;on a I 111 i. f.!.' I' ;1 t i. on was no L :i. nco n s i. d c 1· a h I. c . K<: II y 
so 
(1968) suggests that, in the mid-nineteenth century, anything 
from 30,000 to 40,000 men worked on the pearling banks of 
the lower Gulf (Bahrain and the Trucial coast) alone. 3 
In addition estimates from the Kuwait residency suggest that 
up to 10,000 labourers were involved in the seasonal 
migration to the Kuwait pearl banks from the date gardens 
of southern Iraq.4 
Some indication of the scale and pattern of this 
movement is provided by Biscoe (the Political Resident 
at Bushire, 1929-32). The latter records that: 11 ... as 
the pearling season [May to September] approaches each year 
there is a great migration to the Trucial coast - off which 
some of the best banks lie - from Oman, as many as 5,000 
coming from the Batinah tribes with perhaps 2, 000 mrwc 
from other districts II In addition Biscoe suggests that 
about 15,000 'local' divers went out from Bahr·ain each 
season and estimated that: II about 100,000 men from the 
whole Gulf are employed on the banks every year. 115 
This seas~nal migration was not always undertaken 
voluntarily. Prideaux (Political Resident at Bushire, 
1924-27) records that: II in the pearling·industry there 
is always a demand for diver recruits on account of the 
strenuous nature of the life and ii is not a new thing for 
returning pilgrims to bring one or two fresh slaves from 
M 116 ecca ... Boyes (H.M.S. Triad, 1929) was of a similar 
opinion, he suggests that at least 2,000 slaves from the 
Batinah were sent to the Trucial coa;::;t each f)Car·.l i.ng . ..;c:a.son. 
Locl1 (Political Agent in Bahrain, 1932-37) writing as Late 
as 1935 reports that some 21,000 slaves were still 
d . 8 engage on the pearling banks of the Trucial Coast. 
7 
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2.2.2 By the mid-1930's however the international pearl 
trade had collapsed and a series of poor seasons forced 
the Gulf pearl industry into a depression from which it 
never recovered. In May 1932 the divers at Bahrain 
refused to go out to the banks because of the low capital 
advanc~s offered to them as a result of the previous year 1 s 
poor harvest. In subsequent rioting at Manama two divers 
were killed. by police and another five ser·iously wounded. 
Captain Prior (Political Agent in Bahrain, 1929-32) wrote: 
''· .. these divers number some thousands of ruffians and 
semi-savages from a dozen different countries, without 
any families present to restrain them. The danger of 
leniency is at once apparent ... unless an improvement 
in the pearl market takes place before next year the industry 
will be bankrupt and untold misery caused to thousands who 
have no other livelihood."9 
The revival did not occur and in 1935 only 360 
boats and 11,550 men went out from Uahrain. 10 In 1936 
Loch wrote to Fowle (Political Resident at Bushire, 1932-39) 
that the financial depression and fall in value of pearls 
was leading to: "· .. a desire of the owners of slaves 
along the Trucial Coast to get rid of them (even at a 
sacrifice in price) in order to save the cost of maintaining 
th . 11·11 em. 
2. 2 .. 3 The subsequent decade witnessed a significant 
transformation in the traditional pattern of labour migration 
to the Gulf. Coincident with the collapse in pearling an 
increasing proportion of local Arab labour, including 
possessed· slaves, began to find employment in the nascent 
oil industry. In Bahrain the Bahrain Petroleum Company's 
(BAPCO) employment of 'native' daily rate workers grew 
from 600 to 700 in April 1936 to 2,100 in 1939 and 6,400 
in 1944. 12 
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During the same period there was/ d~.sp_ite the Sa~d_i 
anti-slave trade legislation_ ( 1936 >f a g:~dual recr~-d~scence 
of slaving. In 1938 Howes (Political Officer, Trucial Coast 
1938-40} reported the sale of between one and two thousand 
slaves in the Buraimi oasis. 13 At the same time increasing 
numbers of slaves were imported from Persian Baluchistan. 
Fowle recorded that: "During the last ten years, owing 
to the unpopularity of the Persian administration in Persian 
Baluchistan and adverse economic conditions, ther·e has been 
a regular exodus of Ualuchis often with their· wives and 
children to the Arabian coast of the Persian Gulf, 
particularly to the Batinah. Here they are free from Persian 
administra~ion but find it very difficult to make a 
living 
A_relationship between slavery and the developing 
oil industry is clearest in the case of Qatar. In the 
fir~t half of 1951 some 61 slaves had presented themselves 
at the British Agency for manumission, a reflection in 
itself of their belief that they co~ld find employment to 
support themselves and their families. 15 However Jacomb 
(Political Officer at Doha) revealed that it was not 
possible to free such slaves without generating considerable 
ill-feeling and suggested that the problem should be 
approached cautiously to avoid alienating the ruling family. 
It is clear that this ill-feeling had arisen in part 
because slaves had become an increasingly valuable asset 
following the est~blishment of Petroleum Development Qatar 
Ltd. (PD!J). Jacomb makes this clear in his report when 
he states that: "Ever since PDQ started work in Qatar 
they have empl~yed slaves owned by Qataris (and in some 
cases by Trucial Coast Sheikhs and their subjects). The 
Company do not of course do this by choice, the slave is 
to them one of many people applying for work 11 Thus 
potential employees would arrive with a note from one of 
the Sheikh's relatives recommending the bearer for 
employment. The Company were of course obliged to hire 
the man without questioning. Jacomb's report continues: 
''· .. I found that the possessed slaves working for the 
Company received their pay from the paymaster but almost 
at once had to hand over between 80 and 1)5% to an agc11L 
of their master. I t was there for· e o h vi o u s t h a L the s I a v e s 
were farmed out as a source of income 1116 
2.2.4 Despite the revival in slaving the demand for labour 
in the Gulf, particularly for skilled and semi-skilled 
manpower, soon outstripped the local supply. Indeed in 
Bahrain the oil company (BAPCO) had begun to import Indian 
labour on a significant scale from 1935. 17 Similarly in 
Kuwait where Audsley recommended the Kuwait Oil Company 
(KOC) to improve living and working conditions for its 
predominantly Indian staff since ''· .. they will have to 
rely upon a large community of Indians for many years to 
come in view of the certainty that Arabs in general and 
Kuwaitis in particular will not provide, in sufficient 
5J 
numbers, the employees required for skilled and sen1i-skilled 
, II 18 occupat:tons. 
By 1950 the major construction programmes of the 
oil companies were completed. Evans (Political Agent in 
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Kuwait) reporting this slowdown in construction activity 
went on to suggest that: 11 ••• future employment prospects 
will depend on the use to which the Sheikh will put his 
lt . . 1119 roya 1es ... Nevertheless the established dependence 
on immigrant labour was to remain, as Audsley had predicted. 
2.2.5 From this preliminary discussion it is apparent that 
by the late 1940's an extensive pattern of international 
migration for employment was already in existence and that 
pattern of employment was built in part on former traditions 
of labo~r migration and labour recruitment. We will explore 
some of these features in greater d~pth below (Chapter 4.2). 
This 1 tradition 1 of migration did not· encompass 
Levantine Arab labour except in very specific cin.:umsLances 
(see Chapter 4.2.2). It cannot be inferred however· that 
such labour was immobile. In the following sections we 
turn our attention to the·Levant and consider the patterns 
of labour flows which were developing within that region 
over the same period (pre-1950). Subsequently we will 
consider the factors which led to an integration of these 
two 'international' labour markets and will describe Lhe 
characteristics of Jordanian participation in that 
international labour market. 
2.3 Transjordanian labour migration, 1920-48 
2.3.1 Although a tradition of seasonal labour migration 
existed both within and between the vilayets o~ the Ottoman 
empire, (Trans-) Jordanian participation in migration for 
employment within the Levant remained relatively insignificant 
prior to the establishment of the British Mandate for 
Palestine in 1920. Analysis of this phase of (Trans-) 
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Jordanian labour emigration is considerably constrained by 
data limitations. Nevertheless the period 1920-48 can be 
sub-divided, largely on the basis of events in Palestine, 
i~to four distinct periods of incorporation into the 
international labour market. Our discussion commences with 
the period 1920-36. 
2.3.2 Transjordanian labour in Palestine, 1920-36 
The Transjordanian economy of the early mandate years 
was characterized by its absence of formal capital and 
20 
.labour markets. The labour force was ov~rwhelmingly 
unskilled and primarily engaged in subsistence agriculture 
and nomadic pastoralism, two sectors characterized by 
considerable under-employment aQd unemployment. In the mid-
1920's Transjordan had begun to 'export' a small grain 
surplus to Palestine and Syria but this remained on an 
.. . 1 d . f .1 b . 21 1rregu ar an 1n orma . as1s. Annual and seasonal 
variations in labour demand stemmed largely from fluctuat.ions 
in the levels ·Of winter pre~ipitatioh which were a major 
determinant of harvesting 1abour. 
The establishment of the British Mandate in Palestine 
was a major influence on this 'traditional'. pattern of 
employment and of labour demand. The expansion of 
Palestine's economic and social infrastructure during the 
late 1920's and early 1930's (for example the construction of 
Haifa harbour) attracted manpower from all parts of 
Palestine and Greater Syria. 22 A second impetus to this 
g,rowing demCJ,nd for wage labour came from the renewed scale 
of Jewish immigrCJ,tion and capital investment following the 
depression of 1~26-28. 23 In particular the expansion of 
citriculture was predicated on the exploitation of cheap, 
unskilled Arab labour in seasonal picking~ sorting and 
packing employment. Antoun (1965) has commented on the 
importance of labour migration in this period. In 
examining the external relations of a dryland agricultural 
village in north-.west Transjordan he argues that: 
"Kufra al-Ma has been characterized by long-distance 
mobility since the establishment of the British Mandate in 
Palestine. A large majority of the villagers worked in 
Palestine on. three or more separate occasions. Many used 
to leave after the harvest or during drought seasons to 
spend three or more months in Haifa or Tel Aviv ... 11 Labour 
migration to Palestine was characterized as sporadic and 
largely dependent on the level of the previous harvest and 
the prospects for the· forthcoming season. Antoun confirms 
that migrants overwhelmingly took unskilled employment in 
construction, fishing and harvesting, for which the monetary 
returns were small. 24. 
Clearly then the late 1920's saw the increasi.ng 
formilisation of the labour market within Palestine and the 
absorption o.f local Arab labour into the wage economy, 
presenting an opportunity for surplus e~t~rnal Arab .labour 
to supplement its otherwise meagre employment opportunities. 
The 1931 Census of Palestine provides some limited data on 
immigrant labour from Transjordan. 25 However this enumeration 
was undertaken in November when the demand for.casual labour 
in citriculture and other agricultural enterprises were low. 
Data on nationality indicate~ that 2,693 Transjordanians 
were temporarily resident in Palestine, somewhat smaller 
than the Syri·an immigrant population ( 3, 461). The r·e \ve r·e 
significant differences between the two gr·uups, in· pal'l:.:i.cu] ar· 
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the Syrians were primarily drawn from the Druse community 
and had a relatively 'norm~l' dem9grap~ic structure, with a 
sex ratio of 131.2, in contrast almost 70% of the 
Transjordanians were male (sex ratio' 228), and those males 
aged 20-45 accounted for almost 40% of all Transjordanian 
immigrants (the same cohorts rep~esented only 26% of the 
Syrians). Furthermore the Transjordanian immigrants were, 
despite the season, predominantly enumerated in rural 
locations, only 35% being recorded in urban areas (compared 
to 6j% of Syrians). There is then some general evidence 
.to suggest that Transjordanians were, in the early 1930's 
at least, involved in seasonal and rural labour migration. 
Despite the paucity of statistical data, documentary 
evidence confirms that the period 1928-1936 saw an increasing 
inconporation of Transjordanian manpower (primarily from 
the dryland agricultural areas of the north-west) irito 
Palestine's labour market. A major stimulus to this 
incorporation was the stagnation of agricultural production 
in these areas during the ~arly 19j0 1 s when Transjordan 
s~ffered a tycle of imp6verished harvests and almost 
t . . d . .ht d. . 26 Th I . con 1n~ous roug con 1t1ons.. e country .s econom1c 
position is graphically portrayed in the Monthl.y Situation 
Report filed by Glubb' for December 19 3 3 in which he records 
that: ''· .. the whole· desert is strewn with the carcases 
of dead animal~ a~d fo~ms a most depressing spectacle. 
There se~ms t6_be no doubt ~hat this country, ·on top of 
commerci~l depressiori and finaricial stringency, is suffering 
a cycle of years of scarce rainfall 1127 
For many the introduction of relief works during 
these years provided their initial entree into the 'wage' 
economy. In December 1933 Transjordan's Legislative Council, 
had made available funds for the establishment of a 
relief works programme, providing employment (primarily 
on road construction or improvement and well drilling) and 
income for oth~rwise'destitut~ bedo6in. By March 1934 over 
1,000 bedouin from the Beni Hasan were employed on six road 
construction projects. Glubb reports that despite its 
modest size the programme was a considerable success and 
''· .. has undoubtedly saved considerable numbers from death 
by starvation and exposure. I most sincerely hope that if 
funds are available the experiment may be repeated next 
winter 1128 
Continued drou~ht exacerbated Transjordan's economic 
crisis through its depressing effect on customs revenue 
(following the collapse of grain exports) and tax collection. 
The authorities were continually. obliged to remit the taxes 
gathered early in the year. In March 1934 the Quarterly 
Situation Report explains that: 
" 
the majority of 
taxpayers in Transjordan have been impoverished by a 
succession of poor harvests and repeated losses of livestock." 29 
In 1936, when over 70% of tax collected had to be remitted, 
Cox (the British Resident in Amman, 1924-39) reported 
that: "The present year is the worst agricultural year 
which we have suffered since the details of the country's 
situation have been known ... some parti of the country 
have been so badly hit that relief works will again be 
necessary 11 30 
In contrast the same period saw consider·able economic 
expansion on Palestine's coastal plain. Notestein and 
31 . Jurkat (1945) have shown the effect of this capital 
investment in directing internal labour migration from 
. central Palestine and the highlands towards the coast. 
Employment opportunities for unskilled labour on public and 
semi-public corporations were predominantly filled by 
Palestinian .Arab manpower which had a· considerable price 
advantage over comparable Jewish labour. According to 
Taqqu (1977) this wage differential exceeded 100% in lhe 
case of ~nskilled labour. Jewish claims to higher· t·ates or 
pay seemed untenable to the employing authorities who 
32 
avoided them. 
This wage differential arose not least from the 
oscillation of Arab labour between two modes of production, 
in subsistence agricult~re and as casual labour in urban 
areas. Taqqu suggests that it was: "··. usual for 
Fellahin to maintain even tiny holdings in their villages 
and to supplement their agricultural income by placing 
themselves in the labour market in slack periods. Even 
landless peasants continued to reside in the countryside 
to a significant extent, earning their livelihood through 
sharecropping, tenancy and wage labour." 33 
At the same ti~e economic conditions in Syria and 
Transjordan had stimulated the recruitment of non-
Palestinian Arab labour at wage rates which undercut., 
even the local Arab manpower. By the mid 1930's more than 
25% of the Jaffa porters were Transjordanian, ·who were 
.employed for handling bulk cargoes and paid at exceptionally 
low rates. Sim~larly 20% of stevedores in Jaffa port were 
Syrian or Egyptian. 34 Taqqu traces labour unrest among 
Palestinian Arab manpower in the port~ of Haifa and Jaffa 
during 1935 directly to quarrels between Harawani labour 
and local manpower whose wages were being under-cut. 
Industrial action by the Palestinian Arab labour force 
eventually led to the deportation of the Harawani labourers 
and their replacement by immigrants from Nablus. 35 
2.3.3 Labour flows and the Palestine Arab Revolt, 1936-39 
This outlet for surplus Transjordanian labour was 
however short-lived. The announcement of further Palestine 
Labour Immigration Schedules in May 19.36 and Lhe s11bscquenL 
Arab li>oycott and revolt (1936-39) had significant 
implications for- a Transjordanian economy and ..Labour· rnar·ket 
which had become increasingly dependent on the level of 
economic activity in Palestine. 
From May 1936 the Palestine labour market (and 
indeed export market) was effectively closed to Transjordanian 
labour. In some areas the effect was devastating. _Ln .June / 
1936 the British Resident in Amman (Cox) reported that relief 
work was being provided extensively in Tr·ansjor·dan because 
of widespread unemployment and destitution induced hy the: 
II complete failure of the cereal crops in the soutlter·n 
part of Transjordan and in other areas by the return to 
Transjordan of many persons who normally found employment 
in Palestine as porters and labourers 11 36 The Monthly 
Situation Report for September 1936 commented that: 
"Transjordan finds herself in a financial strait-jacket 
because the. bad agricultural season has made it necessary 
to estimate for a short-fall in revenue of some J:P. 46,000; 
the closing of the Palestine labour mar·ket and the: r·c.o..;uJL i.ng 
pove1·Ly 111 cer·ta.i.n areas has called for- Lhe JH'ov.isioll ol" 
.1:1'. 16,255 on reLief works 11 37 
0 1 
This is an early and clear demonstration of the 
problems induced by reliance on a volatile external / 
labour market. 
T h c imp o s i t i on o f t r a v e 1 rest r· i c t ions d u r :i n g· t h e 
19.3 6-.3 9 c r· isis a 'l so prevented the flow of Palestinian la hour· 
into Transjordan. This had comprised two elements. 
Firstly a small number of Palestinians had been seconded 
from the Government of Palestine to the Transjordanian 
d . . . 38 a m1n1strat1on. Secondly, and on a larger scale, there 
had been a significant though irregular influx of harvesting 
l b f S . d P l t. . t T . d 39 a our ~om yr1a an a es 1ne 1n o ransJor an. 
The volume and characteristics of this occasional. 
movement ar·e ••rHiocumented. Both 1922 and 1!).3 I w1:r·c 
r·e.lative.ly good har·vest year·.s .i.n 'J'r·ans.jonJai1 ir1 wl1ich ·'-'''ell 
la bouc migr·at.ion might be ex pee ted to ha vc IJCCI.IITed and 
hence to be revealed in the Census of Palestine which 
tt t d t t P l . . . d. b d 40 a emp e o enumera e a est1n1ans res1 1ng a roa . 
Only a small sc~le migration is recorded (1,859 in 1922 and 
1,328 in 1931) howeven Since the enumerations were undertaken 
in October and November respectively,they are·a ~oor guide 
to seasonal labour migration. The 1931 Census does provide 
data on the ar·ea of origin within Palestine oi' those: 
residing tempor·arily in Transjordan. 
the movement was localised 1n nature since ovc:r· 70% or· i.ginaLed 
from the central districts of Beisan, Nablus, Jerusalem, 
Jericho and Ramallah. In 1939 the coincidence of a large 
cereal harvest in Transjordan with the continued travel 
restrictions prevented this usual inflow of labour and led 
to an unprecedented increase in the daily wage rate paid 
to harvesting labour (of 275 mils).4 1 
t) L. 
2.3.4 Labour migration and labour shortages, 1939-45 
The onset of the 1939-45 war led to further changes / 
in the regional demand for labour with the expansion of 
military construction and supply work in both Palestine 
and Transjordan from 1941. 
The emergence of significant labour shortages in 
Palestine by 1942 and the consequent wage infL..tLion, 
encour·aged the rn.i.l :i.tary Lo authorize the impnr·LaL i ott ol' 
I . ·1 ·1 l A I I I I. 'I' . I c . . I 1· I 4 L. unset. .. e< ra > a >our· :rom .r·ans.Jor< an, ,-,yr·J.a ;ul! ·,g·.yp ,. 
Estimates of the volume of this Jabo11r· immigr·aLion t·angc 
from 15,000 to 20,000 persons. The exact size of the 
Transjordanian contingent within this labour force remains 
unclear (it is known however that they were an imbortant 
source of rail workers and represented over 10% of all 
rail workers in 1943). 43 
The re-opening of the Palestinian J.abour market to 
Transjordanian manpower had concomitant i.mpl.icaLions f'ur· 
the development of the domestic, Trans.ior·dan i.art, I ;d>ntll' 
market. 
During the early war years the British wer·e incr~easing.l.y 
dependent on lqcal tribes for manpower .. In November 1941 
over 6,000 bedouin were employed on road construction in 
the Aqaba a~ea alone. 44 Such employment was of mutual 
benefit following the widespread decimation of livestock I 
herds during the severe winter of 1941-42. For many this 
military employment was simply an extended version of 
earlier relief works programmes. An add .i. t.i on a I. i:S, (J00 
bedouin (mainly nen.i. Hasan.) wer-e~ engaged by !..he 111 i J·i Lar·y 
:r. rt the nnr·ther·.n d istr·icts. 4 ~ Such empl.nymcnL did noL 
() .5 
h6wever disrupt traditional social and political relations 
as appears to have occurred in Palestine. Indeed to some 
extent such relationships were reinforced by the military's 
use of local sheikhs in their recruitment drive. 
Initially friction had arisen when tribal sheikhs and village 
leaders saw that their role as patrons was threatened by 
these employment opportunities and an infusion of capital 
over which they exercised no contr·u I. The l'o I i L i. c:a I 
S i t u a t i o n Rep o r t 1.' or· N o v em be r I <) 4 I <..: x p I a i r 1.-:; L h a t. : "Du r· i rrg 
the early stages o[ the work in M a 1 an cons i d c r· a b I.e L r·o u I> I c 
arose from the fact that the more important tribal sheikhs 
obtained no benefit from the undertakings, they were too 
distinguished to labour themselves and no one wa-s prepared 
to pay them for doing nothing." Intimations that the 
sheikhs might attempt the withdrawal of their men from the 
works led to a compromise through which tr·iba.l_ notab·l es 
were.'employed' as overseers: II on the condition Lhat 
they remain per·rnanent.l.y on the work, usc their· i 111' I ucrr<:c 
to prevent; f r· i c t ion and that Lhe tribe to wh:i. ch they IH~ long· 
46 produces an adequate quota of labour." 
The coincidence of three good harvest years (1941-
1943) and the conditions of regional labour shortage had 
important implications for the military authorities. The 
latter recoghized that the return of local labourers to 
their villages of origin for the duration of the harvest 
would leave their strategic construction projects 1vi til 
con.-,; i.der·al> I e I a born· shor·t;;ages. By L he c: 11 d o r i\ p r· i I I 'J 41, 
manpower· c:mp l.oy<·:d l>y Lhc m.i.l. i tar·y i 11 t)l(; nor·t.lrcr·n d i .--;l.r· i c·l,.--; 
of 'J'r·ansjordan ( wher·e it had been tr·ansporLed f'rorn vi I. Lages 
around Amman, Salt, Madaba and Mafraq) had already 
fallen by over 3,000 as wage rates paid to harvesting.labour 
rose to a record 400 mils/day.47 Negotiations with the 
Free French authorities in Damascus over the supply of 
unskilled Syrian labour to supplement this seasonal deficit 
failed to resolve the issue. In the south however 
employment levels on the Aqaba and Ma 1 an works were 
maintained by the recruitment of destitute bedou.in f"r·om Lhe 
1.1 ·. l . h I d b '-'f' . d I I 4 ~ • e .J a z , w 11. c 1 a e en s u f e r J. n g a s e v ere r· o u g 1 , • 
This same seasonal manpower crisis arose again Ln 
1943. The large price differential for cereals between 
Tra~sjordan and Syria encouraged the proliferation of a 
' . strong black market network and enabled landowners Lo pay 
harvesting labour at 900 mils/day. 4 9 
The experience of Transjordan during the war ye;trs, 
the rna in tenance of seasonal labour· demands and Lh c con L i 1111 ed 
a u thor :i. L y of L r· ad i t ion a l e 1 i t e s con t r· a s L s m a r· I\!: d I y w i Lit Lit c 
Palestinian experience during this period. In I' a I e.--; L i rtc 
the mobility 0 f labour had bypassed traditional ell ill) nc ls 0 r 
recruitment and undermined the village elites. C u n L .i n u e d 
disorders in Palestine and the growing influx of r·efugces 
in the post 1946 period exacerbated Transjordan's immediate 
post-war unemployment problem deriving from the reduction 
in m_ilitary and government employment (both ln 
Transjordan and in Palestine) which coincided with a 
renewed cycle of severe dr·oughts (par·ticular·ly in l~J4(> ami 
1947). i\.1 Ler·nal;i vc., non-agr·icul LuJ·a I cmpl oyrru:rtl. oppor·l.tttt i L i c.'-> 
wer·c I. i rn.i Led. 'J'her·c was a l.ar·gc ·inl'lux ul' canclidal.c:s l'or· 
~nlistrnent into the Arab Legion and some constructlon 
employment with IPC and the Trans-Arabian Pipeline.50 
2.4 Post 1948, the search for new employment 
opportunities 
2.4.1 The patterns of temporary and relatively short 
distance migration that existed within the Levant during 
the early twentieth century were curtailed by the 1936-39 
Arab Revolt. Although the 1939-45 war led tu renewed 
regional labour migration and was an important phase in the 
development of a wage labour force _ur the Transjurdan.i arr 
economy, it was but a short interregnum .. 
If the i936-39 revolt marks the break with une 
tradition (albeit short lived) of international migration 
for employment, then the 1948 Palestine war heralded a new/ 
tradition. The flood of an estimated 450,000 ~efugees into 
the new, but equally impoverished, Kingdom ~f Jordan was to 
generate the scale of that movement while the emergence of 
renewed manpower demands on the Arabian Peninsula wer·e to 
determine its direction. 
Antoun (1979) suggests that following the 1948 
Palestine war long distance labour migration turned, to 
some extent, to the north (to Damascus and Beirut), but 
the main movement was 'internal', towards the East Bank .in 
general and to Amman in particular. Nevertheless even this 
flow was a mere trickle compared to the former migration 
to Palestine. 51 
In December 1949 the 1 Additional law no. 49' 
stipulated the citizen~hip rights of all 'Jo~danians' 
and provided for the provision of Jordanian passports to 
the Palestinian refugees, thus allowing them freedom tu 
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travel to other Arab countries. 52 Despite this the 
scale of emigration for employment built up only slowly 
during the 1950's, indeed the entry of Arab refugees was 
restricted by other Arab countries who argued that their 
absorption into new areas would undermine the Arab 
bargaining position vis-a-vis Israel and endanger the right 
to return. 
Concomitantly manpower demands from the nascent oil / 
industry in the Arab Gulf states provi~ed few opportuniti.es 
for Levantine manpower. Analysis of oil company employm<c:nL 
r·osters for B/\PCO, PDQ and KOC over· the per·iocl ISI.):0.:-41-3 l1as 
shown that ear·.ly skilled and semi-skilled emp.l oymenL was 
dominated by Persian and Indian sub-continent labour. 
The BAPCO roster for 19~8 reveals that 83% of the skilled 
and semi-skilled labour force was from the Indian sub-
continent. Similarly in KOC, Indian manpower accounted for 
88% of such labour in 1948. Although the majority of 
unskilled manual labour derived from local Arab sources and 
was hired on a d a i J. y basis , there was a sur· p r .i sing I y h i gh 
level of unskiLLed immigrant labour·. ·In 1948 some :l(j% of' 
KOC's unskilled labour was imported from 1ndia. 53 Ln Lhc 
late 1940's. KOC 1 s labour force expanded rapidly, i n<c: r·easi ng 
from 1,901 in January 1947 to 18~046 1n January 1949 but it 
was not until later in 1949 that the employment of 
Palestinian Arab labour was considered, following the 
prompting 6f the British Agency~54 
This limited involvement by Palestinian and 
Transjordariian manpower in the expanding Gulf labour market 
reflects a number of factors. Firstly, during the previous 
decade and the early 1940 1 s, when the demand for immigr·an t 
labour had been established in the Gulf, Transjordanian (and 
Palestinian Arab) labour was, as we have seen above 
(section 2.3), increasingly drawn into the expanding wage 
economy of coastal Palestine. Employment in the economy 
of Palestine had considerable advantages for Transjordanian 
labour over the uncertainty and cost constraints on 
mig r· a t i on t o the G ul f , not 1 e a s t the i r· a b i l :i. t y t u m a :i. 11 t a i. n 
links with the domestic ruraL economy with ease. Titus, 
even d u r· i n g t he I <) .16 - 3l) c r i_ s i s i n I' a I. c s t i. 11 1: when L It i. ,--; 
outlet for surplus labour was effectively closed, the 
Transjordanians did not find an alternative in the already 
expanding Gulf labour market. In addition to the endogenous 
factors restricting labour movements to the Levant itself, 
must be added the fact that they were simply not recruited, 
even as unskilled labour.55 
The pattern of labour recruitment ·tn the <:ul f dur·ing 
this per·iod was the outcome of the compeL i ng ;t ims of' Lhe 
Go v e r· n me n t o f [ n d .i. a a n d t h e m a :i o 1 · u i I c u m p; 111 i 1; s . The latter· 
were deter·m.i.ned to r·ecruit pr·edominant.l y l'er·.--; ian I abol.ll' 
which had the advantages of relatively low cost, easy 
accessibility and, while offering a range of skills, it was 
not covered by restri~tive labour legislation unlike the 
major alternative (Indian) manpower source.5 6 At the same 
time the Government of India in the form of the British 
Political Agents resident in the Gulf sheikhdoms, and 
part icu la r .l y in Bahrain, were determined to mi 11 i 111 i .--;c th c: 
emp] oyment of Per·s.ians whom they r·egar·ded as an i nsLr·rlllll.!nL 
in Per·s:i.a 1 s geopolitical ambitions over the <.:ul I' .--;lwi khdoms. )? 
Additionally these Political Agents were anxious to promote 
Indian interests on the Arab side of the Gulf, to justify 
the maintenance of their Agencies from Government of India 
funds. The latter was achieved by stressing the role of 
the Agencies in securing Indian employment 1n the area and 
in facilitating the payment of remittances to India. 58 
In sum few Jordanians or Palestinians were employed 
in the Gulf during the 1930's and a migration 'chain' had 
not been established. As a result the surplus 'Jordanian' 
labour which became available after the 1~48 war had no 
base from which to take advantage of the expansion i.n LhaL 
labour m a r k e t u n L i 1 their a c t i v e r e c r· u i L men L d u r· i. n g tiH·~ 
mid-1950's. 
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2. 4. 2 In the early 19 50 1 s an oppor·tuni ty for more s:ign.i_ fican t 
'Jordanian' labour migration appeared. In late 1949 it had 
been suggested (by the Fo~eign Office), that Nuri Said's 
threa~ to expel the Iraqi Jews could represent an opportunity 
to replace them with Arab refugees from Jordan. In a 
confidential memorandum to the British Chancery in Baghdad 
the Foreign Office suggest~d that: "The economic dj_sadvantage 
to Iraq caused by the removal of a useful element i11 .i.Ls 
pop u 1 a t ion co u 1 d , to some ext en t , be r· e d u c e d h y b r· i 11 g· i 11 g- i 11 
Palestinian Arab townsmen in their p.lace." 59 The p.l.an was 
swiftly rejected as impractical by the Chancery, arguing that 
any exchange scheme would soon lose its voluntary nature. 
In addition it had already been pointed out that the real 
difficulty lay in absorbing the thousands of Palestinian 
refugee families formerly dependent on agri~ultural employment~ 0 
More concrete moves were made in 1953 when Iraq 
granted a number of civil rights to the estimated 6,000 
Palestinian refugees who had settled there. In the same 
09 
year Jordan and Iraq concluded an agreement for the 
unrestricted movement of population between the two 
1 . 6 l coun~r1es. Plascov (1981) reports that the LaLLcr led to 
a flood of unskilled labour migration to Iraq and a rapid 
policy reversal on the part of Iraq which already had a 
6? large unemployment problem in Basra and Baghdad. -
Nevertheless Iraq's shortages of skilled and semi-skilled 
manpower continued. The brief and ill-fated Arab Federal 
Union, between Jordan and Iraq (January-July 1958) re-
affirmed the right of free transfer of labour, which aimed 
. 6 3 
to ameliorate Iraq's skilled labour shortages. · The 
overthrow of the Hashemite monarchy in the Baghdad J<evo I uLion 
meant the dissolution of the Union and the ter·mirraLi.o11 of' 
this agreement. The subsequent deterioration in n.: I a Lion . ,; 
between the two countries acted as a bar to further· 
labour flows. In 1961 the Jordanian census recorded only 
2,356 'Jordanians' living in Iraq. 
Despite the limited opportunities Plascov (1981) 
has argued that the Jord~nian authorities continued Lo 
promote emigration, particularly from the West Hank, [or 
overtly political motives. He suggests that emigr·;.tLi.on, by 
removing 11 ••• the bitter·, unemployed, ·young, II 
perpetuated the influence of more conservative clcrncnls 
who remained behind. 64 However the bulk of emigration [rom 
the West Bank in this period was essentially an jnternal 
movement, directed to the East Bank and to Amman itself 
which had received a disproportionate share of investment. 65 
Nevertheless by the late 1950's increasing numbers, 
particularly of skilled and professiona 1 workers, wer·e 
70 
finding employment in the developing oil economies, notably 
Kuwait, where substantial investments were being made 1r1 
s~~a.l and economic infrastructure. Emigration for 
employment from among the refugee population was aided i.n 
part by UNRWA's 'placement service' ~hich circulated lists 
of refugees with details of qualifications, experience and 
age throughout the region. Hacker (1960) notes a net 
out-migration from Jordan of 5,100 in 1957, commenting that: 
II 
.. even if small numerically, the effects are detrimental 
to Jordan. Except for those who have deep roots in .Jordan, 
the most skilled peoples in the fields of education, 
medicine, nursing, engineering, for example, ar·e being 
drawn to surrounding countries, notably Kuwait, where 
1 • l h . ' d II (j 6 sa ar1es are at east t ree t1mes what they are ln .lor· an. 
By 1957 there were an estimated 14,100 Jordanians and 
Palestinians living in Kuwait. The characterisLics of this 
early international migration to Kuwait will be discussed 
in ~etail below (Chapter 4.3). 
The following sections examine the pattern of 
international migration from Jordan established during the 
1950's as evidenced by the 1961 Census results. 
2.5 
2. 5. 1 
The evolution and characteristics of primar·y labour· 
migration: 1 Jordanians 1 abr"oad in 1961 
The 1961 Census of Pop~lation provides the earliest 
systematic data from which the volume, characteristics and 
spatial pattern of 'Jordanian' labour migration jn the post-
1948 period can be established. The census Clltllnc 1·;tl.ed 
1 J or· d a n .i. a 11.s ' 1· e s ide n t a h r· o ad w he n : L II<: .i r· 11 e il 1· <: s L 11 <: x L 
of kin in . .Jot·dan was a member· of the househoJ.d er1ume1·aLed or·, 
if a whole household was detected as temporarily abroad, 
; 1 
through a vacant house or neighbours. ' 67 
This methodology undoubtedly resulted in significant 
under-enumeration and distor·tion, particularly whe11 the 
emigration involved whole families. Data regarding the 
characteristics of those resident abroad elicited from 
neighbours or remaining relatives is likely to be imperfect, 
particularly with regard to occupational and education 
variables. Furthermore the term 'temporarily abroad' 
remains ~ndefined and no data is presented on length of 
residence abroad. These inadequacies and potential sources 
of error should be borne in mind throughout the ensuing 
discussion. The following section will establish the 
spatial pattern of migrant origins and destinations be for·e 
proceeding to examine their demographic, social and econom.i.c 
characteristics. 
2. 5. 2 Migrant destinations and emigr·ation rates 
The 1961 census records a surprisingly Low level of 
international emigration from Jordan. Some 62,863 'Jordanians' 
were enumerated as resident abroad in November 1961, a figure 
which represents only 3.8% of the total population. 
Furthermore the pattern of emigrant destinations was dominated 
by Kuwait which accounted for over 50% of the total abroad. 
Disaggregation of this crude data and the mapping of emigration 
rates (emigrants per 1000 inhabitants) for each of the 28 
enumeration sub-districts reveals a marked spatial 
concentration of emigration and specific regional destination 
patterns (table 2.1 and figure 2.1). 
'[' he w·e .s L B illl k s u b - d i s t ,. -j (: t s <: I. ( ~ a I . I .Y d tllll j ll ; l (. ( : t.ll ( : 
· p a t L c r· 11 o I" t: 111 i g t • a L i o n , a c c o u 11 t. .i_ n g f o r· 71) . <) % , , I" ; , I I ' . I (II' d ; 1 11 i. a 11 s ' 
abroad ir1 1961 (Nablus and Jerusalem alone accounted for 
AG. 2-1(a) RATES OF EHIGRATDN FROM J(R)AN BY SUB-DISTRICT. 1961. 
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FIG. 2·1 (b) JORDAN : 1961 CENSUS DIVISIONS. 
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77.4%). Particularly high rates of out-migration are 
recorded from the sub-di~tricts of Tulkarm (134.9), Nablus 
(90.7), Salfit (84.1); Ramallah (72.9) and Jenin (71.2). 
This d~ta can be further disaggregated into its urban and 
rural components (table 2.2). Comparison of the emigr·ation 
rates for selected towns and their adjoining rural sub-
districts reveals a relatively constant emigration rate. 
In most cases the rate ~f emigration is only slightly lower 
(10-15%) in rural areas, and in Ramallah the rural rate is 
marginally higher than the urban rate. 
With the exception of Hebron emigration can be 
regarded as a 'district-wide' event rather thari a specifically 
urban or rural phenomenon. In the case of Hebron however 
the urban rate of emigration (32.0) is considerably higher 
tha~ the rural rate (4.6). The explanation for thls Lies 
in the fact that there were few refugee camps in the Hel>ron 
district. Furthermore, in 1954 of 45,784 persons receiving 
UNRWA rations in Hebron district some 60.2% lived in the 
town.itself. 
Turning t6 the East B~nk sub-districts, it is evident 
that emigration rates are both lower and spatially more 
concentrated. Only Ramtha (34.1) and urban Amman (27.5) 
recorded even moderate levels of out-migration. Over much 
of the East Bank recorded emigration was negligible. 'fhe 
southern districts of Mazaar and Tafila have emigration 
rates of only 1.5 and 3.7 per thousand respectively. 
Similarly in the north at Jarash (3.9); Kura (4.6); Ajlun 
(4.5) and rural Amman (5.0), all reveal extremely low iates 
of emigration. In addition emigration from the East ilank 
was a primarily urban phenomenon. In all areas the rate 
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of emigration from urban centres is significantly higher 
68 than the corresponding rural sub-district rate. Compare, 
for example, urban Amman (27.5) and rural Amman (5.0), 
similarly Salt Town (15.5) and the Balqa rural sub-
district ( 3. 9). 
Two points emerge from this examination of the 
spatial pattern of international emigration in the period 
to 1961. Firstly its generalisation throughout the West 
·B~nk districts and secondly its spatial localisation, 
primarily in urban areas, on the East Bank. These spatial 
characteristics confirm the contention that, in the period 
1948-1961, the majority of emigrants from Jordan were 
Palestinians (refugees and non-refugees). Direct emigration 
from the West Bank districts (particularly from Nahlus 
and Jerusalem) was concomitant with a second, internal, 
migration stream to the East Bank and subsequently inter-
national emigration from that area (only a relatively small 
number of refugee households migrated directly to Amman 
from 1947 onwards). Comparing the 1952 and 1961 census results 
it is possible to infer that net emigration (predominantly 
internal) from the West Bank was 21.5% of its 19 52, urban 
population and 19.0% of its rural population. 69 Results of 
the 1960 social survey of Amman indicate that over 30% 
of the city's population had originat~d from are~s of 
Pal~stine which, in May 1948, had fallen under Israeli control. 
This is confirmed by Hacker's survey finding that 57.2% 
of a sample population in 1957 had arrived in Amman during 
the period 1948-51.7° 
Those areas of the East Bank which received limited 
numbers of refugees, primarily the area south and east of 
Amman, had correspondingly low rates 6f ~migration in the 
subsequent period. The majority of refugees and internal 
migrants arriving on the East Bank settled either in the 
main urban locations (Amman, Zarka, Irbid, Salt) or 
in the rural areas of the north-east. 71 It is clear therefore 
that the pattern of internal migration and refugee 
settlement during the period 1948-61 provides ;trr (;xplanatiun 
for the 1 oc ali sa ti on of in tern at i onaJ emigra L iun sou r·ce 
areas on the East Bank. 
Despite the inferred similarity in the soc.i_a·l or·ig.i.rrs 
of emigrants from both East and West Banks, examination 
of the matrix (table 2.3) of destination countries by the 
emigrants' district of enumeration demonstrates that the 
two areas give rise to dissimilar emigration 'streams'. 
Emigration from the West Bank districts is dominated 
by long distance international migr·ation and is dir·ected 
primarily to the Arabian Peninsula states of Kuwa.i. L and 
7 ') 
Saudi Arabia. '"' Together with the /\r·ab Cul.f staLe.-.; (!,!aLar·, 
Balu·;:t:i.n and tile 'l'r·ucial Coast) these acc:uunLcd fur· 7o. o'j,. 
( 2 4 , 0 0 1 ) () f ern i gran t s from L h e N a b J 11 s d :i. s L r· i c L , ~ I . :~ 1. J' r· o rrr 
'Hebron and 46.2% fr·om Jerusalem. In aLl th r·ec cases Lhe 
majority of emigrants went t~ Kuwait, including 70.2% 
(21,628) of emigrants from Nablus (30.2% from Hebron and 
39.9% from Jerusalem). In contrast more proximate Arab 
states (~yria, Lebanon and Egypt) received few West Bank 
emigrants. Only 9.6% (2.958) from Nablus and 11.6% (2,079) 
from Jerusalem were accounted for by these des tina L i. ons. 
In He b r' on t he p r- o fH? r· t ion w a s howe v e r m u c h h i g h 1! r · a L ~ () . l)% . 7 3 
Em.i gr·ati.on '.streams 1 ur·iginating in tile Ea.-.;t Bank 
distr·.icts \ver·e ri1ar·kedly more 'local' in char·acLer· and 
i I 
directed more significantly to Syria and Lebanon. The 
moderately high level of emigration from Ramtha sub-district, 
noted above, was primarily directed to Syria arid Lebanon 
which accounted for 41.4% of emigrants from the Ajlun 
district. Concomitantly only 22. 5% went to the Ar·ab:i.an 
Peninsula and Gulf States (including 12.4% to Kuwait). 
While the propnr·tion of emigr·ants from Amman going to these 
states was higher, at 32.7% (including 23.2% to Kuwait), 
it was still relatively low compared to the West Bank distr·icts. 
At the same time 39.5% of emigrants from Amman district 
I 
were in Syria, Lebanon and Egypt. This pat ter·n is repeated 
in both Balqa and Karak (where only 7.1% o[ em:igt·<~r•Ls wcr·c 
1.n Kuwai L), although they have I ow emigration r·<~Lcs. 
case of M a ' an a p a t t e r· n of ' ·1 o c a I 1 m .i. g r a t., i. on a I ·"' < 1 p <: r · s i. s Led , 
6 2 . 9% o f t h o s e a b r· o ad were res i d i n g in Saud i. !\ r· a I> i <~ . 
This discontinuity in ernigr·ation patter·n i..<-;, g.i.v<~n 
the limited and imperfect data available, difficult to 
account·for. It can however be suggested that early 
relations between the UNRWA Placement and Training Schemes 
with Kuwait and Saudi Arabia may have directed the 'West 
Bank' migration stream to those countries. 'f'hcr·<; W<JIJ I d l~<t V<; 
been a lag in the par·ticipat:i.on of East Bank d i.sLt· i ct.s in 
that migration pattern. In addition the paL t e r· n s of E as L 
Bank emigration may have been 'distorted' by Lhe 
maintenance, among Transjordanians, of traditional migration 
patterns. 
The following section will consider the demographic 
characteristics ·of emigrants and spatial variations in 
that demographic profile. 
2. 5. 3 Thf:.: demographic characteristics of emigration, l (}61 
The 1961 Census provides limited data on the 
demographic composition of those residing abroad by district 
of origin. The population profile of 'Jordanians' residing 
abroad in 1961 is presented in figure 2.2. This clearly 
exhibits the characteristics typically associated with a 
predominantly emigrant worker population. Specifically, 
there was a marked absence of dependants, those under age 
..r-
10 repr·esented only 17.7% of the emigrant population, :u1 
addition only 1.3% were aged over 60. The pop 11 J a I. i u 11 p r· o I' i. I •: 
is dom.i.nated by the age cohor·ts ~0-2<) wh i.ch accottiiL l'ot· 
44.2% of total. emigrants, the majority (82.0%) ot' whom 
were males. There is a marked sex imbalance, with a high 
sex ratio of 343.3. Finally the crude participation rate 
of 56% confirms the predominant 'migrant worker' hypothesis. 
Examining these demographic characteristics on a 
dis~ggregated basis reveals some, though limited, differences 
between districts (see figure 2.3). The East Bank districts 
of Ajlun, Balqa and Karak had more definite featur·es or- an 
emigrant worker population. That is a low pr·opor·t..i.on ol.' 
dependants (the per-centage under· 10 was J O% ot· l•.:ss and Lhc 
proportion of females less than 20%), concomitant.ly maJ.es 
aged 20-39 were high, reaching 71.7% in Karak. In contrast 
the West Bank districts (together with Amman) have features of 
a more demographically developed profile. In particular 
the proportion of the population under 10 was relatively 
high (ranging from 14.3% in Jerusale~ to 18.6% in Hebron) 
and the proportion of females was also ltigher ( 21.9% in 
Nablus and 30.0% in Amman). 
Tll.is bt·:i.ef r·ev.iew ol.' r·aLher· cr·ude demogr·aphic <Ltl.a 
FIG. 2·2 AGE/ SEX STRUCTURE : JORDANIANS ABROAD, 1961. 
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would seem to support the inference that emigrants from 
the West Bank (and_Amman) were drawn largely from the 
refugee population. Such an interpretation would account 
for their higher proportion of dependants. In contrast 
emigrant workers from the East Bank districts appear to 
be drawn from a more limited population. This discontinuity 
in demographic profile supports the hypothesis inferred 
from the spatial pattern of emigrant streams, that is, 
emigration from the East Bank districts (excluding Amman) 
was 'distorted' by the inclusion of a high proportion of 
Transjordanians. 
I 
Having established that significant r·e,_.;.i.ona I 
differences in migration c\1ar·acter·istics and paLLer·rrs ex i.sL1:d 
in 1961' the discussion now turns to the character· i.sti.cs or 
emigrants as a whole and the likely impact of their emigration 
on the labour market. The following two sections will 
consider, respectively, the educational and occupational 
features of 'Jordanian' emigraqts. 
2.5.4 .Social and economic characteristics of emigration, 1961 
The 1961 census provides an eight-fold classification 
of both migrant and non-migrant popuJatiuns hy th£: i_r· h i_ghest 
class of education completion. The classil:'icaLiorr r·anges 
from. those with no formal education completion thr·ough 
elementary and secondary school graduates to tertiary 
education. However the data is not disaggregated by age cohort 
and includes those currently enroled together with 
graduates and drop-outs. Clearly ihe bias against the 
younger age groups in the demographic profile of the 
emigrant population will distort the proportion of that 
'•) 
'--
population in the lower education categories since there 
are few migrants currently enroled at the elementary 
stage. In addition the census records that some 9,130 
(14.5%) of '.Jor·danians' abroad were attending educational 
institutes and were included in the classification at their 
current (1961) level of enrolmenL. Although that stage 
of enrolment cannot be determined from the census results 
it can be inferred that a high proportion were in tertiary 
education instutes. Since, in 1961, Jordan had no domestic 
tertiary education institutes, those wishing to pursue higher 
education were obliged to do so abroad. Among male 
emigrants 9.2% (4.0% for females) were graduates of, or 
currently enrol.ed in, tertiar·y education. 'I' he crJmpa r·ah I c 
p t' o p o r t i. o n am on g t h e d om e s t i c p o p u L.t L .i. on w a s () . 4 (! % r o r · 
males (0.25% for females). 
Despite these data imperfections it is clear· that 
considerable educational selectivity occurred, with 
emigration. Emigration rates (per 1000 inhabitants) hy 
education level are shown on table 2.4. This confirms the 
increase in emigration propensity with educational 
attainment, particularly at the secondary level. for 
those with secondary education completion the enLi.gr·aL ion 
rate jumps to .315. 3 per thousand for rna les (and I 5(). 6 for· 
females) compared to 106.8 for males (90.3 femalf..:.-.;) l'or· 
those with incomplete secondary education (1-4 years 
secondary). In addition there were more 'Jordanians' abroad 
with tertiary education completion, or enroled in tef'tiary 
educat~on, than in the domestic population. 
Despite this the majority of Jordanians· abroad 
had only Iimi:ted educational attendance; 44.5% of male 
and 62.3% of female emigrants had received no formal 
education or had an incomplete elementary education. 
data can be disaggregated by broad destination regions 
This 
(see table 2.5). This shows a high rate of emigration by 
those with ter·tiary education to Europe, where they account 
for 24.7% of male emigrants (26.0% of female) and to the 
Americas (11.1% of males and 11.2% of females). Thi~ is 
an indication of the relatively high level of .Jon.lani an 
enrolment; in higher education in the U.S.A. and in Wvst 
Germany. The majority of 'Jordanian' emigrants to Europe 
were educated indeed only 24.6% of males (33.8% of females) 
had less than complete elementary education. In contrast 
however those migrating to the Americas were predominantly 
of limited education. Indeed 49.8% of males and 51.5% of' 
females had. either- no formal education or· i.ncomp I.<:.:Le 
elementary education. This re Ll.ects the long es Lahl ishcd 
movement of unskilled and largely agr·icu Ltur·a.l I abour l.'r·om 
predominantly Christian villages of Pa l.estine Lo C<:ntr·;tl. 
and South America. The 1922 Census of Palestine r·ec<.Jrdcd 
that Central and South America was the destination fur 
9,086 Palestiniqn emigrants. Together with some 3,441 
emigrants to the U.S.A. they accounted for 59.1% of all 
Palestinians r~cqrdyd as residing abroad in 1922. 
By 1961 however the majority of tho~e emigrants with 
limited education qualifications were residini in other 
Arab, primarily Gulf Arab, states in which unskllJed 
employment oppor·tuniti<:s wer·e availab.lc. 
rna.te ( 6.~. 8% ol.' fem;des) ' . .Jor·dan:i ans 1 .in other· i\r·ah .-..;LaLcs 
had either n9t attended or not completed elemenLar·y 
education. Nevertheless a 'further 40. O% had received pa t't ia 1 
or complete secondary education. The following section 
will consider the occupational characteristics of 
emigration in more detail. 
From this brief discussion two points can be drawn. 
Firstly, while emigration was selective of the educationally 
qualified it was not exclusively so, a high proportion of 
emigrants, in South/Central America and particularly in 
other Arab states, were ill-educated. Secondly, the 
pattern of emigrant destinations also distinguishes between 
the education levels, there was a high emigration rate of 
the better qualified 'Jordanians' to Europe and NorLh 
America. 
2.5.5 The contention that em i g r· a t ion was s k i. I_ I - s e I c c L i v (; 
and reflected specific manpower demands in the I abflltr· .i111por·L i.ng· 
states will be examined using data from the 1.961 census on 
the occupational distribution of emigrants. 
The census records that 56.0% (35,174) of 
'Jordanian' emigrants were economically active, of whom 
95.7% were males. The crude labour force participation 
rate of emigrant males (aged 10-59) was high at 81.6%. 
In addition the majority (81.3%) were in other Arah staLes. 
Thus although occupational data in the census does not. 
distinguish between jndividual countries it is clearly a 
reflection of their employment structure in the Arab states 
and particularly in Kuwait and Saudi Arabia which accounted 
for 71.7% of Jordanian emigrants within the region. 
Comparison of t~e crude (1 digit) occupational 
groups of emigrant workers with the domestic labour force 
appears to confirm that more highly skilled labour was 
disproportionately represented within the emigrant 
population (table 2.6). Professional and technical 
occupations accounted for 11.6% of males abroad and an 
additional 14.2% were in clerical occupations. 'fhis compares 
with .3.0% and 4.1% respectively' in the .domestic labour force. 
Among females the bias was particularly marked, 6].8% 
of those i.n active employment wer·e accounted f"u•· l>y Lhe 
professional and technical category. 'I' h i_ s i s a r· c s u I L u I' 
the predominance of the teaching profession among emigrant 
women workers (45.0%). The occupational structure of women 
abroad was particularly limited, five occupations accounted 
for 86% of employment. 
Overall the dominant occupational g·roup was that of 
'craftsmen, production and process labour' (43.8% u[ 
emigrant workers). 1-fowever· this caLegor·y sul>stlllll;s 
a w.i.de r·ange of ocr.upat.ional sk.i..lls and cduc<~Linllal 
requirements which makes further de Ler·m i. na L i <HI o I' ski I I. 
levels difficult. In order to evaluate skill Levels in 
more detail it is necessary to re-classify available 
occupational data (3 digit) on the basis of their inferred 
educational requirements. (The implicit assumptions made 
in re-grouping occupational data on this basis are examined 
in appendix I). The results of this re-classification are 
compared (table 2.7) with the domestic occupational 
distribution. 
It J.s clear· from this r·e-classi Cicat·i 011 LhaL a 
dispr·opor·tionaLe n11mber of those wor·k_i ng aiH·oad wc•·c 
from professional and skilled occupations. P a r· tic u 1 a r·l y 
notable is the high level of professional workers (A-1) 
comprising 1.0% of the total emigrant male workforce 
compared to 0.3% of the domestic labour market. Similarly 
sub-professional and technical occupations (B) represent 
7.1% of those abroad compared to 2.1% of the domestic 
labour force. The latter reflects the high rate of 
emigration among scho& teachers who represented 5.8% of 
emigrant workers. Finally there was also a disproportionate 
employment abroad of skilled and semi-skilled manual worker·s 
(C-2), 13.4% of males abroad compared to 8.6% of the 
domestic workforce. The latter were dominated by mechanics 
and electricians who represented 7-5% of all emigrant workers. 
Although the labour market for emigrant males was less 
occupationally restricted than that of females, :it was 
dominated by employment in the construction secLor (~4-7% 
of the total). The majority of workers in th.i.s secto1· were 
unskilled labourers. Indeed the proportion of unskilled 
(D) manpower among emigrant 'Jordanian' males was surprisingly 
high (45.1%). The comparable figure for the domesLic Labour 
force (59. 6%) included a large agricultural sector· which 
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was generally absent from the emigrant employment pattern. 
This is not to deny that the rate of emigration amongst 
professional and skilled workers was particularly high (see 
table 2.8), but it contradicts Birks and Sinclair's 
contention that: "· .. the majority of migrants before 
1973.were found in either clerical or more skiLLed jobs 
2.5.6 The pattern and characteristics of emigration 
identified on the basis of the 1961 census data are 
largely the result of the spatial concentration of refugees 
from the 1948 conflict. The majority of displaced persons 
went, according to Abu-Lughod (1980): II at least 
temporarily into those parts of Palestine still in Arab 
hands, namely what later came to be called the Gaza strip 
and the West Bank." 76 The U.N. Conciliation Commission 
. . 
for Palestine estimated that some 280,000 (80% of the 
total) refugees took up residence on the West Bank and a 
further 70,000 moved to the East Bank either directly or 
. d. tl 77 1n 1rec·. y. Al-Arif contends that by 1952 some 70.8% 
of the displaced persons (and th~ir descendanLs) were still 
the West Bank. 78 on 
Given the spatial origins and the social characteristics 
of emigrants in 1961 it is clear that the majority were 
unskilled Palestinians (primarily refugees) for whom 
employment opportunities (particularly in agriculture) in 
Jordan were limited. The IBRD mission to .Jordan estimated 
open u n em p 1 o y men t in 1 9 5 S to be a t I.e as t l 6 . 5% , l1 ow c v 1: r· 
among the r-efugee popula t:i.on :it was in a 1.1 pr·ohab i I i. Ly 111ucl1 
higher. 79 An UNRWA survey of 1953 indicates Lhat among 
male refugees (aged 15-65) some 40-50% were without 
employment, a proportion confirmed by Hacker's survey (1957) 
of Amman. In addition, of those who were ec6nomically 
active a high proportion had only seasonal or part-time 
t . 80 occupa 1ons. 
According to the 1961 census results the unemployment 
rate had fallen to 6.8%, this is almost certainly an 
under-estimate representing only those not repor·L i.ug 
occupations and says nothing of the extent of undc·;r·-
employment. In addition to those recorded as without 
occupations a surprisingly high proportion (9.0% of males 
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aged 15-64)were classified as economically inactive but notl . 
in education. 81 While this includes those who were 
incapacitated it is also a measure of the extent to which 
workers were 'discouraged'~ The 'discouraged worker' 
concept suggests that having failed to secure employment over 
a long period the pursuit of such employment may itself 
be abandoned. Given this effect the open unemployment 
rate in 1961 can be adjusted upwards to cir~a 14-15%. 
In addition a large proportion of the workforce had only 
seasonal ~mployment or were under-employed. The .Jor·dan 
Development Board's programme for 1962-7 comments Lhal: 
''· .. nearly one-third of the labour force is regularly 
.L d "82 unemp. oye ... Similarly the 1960 Social Sur·vc_y of" 
Amman found that 22% of economically active males wer·e on l.y 
employed on.a part-time basis. 83 The evidence presented 
here would suggest that international migration ~as one 
response to this high rate of unemployment. 
2.6 On the eve of war: Jordanian migration for 
employment, 1961-66 
Despite its considerable limit~tions the 1961 Census 
marks a hiatus in systematic data collection on '.Jordanian' 
labour migration and we have dwelt on that data at some 
length. In the ensuing period the Israeli occupation of the 
West Bank in June 1967 and the political uncertainties of 
the early 1970's have ensured a dearth of demographic data. 
In the previous section it was established that, 
accepting the census results as a minimum, there were at 
least 28,600 'Jordanians' working in the region by late 
1961. For subsequent years however there is no Jordanian 
material referring specifically to labour emigration. 
Nevertheless, indirect evidence suggests a significant 
growth in the volume of emigration. 
Firstly, Jordanian arrivals and departures data 
indicate an increase in gross departures of 'Jordanians' 
from 86,600 in 1959 to 343,000 in 1966 (table 2.9). Net 
flows are consistently outward and rise markedly over the 
period. The proportion of these departures which were 
for employment cannot be discerned from the available 
data. Despite this it can be inferred that they do 
represent an increase in emigration for employment since 
the level of recorded remittances to Jordari increased by 
15.1% per annum over the period 196t-66. 84 
In addition to this indir·ect evidence, thr: Kttwait. 
census of Apri 1 196 5 revealed a consi.der·ab I.e increase .tn 
the rate of immigration (at 20.1% p.a. 1961-65) and 
employment of 'Jordanians' which reached 36,027. 85 It 
can be assumed~ with reasonable certainty, that the distribution 
of 'Jordanian' migrant workers indicated by the 1961 census, 
remained relatively constant over the four years to 1965. 
Thus by applying the same pattern of distribution to the 
known data ~o~ Kuwait in 1965 it is possible to derive 
an estimate of total 'Jordanian' emigrant employment in 
1965. In 1961 Kuwait accounted for 6 3. 3% of '.J or·dan i.an' 
migrant workers in the region, applying this to the 1965 
enumeration of 36,000 an estimate of total 'Jordanian' 
employment in the region of circa 56,800 can be derived. 
This increase of 12.1% p.a. would provide a figure of 
71,000 on the eve of the June 1967 wa~. 
Thus by mid-1967 there was already a high level of 
'Jordanian' labour migration within the region. This 
estimate of 71,000 emigrant workers would represent about 
15% of domestic employment (which for both East and West 
Banks was circa 475,000) ~ore than double the rate of 
emi~ration for employment in 1961. 86 
In its introduction to the Seven Year Programme 
for Economic Development (1964-70), the Jordanian 
Development Board had recognized the importance of 
emigration for employment and anticipated an increase ir1 
what it regarded as the already 11 ••• large number· of' 
.Jordanians employed in other countries ... 1187 'l'lw I ;u:k ol' 
restriction imposed on emigration for empLoyment makes iL 
clear that during this period such emigration was regard~d 
as an ostensible method of aleviating the high levels of 
90 
unemployment and under-employment which continued to prevail. 
2.7 Conclusion: Migration and crisis, Jordanian labour 
emigration 1920-66. 
This _chapter began by outlining developments in the 
Gulf labour market in the pre-oil and ear·ly oil per·i.ods 
(circa L900-50), and its establishment as ;.1 pr·:im;•r·y 
des·t.i.nation for- em.i.gr·auL labour·. The gr·ow i.ng demand for· 
immigrant manpower in the Arab Gulf region was paralleled by 
the gradual incorporation of Transjordanian labour into the 
expanding economy of Palestine under the British Mandate. 
Labour migration to Palestine has been characterized 
here as temporally intermittent and is seen largely as a ~ 
response to repeated crises in the dryland agricultural 
economy. It is equally apparent that the Transjordanian 
administration relied heavily on such emigration as an aid 
in its drought relief programme. As a result the closure 
of the Palestinian labour market in the late 1930's was 
a severe blow to a Transjordanian economy already 
weakened by a series of drought yeans. 
The provision of relief works in the late 1930's 
and subsequently the demand for local labour during the 
1939-45 war were identified as important factors in the 
establishment of a wage labour force within the 
Transjordanian economy. This wage Labour was dramaticaLLy 
enlarged by the influx of Palestinian refugees in 1948-49 
into the highlands of eastern Palestine (the 'West Bank') 
which were to come under Jordanian administration. 
After the 1948 Palestine war the pattern and 
characteristics of emigration for employment were radically 
altered and throughout the 1950's and early 1960's ovel"'tly 
political motives joined the economic imperative ol' 
maintaining high rates of labour emigration, particularly 
from the West Bank sub-districts. By 1966 .Jordan's 
'tradition' as a major supplier of skilled and semi-skil.led 
labour to the Gul£ states and her reciprocal dependence on 
88 
worker remittances, was already well entrenched. . ~ 
In the following chapter (3) we will trace the 
subsequent acceleration of emigration for employment in the 
wake of the 1967 and 1973 Arab-Israeli wars, during which 
labour emigration becomes less a response to crisis than 
an accepted tenet of economic policy. 
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1961 
1962 
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re-exports 
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. Table 2. 1 
Number of emigrants by sub-district and crude emigration 
rate, 1961 
Sub-district Number of emigrants: District as Crude 
)()() . 
Male Female Total % total emigration 
rate (per 
1000) 
1. Hebron 1214 368 1582 2.5 13.4 
2 . Jenin 4579 1057 5636 8.9 71.1 
3. Nablus 8861 2571 11432 18.2 90.7 
4. Salfit 1712 279 1991 3.2 84. 1 
5. -Tubas 369 53 422 0.7 20.3 
6. Tulkarm 849 5. 2781 11276 17.9 134.9 
7 . Bethlehem 2452 834 3286 5.2 60.0 
8. Jericho 636 217 853 1.4 13.3 
9. Jerusalem 
Urban 2424 1144 3568 5.7 59.0 
Rur·al 1568 344 1912 3.0 41.2 
10. Ramallah 6813 1491 8304 13.2 72.1) 
West Bank 39123 11139 50262 79.9 62.5 Sub-total 
11. Madaba 160 45 205 0.3 7.4 
1 2 . Zarka 968 288 1256 2.0 12.0 
13. Ma'an/ 131 36 167 0.3 6.2 Aqaba 
14. Salt/ 360 82 442 0.7 6.8 Balqa 
15. Ajlun 137 15 152 0.2 4. 5 
16. Irbid 1325 341 1666 2.7 L 7. 8 
1 7 . Amman 
Urban 4887 1902 6789 10.8 27.5 
Rural 150 22 172 0.3 s.o 
18. Jarash 70 22 92 0 ') . - 3.9 
19. Kura 103 8 111 0.2 4.6 
20 .. Mafraq 190 102 292 o.s 11.5 
21. Ramtha 629 24 653 1.0 34.1 
22. Bani Kinana 185 95 280 0.4 18.8 
23. Shun a 108 22 130 0 ') 5.9 Shamalya . -
24. Karak 99 26 12 5 0.2 16.8 
25. Mazaar 13 3 16 - 1.5 
26. Tafila 45 8 53 0. 1 3.7 
East Bank 9560 3041 12601 20.1 14.0 Sub-total 
Source : De p a r· t rn en t of .S t a tis t i c s · ( 1 <) 6 2 - 3 ) 1-' :i. r· s t C e 11 sus o 1." 
Po mlation and Housin · November 196J. [nLerim 
r·eports, vols. 2-10, various tables auLhor·'s 
calculations). 
· Note Those recorded abroad from scattered tents have been 
added to the district centre where appropriate. 
10 1 
Table 2.2 
Emigration rates for selected towns ~nd rural areas (per 1000 
inhabitants), 1961 
District of Urban rate of Rural rate of 
origin emigration emigration 
West Bank: 
Bethlehem 63.1 54.2 
Ramallah 69.3 74.2 
Tulkarm 155.2 128.2 
Nablus 96.6 86.8 
Hebr•on 32.0 4.6 
.Jenin 94.6 (, (, . I 
Jerusalem 5').0 41. ~ 
East Bank: 
Amman 27.5 5.0 
Salt 15.5 3.9 
Irbid 27.8 6.8 
Zarka 12. 1 10.2 
Source: As T~ble 2.1 (Atithor's calculations) 
Table 2.3 
Emigration by source and destination, 1961 
District Kuwait·· Saudi Arabia Arab Gulf 
., 
. States 
Nablus 21,628 1,980 ' 393 
(% district total) 70.3 . 6.4 1.3 
Jerusalem 7' 152 877 253 
39.9 4-9 1.4 
Hebron 477 273 61 
30.2 17.3 3.9 
Ajlun 420 309 32 
12.4 9.1 1.0 
Balqa 82 45 8 
18.6 10.2 1.8 
Amman 1 '951 613 192 
23.2 7.3 2.3 
k.arak 14 15 5 
7.2 7.7 2.6 
Ma'an 15 105 -
9.0 62.8 -
Total 31,739 4,217 944 
%total so.s 6.7 1.5 
Source: De artment of Statistics (1964) 
Results. Vol. 1, table 5.2, pp. 
Iraq Syria Lebanon Libya Egypt Others-:<· Total o1 /0 
Total 
1,000 1,106 1,056 124 796 2,674 30,757 48.9 
3-3 3.6 3-4 0.4 2.6 8.7 100 
764 375 1,140 167 564 6,631 17,923 28.5 
4.3 2.1 6.4 0.9 3.1 37.0 100 
131 115 75 24 234 192 1,582 2.5 
8.3 7.2 4.7 1.5 14.8 12.1 100 
61 723 676 31 160 964 3,376 5.4 
1.8 21.4 20.0 1.0 4-7 28.6 100 
25 35 61 3 40 143 442 0.7 
" '"' 7.9 13.8 0.6 9.0 32.4 100 :Jo/
360 1,010 1,295 110 660 2,231 8,422 13.4 
4.3 11.9 15.4 1.3 7.8 26.5 100 
5 33 25 3 37 57 194 0.3 
2.6 17.0 12;9 1.5 19.1 29.4 100 
10 1 10 - 8 18 167 0.3 
6.0 0.6 6.0 - 4 ') .... 10.8 100 
2,356 3,398 4,338 462 2,499 12,910 62,863 100 
3.8 5.4 6.9 0.7 4.0 20.5 100 
ulation and Housing November 1961: Final 
Author's calculations 
..... 
0 
tv 
Notes: 
78.2% of emigrants to 'other' countries are accounted for 
by seven destinations: 
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District No. As % of district total 
West Germany 2812 
u.s.A. 2453 
Brazil 2258 
Venezuela 
Colombia 724 
Turkey 623 
Austria 246 
Nablus 
Jerusalem 
Amman 
Ajlun 
Jerusalem 
Amman 
Nablus 
Ajlun 
Jerusalem 
Nablus 
Jerusalem 
Nablus 
Jerusalem 
Nablus 
Ajlun 
Amman 
Nablus 
Jerusalem 
Amman 
Nablus 
Ajlun 
1134 
486 
702 
388 
1857 
326 
167 
49 
1834 
327 
628 
305 
645 
58 
177 
176 
117 
77 
81 
77 
33 
( 3. 7) 
( 2. 7) 
(8.-3) 
(11.5) 
(10.4) 
( 3. 9) 
(0.5) 
( 1. 5) 
(10.2) 
('1.1) 
( 3. 5) 
( 1. 0) 
. ( 3. 6) 
(0.2) 
( 5. 2) 
( 2 • J ) 
(0 . .3) 
(0.4) 
•( 1. 0) 
( 0. 2) 
( 1. 0) 
Table 2.4 
Emigration rate by education level, 1961 
(per 1000 population) 
Highest class of Emigration 
education completion Male 
Nil completion 30.8 
l-5 years elementary 51.9 
6 years elementary 98.7 
1-4 years secondary 106.8 
5 years secondary 315.3 
1-2 years technical 143.4 
1-3 years University ) 
Rates: 
Female 
9.6 
17.2 
.18. 6 
90.3 
159.6 
119.5 
) 1260.2 293.5 
4 years + University ) 
104 
Sourc::e: ibid, table 5.6,. pp. 327-8 (t\tthor·'s calcu.l.at:i.ons) 
lOS 
Table 2.5 
Emigrant destinations bj educational level, 1961 
Highest class of Destinations: (% distribution) 
education Arab European Americas 
completion Male Female Male Female Male Female 
Nil completion 23.5 48.0 13.0 22.5 26.0 39.8 
.1-5 years 22.8 15.8 11.6 11.3 23.8 11.7 
elementary 
6 years 12 .·4 8. 1 7.0 4-4 11.0 8.9 elementary 
1-4 years 20.2 14.8 1 8 . 3 14.2 18.8 ] 7. y 
secondary 
5 years 14.2 9.8 25.0 20.1 9.2 10.2 
secondary 
1-2 years 0.6 0.7 0.4 1.5 0. 1 0.4 technical 
1-3 years 4.0 1.8 17.7 15.7 5 .. 1 . ,3.8 University 
4+ years 2.3 1.0 7.0 10.3 s.o 7-3 University 
Source: loc. cit. (Author's calculations) 
Table 2.6 
Occupational group of emigrants (Arab states only) and non-
migrants, 1961 
Occupational Group 
Professional, technical 
and related 
Administrative, executive 
and managerial 
Clerical 
Sales 
Agr·icul.tur·a I. wnr·l<er·s 
Mining and quarrying 
Transport and 
communications 
Craftsmen, production 
and process labour 
Other workers 
TOTAL 
Emigrants 
No. % 
3,006 11.6 
190 0.7 
3,668 14.2 
1.,604 ().2 
1,295 s.u 
64 0.3 
2,722 10.6 
11,323 43.8 
1,974 7.6 
25,846 100.0 
Non-migrants 
No. % 
16,029 
2,287 0.6 
15,948 4. 1 
1.10,17.1 
7,752 2.() 
21,466 s.s 
111,814 28.7 
49,803 12. 8 
389,978 100.0 
Source: Dc:par·tment of .Stat:ist.i.c:s ( 11)64) 1.1p. cit. ·Vol. 1:, 
tab l e 5 • 9 and V o 1 . .[I , tab I e (J • o (tw L h o J· 1 s 
ca1cu1ations) 
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Table 2.7 
Occupational structure of emigrant and non-migrant populations, 1961 
Occupational Emigrant Population Non-migrant Population 
Catego.ry 
Male Female Male Female 
No. % No. % No. % No. % 
A-1 336 1. 0 . 8 0.8 1,089 0.3 38 0.2 
A.-? 
- -
367 1. 2 4,726 1.3 92 0.4 
B 2,263 7.1 544 56.8 7,666 1. 1 4,759 22.2 
C-.1 9,051 28.5 83 8. 7 100,388 28.1 944 4.4 
C-2 5,447 17. 1 89 9.3 30,896 8.6 4,896 22.9 
D 14,347 45. 1. 214 24.4 213,145 59.6 10,690 49.9 
Total 31,807 100.0 958 100.0 357,910 100.0 21,419 100.0 
Source: ibid. Vol. I, table 5.8 and Vol. II, table 6.7 (Author's calculations). 
0 
~.1 
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Table 2.8 
Emigration rate by occupational category, 1961 (per 1000) 
Occupational Male Female Category 
A-1 314.9 210.5 
A-2 77.7 
B 295.2 114.3 
C-1 90.2 87.9 
C-2 176.3 18.2 
D 73.0 21.9 
Total 88.9 44.7 
Source: as table 2.7 (Author's calculations) 
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Table 2.9 
Jordan: gross departures and net flows of Jordanian nationals, 
1959-66 
Year Departures Net flow (OOO's) 
1959 86. 6' -1.7 
1960 134.9 -14.7 
1961 150.4 -12.7 
1962 205.7 
-37.5 
1963 186.2 -21.6 
1964 213.6 -24.9 
1965 278.0 -32.6 
1966 343.5 -22 . .3 
Source: Department of Statistics (1969) 
Statistical Yearbook, 1968, 
Tables 28-9. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
RECENT PATTERNS OF JORDANIAN LABOUR MIGRATION: ACCELERATION 
AND RETRENCHMENT, 1967-83 / 
3. 1 Preface 
3. 1 .-1 In the previous chapter we emphasised that the 1961 
Census marks a hiatus in the availability of data concerning 
Jordanian emig~ation for employment. ·Until the 1979 
enumeration results are released in full this will remain 
the case. In this chapter we present a variety of 
statistical and documentary evidence in an attempt to 
establish the volume and trends of post-June 1967 inter-
national labour flows. 
Establishing the level of emigration for employment 
from a dev~loping country is inevitably fraught with 
difficulty. In the Jordanian case statistical defLciencics 
are compounded by the need to define car·eful.J.y Lhe t•!t·m.s 
'.Jordanian' and '.Jordan'. An array of :il 1-dcl'i.ned and 
contradictory· estimates of the number of emigr·ant wor·kct·s 
have been published over the last. ten years (see Appendix 
II). Official calculations made in labour exporting staLes 
tend to exaggerate outflows of workers by inflating estimates 
of clandestine emigration and by includirig dependants. 
Jordan is·no exception. Apparently high levels of 
emigration produced in the ~ate 1970's were made to 
support C.rown Prince Hassan 1 s contention that the terms of 
trade between capital and l~bour Wf:!r·e marked.l.y in Ll••~ 
former's favour. Hassan 1 s speech at ·the 1977 JnLer·nationa.l. 
(abour Conference called for the payment. of compensation 
to the labour-supplying countries and for an agreement to 
Ill 
regulate the flow of labour 11 •. • • in· a manner compatible 
with the interests of contributing and recipient 
t . Ill coun r1es ... 
The majority of unofficial estimates are derived 
from government sources, their statistical bases are 
seldom defined nor is the distinction between 'emigrant' 
and 'emigrant worker' made explicit. More importantly the 
failure to distinguish between 'Jordanian' and Palestinian 
.sub-populations is a significant constraint since the 
assumption that all 'Jordanians' had emigrated from the 
East Bank leads to serious over-estimation of the level of 
out-migration from, and future return to, the East Bank. 
Israeli occupation of the West Bank in .June 1967 and 
Jordan's internal struggle with the fidaiyyun in the period 
to late 1971, have ensured a continued dear·th of demographic 
data. No full population census was held between 1961 
and 1979; the results of the latter remain unavai.l.alde .in 
November 19 8 3. In addition the continued influx of 
population from the Israeli Occupied territories and from 
Lebanon (part(cularly in 1975) together with the defective 
rec~rding of vital statistics make normal demographic 
estimation techniques subject to a substantial margin of 
2 
error. 
3.1.2 The disparate nature of the available data restricts 
this analysis to broad estimates rather than the presentation 
of precise figures. ·Nevertheless, on the basis ol" t;h.i.s 
data we suggest t·hat the period 1967-:-83 can he .-.;uh-
divided into t~ree distinct phases: 
(i) 1967~73, a period of considerable political, economic 
and demographic upheaval culminating in the dramatic 
1 1 2 . 
oil price increases of the October war, the stimulus 
to expanded labour flows; 
(ii) 1974-78, a boom in Arab manpower demand in the wake 
of the oil price increases; 
(iii) 1979-83, a recession in the international demand for 
'Jo~danian' manpower. 
3.2 Demographic upheaval and political uncertainty; 
labour migration between the wars, June 1967-0ctober 
1973 
3.2.1 The occupation of the West Bank by the Israeli 
) 
Defence 1:orces in June 1967 resulted in the exodus of an 
estimated 2 50,000 Arab refugees to the East Bank of .I or·dan 
by December 1967. 3· According to Campbell (1968) this 
outflow included a disproportionate number of former refugee 
camp inhabitants and was occupationally selective. Unskilled 
agricultural labour and the urban unemployed featured large. 4 
Despite the seemingly limited economic opportunities 
for such manpower on the East Bank and the further 
displacement of population from the East Jordan Valley 
during the ensuing border conflict {the War of At tr· it ion, 
1968-70) unemployment·did not increase dramatically. l ndel';d 
some economists, notably Mazur ( 1979), have ar·guc~d that the 
rate of unemployment may have fallen during the short-lived 
and largely artificial economic recovery of 1968-69. 5 In 
particular the expansion of the Jordanian armed forces, 
facilitated by the financial aid agreed at the Khartoum 
Arab Summit of September 1967, increased employment by more 
than 28,000 betweeri late 1967 and mid-1970. 6 This increase 
alone was equivalent to some 40% of the recent manpower· 
influx. Additional employment was gener·at,ed by a hou~.i ng 
construction boom and by the expansion in public sector 
employment (civilian). 
Equally significant 1n this minimisation of 
unemployment was the growth in emigration from the East 
Bank. Indeed the National Planning Council suggested, in 
its programme for recovery (1973-75), that the renewed 
stimulus given to labour emigration was a major economic 
. . f h . 7 repercuss1on o t e war. In the three year·s IH'i.or· to 
1967 aver·age annual net departures of '.Jorclani ans' wer·c 
26,600 (from both paris of the Kingdom). In ·the th r·ee 
years after 1967 the average annual net departures (from 
the East Bank only) had risen to over 28,000. Data from 
the 1970 Kuwait census confirms this increase in the rate 
of departure from Jordan. During 1967-68 net arrivals of 
'Jordanians' in Kuwait amounted to over 57,000 compared 
td a net inflow in 1966 of only 847 and of 2,300 in 
1969. 8 
This increasing rate of emigr·ation was acce l.1~ r·a Led 
by the civil conflict of 1970-71 (between the PaJestinian 
resistance movement and the Jordanian military) and by the 
l l 3 
ensuing sector-wide economic collapse. 9 Arrivals and ~ 
departures statistics for 1971 are hbwever a poor indication 
of this movement, distorted as they were by administrative 
chaos and by the border closures with Iraq (July-October 
1971) and Syria (July 1971-November 1972). 10 
As in previous periods the difficulty lies in 
deriving the number· of emigrant wqr·kers fr-om Lhese 
aggregate departure statistics. ln 1961) (cJanuar·y-1\prit) 
the Department of Statistics conducted a survey of departures 
which indicates the motivation of some 103,974 'temporary' 
1 1 4 
. t 11 em1gran s. The results of this survey indicate that 
25.8% ( 26,787) of departures can be regarded as emigr·ant 
workers (an additional 5.2% were abroad for commercial 
and official duties). Applying this ratio to the net 
departures figure for 1967-70 implies that around 6,000 
emigrants (net) were leaving for employment each year, 
compared to only 3,000-4,000 in the 1961-66 period 
(table 3.1). Adding this to the estimated 71,000 working 
abroad on the eve of the June 1967 war brings the 1970 
t t 1 t . 83,000. 12. o a up o c1rca Thus by 1970 up to 20% of the 
estimated East Bank labour supply (i.e. including emigrant 
workers) of 423,000 were already working abroad. 11 
Although the geographical distribution of '.Jor·dan.i.an 1 
emigrant workers was still dominated by Kuwait thaL 
dominance ~as giving way with the growth in employment 
opportunities in other oil-rich states, particular·l.y in 
Saudi Arabia. The 1.970 Kuwait census does not disLingui.sh 
between 'Jordanians' and Palestinians, simply providing 
an aggregate economically active population of 41,415. 
Assuming that the relative distribution in the 1975 census 
had prevailed in 1970 then 82.7% of this aggregate would 
have been ' J or dan ian s 1 ( i . e . inc l u ding We s t B a n k e r· s ) . 
This would imply a fall in Kuwait's share of the emigrant 
1 Jordani-an 1 population from 6 3. 3% in 196 5 to 41. 3% in 19 70. 
Earlier (Chapter 2.5;2) it was shown that although 
the majority of. emigraf}tS in 1961 held de jure .Jor·danian 
citizenship they were drawn primar·i ly from the !'a .I es L.i.n.i.an 
population of the West Bank. This raises a prob.Lcrn i.n 
the post-1967 period since figures which refer to 
'Jordanians' abroad do not necessarily reflect emigration 
from the East Bank. It is argued here that this problem 
does not assume a particular importance until after the 
1967-72 period. The growth in emigration oVer 1~67-72 
largely involved former West Bank inhabitants and was not 
a real withdraw~l of manpower from the East Barik labour 
market. In the post-1972 period however emigration does 
lead to a progressive withdrawal from that labour supply. 
Thus after 1972 it is increasingly important to distinguish 
East Bank emigrants from the aggregate 'Jordanians and 
Palestinians' abroad. 
l~etween 1970 and 1973 it is .l.i.kely that Lhc •·;tLe 
of emigration for employment remained rela t.i v1::.ly staLic 
as net departures data suggest. Unfor·tunately there is no 
other data source with which to confirm or refute this. 
3.2.2 The fourth Arab-Israeli war. of October 1973 had a 
dramatic effect on the Jordanian economy and brought 
migration for employment to the fore in Jordanian and 
international economic planning. The period 1974-83 can be 
sub-divided into two distinct phases: 
(i) 1974.-78, a continuous and Papid expans·ion 1.11 Lhc 
rate of Jor·dan:ian labour emigration occurred wh.i.ch was 
consistent with intePnational trends; 
(ii) ·1979-83, the late 1970's and early 1980 1 s have 
witnessed a slump in emigration fop employment and the 
waning of Jordan's image as a supplier of manpower. 
The.remainder of thi~ chapter will ~onsider these 
two periods in some detail. 
3.3 The boom in emigPation fop empl.oyment 1 l974-7H 
3 .. 1.· I The dr·amaLic incPeases in Wl)t·ld oil JH·.i.ccs which 
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occurred between October 1973 and January 1975 were to 
stimulate a rapid ~scalation in the rate of emigration 
for employment from the East Bank. Regional Labour demands 
surged upward as oil revenues were increasingly disbursed 
into capital investment projects with a high construction 
content in the immediate post 1973-74 years. The major 
increase, by 156%, in Saudi public expenditure came in 
1974/5-1975/6 (table 3.2) when investment reached Saudi 
Riyals (S~} 81.8 Bn. compared to SR. 18.0 Bn. in 1973/4. 
Similarly in Kuwait government expenditure rose from 
Kuwaiti Dinars (KD.) 53.6 ·Bn. in 1973/4 to KD. 93.7 in 
The rapidity of this increase in capital 
expenditure and its coincidence thrcmghou t the i\ r·ab C:u 1.1: 
states was re spons ibl e for the enorrnou s gr·ow L h i. n r·cg ion a I 
labour demands. i\ t t h e sam c t i m e tl• c w .i LIHI r. it w a I. () r a 
significant proportion of the traditional lahour· supply 
from Iran and Iraq (because of the oil-engendered labour 
demands in their domestic economies), increased the 
pressure on the remaining Arab labour exporters. 14 
3.3.2 Refere?ce to departures figutes from the East Bank 
shows that net outflow i~creased from 34,500 in 1972 to 
100,900 in 1977. The main increase in the level of 
emigration came in 1975-76, parallel with the lag in oil 
revenue disbursements, and peaking at 7 S If--, 800 departu r·es 
in ·1977 (table 3.3). Determining an appropr·iate ratio of 
emig~ant workers to apply tQ these gross departure figures 
is problematic (see below section 3.3.3). 
More direct evidence of an expansion in the 
departure of skilled and semi-skilled manpower is seen in 
11.6 
the number of trade proficiency certificates issued to 
prospective emigrants by the Ministry of Labour (Amman) 
as a testimony of their skill level. Between 1973 
and 1975 the number of certificates issued increased by 
186% from 1,685 to 4,820, remaining at this level until 
1978 (table 3.4). Certifications provide only a partial 
illustration of the level of worker emigration since, by 
their very nature, they were not sought by unskilLed 
workers nor by professional manpower (or even by all 
skilled workers). 
J.J.J The International Migration Project (IMP) 
attempted.to identify the number of emigrant workers from 
the East Bank in 1975 on the basis of extant documentary 
evidence in the region's labour importing states. !laving 
established an estimate for '.Jordanians and Palesti.n:ia11s' 
working abroad, of 264,717, it was then necessary to 
extract the proportion of that total which derived from the 
East Bank labour market. This problem was apparently 
resolved by assuming the Ministry of Labour's estimate of 
150,000 'Jordanians' abroad in 1977 to be substantively 
correct and equally applicable to 1975, then 57% of the 
'Jordanians and Palestinians' working abroad were from the 
East Bank. 15 
There are a number of flaws in this procedure. 
Firstly, it is internally inconsistent. The same Ministry 
6f Labour esti~ate .is rejected in the researchers 
discussion of the geographic distribution of 'Jordanian' 
emigrant workers because "· .. of the uncertainty regarding 
its derivation''. 16 · Secondly, and more importantly, the 
I I 7 
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assumption that East Bank emigrants (whether Jordanian 
or Palestinian) can be derived from an estimate which 
refers to 'Jordanians' is erroneous since both Jordanians 
and Palestinians (West Bank and East Bank residents) have 
had the option of de jure Jordanian citizenship since 1949. 17 
Earlier we established that the majority of 'Jordanians' 
in Kuwait enumerated by the Jordanian census of November 
1961 had originated from West Bank sub-districts. The 
1975 Kuwait census, which purports to distinguish between 
Jordanian and Palestinian sub-populations, indicates that 
almost 8 5% of the 204, 170 1 .Jor·danians and Pa lcsLi11 i ans 1 
he] d de .i u re .J oPdan ian cit i.zcnsh i p. 
estimate of 'Jordanians' (de jur<~) working abr·oad, <·annoL 
be used to determine out-migration from the East Bank 
population. This confusion between de jure citizenship 
and actual place of origin would imply that.Birks and 
Sinclair have overestimated East Bank emigration for 1975. 
This oVer-estimate led them to conclude that the rate of 
emigration for employment had peaked in 1975 (and that 
46% of the modern non-farm civilian sec Lor wor·k l'or·ce wen,; 
working abroa.d). 18 fur1~her-more, the ;t...,;.-.;11mpLion UraL Ll11: 
r'ate of emigration had alr·eady peak~::d enah'f <~d t.lrc:m Ln <:I aim 
that Anani's estimate for 1977 was appropriate to the 1975 
fi~ure which they required. 
Finally there is the question of reliance on 
Ministry of Labour estimates which are seldom well defined. 
Anani's estimate (1977) referred simply to 'Jordanians' 
working abr6ad, Birks and Sinclair assume that this 
implies an East Bank origin (whether .Jor•danian or l'alc:stinian). 
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However such an inferrence is rejected by the Ministry of 
Labour themselves. In their discussion of labour 
emigration Anani and Jaber (1980) state that estimates 
of 'Jordanian' manpower abroad must be based on Lhe 
population of both the East and West Bank. The same report 
criticizes the tnt~rnational Migration Project for 
confining its estimate to the East Bank and argues that 
the assumption that 57% of 'Jordanians and Palestinians' 
abroad were Jordanian (East Bank) w~s arbitrary, thus 
ignoring Birks and Sinclair's assertion that it had been 
based on Anani'~ own estimate. 19 
Ministry of Labour estimates of emigrant workers 
are far from consistent. In 1976 the then Minister of 
Labour (Issam Ajlouni) suggested that there had been 
300, 000 'Jordanian citizens' working abroad in the pr·evious ,. 
20 year. In 1977 however the Ministry's under-secreta r·y 
(Jawad Anani) refuted this by announcing that there were 
150,000 'Jordanians' working abroad. Further, the Ministry's 
recent report (1980) ignores both previous estimates and 
gives credence to an estimate made by Hussein Yahya that 
75% (198,400) of 'Jordanians and Palestinians' working 
abroad were de jure Jord~nian citizens and that 143,200 
of this sub-total derived from the East Bank. 21 
Later (section 3.3.5) we will examine a method of 
estimating net East Bank labour emigration using 
preliminary results from the November 1979 census which 
wiLl avoid inferences regarding citizenship. l n l. h f: 
meantime a benchmal'k estimate for· the nurnb<!l' of" Ea.•-;1, Bank 
·labourers abroad in 1975 is still required. 
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Despite our criticism of the Internation~l Migration 
Project.'s detailed assumptions, their estimate of the 
scale of labour migration from the East Bank conforms with 
other available evidence. Arrival and departures 
statistics show a net outflow over the period 1970-75 of 
17.3,500. Applying an appropriate crude participation rate 
to this net outflow enables an estimate of net worker 
outflows to be calculated. Three estimates of the crude 
participation rate amongst 'Jordanian and Palestinian' 
populations abroad are available from the censuses of 
Kuwait (April 1975), Saudi Arabia (1974) and the United 
Arab Emirates (December 1975), of 23.0%, 27.7% and 44-3% 
respectively. The Saudi estimate can be rejected since 
its utility is impaired by considerable imperfections in 
th . 22 e enumerat1on. The Kuwait figure is also unlikel.y to 
be representative of the over·all 1 .Jor·danian 1 ·communi.ty 
because of the long histor·y and spec i.a.l. character· ul' LhaL 
immigration (see Chapter 4). Thus a crude parLic.ipatiori 
rate midway between these two e~timates (the UAE figure 
being more representative of Jordanian and Palestinian 
communitie-s in the other recent labour importing countries, 
Libya, Qatar and Oman) of 35.5% is adopted here. This 
implies a net worker emigration from the East Bank between 
1970 and 1975 of 58,000. Adding this to our previous 
estimate of emigrant workers in 1970 provides a toLd. 
emigrant workforce of 141,000 by 1975. A similar csLimaLe, 
139,000 is calculated by the World Uank on the basis of.' 
data from the labpur importers. 23 
The relative conformity between these independent 
estimates suggests that the number of emigrant workers 
from the East Bank in 1975 lay in the range of 135-150,000. 
Comparing this with our previous 83,000 in 1970 implies 
an increase of between 47,000 and 67,000, that is a 
net emigration of circa 9,500-13,500 per annum. 
3.3.4 The increased rate of emigration in the early and 
mid 1970's was accompanied by changes in the pattern of 
emigrant destinations. The dominance of Kuwait throughout 
the earlier history of 'Jordanian' emigration to the 
Peninsula up to the late 1960's gave way as demand from 
Saudi Arabia and the lower Gulf States increased. 
Four independent sources have estimated the 
geographical distribution of 'Jordanians' in 1975 (table 
3 . 5 ) . The Multi-Purpose Household Survey (MPHS) January-
April 1975 surveyed 2,850 households (with a population of 
17,37.3) of whom some .3,4.36 (19.8%) were r·ecor·dcd as 
24 abroad. Unfortunately the sample structure wa.<-; biased 
towards those aged 20-29 (68.1% of the sample) and as a 
result an over-large proportion (53.5%) of those recorded 
as resident abroad were so for educational purposes. The 
source does not provide disaggregated statistics on those 
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abroad by reason of absen~e by destination. The distribution 
presented here has been obtained by extracting those abroad 
in other Arab states (51.8% of the total) and then removing 
from that total those resident in Egypt, Lebanon, Sy r·.i a 
and Iraq since these accounted for 96% of .Jordanian 
students in other Arab states in 1974-75. 25 The distribution 
of the remaining 1,017 emigrants among the main labour 
importing states is still at variance with estimates 
produced by the Ministry of Labour and by the International 
' 
Migration Project for the same year. In particular the 
ill 
MPHS survey appears to give undue prominence to the UAE 
and Libya as destinations. This variance may ~esult from 
the fact that the MPHS was conducted on a household basis 
and therefore ignores cases where the entire family is 
absent. Such a situation is least likely in the late 
labour importers such as Libya and the UAE. 
The remaining distributions are similar, showing 
the dominance of the Saudi labour market; its share of 
I JordanianS I rang;ing from 50% to 66%. 'Jordanian' labour 
emigration was clearly dominated by two destinations, 
Saudi Arabia and Kuwait,which together accounted for between 
75 and 84% of total emigrant workers. Only a small 
proportion, from 5.5 to 7.3% were attracted to the iower 
Gulf. 26 
3.3.5 Estimates of the level of East Bank labour 
emigrat.i()n in the post 197 5 per·iod have even Jess ac:cur·;u:y 
than those for 1 9 7 S since few , i f any , a r· e h a s c d r > n o IT .i. c i. a I 
statistics. The majority of estimates (Appendix II) simply 
extrapolate from 1975 at various assumed growth rates. 
In preparing its estimates for the current Five Year Plan 
(1981-85) the Manpower Plan~ing Section (MPS) of the 
National Planning Council assumed that emigration had 
continued at an annual rate of 10,000 to 12,000 throughout 
the late 1970's (and projected a rate of 8-10,000 over the 
plan period). 27 The Ministry of Labour estimate that in 
1980 there were 305,400 'Jordanian citizens' working 
abro~d, of whom 261,500 were in the Arab labour importing 
countries. Neither the basis for this estimate nor the 
. 28 proport1on deriving from the East Bank are stated. 
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Preliminary results released from the November 
1979 Census of Population and Housing provide a basis 
for estimating more accurately the volume of labour 
emigration from the East Bank over the period 1975-80 using 
a residual approach. 
The 1975 East Bank populat£on has been estimated at 
1,810,500 on the basis of a backcast from the 1979 census 
result. 29 This 1975 popuiation includes an unknown number 
of non-Jordanian immigrant workers. The 1975 Labour Force 
Census enumerated 2,228 non-Jordanian workers, however 
this census did n~t cover the agricultural sector. 30 
In addition an estimate made in Cairo suggests that there 
were 5,000 Egyptians working in Jordan in 1975, compared 
to the 280 recorded in the census. 31 On this basis 
it is suggested that there were perhaps 6,.500-7,000 non-
Jordanians w<)r·king in .Jordan which, with a hit.';ll ct·ttdc 
part icipa t :i.on r·a te, sugge ~Ls a total non-.J or·dan ian 
3 'i population of around 7,500. - Removing the immigrant 
element from the population total provides a base year 
(Jordanian) population of 1,803,000. Assuming conditions 
of nil net migration then natural increase a~ the prevailing 
rate (3.9%) over four years would have increased the 
'Jordanian' component of the population to 2,102,200 by 
Preliminary results from the 1979 Cerisus indicate 
an East Bank population of 2, 14 7, l 00, however· this i_nc I ude~ 
a (by now) substantial non-Jordanian element which m11~L 
be deducted. During 1979 the Ministry of Labour issued 
some 26,4i5 work permits {first time issues and renewals) 
to immigrants, however it was recognized that a majority 
of immigrants were working clandestinely. In 1980 when 
the Ministry announced an amnesty period for immigrant 
workers before a tightening of regulations, the number 
registering (over 50?000) indicated that only 35% had been 
holding work permits. 34 Applying this ratio to the 1979 
official work permit issues suggests that there had been 
75,450 non-Jordanians in employment. This would accord 
with the Ministry's estimate that there were at least 
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60,000 foreign workers by 1978. 35 In addition however there 
were a large number of unregistered Syrians. Since 
Syrians are exempted from the usual residence r·1·:g11l.aLUnts 
they were not compelled to apply for· such pcr.-mits i.r1 II)HO. 
The Ministry of Labour estimates that th1-:re wc~r·e up Lo 
30,000 Syrians working in Jordan in 1979. 36 Thus the 
total economically active non-Jordanian population was 
circa 105,450. This must be adjusted to include resident 
dependants. Evidence from the East Jordan Valley indicates 
a crude participation rate·of 79%. 37 This requires a 
downward revision since only unskilled migrants (with the 
lowest propensity for dependant accompaniment) wer·e r·ecor·ded 
·in the region. Despite this the r·ate r·erna ins high ( compar·ed 
for example to the Syrian or Egyptian populations in KuwaJ.L 
in 1975) at 65%. 38 Applying this ratio to the non-
Jordanian working population indicates that the total 
non-Jordanian population in 1979 was approximately 163,300 
(table 3.6). 
Comparison of the net 'Jordanian' population in 1979 
of 1,983,800 with the expected result of 2,101,200 
indicates a deficit of 117,400 in the East Bank population, 
a figure which accords well with the recorded net 
departure figure of 119,400 (December 1975-November 1979). 
The number of emigrant workers must be derived from this. 
An increase in the crude participation rate for East Bank 
emigrants, over the 1975 estimate (33.5%), would be 
justified since in the mid and late 1970's it became 
increasingly difficult for dependants to accompany emigrant 
workers. in the labour importing countries. Kirwan (1982) 
suggests that a rate of 42% applied to Jordanian emigr·ants 
in the late 1970's. 39 This implies that. Lhe1·f~ we•·<: IH!Lw<·~en 
50,000 and 51,000 emigrant wor·ker·s, t.haL i:-; au iillllltill 
o u t f J ow of <': i r· c a 1 2 , 0 0 0 t o l .1 , 0 0 0 p e r a 11 11 u 111 o v e r· t. h e 
period 1975-79. 40 
The World Bank project (Serageldin et al., 1983) 
predicted that the number of 'Jordanians' working abroad 
would increase by 72,100 over the period 1975-80. Of this 
total it was assumed however that 23% would be generated 
by the already emigrant population (see Chapter 4.4). 
Thus net worker emigration from the East Ba.nl< a Lune wou l.d 
have been S 5, 500, a rate of emigr·a t ion which :is con r i •·mcd 
by the ·evidence presented here. 
3.3.6 The pattern of emigrant destinations shows further 
changes in the 1974-80 period. An increasing bias towards 
Saudi Arabia has been noted by the Ministry of Labour. 
AGcopding to Anani and Jaber. ( 1980): "In the last five 
years about 75% of the additional outflow of Jordanians 
went to Saudi Arabia. 1141 The recently completed Royal 
Scientific Society ( RSS) survey of curr•ent and rehrr·11 
1 ., -.;..) 
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migrant households in Amman (conducted in mid-1980) ~onfirms 
this changing pattern of migrant destinations in the late 
1970's. The distribution of 'current' migrants from the 
survey (table 3.7) indicates that almost 60% were in 
Saudi Arabia. Furthermore the data reveals a continued 
decline in the importance of the Kuwait labour market as 
a destination for 'Jordanian' workers. The latter accounted 
for only 13.1% of current (1980) migrants compared to 
16.1% of returnees (note that 59.8% of returnees had 
returned since 1974). 42 This would seem to confirm Al.-Moosa 
and McLachlan's (1982) contention that the standing of 
Kuwait compared with other labour importer·s, in terms ul.' 
perceived net gains avail~ble to immigrant workers, had 
declined from the late 1970's. They suggest that in 1982: 
''· .. Kuwait offered a less rewarding situation than the 
United Arab Emirates, and that in consequence there was 
movement of selected grades of skilled employees from 
Kuwait to the UAE." In addition they report that: 
"···Kuwait was failing to ·attract wurker·s of adequate quality 
by 1981. 11 Problems of rising pr·operty r·ents wer·e likely Lo 
affect 'Jordan i"ans 1 most seriousLy because o [" their· I. ow 
crude participation rate in Kuwait and the fact that it 
was family accommodation which was most affected by rising 
rentals. 43 The RSS survey aiso indicates the increasing 
proportion of East Bank emigrants working in the UAE, 
which accounted for 14.4% of current migrants (and 11.5% 
of returnees) compared with between 5% and 7% indicated 
previously fo~ 1975. 44 
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3.4 The recession in emigration for employment, 1979-83 
3.4.1 The previous section has shown that, in aggregate, 
·emigration for employment over the period 1975-79 
continued at a rate of circa 12,000 per annum. Substantive 
evidence suggests however that in the later years of this 
period, and in the early 1980 1 s, there has been a significant 
and rapid reduction.in the rate of labour emigration. In 
a report to USAID in 1979 McClelland argued that an increase 
in the rate of return migration among migrant ·workers was 
imminent: 11 ••• it appears that the total number or 
Jordanian workers in the Gulf states has probably Levelled 
off and may very likely be declining Indeed crude 
arrivals and departures data indicate a net inflow to the 
East Bank of 185,800 1 Jordanians 1 between 1978 and 1982. 
Trends in crude arrivals/departures statistics may conceal· 
contrary patterns for specific sub-populations, nevertheless 
when reviewed in combination with other available evidence 
this does suggest a real decline in emigr·ation "\Cor 
emp.loyment. Supporting evidence comes from trade 
proficiency certification issues presented previously 
(table 3. 4). which show a 40% reduction during the per·iod 
1978-81. 
Additionally a decline in the number of Jordanian 
emigrant workers leaving is shown by the Ministry of 
Labour 1 s issues of work visas t~ those s~eking employment 
iri Saudi Arabia. This source indicates a 66.7% decline 
. . 46 
in work visa issues over the period 1979-82 (table 3.8). 
Similarly in Kuwai.t the number of 1 Jurdanians 1 receiving 
new w or· k p e I"' m i t 's h a s fa 11 en by 6 4% , l ~ 7 7 - 8 L ( see Chap L c r· 5 . L: ) • 
These falling levels of work permit issues have occurred 
over a period in which labour importing countries have 
tightened up on visa and work permit regulations; it is 
therefore most unlikely that such trends reflect any 
increase in clandestine migration levels. 4 7 
The recently completed RSS survey of migrant and 
returnee households conducted in Amman during 1980 provides 
a basis on which the annual level of 1 .Jordanian 1 . I au our-
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migration can be based in the post-1979 period. This sur·vey 
has shown the distribution of current emigrants to be: 
59.2% in Saudi Arabia; 14.4% in the UAE and 13.1% in 
Kuwait. Ministry of Labour data on the 'intended' 
desti~ations of those applying for trade proficiency 
certificates confirm the predominance of Saudi Arabia which 
accounted for 66.9% in 1980 and 58.2% in 1981. 48 Using 
the RSS distribution.and the known level of emigration to 
Saudi Arabia (from the work permit issues in .JoJocJ.-tn) the 
scale of East Bank manpower exports can he guag-ed. 'J'I11: 
results of this exercise indicate a suh:sLant i a I co I Lap:-;1: in 
the rate and volume of East Bank labour emigration rr·om 
8,950 in 1980 to only 4,100 in 1982 (table 3.8). 4 Y 
Such a collapse is particularly significant given that 
the National Planning Council (NPC) had projected a stable 
level of 8-10,000 emigrants for the Five Year Plan period 
(1981-85). In addition it was contrary to the Ministry of 
Labpur's expectations. In May 1981 Jawad Anani (Minister 
of Labour) stated that: "The. number of migr·ant wor·ke•·s 
to the peninsula :is e xpec lecl to :i. nc t•ease f r-um Lhc II) ~0 
leve 1 11 ( emphas.i.s added) . SO 
·· .. · ......... 
--3.4. 2 In addition to the changes .in the pattern and 
volume of East Bank emigration over the period 1975-82 
d~scussed in the preceding sections, available evidence 
points to important developments in the occupational 
structure of emigrant workers. ·Not surprisingly such 
occupational data is, at best, fragmentary. Nevertheless 
crude occupational data on emigrants to Saudi Arabia is 
available (1978-81) from Ministry of Labour files. Prior 
to that however it will be necessary to rely on the MPHS 
results for 1975. Although as a household survey this is 
biased against professional and higher skill manpower 
(since they have greater opportunities to enable dependants 
to accompany them, thus removing the entire household from 
. 
the survey) this will not be a significant constraint in 
the current context since the RSS {1980) survey with which 
it will be compared was made on the same ba~is. 
:rhe occupational characteristics of EasL Bank 
emigrants in 1975 and 1980 as ascertained from these two 
surveys are compared on tabl& 3.9. It is-clear thaL 
emigration ·has become increasingly ~kill selective. The 
proportion of emigrants ~n the professional.and technical 
manpower category had incr-eased to.4o.6% in 1980 from the 
already high level of 31.5% in. 1975. ·At the same time 
unskilled labour (using oc~upational categories 7/8/9 as 
a surrogate) has fallen from 51.0% in 1975 to 27.7% in 
1980. ·This trend is confi~med.b~\co~parison of _the 1980 
data for current emigrant work~rs'~.~-n-d. retu'rnees. · This 
indicates that u~skill~d ~anpower~fo~ms a'much higher 
proportion of returned workers .(39 .-2%) than of current 
t::'. 
-- -~ 
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emigrants (27.7%). At the same time the proportion of 
professional and technical manpower is significantly higher 
among current emigrants (40.6%) than among returnees 
(21.2%). A more detailed breakdown of occupational groups 
in the 1980 survey is provided by table 3.10. 
This evidence of greater skill selectivity is 
further substantiated by Mini~try of Labour data on the 
occupations of those emigrants going to Saudi Arabia over 
the four year period 1978-81 (table 3.11). Professional 
and technical manpower has increased both its relative 
and absolute share, from 8.7% in 1978 to 24.7% in 1981 
(395 to 737 e~igrants). A further increase.occurred in the 
' 
administrative manpower category (growing fr·om I . <J% Lo 
7. 3%). Concomitantly unskilled and semi-ski LIed ( manrra I.) 
workers have declined by 61% from 3,314 to 1,287, accounting 
for only 43.2% of emigrants in 1981 compared to 73-3% in 
1978. 
3.4.3 It is clear from. this evidence that,· as the level of 
'Jordanian' emigration has been falling since the late 
1970's, the decline has focussed primarily at the unskilled 
and semi-skilled levels while skilled -and· professional 
manpower has ~aint~ined or inc~~ased its absolute (;tnd 
relative) share. Data from the RSS survey concer·ning the 
educational attainment of c~rrent emigrants .. ~nd returnees 
substantiates this hypothesis. Among the latter some 3 7. 7% . ..f' 
had an educational standard of preparatory or. les.s (including 
10.7% iliiterates) compared to 28.3% of cu~rent emigrants 
at this level (and only 2.7% illit~rate)·. It is clear 
therefore that unskilled and relatively· ill-educated 
'· ... 
', > 
. ·.:.· 
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'Jordanians' have found increasing difficulty in penetrating 
the international labour market. The factors behind this 
falling regional demand fo~ 'Jordanian' manpbwer will 
be explored ~elow (Chapter 5) together with its 
implications for the domestic labour market (Chapter 7 and 8). 
3.5 Conclusion: international migration for employment, 
the rise and fall of a Jordanian tradition 
In th~ previous chapter (2) we emphasised that 
emi~ra tion for employment had already assumed the JH'orn.inence 
of a 'tradition' in the Jordanian economy by the carl.y 
1960's. As such, increases in the rate of emigration were 
regarded by successive Jordanian ·administrations (as by 
their Tansjordanian predecessors) as an expedient means of 
reducing the labour surpluses which seemed an inevitable 
accompaniment to repeated economic and political crises. 
This traditional 'beneficig..( 1 view of emigration for 
employm~nt became further entrepched during the multiple 
crises of the years 1967-71 which had left Jor·dan 
politically isola ted a:nd economically vuJ n.er·ah lc. 
During the mid-1970's the surge in lahoUT' demand 
among the ·oil-rich states of the Arab Gulf and the Peninsula., 
precipitated an even greater commitment to emigration for 
employment as the pattern of migration, and the 
occupational .. structure .. of.. the ~e.migr.a:rit\pop!.llation, 
. . · ... ·-. .... •. . .• .... . 
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diversified. This commitment ~as ~p~summated by the growing. 
return of workers' remittances and·by the continued 
dependence on these same labour imp0 rting countries for 
economic aid. 
By the. late 19 70 Is however the . scal.e of labour 
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emigration had become such that Jordan began to experience 
severe domestic labour shortages~ Indeed our estimate of 
net labour o~tflow (of over 50,000) during the -1976-80 
period represents a loss of more than 35% of the 
- 5t e~pected growth in domestic labour supply. Emigration 
for employment rathe~ than being a response to crisis was 
becoming a crisis in itself. (In part III we will examine 
the nature of this crisis ~nd the policy response to it.) 
The concomitant growth in domestic l~bour requirement 
and primary labour exports were the catalyst for a secondary 
migration stream which dire~ted non-Jordanian labour into 
Jordan. 52 In the final section of this chapter we have 
identified a recessioq in 'Jordanian' labour emigration 
during the early 1980's and a narrowing in the occupational 
range of emigrant workers._ Despite this recession, secondary 
labour immigration to .Jordan has continued to bur·g·corr. 
The convergence of a slump in primary .I ahour· exports 
and the continued growth in secondary labour immigration 
suggest that jordan may soon be faced with the need to 
revise current soc;ial, economic and ultimat_ely political 
strategi~s. -Developments 6ver the last fifty years in 
Jord~~'s politicai economy sugge~t -th~t a solution to such a 
slump will not be so readily available as in the 1930's. 
In the following two chapters (4 and· 5) we will 
examine in detail a number of the themes introduced here 
through a c'ase study of 1 Jordanian 1 labour in Kuwait. The 
first of these chapters conc~rns the establishment of that 
~igration stream and the role of 'J~rdanians' in the 
Kuwait. labour market in the period to 1975. 
. · .. · .. , 
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Table 3.1 
Jordan: gross departures and net flows of Jordanian nationals, 
1967-71 (OOO's) 
Years Departures Net flow 
1967 3.1J.l -24.0 
1968 374.5 -30.3 
1969 386.0 -27.5 
1970 394-5 -26.0 
1971 362.7 -21.5 
Source: Department of Stati~tics {1972) Statistical Yearbook, 
1971. Tables 36-37. Statistical Yearbook, 1963. 
Tables 28-29. 
./ 
Table 3.2 
Saudi Arabia: Government revenue and ex enditure 1969/70-
1979/ 0 Bn.Saudi Riyals 
Year Revenue Expend i Lu r·e 
1969/70 5.7 5.0 
1970/71 8.0 6.3 
1971/72. 11. 1 8; 1 
1972/73 15.3 9.9 
1973/74 41.7 18.0 
1974/75 100.1 32.0 
1975/76 103.4 81.8 
1976/77 136.0 128.3 
1977/78 1.10.7 138.0 
1978/7l) 131.5 148.0 
1979/80 211. 2 188.4 
Source: Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency (1981) Annual 
Report 1400 (1980). ·Table 1, p. 2. 
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Table 3.3 
Jordan: Gross departures and net flow of Jordanian nationals, 
1972-81 
(OOO's) 
Year Departures Net flow 
1972 379.7 -34-5 
1973 464.5 -16.5 
1974 583.4 
-35-5 
1975 655. 1 -39.5 
1!)76 715.8 -~2.8 
1977 754.8 -100.1) 
1978 584.6 -31.0 
1979 639.5 +102.0 
1980 642.9 -9.7 
1981 669.5 +62.3 
Source: Department of .Statistics (1982) Statistical Yearbook 
1981. Tables 7-8. And,· Statistical Yearbook 1976. 
Tables 42-3. 
Table 3-4 
Jordan: Issues of trade proficiency certificates, 1973-81 
Year 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
Number of certificates 
1685 
n .a. 
4820 
4132 
4223 
3943 
3624 
2547 
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Source: Ministry of Labour, anrwal reports for· J!J7H Lo J<)81., · 
various tables (Arabic). 
Table 3.5 
Geographic distribution of 'Jordanian' emigrant workers 1975: various estimates 
Destination 
Country 
Saudi Arabia 
Kuwait 
U.A.E. 
Libya 
Qatar 
Oman 
Bahrain 
Iraq 
Others 
TOTAL 
No. 
Birks and 
Sinclair 
66.1 
18.0 
5.5 
5.3 
2.3 
0.6 
0.2 
1.9 
0. 1 
100.0 
264,717 
1975 % distribution 
Ecevit Pennisi M.P.H.S. 
69.8 50.0 31. 1 
19.0 25.0 26.9 
2.6 5.0 22.8 
s .. 2 10.0 16.6 
0.7 i.7 
1. 0 
0.3 0.9 
1 .-, 
0 . .., 15.0 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
250 .• 700 210,000 137,000 
Source: (1) Birks, J.S. and Sinclair, C.A. (1978c) p. 34. 
(2) Ecevit, Z.H. (1979.l p. ). 
(3) Pennisi, G. (1981) table III-8. 
(4) Department of Statistics (1976) MPHS, 1975; table 3. 
(5) Anani, J. and Jaber, I. (1980) table 5. 
Ministry of 
Labour 
53.5 
28.7 
7. 3 
2. 5 
i. 8 
2. 5 
1 . 2 
1.5 
100.0 
261,500 
Year 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1979 
Notes: 
Table·3.6. 
Estimated 'Jordanian' emigration from ihe East Bank! 1975-79 (OOO's) 
East Bank Estimated Resident Hypothetical Deficit 'Jordanian net 
Population non-Jordan ian 'Jordanian' 'Jordanian' 'Jordanians' arrivals and 
Population Population Population departures 
(December 1975-
November 1979) 
1810.5 7. 5 1803.0 1803.0 -6.9 
1889.3 . 35.0 18 54. 3 1873.0 19.0 -82.8 
1971.6 80.3 1891.3 1946.4 55.0 -100.9 
2147.1 163.8 1983.8 2101.2 117.4 +102.2 
-119.4 net 
deficit 
(1) East Bank population is derived from Department of Statistics (1981) Statistical 
Yearbook 1 1980. T~ble 2. 
(2) Non-Jordanian population is estimated oQ the basis of kno~n work permit isSues 
adjusted to account for non-registration of Syr·ian and clandestine employment of 
other workers. · 
(3) Hypothetical population increase assumes a constant growth rate of 3.9% p.a. and nil 
net migration. 
(4) Central Bank.of Jordan (1980) Monthlv Statistical Bulletin, Vol. 16 (10), Table 22. 
Table 3.7 
Geogra hie distribution of current and returned 'Jordanian' 
emigrant workers in 19 0 
Destination % distribution: Returnees 
Country current migrants 
Saudi Arabia 59.2 41.5 
Kuwait 13. 1 16. 1 
United Arab Emirates 14.4 11 . 5 
Libya 4-5 I (, . :) 
Qatar '2.7 2.4 
Oman 1.6 4.3 
Bahrain 0.5 1.7 
Iraq 1.3 1.8 
Others 3. 2 4.4 
TOTAL 100.0 100.0 
Source: Royal Scientific Society ( for·Lhcomiug, Jl)l:\4). 
1 Wor·ker migrat,ion ahr·oad: s«H.: i.o-econom.i.c 
implications for househol.ds in .Jor·dau. 1 
Unpublished draft tables. 
_-:-... ·. 
Table 3.8 
'Jordanians' receiving for employment in Saudi 
Arabia and Libya, total outflow 
Year Work Permit issues: Estimated total East 
Saudi Arabia Libya Bank labour ernigr-<lnLH 1980-82 
1978 4,523 484 
1979 7,310 107 
1980 5,303 203 8,950 
1981 2,982 n.a. 5,050 
1982 2,435 n.a .. 4' 100 
Source: Data for 1978-81 are derived from Ministry of 
Labour Annual R~ports, various tables (Arabic). 
1982 data.is from the unpublished records of_the 
Department of Employment, Amman (Arabic). For the 
basis of the estimated total East B~nk emigrant 
workers see text. 
l ~ 7 . 
Table 3.9 
Occupational structure of East Bank emigrant workers 1975 
and 1980 
Occupational 
Group 
Professional, 
technical and 
related workers 
Legislative 
officials and 
government 
administrators 
Clerical and 
related workers 
Sales workers 
Service workers 
Agricultural, 
animal 
husbandry, 
forestry and 
fishermen 
Production and 
related workers, 
transport 
.equipment 
workers and 
labourers 
Armed Forces and 
other unclass~ 
ified workers 
TOTAL 
(Number) 
% distribution: 
MPHS 1975 RSS 1980 
31.5 
2.5 
6.8 
4.0 
3.6 
.o. 6 
51.0 
100.0' 
(952) 
Current 
emigrants 
40.6 
4.8 
3. 1 
1.7 
o.s 
27.7 
100.0 
(545) 
Returnees 
21.2 
2.9 
10 . .1 
2.5 
1.1 
39.2 
l 5. I 
100.0 
(556) 
Source: (1) Department of Statistics (1976) MPHS, 1975. 
Compiled from tables 5A/B, for Arab and Middle 
Eastern countries only. 
(2) Derived from data in Saket, B. (1982), annex 2 
and 3. 
Table 3.10 
East Bank emigr·an t wor'kers 1980: · distribu Lion by occupation 
of cur·r·ent emigrants and returnees 
Occupational Current emigrants: Returnees: 
Group Number % Number % 
Architects, 
engineers and 48 8.8 39 7.0 
related 
Medical, dent·al, 
vetinary and 11 2.0 6 1.1 
related workers 
Accountants 31 .5.7 16 2.9 
Tcacher·s 99 18.2 39 7.0 
l'r•ofessional, 
technical and 32 5.9 18 3. 2 
r·elated workers 
n.e.c. 
Legislative 
officials and 26 government. 4.8 16 2.9 
administrators 
Clerical and 93 17.0 43 7.7 
related workers 
Sales workers 17 3. 1 57 10.3 
,'-)(!f'V i.ce wor·kers ') 1.7 14 2.5 
i\p;r· i cui Lu r·e, 
ani rna I. husbandry, 3 fnr·esLt'Y· and o.s 6 
1.1 
fisher·men 
Production and 
related workers, 
transport. 1.51 27.7 218 39.2 
equipment 
workers and 
labourers 
Armed Forces 16 2.9 22 3.9 
Others 7 1.3 so 9.0 
Unclassified 2 0.4 12 2.0 
TOTAL 545 100.0 556 100.0 
Source: As table 3.9 note ( 2 ) . 
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Table 3.11 
East Bank emigrants to Saudi Arabia by occtipational group i978-81(% ~istribution) 
Occupational Group 1978 1979 1980 1981 
Professional and T~chnical 8.7 9.2 8. 3 24.7. 
Administrative 1.9 2.0 5.0 7.3 
Clerical 12.0 12.2 6.8 15.8 
Sales.· ·0. 2 2.4 1.3 2.3 
Services 1.1 1.3 4.8 3.0 
Agriculture 2.7 2.7 2.9 3.7 
Industry and Transport 40.0 36.9 33.2 24.2 
Unclassified 33.3 . 33.2 37.6 . 19.0 
TOTAL number .. 4,523 '7,310 5,303 2,987 
Source: As table J.8 
..... 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
JORDANIANS IN KUWAIT, A CASE STUDY: (1) THE DEVELOPMENT OF 
THE MIGRATION STREAM, 1948-75 
4.1 ·Preface 
4. 1. 1 The following two chapters (four and five) present a 
4etailed case study of ~nternational labour migration to 
one of the m~jor labour-importing economies of the region, 
~amely the State of Kuwait. In this case·study we focus 
prim~rily (but not exclusively) on t~e characteristics and 
role of Jordanian5 within that labour market.· Sin~c 
Kuwait's l~bour m~rket (or at least its i~migranL 
component) is essentially competitive, it would be 
misleading to consider Jordanians in isolation from the 
d~v~lopment of other grou~s within the labour market. 
Kuwait can no mQr~ be regarded as t~pical than any 
6~h~r of the labour-importers~ ·However its relatively 
comprehensive censal data base provides an opportunity to 
exa~ine the deve~opment ~f the immigrant labour market and 
its response to changes in supply and demand conditions 
over the period ·1940-81 .. This could not be attempted 
for an~ oiher labour-imp6rting st~te in the Middle East. 
Furthe~~ore; ·icces~'tb the complete series of Kuwaiti 
gov.ernment (Ministry ()f Lab()ur) statistics on the immigrant 
~abour force fbr ths per{od 1976-81 enables this research 
. to extend beyond the impasse imposed on previous researchers 
restricted to the 1915 Kuwait census results. As a result 
6f the relatively.aggregate presentation of data in that 
·census, such research has concentrated on a dualistic 
division between national and non-national (immigrant) 
I .5 l 
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sectors of the labour market. Here (chapter 5) we will 
examine differences in employment characteristics within 
the immigrant sub-population. In doing so we will 
explore the competition ·between nat~onalities at various 
occupational leveLs and consider the response of 
different groups to chan~es .in the level and nature of 
labour demand in Kuwait. Current trends in the Kuwaiti 
demand for 'Jordanian' labour and the changing occupational 
characteristics of 'Jordanians' in Kuwait are assessed in 
terms of their likely impact on the domestic (Jordanian) 
labour market. 
In this first chapter (4) we will consider the 
development of both the immigrant labour market and the 
immigrant community in Kuwait (to 197 5). ·As an introduction 
however we will return to the historical theme intrriduced 
in chapt~r two and will examine the role of recruitment 
in determinin~ the pattern and timing of labour flows. 
This process will be illustrated with reference in the 
first instance to Bahrain, for which more c6mplete 
documertta~y evid~nce is available. The subsequent sections 
~il1 examine the development of fJordani~n' migration. to 
Kuwait since ·1948. 
4.2 The role of recruit~ent and the est~blishment of 
migration patterns 
4.2.1 Earlier (chapter 2.2) it was demonstrated that the 
period 1930-48 had wfthessed a radical and rapid trans-
for~ation in the·p~evailing pattern of Gulf labour flows. 
The predominance of seasonal labour flows during the 
ann~al pearling season had collapsed in the e~rly 1910's 
following the disruption of the international pearl market. 
At the same time however new pattern~ of:labour flow were 
being established to me.et the demands of the nascent oil 
industry. Demand for unskilled labour was considerable 
and an effective wage war was fought between the competing 
oil companies. 2 Although unskilled labour was mainly 
recruited locaily, on a da~ly basis, the companies were 
compelled to seek their semi-skilled and skilled manpower 
requirements from outside the immediate Gulf region. 
Analysis of. the labour rosters of the major oil companies 
has shown that such employment was dominated by Persian 
and Indian sub-continent labour. 
4.2.2· This early migration pattern had not involved 
Jordanian, Palestinian or indeed any other non-Peninsula 
Arabs. In the late 1930's however a number of Palestinians 
had been recruited, through newspaper advertisements, for 
employment. in Kuwait's Mabarakiyah schoo1. 3 In 1939 the 
latter was staffed by a Palestinian headmaster and eight 
Palestinian assist~nt·masters. A visiting BMEO official 
(Vall~n~e) reported that the Palestiriians were the only 
teachers of any ability· in Kuwait and recommended the 
recruitment of at least eight mo~e as a matter of urgency. 
1 ,. .., 
.)j 
The remaining teaching·staff were simply untrained graduates 
from the school ~t$elf. 4 
In 1943 h6wever this early connectiQn between Kuwait 
.and Palestine was disrupted when the Egyptian government 
anpounced its willingness to subsidize Egyptian teachers 
who worked abroad. Kuwait's.Di~ector of Education (J\hdul 
Aziz Shimlan, himself an Egyptian) subsequently cut Lhc 
salaries of his Palestinian staff by 15% in order to force 
t6eir resignatiori and replacement by Egyptians. By 
1 54 
December 1943 eleven Egyptians had taken up their posts 
with fifteen more already recruited in Cairo. Wakelin 
(BMEO) reports that the Egyptians were the only foreigners 
teaching in Kuwait.S 
This example clearly illustrates the strategic role 
of active recruitment by employers, or their agents, in 
est~blishing migration streams. 6 Once such a stream has 
become established these origins may be lost since the 
flows are self-sustaining, that is, ·information flows 
ge~eiated by the migrants themselves tend to obscure the 
employer's recruitment efforts. 
The following section will br·icfly develop Uli .. -.; 
theme, that act.i ve recruitment by an cmp l.oy<! r· i.s an 1:s . ..;;1:n L i :1 I 
catalyst· 1n the evolution of par.·t icu lar· migration paL terns, 
using an example .based on correspondence between the 
Political Agent in Bahrain and the Bahrain Pet~oleum 
Company (BAPCO). 
4.2.3 The inflow of skilled and semi-skilled Indian labour 
to Bahrain from the mid-1930's is a function of BAPCO's 
recruitm~nt policy, a pqlicy largely directed by the motives 
of the local British ~olitical advisers. The latter were 
concerrl(-:!d about the growing imm:igr·ation of l'er·s.i.ans and 
their possible role as arJ instrument. in the l'l·:r.-:;i.an c.:Jaim 
of sovereignty over the Bahrain· islands. At the same 
time however the Company's recruitm~nt and employment of 
Indians was constr~ined ~y the provisions of the Indian 
Emigration Act and by the Indian Workmen's Compensation 
Act (1923). Fowle (Political Resident at Bushire, 1932-
39) suggested to Loch (Political Agent in Bahrain, 1932-
37) in 1935 that: "· .. it i.s possible that, in order to 
"i''• 
avoid conforming to the legal requirements in the case 
of Indian labour, the Company might inste~d recruit only 
foreign labour such as Persians any tendency in that 
direction should be checked."? In July 1936 the Protector 
of Emigrants (Bbmbay) obliged the Company to open a formal 
labour recruiting office in Bombay. The demand for labour 
. . 
was expanding rapidly with the refinery construction 
programme (1936-37). In August 1936 Smith (BAPCO's local 
manager) wrote to the Political Agent suggesting that the 
Company was willing: "···to give all .lnd:ians who arr·ivc 
here, without having gone through the proper channels, 
contracts which the Protector of Emigrants will appro~e."8 
In other wbrds BAPCO wis prepared to take on the 
responsibility of, and pay guarantees for effectively 
illegal Indian immigrants. 
I~:a memorand~m to BAPCO in April 1937 the Political 
Agent reminds _the Company of their position: "The 
Resident mentioned ... the que~tion of the replacemeht of 
Persians and· Iraqis in the Bahrain Petroleum Company by 
Indians. He thought_that, other things being equal, as 
sdon as the tempbr~ry rush is over, _Indians should be 
employed as far as possible in the place of Persians ... 119 
Smith, replring for the Company, assures the Political Agent 
that.: ''··· instructions have been issued that Iranians 
are to be laid off first when numbers are reduced on 
completion of the refinery constr.uction and other work ... : 
. By this tiine the spontan_eous .immigration of Indians 
had bec,ome significant.· Dudley (Protector of t::mip;r·anLs 
Office, Bornba,y) in cororespondence with the manag·cr· ol.' Bi\I'CO 
1 .- ,.. 
.)) 
writes (1937) that: " many of the Bahrai~ Petroleum 
Company's employees are obtaining local 'No Objection 
Permits', from the Political Agent for their. dependants, 
1 t . . f . d bl th t . B h . II 11 re a 1ves or r~en s to ena e em to go o a ra1n ... 
The number of Indian national~ registering ·annually in 
Bahrain with the Agency had grown from 45~ in 1930 to 
1,689 in 1938; increasing from 584 in 1935 to 1,161 in 
1936 following the opening of BAPCO 's. recruiting office in 
. . 12 
Bombay. By 1941 the community was large enough for the 
British to consider the establishment of an Indian school. 
Prior (Political Resident Bushire, 1939-46) advised the 
Political Agent: ". . . I have discussed the matter ·pf the 
education of children of Indians employed in Bahrain with 
representatives o~ the Indian comm~nity. They are all in 
favour of .having a primary school ... ·staffed from the 
Indian Education Department ... 111 3 
The recruitment of Persian lahour· was, f'or· BAI'CU, 
administratively easier, ~ess constrained by ~egu!atlons 
~nd more cost-effecti~e than that of Indians. In 1944 
a~ the sta~t of an expansion phase BAPCO's new manager 
(Anderson) informed the Political-Agent (Hickinbotham) of 
the Company's intention to recruit more Persian labour 
d . d h h h . ld b b. . t h. 14 an enqu1re wet er t ere wou e any o Ject1on o t 1s. 
The Political Agent's reply was unusually swift: "Any 
measures which will be likely to increase the permanent 
Persian population of· Bahrai.n would be regarded with strong· 
disfavour by the Bahrain government for political. and 
other reasons. H~s Highness is already disturbed by 
seeing a large number of Persians in Bahrain; many of whom 
have only appeared recently ... The Bahrain government 
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does not wish men who are recruited for particular work 
to.remain here under any circumstances. It is likely 
that many of them could easily find occupations in 
Bahrain when no longer required by the Company but it is 
not th~ prospect of their remaining here w~tho~t employment 
whicih causes concern to the government, it is the prospect 
1 ,.. 
of increasing the number of Persians in these islands ... '' ) 
A few days later Hickinbotham reinforced this stand more· 
directly: II you will undertake that Persian l.abour· 
imported by you will not be permitted -to remain in Uahrain 
after the completion of the ~ork for which it was 
. t d 1116 1.mpor e ... 
By 1948 Indian manpower completely .dominated the 
monthly paid roster (that is the skilled and semi-skilled 
labour force) as illustrated by table 4.1. Jt is also 
apparent from an examinatiori of applications for 'No 
Objection Permits •· and from a survey by Weightman (Po I. i t.i.ca I. 
Agent in Bahrain, 19 3 7-40) that the occupation a I. ·'-itr·tH: Lu r·c 
of this Indian sub-continent labour had become .i.rH:r·eas:inp;l y 
diverse and had spread from construction and admin.isLr·ation 
into the-services and trading sectors. 17 Indeed Belgrave 
(Chiei British Adviser to Bahrain) reports i~ a letter to 
Pelly (Political Re~ident in Bahrain, 1947~51} that: 
''··; it may interest you to kn~w that there ~re now 215 
shops in Manama bazaar occupied by Indians 
4.2.4 A number ~f pertinent points emerg~ from this brief 
discussion. ·Firstly the essential stimulant Lo J.abotH' 
flows is active en1ployer recruitment, thus wh.i.le 1 abour~ 
force supply and demand factors are necessary Lhey are not 
sufficient in th~mselves to determine the flow of labour. 
i'· 
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Secondly, the motives behind parti~ular r~cruitment 
activities may not be immediately apparent nor are they 
necessarily those of the employer. In this case the 
recruibment of Indians reflects the desire of the Foreign 
Office to restrain the·growth in Persian immigration and 
of the local Political Agents to ensure the continued interest 
of the Government of India in the Gulf fo~ their own 
purposes. 19 Thirdly it illustrates the rapidity with which 
a migration stream can be established and become self-
. . 20 
susta1n1ng. 
This evidence would seem to confirm Piore's (1979) 
argu~ent (developed in the N. American context) ·that it is 
recruitment activities which explain the timing and patter·n 
of particular labour flows. 21 We wi.l:l r·etuna to thi::; poi.nL 
in our ensuing discussion of .Jordanian m.i.gr·at ion Lo Kuwa.i. t 
during the period 1948-57. 
4-3 Recruitmertt and early labour flows: 'Jordanian' 
migration to Kuwait, 1948-57 
4.3.1 Prior to 1948 the predominantly ~gricultural 
communities of Transjordan and of eastern Palestine, 
generated little international labour migration beyond the 
specific flows within the Levant referred to earlier 
(chapter 2.3). This was despite .the growth· in skiLled and 
semi~skilled manpowe~ resourc~s that had occurred as a result 
of the e~pansi~n in education and training facilities unde~ 
. . . . . . . 22 
.·the Mand~te (part1cularly 1n Palest1ne). In 1945 some 
13,·000 Palestinian Arabs were engaged in skilled and semi-
skilled office or ~anual positions in the Mandate Government's 
administrative ~n~ technical departments. 23 
This low level of international labour migration was 
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radically altered by the 194S Arab defeat·in Palestine. 
With the flood of refugees into Jordan the promotion of 
their empl6ymenf became a priority issue both within arid 
outside Jordan. In March 1949 the Foreign Office 
requested all of its Political Agents in the Gulf region to 
report their: 11 ••• urgent observations on possibilities 
of absorbing a proportion of the Arab refugees in the 
Persian Gulf states bearing in mind that a high proportion 
of these refugees are dependants ... 11 The request went on 
to ask: 11 ••• what are the long term economic possibilities 
of absorbing them on land or in occupations other than 
oil ... 11 and specifically asked to what extent loca I. manager·s 
of British and American oil· companies would be prepar·cd to 
·~ 4 
consider refugee labour on a short or long term basis.-
This request was forwarded by the Political Agent in 
Kuwait to the Kuwait Oil Company (KOC) and to the American 
. 25 Independant Oil Company (AMINCO). William Morris 
(AMINC0 1 s acting manager) replied positivelr: II while 
our present operations are quite limited in extent we will 
d~finitely be interested in .the employment 'of Palestinian 
Arabs later or1. We anticipate that such employm(~nt wi.l.l· 
prefer:ably be on a long term basis. 11 · Similar·.Ly KOC replied: 
''· .. we are prepa~ed to employ from 300 to 500 skilled 
. . 26 labourers from among the Ar:ab refuge·es . ; . 11 
The attitude of these oil companies and of other 
employers (notably in administrative and clerical work), 27 
was at variance with that of the Sheikh of Kuwait. In a 
confidential telegram to Hay {the Political Representative 
at Bahrain) J~ckson (Political Agent in Kuwait) presented 
the Sheikh's view as: 11 ••• while sympathizing he finds 
it difficult to acept any number of refugees. There are 
no suitable opportunities for them as settlers II 
Jackson adds that, in his own opinion~ ''··· there are 
already enough Palestinians here whose influence will be 
diverted increasingly against the British presence .... 1128 
This at~itude caused the BMEO considerable 
consternation. ·The latter were critical of the recruitment 
of some fifty-four Egyptian teachers (see section 4.2.2 
above on the establishment of this link in the 1930's) in. 
Septembe~ 1949 for work in Kuwait. The BMEO complained 
that: ''· .. there are of course obvious advantages to Kuwait 
~ 
in this close liaison with the well established and highly 
organized Egyptian education system but .it occurs to us that 
it is a· pity that such large demands should be made on 
Egypt at a time when there is a shortage of teachers in 
Egypt itself and when there are considerable riumbers of 
experienced Palestinian Arab teachers available ... you may 
think it wort~while to encourage the Kuwait authorities to 
seek furthe~ among the Palestiriian refugees who are 
available. 1129 
It is ~pp~rent then that rates of spontarieuus 
migration by the refugees, even those with skills in demand 
in the Gulf States, was rel~tively limited. Jackson, 
. despite his fears over the arriv~l of Palestinians in 
Kuwait, described their inflow as a"· .. mere trickle n· 
This is confirmed by table 4.2 which shows that only 520 
arrived 9et~een February 1948 and February 1950. Abu-Lughod 
(1980) e~timated that l~ss than 4% of 'displaced' persons 
were, in 1952, living outside the countries adjacent to 
.}> 1 t . 30 a CS,11H.~ •. The direction and· t.im.ing of ·t;h:is early 
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migration was essentially stimulated by the various recruitment 
activities of the British authorities, which were later 
formalised in the U~RWA Placement Service (May 1951), and 
by some personal contacts.3 1 Badran (1982) argues that it 
was this system of collective recruitment which was: 
11 
••• highly instrumental in activating the collective movement 
of Palestinian workers to the oil countries." 32 The bulk 
of such recruitment was of skilled and semi-skilled manpower 
and was~ initially, for single males only. The KOC in its 
agreeme~t to take on Palestinian labour made clear that: 
11 
••• ·we will only be able to provide accommodation for· the 
actual employees and will not be able to make provisions 
for dependants or relatives ... "33 
4.3.2 A~ with Indian labour in Bahrain the migration stream 
rapidly div~rsified and became self-sustaining. By the time 
. . .- . 
of Kuwait's first population census in 19 57 ( Felwuary) 
ther.e were some 14,100 'Jordanians ·and Palestinian::-;' in 
Kuwait, of whom 19.2% were below the age of 15 years. 
Furthermor~ the Jordanians and Palestinians (most of whom 
came from the Wesh Bank, see section 2.5 above) represented 
almost 17% of Kuwait's immigrant population of 83,548 and 
12.5% of the non-Ku~aiti labour force.3 4 
The 1957 Kuwait Census provides dat~ on the. length 
" of re~idence by nationality for the period 1947-57 in'single 
years. This census data provides the basis for a crude 
retrospective estimation of immigration during that period. 
This has however a number of limitations, in par·t:icu.Lar 
there is a notable discrepancy between the total enumerated 
non-Kuwaiti population and those providing data on length 
of residence. This discrepancy amounts to 12.4% of the 
enumerated population. Fortunately the data is most 
reliable for Jordaniaffiand Palestinians of whom almost 90% 
provided length of residence data (see table 4.2). 35 
This dat~ shows th~t prior to 1951 the composition of 
labour flows continued their pre-war pattern with a 
predominance b~ the 'traditional' labour suppliers, notably 
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Iran, Ir~q~ Oman and the Indian sub-continent. In the period 
t0 1951 these account for 80% of immigrants to Kuwait. 
Subsequ~ntly however their share fell to 55% over the 
period 1951-54. 
Of the non-Kuwaiti s enumerated in 19S7 only 6.4% 
had entered prior to 1947 in contrast to 52% arriving in 
the three year pe~iod 1954-57. · This rapid growth in labour 
inflo~s was stimulated by the expansion in public and private 
construction work stemming, in part, from the Land Purchase 
. 36 Scheme of the mid-1950's. 
The number of Jordanian and Palestinian immigrants 
increased only slowly over the period 1947-51 and accounted 
. for only 11.6% of non-Kuwaiti arrivals during that per·iod. 
·In. 1952 however the number of Jordanian and ·Palestinian 
a~~ivals leapt by almost 125%, compa~ed to the overall 
increase in i~migration of 42%. · :Ove~ the following three 
years (1952-55) Jordani~n,and Pal~stinian ar~ivals accounted 
for 22.4% of the total inflow and, in a number of years 
(notably 1952 and 1953) were the single largest immigrant 
group. 
4.3.3 While.the 1948 d~feat was importa~t in initiating 
the availapility of Palestini~n (~nd to a lesser extent 
Jordanianj manpower, their active recruitment by employers 
de~ermined the volume, pattern and timing of the itt.ilial 
16.3 
m~gration stream to Kuwait in the period to 1954. 
Subsequently the rapid growth in demand for labour and the 
foothold that Palestinian and Jordanian manpower had 
established enabled them to consolidate their migration 
stream in the late 1950's and early 1960's. In this way 
their inflow to Kuwait increased by over 200% between 1957 
and 1961 compared to an overall increase of 72%.3 7 An 
important element ~n this expansion was Kuwait's· removal, 
in 1958, of entry requirements for Palestinians and 
Jordanians, a move which followed the deaths of a number' of 
Palestinians trying to enter Kuwait i llega 1.1 y. 'I' he n:sul L 
was a large influx of Palestinians in 1959 and the 
temporary re-imposition (until 1960} of the entry controls. 
In the following section we will consider the growth and 
establishment of the 'Jordanian' community in Kuwait in the 
period 1957 to 1975. 
4.4 Migration transition: the ·shift from migrant labour 
to immigrant community, 1957-75 
4~4.1 The rapid g~owth in Kuwait's,populaticin and the 
·changing balance between national-and non-national. components 
of· that population have been the subject of much demogr-aphic 
. 8 
research arid will 'not be dwelt on here.3 Iri this section 
attenti6n will focus primarily on the characteristics of 
the 'Jordanian' immigrants and their demographic development 
over the period 1957-75 u~ing consecutive census results. 
4. 4. 2 The results· of Kuwait's first· Census of Population, 
conducted in February 1957, revealed that the 'Jordanian 
and Palestinian! population in Kuwait was s~ill relatively 
small ( J 4, 100) despite the events of I <)48. · N<:ver·lhe I <:ss 
it had incr·eased to a level commensur·ate with Kuwait's 
traditional labour suppliers, ~am~ly Iran (18,800) and Iraq 
(16,140). The demographic characteristics of the 'Jordanian' 
immigrants were broadly similar to those of the other 
major labour suppliers. The high sex ratio (355.0) shows 
the stro~g male bias (78%) in the population inflow and 
the crude participation rate is estimated at 75%. 39 The 
low level of dependant accompaniment was further emphasised 
by the concentration of immigrants in the working age 
cohorts, less than 20% of the population being aged under 
15 years. 
While thes~ characte~istics are typical of migrant 
worker populationsJ it is significant to note that the 
sex ratio was somewhat lower than the overall non-Kuwaiti 
sex ratio of 438.4. This may reflect the occupational 
structure of the 'Jordanian' inflow, with a higher than 
ayerag~ proportion of professional and skilled wo~kers able 
to support their dependants in Kuwait. F~rther of ~ourse 
it reflects the political background to emigration from the 
West Bank. .An important element in this high dependant 
accompaniment was the level of female immigr·atiun. Fr·om 
1952 onward 'Jordantan' females had accounted for over 25% 
of annual femal~ arri~als, in 1955 this ha~ ri~en to 31%. 40 
.The rate of labour inflow to Kuwait continued to 
lncrease ~uring the late 1950's. In May 1961 the no~-
Kuwaiti population was enumerated at 159,712, an in~rease 
of 23.3% p~r annum since 1957. The immigration rate for 
'Jordania~s' was significantly greater than the mean, at 
27.6% per annum with ~-population total of 37,327. ny 1961 
'Jordanians' had become the largest single immigrant group, 
accounting· fol' 23.4% of the total non-Kuwaiti popu.l.aLion. 
', ,: 
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In addition to 30,990 'Jordanians' some 6,337 immigrants 
wer~ separately recorded as 'Palestinian'. The latter 
presumably distinguishes between those having emigrated from 
Jordan and those coming via Gaza, Lebanon and Syria (and 
not carrying Jordanian passport~). 
Earlier (chapter 2.5) ~t was shown that the 
Jordani~n census of November 1961 recorded 31,739 'Jordanians' 
in Kuwait. The contention that this was an under-enumeration 
is confirmed by comparing the Kuwait Census results with 
subsequent arrivals and departures data·for the period June 
to December 1961.4 1 The latte~ records a net inflow of 
4,725- 'Jordanians' (excLuding tbose Palestinians arriving 
from oth~r locatioris) which suggests that by Nove~ber 1961 
there were at least 35,000 'Jordanians' . . 42 1n·Kuwa1t. This 
sc~le of inflow is further confirmed by length of residence 
~lata in the Kuwait Census of 1965. ·Adding those who 
a~riv~d durin~ the period 1957~1961 (as recorded in 1965) 
to the -19 57 .census result provides a 1961 population of 
34,jso. 43 
-Part of-th~ increased rat~ of immigration during the 
early l960 1 ~_was related to a .replacement effect induced 
- -by the repatri<;ltion of a large number of Iraqis from Kuwait. 
This was precipitated by grow{ng political ~~nsiori between 
Kuwait arid Iraq (following the abrogation of Kuwait-'s 
treaty relationship with Britain) culminating in June 1961 
with the Iraqi d~clar~tio~ that_Kuwait was an integral part 
·_of- Iraq. 44 During the twelve month period following this 
d~claration sOme 22,000 Iraqis l~ft Kuwait. 
The inflow of 'Jordanian' females continued to be 
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significant in the late 1950's. The 'Jordanian' female 
population increased fro~ 3,095 (1957) to 11,741 (1961), 
accounting for 37.2% of the.ove~all increase. In consequence 
the 'Jordanian' sex ratio had fallen to 217.9. This is 
similar to falls experienced by other labour suppliers, 
sex ratios for Lebanese, Indian and Egyptian migrants 
were of a similar scale at Z16.1, 213.3 and 244.0 
respectively. In addition the crude participation rate had 
fallen to circa 56% with an estimated 17,774 'Jordanians' 
in active employment. 
The April. 1965 Kuwait Census shows a continued Lc..ir·ge 
growth {11.5% per annum since 1961) in the immigrant 
population tq 247,280 despite the fall in Iraqi residents. 
The 'Jordanian' population again dominated the growth in 
the immigrant community, increasing by 20% per annum over 
the period to 77,712, some 31.4%-~f non-nationals. Data on 
length of residence shows that much of this:increase was 
re~erit, 16.6% (12,9i8) had been resident iri Kuwait for less 
than one year (see_ table 4.3). Furthermore 41% of' those who 
had ar.ri ved in the period since . the 1961 Census we r·e females. 
Heqce the ·co~~inued r~duction in the sex ratio to 177.9. 
Data from the 1965 Census concerning"the age 
distribution of 'Jordariians' provides further indication 
~f this increased depend~ncy ratio. The proportion of the 
population under 15 years had increased to 35.3% of the 
total, compared to 1~.7% in 1957, While this development 
iti th~ age/se~ structure is significant it 1s not 
exceptional.· Table 4.4 reveals that other immigrant groups, 
notably the Lebanese, Egyptian and Pak i.::;tani, had si.mi.l.ar· 
proportions of their population under 15 (37.1%, .31 .'1.% and 
32~0% respectively) and an increased female share (38.6%, 
47.4% and JS.o%·respectively)~ 
Nevertheless the continued dominance by the age 
cohorts 20-24 and 25-29 suggests that single male worker 
migration was ·still the prevalent mode. The number of 
active 'Jordanians' increased to 36,000, but their crude 
participatio~ rate had falien to 46.4%. There is a 
continued absence of school age thildren (cohorts 5-9 and 
10~14) compared to the 0-4 ige group. Sinclair (1977)·· 
as~erts that in this period there were strong disincenti~es 
to migrant workers wishing to bring a family into Kuwait, 
in partic;ular he cites the: " ... limited cdu<.:ati<,~ni&l 
oppprtunity for the children of expatriates." During the 
acade~ic year 1969/70 only 33% of school-age Palestinian 
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and Jordanian males (29% of females) were attending schools. 
4.4.3 The. period 1965-1970 is particularly significant 
in the deve~opment of a 'Jordanian' immigrant 'community' 
in Kuwait and it is th~s pe~iod which can be characterised 
as the 'migration transition' . 
. The. 1970 census reveals ~ growth in the non-Kuwaiti 
pqpu],ationto 391,266 (9.6%per annum over 1965). 46 The 
'increase in the nu~ber of 1 J6rdariians' continued to he 
~hove the·~verall rat~ of iricrease {at 13.7%) ~nd accounted 
for 48.6% of the total growth in non-Kuwaitis. 
Data on length of residence points to the significance · 
<;>f the 1967 Arab-Israeli War and the subsequent loss of the 
West Bank in stimulating this further migrat{ori to Kuwait. 
Table 4.5 shows that 41.6% of those enumerated in 1970-had 
arrived since 1967. Furthermore arrivals and departures 
.data·indicate a net inflow of 34,398 'Jordanians' in 1967 
and a further 23,023 in 1968 (compared to a net arrival of 
847 in 1966 and 2,325 in 1969). It is particularly 
significant that of 'Jordanian' arrivals in the period 
1967-1968 some 64.2% were female. 47 
Following the age group 0~4 in 1965 over the inter-
cens~l period (i.e. to' age 5-91 rev~als an increase of so% 
in the cohort size from 16,305 to 24,494 in 1970. Similarly 
the cohort aged 5-9 in 1965 (7,757) increased by 55% to 
12,039 in 1970 (aged 10-14). This increase in cohort size 
is unlikely to be simply the result of improved census 
coverage since the consecutive census results appear 
internally consistent in the case of 'Jordanians' and to 
c~ncur w:l.th ar~ivals and departures data for the same period. 
There is therefore strong evidence of family migration and 
settlement in Kuwait after the events of 1967. This is a 
~ked ~ontrast with the im~ediate· post 1948 migration 
experience, ~ reflection of the importance of primary 
. . . 
. worker migration in the establishment of migration streams. 
J:ly 1970 t.he proport{on of the '.Jordanian' population 
·under age 15 had grow~ to 50.4%,. a.leve:L which was greater 
th~n that for ~ny other immigrant ·group (see table 4.6). 
Concorititant:,:y tht;l proportion of females had increased to 
: 4.5-. 9% with a. sex ratio of , 117.9 :. The increC!-se. in 'Jordanian' 
employment i~ Kuwait was significantly lower than the overall 
-~opulation increase. ·By 1970 there were 4i,000 'Jordanians' 
empl9 y~d in K:uwai t., ~n ircre~se of only 3. 1% p. a. since 
.1~65. ·The crude p~rti6ipation rate had falleh to 28.4%. 
FemaYe employm~nt (3,850) was iimited, their. crude 
participatic>n being only 5. 7%. In contrast the cr·ude 
participation of maies was relatively high at 47.7%. 
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The contention that the Jordanian and Palestinian 
( . . . . 
immigrant community in Kuwait had undergone a 'migration· 
transition' and, to a greater extent than other expatriate 
groups~were settling more permanently in Kuwai~ is given 
added weight hy ~xamining tl.ie extent of population turnover 
in the inter~censal period~. Annual natioriality-specific 
attrition r~t~s can be calcul~ted for the three periods 
1961-1965, 1965-1970 and 1970-1975 on the basis of length 
of residence dat~. For ~ach period the ratio of persons 
of residence five or more years in the later census 
(e.g~· 1970) to the total resident in the previous eimmeratiun 
:(e.g. 1965) enables the derivation of a crude annual 
decrement rate for each n~tionality. 
n~composition of this. crude decrement rate into its 
constituent parts (mortality, emigr~tio~ ~nd naturalization) 
. . . 
· inyolves a ~reater degree of uncertainty since mortality 
., 
-statistic$ are riotoriousli unreliable and are not available 
..-: 
b~ natio~ali~~· · ·Since emigration is ~~doub~edly the major 
determinant of tl.i~ ~ttrition rat~ variations in mortality 
~y riatiohality (due to diff~ring age/se~ composition, access 
t~ hejl~h facii~ties ~nd occupational characteristics) will 
. .. . .·· . . . 
b~ ~f li~ited s~gnificaric~. Hill (1969), u~ing burial 
statistics to supplement official mortality records, has 
provided adjuste·~ non-Kuwaiti mortality rates for the three 
• •.• 1 • . ' • • • • •• 
. · inter-censal. per_iods. 48 · Natur.aliz.ation is also· assumed to 
:be effec~ivel~ zero during this period. ~ince in 1970 less 
tha'n one per: cent of iwf}-Kuwaitis were natura··~ized, by 1975 
.t.h1"_·s .. h d. · · ·d 1 · %. 49 a 1ncreas~ to on y 1.4o. D~ta limitations· 
necessitat~ twq additional ~ssumptiqns: 
(1) t~at emigration rates are independent of age, 
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(2) emigration rates are independent of the d~ration of 
residente itself . 
. Crude emigration rates calculated by this method are 
shown on. table 4.7. Significant variations, both between 
nationalities and over time, in the extent of population 
'turnover are revealed. The most dramatic development has 
been t~~ drop in turnover among the 'Jordanian' population 
from a high rate of 102 per 1000 in 1961-65 to 10 per 1000 
i~ 1970~75~ This arises not least from the changing age 
composition of the 'Jordanian' population and the iriorease in 
the proportion under age 15. 
The h{gh rate of emigration (102.4) am~ng 'Jordanians' 
in the ini~ial period 1961-1965 confirms the migrant labour 
hypothes~s. ·The events of the 1965-1970 period ~nd the 
large inflow of dependants after June 1967 r~sulted in a 
subst~ntial reduction in e~igration to 37.0 ·in 1965-1970 
~nd 10A5 in 1970~1975 .. The~e rates are lower than for 
othe~ immigrant grotip~, conft~ming that by the mid-1970's 
., . . 
~Jbr~ani~ns' were a (semi-) per~anent community significantly 
differeti~ from oth~~ gro~ps: 
" . . .. ' .. 
4-4~4~ ~he firi~l inter-censai period f6r whi~h data has been 
reieased cov~rs the years 1970-1975 and constituted a 
' . . ' . . . . 
period during which the characteristics of demographic 
settling amcing the Jordanian and Palestini~ri population 
have been reinfbrced. While the overall growth rate of 
" 
rion-Kuwaitis had fallen to 5•9% per annum that for 
'Jordariians' corttinued to be above the mean at 6.7% per 
annum .. 
In contrast to pi·evious periods however the gr·owth 
:i,n 1 Jordi:mians 1 was not primarily the result of continued 
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riet in-migration. Indeed arrival~ and departures data 
·indicate ~ net outflow (of circa 4000-4500 per annum) in 
the period since 1972. It is clear that the 'Jordania·n' 
community in Kuwait was growing primarily as a result of 
natural increase. Available data on· births by nationality 
for the mid 1970's indicate that between 9,300 and 9,600 
'Jordanians' were born in Kuwait each year (that is between 
3 d % f 11 1 . b. h . . . ) 50 4 an. 5lo o ·a 1ve 1rt s to non-Kuwa1t1s . In 
addition th~ 1975. census ·results show that 45% of 
-'Jo~danians' (91,928) had been born in Kuwait, that is 58.8%. 
of all non-Kuwaitis born in the country. ·Finally, 72.9% 
of 'Jordanians' resident in Kuwait for less than five years 
(in 1975) were aged tinder 10. At the same time 67.3% 
of 'Jofdanians' enumerated.in 1975 had been resident for 
more than five years. 
As a result of the~e de~elopments the p~oportion of 
'J~rdaniins' aged und~r 15 had in~reased to 53.6% .of the 
t~t~l (see .table 4.8). Furthermore over the period i969/70 
. . I 
to 1974/75 'Jordani~n' enrolment in government schools had 
increased ·from 13,108 to 31,91~ (an increase of 19.4% per 
annu~). T~±~ compares with the moderate increase in the 
previous pe~iod (196~/5-19&9/iO) of 8.5% per annum. 
'.J6idanians' took an increasing sha~e of total non-Kuwait 
. . 51 
ei:iroliJ1ents, ·from 37.7% in 1969/?0 to 47.3%in 1974/5. 
·An adqitional factor which increased the dependency 
ratio was the fact that females continued to grow at a rate 
greater (7.3% p.a.) than that for males (6.1% p.a.). /\s 
a result the sex r·atio had· fallen to 111.7 by J 97 5, l.oweP 
than that for most immigrant groups. 
The increased proportion of school attenders and the 
growth in the female population, of whom only 4,144 were 
economically active (a crude activity rate of 4.3%), led 
inevitably to a further reductiori in the crude participation 
rate (to 23.3) and in the 'Jordanian' share. of the non-
Kuwaiti labour market (22.5%). Over the period 1970-1975 
'Jordanian' employment increased by only 2.7% per annum. 
4.4.5 This section has considered the growth and 
demographic development of the 'Jordanian' population in 
Kuwait over the period 1957-1975. A transition in the 
pattern of 'Jordanian' migration has been shown to have 
occurred during this period (see figu~e 4.1). This 
transit~on was characterised by an increase in the 
~roportion of dependants in the immigrant flows during the 
latter half of the period, particularly in the wake of the 
1967 war. Demographic settling among the Jordanian and 
Palestinian population had begun prior to .June 11)67. The 
conflict had the-effect of increasing the rate of setLlemer1L~ 
A similar pro~ess was also clearly uriderwaj among some of 
·the other immigrant groups but the rate of settling was 
. . 
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markedly slower and the characteristics less well developed. 52 
.·As a ·corisequence pf this process of family migration 
. . 
and re..,-union the demographic structure.of the Jordanian 
and Palestinian community in Kuwait was sig~if~cantly 
different to that of other immigrant nationalities: By 1975 
it is clear that the 'Jordanian' population was r·epr·oducing 
itself largely by natural increase rather than thr·ough an 
increasing rate of in-migration. Table 4.9 summarizes these 
demographic developments. 
The eme~gence of a Jordanian and Palestinian 
'c~mmunity' in Kuwait is exemplified by the expansion of 
FIG.4·1 AGE/SEX STRUCTURE: JORDANIANS AND PALESTINIANS IN KUWAIT 1957-1975. 
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enrolment in ~tate schools. In 1962/3 some 6;831 Jordanians 
and Palestinians were enroled in public schools, by 
1979/80 this had increased to 77,807. The rate of growth 
in enrolments increased from 8.5% per annum in the five 
years to 1970/71 and by 19.4% in the subsequent five year 
period. Further, the prbportion of school pl~ces (including 
Kuwaitis) absorbed.by 'Jordanians' increased over the period 
19~2/3-1979/80 from 11.5% to 27.3% (see table 4.10). At the 
secondary level 'Jordanians' represented, in 1979/80 31.7% 
of total enrolments. 
This expansion in ihe provision of edu~ation 
facilities for immigrani nationalities is indicative of th~· 
growing pressure on Kuwait's social infrastructure. 
Heightened concern over the medium and even short term 
so6ial and political consequences of hostin~ an expanding 
. . t 1 t. h b . . 1 . . d 53 1mm1gran popQ a 1on ave een 1ncreas1ng y vo1ce . 
Furt"hermore it has been claimed that such concerns lay 
behind the changes in labour flow patt.er·n.s that have occur·r·ed 
. since 197 S. 54 These recent labour market.~ dev<'!lopment.s 
will be· examiried later (chapter 5.4). As an iJJLroduction tu 
the contemporary labou~ market the following:sectiun will 
· b~iefly. ·trace the development of the immigrant labour market 
in Kuwait (1957-75) focussing on the occupational character-
istics bf 'Jordanians'. 
4.5 Dual labour market development and the employment 
of 'Jordani~ns' in Kuwait, 1957-75 
4. 5.1 ,Kuwait's dependance on expatriate manpower J·esoltr·ces 
since the mid-1940's and the factors contributing to thaL 
dependance have been elaborated by previous I"eseardJ_. 55 
This section wiJ.I·brief.ly outline the demographic and social 
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factors which have constrained indigenous employment levels 
and which provide the rationale for manpower inflows. 
Following this introduction attention will focus on the 
varying employment charactetistics of the Kuwaiti and non-
Kuwaiti labour market segments, focussing on\the role of 
'Jordanians' in the latter. 
4.5.2 The rate of growth and respective share of employment 
by national group (Kuwaiti and non-Kuwaiti) over the period 
1957-1975 are shown on table 4.11. Despite their more 
·rapid rate of growth since 1965 the Kuwaiti share of 
employment has remained low~ increasing from 23.3% (1965) 
t 0 2 9 .. 2% ( 1 9 7 5 ) . 
~ndigenous empl~yment levels in Kuwait are supply-
. constrairted, by both demographic and sociai f~ctors. In 
1957 only 24.9% (28,373) of native Kuwaitis ~ere actively 
employed. A primary cause of the low over·a 11 activity r·a te 
has peen the. maintenance of customary views •·ega•·d ing Lhc~ 
1 f . . t 56 ro e o women. 1n soc1e y. In 1957 98.6% of employed 
Ku~aiti.S were males, a crude participation ~ate of 480 per 
1000. The low level of female participation outside the 
household has continued througho~t the period of modern 
sector de~elopment. By 1970 recorded female employment 
1 2 055 .(3 1% f K 't' 1. t' 57 was on y , . o. o uwa1 1 emp oymen J . Kuwait's 
insignificant agricultural sector has ensured that female 
employment in rurai areas has not compensated for this 
minimal modern sector participation~ 
In addition, modern sector developments we1·e 
demanding basic skills (including literacy) which Kuwaitis 
did not possess (even by 1975 some 44.6% of those aged 
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15+ were illiterate). it was therefore inevitable that 
the 1957 census would reveal a predominance of expatriates 
in the skilled and semi-skilled professions. Thus 87.2% 
of labour in professional and technical occupations, 59.2% 
in administration and 57.8% of clerical manpower were 
immigrants. The majority of Kuwaitis in employment were 
engaged in services or trade (27.0%), a rela~ively small 
proportion (39.4%) were employed as production and related 
labour (see tables 4.12 and 4.13). The bulk (77.5%) of 
such largely unskilled labour was non-Kuwaiti. This 1s 
perhaps illustrative of the aversion to m~nual work, despite 
limited educational attainment, that has been attr·ihut.r"!d 
to the tr:ad it .i.onal de 1. egat~ ion of such wor·k to pa r·L .icu I a r· 
social groups, including slaves. In the pr·e-oi.l er·a the r·e 
was considerable seasonal in-migration of labour (primarily 
from sbutherri Iraq) for employment on the Kuwaiti pearling 
banks. 
While the.majority of nori-Kuwaiti manpower was, in 
1951, engaged at the unskilled level (68.4%) this was not 
the ca~e among 'Jordanians'. Although the 1957 Kuwait 
census does not.disaggregate non-Kuwaiti labour according to 
nationality it is possible to ascertain the gem!r·al 
characteristics of ' . .Jordanian 1 emp.l.oyment fr·om Lhc J')(> I. 
Jordanian ·census. Earlier (section 2 . .5.5) we highJ.ighLcd 
the selective nat~re of emigration from Jordan. ·Of those 
1 Jordanians 1 working abroad in Arab countries (the m·aj or i ty 
o~ whom were in Kuwait) 26.5% were either i~ professional, 
technical or. clerical occupations. This is considerably 
higher than the 14.8% rif non-Kuwaiti employment in 1957. 
An additional 17.1% of 'Jordanians' were in skilled or semi-
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skilled manual occupations. These characteristics suggest 
that a disproportionate .share of Jordanian and Palestinian 
manpower in Kuwait was drawn from skilled or semi-skilled 
occupations. 
Kuwait's demand fo~ labour continued to expand 
throughout the 1960's as bu~geoning oil revenues were 
increasingly disbursed into infrastructural investment and 
h . . f . 1 d d . . . . 58 t e prov1s1on o soc1a an a m1n1strat1ve serv1ces. 
Concomitantly however the supply of Kuwaiti labour was 
further impeded by two r~lated aspects of government policy. 
Firstly, despite the expansion of primary education and the 
provisiqn of intermediate (in 1952) and secondary (1958) 
educa~ion levels, there has been a continu~d mismatch 
between labour• m~rket demandS and the educat:i.l:)ll System IS 
emphasis on gene~al academic studies. Thus whi.Le the 
.expansion in enrolments at higher education levels (including 
the Unive~siby of Kuwait from 1966) has reduced the 
proportion of the age cohort 15-19 en~ering the labour 
market, it has not led to the ~ormation of an indigenous 
technic~l maripower supply. 59 At the secondary level there 
. . 
is an overwhelming concentration of enrolments in the 
general stream (which increased from 89.1% iri 1970/71 to 
92.0% i~ 1974/7.5), ·not least because this :1:..; r·cgar·ded it.~ 
"th . t t . t th tJ . . t 60 e eas1es· rou·e _1n o - e n1vers1 y. 
This mismatch is to some extent a result; or Lhe 
second·policy decision, expounded by the 1961 constitution 
(Article 41), that all Kuwaiti nationals are entitled to 
employment-in the public sector. The government has regarded 
the provision of public sector employment as a mechanism 
for effecting the distribution of growing oil revenues 
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(through wages and s~laries). Thus the institution of a 
guaranteed employment policy for all nationals was 
accompanied by relatively high rates of pay. Sinclait>· 
(1977) suggests that the relatively p6or performance of 
Kuwaiti males throughout the ~ducation sy~tem is a reflection 
of the alternative opportunities available to them almost 
irrespective of their academic performance. This is under-
lined by the fact that in 1972 31.4% of Kuwaitis employed 
by the government were illiterate. Sinclair goes on to 
infer that "The pattern of Kuwaiti enrolment in school 
is la~gely a ~esponse to the signals they receive from the 
labour market, in particular relative rates of pay fur 
different jobs 1n · 6 I the gover·nment." Not onl.y a r·e ,. at ( ~ s o r 
pay higher in the public sector· hut the d.i.l"fer·e11Lial 
increases with diminishing skill requirements. JL :i. s 
therefore seemingly logical for unskilled nationals to seel< 
government employment, irr many cases this is effectively on 
a sinecure basis. Thus while the formal activity rates of 
Kuwaiti and r:ion-Kuwaiti inales are roughly equal between the 
ages of 24 an~ 40 (s~e table 4.14) the extent of productive 
labour market participation among the former is questionable. 
In sum the 1960 1 ~ and early J970 1 s saw a pr·ogr·ess.i.ve 
segmeritation of the labour market into spucifical.ly 
Ku~aiti and non-Kuwaiti sectors. Through this rn·ocess the 
relatively limited supply of indigenous labour became 
increasingly concentrated-in the public sector and within 
that ~ector. in unskilled or semi-skilled occupations. In 
1970 eight non-technical-occupations accounted for 70.6% 
of all Kuwaiti male employment. The census results indicate 
that 15; 678, (2 6. 3% of all . Kuwaiti labour) were employed as 
'foremen and policemen' and a further 10.1% (6,035) as 
buildini ca~etakers. 62 Indeed there is evidence to suggest 
that Kuwaiti natiorials were leaving employment in the 
construct~on and manufacturing sectors for better paid and 
more secure employment in the public sector. Uetween 1957 
and 1965 Kuwaiti e~ployment had incre~sed by 49.0%, 
significantly however ove~ 60% of that increase was in 
community and personal services which accounted for 63.5% 
of economically active nationals. Over the same period 
there had bee'n an absolute fall (of 10.2%) fn employment 
in the production labour category. By 1970 the employment 
of Kuwaiti nationals in community and personal services 
(predominantly government services) had increased to 36,826 
{a 44-3% increase on 1965) accounting for 68.5% of all 
K~waiti employment and for 58.1% of the growth in Kuwaiti 
employment·. Only 2,133 nationals (3.6% of the total) ~ere 
enumerated in the construction sector. 
Non-Kuwaiti employment increased by 143.3% between 
1957 ~nd 1965, accounting for 77.6% of total employment. 
A patticularly large increase occurred in the construction 
sector (from 8,025 to 27,584) and in .service~ (2,053 to 
57,015). The 1965 census data provides the earliest sub-
di~ision of nori-Kuwaiti employment by nationality from 
which .the labour market characteristics 9f Jordanians and 
Palestinians can be determined. 
In 1965 'Jordanians' represented 25.5% of total 
non-Kuwaiti employment and were the largest single national 
group. Table 4.15 shows clearly their influen~ial position 
:i.n Lhe labciuP market and coi1f:i.Prns the inferences made fr·orn 
I 79 
. . •· 
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th~ 1961.iordani~~ c~nsus ~egarding the selective nature 
of e~igration. Jordanians and Paiestin{ans represented 
42~2% of ~rofessional and techni6al manpow~r and 49.4% 
of clerical workers in the non-Kuwaiti labour force. The 
former accounted.for. 13.7% of all Jordanian and Palestinian. 
manpower in ~uwait, a markedly higher proportion than most 
other nationalities (with the notable exception of 
Egyptian's whose high ~ate of employ~ent at this level, 
52 0% . fl . h d b . f t.h . . t" ) 63 .. o, ·re ects t e sec on ment as1s o e1r m1gra 1on . 
At the same time 46% of 'Jordanians' were classified as 
· produ~tion and related labour, a relatively small proportion 
compa;redto.the majo~ityof other nationalities (for 
example: Pakistani, 72%; Iranian, 72%; Syrian, 60%; Iraq, 
54%). 
Q~twe~n 1965 and 1970 the inflow· of 'Jordanians' 
was, occupationally, less selective. This is reflected in 
their increased contribution to the production and related 
labotir category, which grew.by 33% to 16,672, compared to 
the overall incre~se in 1 J~rdanian 1 ~mployment of 15%. By 
1970 this. category account~d for over 40% of 1 Jordanians 1 
·in employ~ent. The latterLs share of total non-Kuwaiti 
employment had fallen slightly .(tc;> 24%) but they retained 
. . 
· .their_pro~in~nc~ in·th~ higher s~ill occupations, accounting 
fo~ i8% ~f ·pr~fes~~~nal a~~ t~~hnical iabour ~nd 45% of all 
. :cleri~~l workers. The pfopor~iop of aritiv~ •Jordanians' 
. . . .· 64 
at thes~ skill l~v~l~ 4ad increased to .26% and 18% respectively. 
. . ' •'. . ' . . 
. . . . . 
Data on sector.~f employm~nt. ~e~e~ls.that 36% were engaged 
in ~ervice~ (rising t~ 91% for· 1~ordanian 1 females). 
Overall ~.egmentation of the labour market, into 
Ktiwaiti and non~Kuwaiti sectors, is further evidenced by 
: . . 
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·consideration of their.sectoral employment distribution. 
. ~ . . 
' ' 
Kuwaiti's accounted for orily 6% of labour in the construction 
sector and 19% in manu~acturirig. This segmentation, into 
essentially non-competitive Kuwaiti and non-Kuwaiti sectors, 
is further emphasised by comp~ring their respective 
~ccupation/education distribution (table 4.16). Kuwaitis 
are clearly . over-represented at the A- 2. (professional arts) 
an~ C-1 (skilled and semi-skilled office) levels, and 
under-represeQted in the A-1 and B, technical occupations. 
4.5.3 Between i970 and 1975 total employment rose by 
64,100, of which 57% was accounted for by the increase in 
non-Kuwaitis whbse labour market share was 71%. Although 
there was a small ·growth in the Kuwaiti share of the labour 
.: market, the absotute number engaged in some sectors 
.(notably construction) f~ll further (by 20% in construction). 
In contrast their service sector employment incre~sed (by 
74%) to represent .73% o~ all active Kuwaitis. Employment 
growth in this sector accounted for 83% of the increase 
in employment among nationals. 
.. The 1975 o~cupational .d~ta h~s been re-classified 
' ' 
as before (table 4;16); confirmiqg t~e .trends identified. 
. . . . . . . . 
K!J.wai ti m~I)power co~tiriued to be over-represented at the A- 2 
·and C:-~ levels (the latter: a·ccotiriting for a:Lmost 25% of total 
' . 
Kuwait{ em~loyment) and cort~i4erably under-r~presented in 
A~1, B-and C~2.occupation~. There:.has also been a marked 
. . . . 
increas~ (98%) in the employment of un~killed Kuwaitis, 
from .19,500 t~ 38,600, th.c:! bulk ·clearly absorbed in public 
sector empioyme~t~ 
By 1975 some 211,444 non~Kuwaitis were economically 
active in Kuwait, of whom 29% Were Asians, a share which had 
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remained relatively· ~onstant since 1965. The non-Kuwait 
market continued to be dominated b~ 'Jordapians' (22% 
of the total) however the relaxation of Egyptian emigration 
regulations had enabled a rapid growth.in the volume of 
Egyptian employment in Kuwait (iricreasing to 37,464, 18% 
of th~ total). The two other major labour suppliers wer~ 
Iran. (27,530, 13%) whose share had been decltning (from 
21% in 1970) with increased opportunities in the domestic 
(Iranian) labour ma~ket, and Indian (21,448, 10%). 
'Jordanians' were however a particularly influential group, 
. ' . . . 
occupying key posts in the economy, particularly in the 
public sector. In 1975 the l~tter employed 43% of 
'Jordan~ans' in Kuwait who accounted for 16% of all 
government se6tor employe~s. The varying employment 
. . 
characteristics and occupational structure of different 
nationalities will be considered in detail below (see 
4~6 Conclusion: the maturation of migration streams 
4.:6. 1 . This chapter began by illustrating the role of 
r~c~tiitment in est~blishing the initial flow of primarily 
. ·. . 
. . 
skill~d, profesgional an~ .singi~ 'Jordanians' into Kuwait 
. . 
in the early post-1948 period. The collapse of unskilled 
·.labour f;tows from Iraq in 1961 was an important factor in the 
. diversification. and expansion of 'Jordanian' immigration 
in the early 1960's. This expansion was accompanied, 
partic~larly at~er the 1967 war, by an i~creasing inflow 
of dependants. The demographic maturation of the 'Jordanian' 
. . 
coinmun.i.ty in Kuwait dur·ing tl)e 1960's, and 1970 1 s appears to 
fit the four stage 1 model' of matur·ing migration streams 
18:3 
outlined by B6hning (i972). 65 We have also shown that 
diff~rent migrat~on streams 'mature' at different rates. 
The rapidity with which the 'Jordanian' migration stream 
has reached the stage of long duration migration, of low 
labour force participation and of high demands on the host, 
is traced to the historical and structural features which 
have characterized their migration . 
. The influential role of 'Jordanians' in the Kuwait 
economy is emphasised by the February 1976 survey of 
. "1 66 government c1v1 servants. This showed Jordanians and 
Palestinians to account for almo~t one-third (32.5%) of 
all non-Kuwaiti's in the civil service. Differentiating 
between Palestinians aqd E~st Bank .'Jordanians' the survey 
shows the dominance of the former (94%), of whom 58% 
had been engaged for ten or more years. 
These characteristics of 'Jordanian' emigration to 
Kuwait are important both in terms of their impact on the 
Jordanian economy itself and, as we will see in the 
following chapter (5), in the subsequent development of 
'Jordanian' employment in Kuwait in the post-1975 period. 
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Table. 4. 1 
Bahr~in Petroleum Company, Monthly Paid Labour Roster, 1948 
Nationality 
Ipdian 
Pakistani 
Portugu~se Indian 
Bahraini 
Iraqi· 
Iranian 
Other 
Number of Employees 
238 
35 
18 
51 
4 
3 
5 
Source: M.T. Audsley, PRO, F0371/74942,. April 1949. 
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Table 4.2 
.Kuwait~ Length o~ resi~~nc~· at Febr~ary 1957 by nationality and date of arrival 
.. N_ationality . Date of arri-v·al: 
... 
. ' 
Post-Feb. Pre-Feb. Total 1957· 
1956 1955 19.:S4 1953 1952 1951 1950 1949. 1948 1948. Male Female 
' 
Jordanian and 1,476 3,201 2' 12 5 2,457 1,827 813 268 139 123 138 9,785 2,782 Palestinian· 
(as % of tota:l) (15.3) (21.4) . ( 1 8 . 9 ) ( 2 6 . 3 ) ( 2 4 . 6 ) ( 1 5 . 6 ) ( 1 2 ~; 2 ) (7.4) ( 7 . 3 ) . ( 2 . 5 ) (17.4) (21.7) 
Iraqi 2,361 2,41"5 .i,.999 1 ,-s 8 3 1,304 1,426 513 450 371 1,325 10,580 3,167 
Muscat/Oman± 849 1,126 656 552 434 352 249 196 187 787 4,941 447 
Other Emirates~< 335 359 285 157 76 69 31 35 11 163 1,396 125 
Saudi 110 211 109 121 94 120 57 68 64 495 1' 117 332 
Lebanese 1,294 1 ~ 5 65" ·. 1 '011 912 732 319 110 45 22 29 4,793 1,246 
.. 
Egyptian 284 484 365 197 111 76 12 6 5 6 770 776 
Iranian 1,470 3,795 3,348 2,024 1,590 1,345 625 461 300 1,488 15,641 sos 
Indian 370 427 397 382 462 211 77 197 215 433 2' 358 813 
Pakistani 282 363 .. 268 247 213 149 81 87 135 289 1,578 5"36 
Others 387 508 360 495 366 249 147 193 236 405 2,020 1,326 
Total 9,669 14,945 11,243 9,354 7,420 5,227 2,204 1,890 1,674 5,573 56,395 12,804 
Source: Government of Kuwait (1959) General results of the 1957 Census. Tables 7a/b. (Arabic) Author's 
compilation. 
~< Includes Qatar and Bahrain 
Tabl·e 4. 3 
.. 
Kuw_a·it:. Length of residence at April. 1965, by nationality and date of arrival 
Nationa.li ty 
Jordanian and 
Palestinian 
(% female) 
Iraqi 
Syrian 
Lebanese. 
Egyptian 
Omani 
·saudi 
·-.: 
Other Emirates~~ 
Yemeni 
Iranian 
Indian 
Pakistani 
bate of arii~al~ 
Post.· Apr:i,l 
1~64 . 1963' 1962 
12., 918 
(42.3) 
3,964 
3,407 
2,969 
1,663. 
2,687 
491 
319 
256 
2,337 
1,360 
1,487 
7,884 9,605 
(45.1) (42.9) 
2~760 3,050 
2,247 2,554 
2,007 .. 2,513 
1,531 2,230 
1,938 2,272 
271 322 
152 177 
205 299 
5,071 6,391 
1,083 1,123 
1,399 1,295 
1961 1960 1959 1958 1957 
10,581 7,581 7,556 4,049 3,777 
(34.7) (35·5} (29.9) (38.9) (34.9) 
1,643 
1,975 
2,141 
1,491 
1,998 
373 
156 
536 
4,467 
962 
986 
1,268 
1,293 
1,619 
·1 '06 2 
1,740 
360 
149 
278 
2,646 
853 
793 
1,501 
1~428 
1,885 
i,039 
1,698 
368 
151 
349'. 
2,200 
991 
979 
1,305 '1,502 
1,364 
1,999 
718 
1,286 
288 
123 
345 
1,321 
1,025 
1,144 
931 
1,425 
479 
1,146 
293 
116 
155 
1,178 
920 
977 
Pre April 
1957 
13,811 
( 2 4 ~ 2') . 
8,904' 
1,650 
4,319 
808 
4,666 
1,866 
668 
212 
5' 179 
3,382 
2,674 
Total 1965 
Male Female• 
49,744 27,968 
15,762 
12,075· 
12,820 
5,796' 
16,848 
2,881 
1,361 
2,693 
29,025 
7,735 
7,633 
10,135 
·4,774 
8' 0 57. 
5,225 
2,736 
1,751 
650 
86 
1,765 
3,964 
4,102 
Source: Kuwait; Planning Board (1966) Results of the Population Census 1965. Table 24 (Arabic). Author's 
compilation. 
* Includes Qatar and Bahrain 
~··. 
. ,· . 
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Table 4.4 
K~~ait: Immigrant P?P~lation structure by nationality, 1965 
National·i ty 
Jordanian and 
Palestinian 
Iraqi 
Lebanese· 
Syrian 
Egyptian. · 
Omani 
Saudi 
Sudanese 
Bahraini 
Other Emirates 
Yemeni 
Iran:lan 
Indi_an 
.Pakistani, 
Population 
under 15 
No. % 
27,468 35-3 
8,137 31.4 
7,742 37. 1 
4,290 25.5 
3,435 31.2 
3,639 18.6 
. 1,854 40.3 
69 16.5 
313 41.9 
374 33-9 
136 4-3 
.1 '9 2 3 6.3 
2,947 2-5.2 
3,760 32.0 
% total 
population female 
36.0 
39.1 
38.6 
28.3 
47.4 
14.0 
37.8 
18.9 
41.0 
27.2 . 
3. 1 
5.7 
33.9 
35.0: 
Total 
population 
77,712 
25,897 
70,877 
16,849 
11,021 
19,584 
4,632 
418 
747 
1,264 
2,779 
30,790 
11,699 
11,735 
S6urc~:- {b~d: table 23 (Arabic)~ Author's riompilation . 
_:Table 4.5 
Xuwait: lerigth of, ~es~dence ~t April 1970, by nationality and date of arrival 
Nationality Date of arrival: 
Pre April Total 1970 
1970 .i969 '1968 1967 196'6 1965' 1965 Male Female 
Jordanian and 12,603 10,297 16,901 21,628 12,258 12,418 62,601 79,934 67,762 Palestinian 
(%female) (52.0) (51.2) (49.8) (55.8) (50.5) (48.1) (37.2) 
Iraqi 4,270 3,398 4,210 3,448 2,975 3,167 17,598 23,583 15,483 
Syrian 3,326 2 ,.7 51 . 3;641 3,044 2,425 2' 111 9,919 17,180 10,037 
Lebanese 2,322 1 ~669 2,115 2,094 1,746 1,807 12,490 14,145 11,242 
Egyptian 4' 129 .5,297 5,951 3,848 2,567 1,544 7,085 19,392 13,029 
Omani 1,657 1,532 1,658 1,233 932 954 6,704 'i2,432 2,238 
Saudi 814 '638 892 765 749 811 6,228 6,025 .4,872 
Other Emirates~~ 555 375 431 340 349 357 2,255 3,-433 2,085 
Sudanese 103 92 123 100 91 59 142 562 211 
Yemeni (A.R.) 294 223 202 195 152 190 1,107 2,026 337 
. Yemeni (P.D.R.). 1,254 1,037 989 761 619 553 3,391 7,839 765 
Iranian . 4,06 3 6,303 6,589 4,832 3,179 2,604 11,549 35,498 3,631 
Indian 2,303 1,682 1,956 1,505 1,069 1,047 7,774 10,510 6,826 
Pakistani 1,785 1,160 1,388 1,204 850 998 7,327 9,438 5,274 
\.0 .. Source: Kuwait, Central Statistical Office (1972) General Population Census 1970. Vol. I' ':i.'able 44· (.n (Arabic) Author's compilation. 
.·' 
Table 4.6 
Ktiwait~ im~ig~apt popul~tion structure by nationalit]• 1970 
Nationality 
Jordanian and 
Palestinian 
Iraq 
Lebanese 
Syrian 
Egyptian. 
Omani 
Saudi 
Sudanese 
Bahraini 
Other .Emirates 
Yemeni 
Iranian 
.. : 
IndLin 
·.· '~ 
·p_~kinstcini. 
'Population 
under· 15 
No. % 
74,419 50.4 
14,132 36.2 
11,333 44.6 
9,29.3 34.1 
7,732 25.4 
-3,252 22.2 
4;325 39.7 
209 28.5 
362 37.5 
1,920 10.2 
1,230 14.3 
3,658 9.3 
4, 419 .. 25. 3 
,5,448 3_7.0 
% total 
population 
female 
4S.9 
39.6 
44.3 
36.9 
42.8 
15.3 
44.7 
28.8 
47.3 
35.8 
11.2 
9·3 
39.4 
.35. 8 
Total 
population 
147,696 
39,066 
25,387 
27,217 
30,421 
14,670 
10,897 
7 3.1 
966 
18,824 
8,604 
39,129 
17,336 
14,712 
Sbu~6e: ibid. Tabl~ 3 and p. 347 (Arabic). Author's 
· ·co~piLition. 
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Table 4. 7 
Kuwait·: crude emig~·~t;:~ion:<J;'~tes (per 1000 population). by national:lty, 1961--1975 
Na.tional:lty 
Jordanian and· 
Palestiriian 
Iraqi 
Lebanese 
Syrian ) 
Egyptian ) 
Omani 
Saudi 
Yemeni 
Bahrain 
Sudanese 
Iranian 
Pakistani 
Indian 
£rude Emigration Rate (per 1000) per annum: 
1961-1965 
102.4 
138.4 
127.4 
159-4 
115.4 
141.4 
80.4. 
69.5 
1965-1970 
37.0 
59.6 
64.9 
77.7 
66.9 
12 7. 5 
81.2 
92.5 
120.5 
70.7 
62.5 
1970-1975 
10.5 
46.5 
57.1 
39.3 
51. 1 
59.5 
20. 1 
42.4 
56.3 
26.8 
93. 1 
33.9 
25.3 
Sour~e: Derived from tables 4.3 and 4.5 above; for 1970-75 data was taken from: 'Kuwait, Central 
Statistical Office (1977) Population Census 1975. Table 48 (Arabic). Author's compilation. 
Note In the Case of Saudi and Yemeni immigrants the 1970 and 1965 censuses both record higher 
numbers of residents of five years (or more) t.ha.n '"ere. recorded_ in t_he prey ious census · 
'(i.e. of 1965 arid 1961).· This indicates the extent of under-enumeration in these two 
Table 4.8 
Kuwait: immigrant population· structure by nationality, 1975 
!Nationality Population % total . Tot a 1 
under 10 population population 
No. % few.ale 
' Jordanian and 87,043 42.6 47.2 204,178 Palestinian 
Iraqi 11,546 25.6 41.2 45,070 
Lebanese 8,222 33.2 46.7· 24,776 
Syrian 12,833 31.3 39.8 40,962 
Egyptian 10,479 17.3 40.9 60,534 
Omani 1,958 26~8· 30.0 7,313 
Saudi 4 ,.850 38.7 47.2 12,527 
Sucianese 363 23.3 27.9 1,553 
Ar:ab Gulf 1,368 33.7 50.3 4,056 
.Nationa·ls 
Yemeni 2,876 16.8 18.0 17,163 
.. Iranian 6,122 15.0 18.3 40,842 
Indian 5,244 16.3 47.7 32,105 
Pakinstani . 5,698 24.8 34.8 23,016 
Source: Kuwait, Central Statistical Office ( 19.77) £E .. cit. 
vol; I~, table 97 (Arabic). Author's compilation. 
~ot~: the census does not provide data on the population 
und~r 15 as a cohort. 
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Table 4.9 
Kuwait:' summary statlstical ind:i..cators.of 'Jordanian' demographic characteristics 1957-1975 
.;_· 
Year Populatidn Ann~al population. As a % of 
Size growth rate non-Kuwaitis 
1957 14,081 20.3 
1961 37~327 27. 6.% 23.4 
1965 77,712 20.1% 31.4 
1970 147,696 9.6% 37.7 
1975 204,178 6.7% 39.1 
Source: text section 4.4.~ 
% under 
age 15 
19.2 
3'5.3 
50.4 
53.6 
Sex 
ratio 
355.0 
217.9 
177.9 
117.9 
111.7 
Crude 
Participation. 
rate 
75% 
56% 
46.4% 
28.4% 
23 . .3% 
Emigration 
rate ·(per 
1 ooo') .. 
102.4 
37.0 
10.5 
. : ·.·: 
:. ' ... : ' 
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Table 4.10 
Kuwait: Jordanian and Palestinian enrolment in State schools, 
1 9 6 2 7 3 -19-7 9 7 8 o 
Academic 
Year 
·1962/3 
1963/4 
1964/5 
1965/6 
'1966/7 
1967/8 
1968/9 
1969/70 
1970/1 
1971/2 
.1972/3 
._197J/4' 
19_7 4/5 
. 197:5/6 
1976/7 
:197-7/8 
197S/9 -· 
.. 1979/80 
Male 
.. 4' 178 
. 4' 764 
5,148 
6,304 
.6' 7 58 
"7,218 
7,097 
7,210 
8;061 
9,328 
13,421 
16,005 
19,880 
31,477 
34' 485 
37,332 
. 40' 007 
Female 
2,653 
3,349 
3,873 
4,945 
5,628 
6,056 
6' 011 
6;i97 
6,874 
8,807 
11,006 
·r9,974 
29,891 
32,911. 
-35,502 
37,800 
Jordanians and 
Palestinians as a 
% of total 
enrolment 
11.5 
11.6 
11.4 
12 . .3 
12.2 
11.9 
10.1) 
10.4 
10.8 
12.0 
15.7 
17.5 
19.7 
26. 1 
26.6 
27.2 
27.3 
Source! ' 'Kuwait, Central Stat:istical Office ( 1981) Statistical 
·.Ab~tract·, · 1980 (and preceding years) . Table 313. 
Note The_increase in 1976-7 relates to the integration of 
'Palestinian' schools into the state school system. 
..... 
,..·, . 
. :_ ... 
. : . 
Table 4.11-
·Kuwait: :national and non.;.nation:al employment growth 1957-197 5 
Kuwaiti Employment' Nop-Kuwaiti Employment Tot.al Employment 
No. %· . total Crude Animal No . % total Crude Annual No. Annual 
Year empfoyinent· p-articipation growth e~ployment particip.:{tion growth growth 
rate·· rate %. rate rate % rate.% 
.. 19'5:7 28,373 33.2 25.0 57,182 66.8 61.6 85,555 
1 ~-;6 5 40' 16'6 '22.4 18' .. 3 4.4 139,118 77.6 s6.3 11.7 179,284 . 9. 7 
1970 59,634 25.4 17.2' . 8. 2 174,7.20 74.6 ·44·7 4.6 234,354' s.s 
197;5 86,971 29 ·. 1 t8·.6' 7'. 9 211,444 70 .. 9 40.5 3.9 298,415 4.9 
S<iJ;u;ree: Kuwait, Central Statistical Office, 1959, 1966, 1972 and 1977. op. cit. Tables 4, 7, 14 and 59 
respectively (Arabic). Author's comp{lation. 
N 
0 
·,, 
Table 4.12 
.K~w~it: national and non-natiorial distribution of occripations by 
ISCO grouping, 1957-75 
: .· 
Major. list titles % Pistribution Kuwaitis % Distribution non-Kuwaitis 
1957 1965 1970 197 5 1957 1965 19 7.0 1975 
Professional and· 1. 7 3.6 6. 1 11.2 5. 8 8.6 12.4 15.2 technical 
Administrative· and L9 3. 5 1.0 1. 2 1.3 1.8 0.7 .0.8 managerial 
Clerical. 11.4 18.2· 18.6 20.5 7-7 8.9 9.5 9.5 
Sales 12.9 10.9 10.6 7. 1 4-3 7. 5 8.3 8. 5 
Services 14.9 33.2 37.6 37.8 9. 1 21.8 19.6 21.5 
Agricultural 2. 2 1.8 1.4 4.5 1. 2 2. 1 1.7 1.8 
Production and related 39.4 23.8 21.7 17.7 ·67.2 48.5 47.5 42.7 
Not classified 
.. 
15.6 5.0 3.0 3.4 0.8 0.3 
Source: as table 4.11 
··...;. 
0 
r.:. 
Table 4.13 
Kuwait: national and non-national employment by sector of employment 1957-1975 
Sector of Kuwaiti Non-Kuwaiti 
Employment % distribution % 
1957 196.5 1970 1975 1975 1957 1965 1970 1975 
Agriculture 603 573 802 3,983 4.6 446 1,410 3,258 3,53f and fishing 
Mining and 1,211 1,349 1,675 i,779 2.0 4,194 5,643 5,498 3,080 quarrying 
Manufacturing t,029 1,825 6,109 2,258 2. 6 . 5,582 16,117 25,982 22,209 
Construction ~ 378 1,264 2,188 1,756 2.0 8,025 27,584 31,484 30,500 
Utilities 
- 1,645 2,133 2,034 2. 3 . - 5,346 5,119 5,237 
Wholesale and 4,151 5,129 7,298 6;327 7.3 4,073 17,916 25,715 33,232 retail trade 
Transport, storage -
and communications 1,513 2,613 2,362 4,562 5.3 2,053 7,412 9,776 11,118 
Community and 14,681 25,519 36,826 64,826 73-9 29,219 57,015 6 7 ' 3 1 9 102 ' 53 7 personal services 
Unspecified 4,802 249 241 2 - 3,590 675 580 -
Total 28,373 40,166 59,634 86,971 100.0 57,182139,118174,720 211,444 
Source: as table 4.11 
distribution 
1975 
1~7 
1.5 
10.5 
14.4 
2.5 
15.7 
5.3 
48.4 
-
100~0 
N 
0 
w 
. ' 
Table 4.14 
Kuwait: national·. and non-national crude participation rates 
. (per 1000) by age group, 1975 
Age Group Kuwaiti Non-Kuwaiti 
Male Female Male · Female 
15-19 ·. 242 16 517 93 
' 20-24 737 131 909 178 
25-29 927 137 979 247 
3'0:..34 962 64 989 278 
35-39 965 33 990 315 
40-'-44 940 26 988 377 
. 45-49 889 . 23 987 380 
50-54 802 18 978 370 
55-59' 723 16 955 270 
60+ 404 9 755 109 
·Total 712 .62 920 207 
So·urce: Kuwait; Central Statistical Office (1977) 
op. cit. Tables 60-61 .(Arabic). . Author's 
compilation. · 
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Table 4.15 
Kuwait: ··•Jordanians 1 by occupational group, 1965-1970 . 
.. 
Oe:cupational 1965 1970 
.G:trO!Up "t>istributihn Distribution , 1 Jordanian 1 Distribution Distribution · 'J ordania·n' · 
of . 'Jordania·ns' .. of total share of of 'Jordanians' of total share of 
.. (%) .non-Kuwaitis employment (%) non-Kuwaitis- employment . 
(%) (%) 
Pr·0Ifessional and .. 
temhnical 13.7 8.3 42.2 20.0 12.4 37.8 
Administrative and. .. .. 1.8 
mall1agerial 1..7 25.2 0.7 0.7 23.3 
C l.etr- i ca 1 15.2 7. 8 49.4 18. 1 9.5 44.7 
Sa!iliies . 5 ~ ~. 7.5 19.1 8. 2 8.3 23.3 
:fT.e:e;v ices 13.8 21.9 16.0 10.3 19.6 12.4 
.. A~icultural - 3. 1. 2.0 ·38.6 2. 3 1.7 31.0 
P'n~nduction and 46 .. 0 49.5 23.7 40.3 47.5 19.9 u.e:iated workers 
N!af) classified 0.9 1. 2 20.4 0. 1 0.3. 19.7 
Total 36,027 141,293 25.5 41,415 173,679 2~.5 
Source: Kuwait; .Central Statistical Office (1966 and 1972) op. cit. Tables 30 and 53 respectively. 
(Author's calculations) 
. ·.· 
.~ . 
Table 4.16 
Kuwait: national:and non-national distribution·of employment by occupation/education 
group, 1910 and 1975 · 
Occupation/ at distribution: /0 
Education·Group 1970 1975 
Kuwaiti Non-Kuwaiti Kuwaiti Non-Kuwaiti 
A-1 10.4 89.6 10.2 89.8 
A-2 53-9 46.1 53.3 46.7 
B 28.6 71.4 21. 1 78.9 
C-1 35.6 64.4 36.4 63.6 
C-2 14.3 ss.z 20.6 79-4 
D 35.0 65.0 30.9 69.1 
Total .29. 1 70.9 25.4 74.6 
Source: Kuwait, .central Statistical Office (1972 and 1977) op. cit. 
Tables 23 and 50 respectively. (Author•s compilation) 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
JORDANIANS IN KUWAIT, A CASE STUDY: (2) RECENT TRENDS, 1975-81 
5. 1 Preface 
5. 1. 1 Earlier .(chapter 3), using Jordanian data, we 
established that emigration for employment from the East 
Bank ha~ peaked in the late 1970's and had ·experienced a 
sustained decline thereafter. Here (chapter 5) we complete 
our case study of the Kuwait labour market by examining 
that. per{od (1975-81) in some detail. This will aim to 
describe changes in the level and characteristics of 
Jordanian immigration and employment, evaluating those changes 
in the context of contemporaneous developments among other 
immigrant workers. In doing so we advance an exp.l ana t i.on 
~for this change in the level of .Jordanian emigralion and 
examine· its implications for the future e~ployment of 
Jordanians abroad. Particular attention is paid to the 
occ~pational characteristics of.Jordanians entering Kuwait 
during this period, since those characteristics are 
crucial in assessing (chapter 7) the impact of their 
departure o'n the domestic· (Jordanian) labour market. 
Dev~lopments in the structure and characteristics of 
the Kuwaiti labour market Since 1975 have been the subject 
of somi debate .in .the recent literature. 1 However, 
continued reliance on the 1975 census results and the 
delayed release of the 1980 census data has prevented an 
. . 
objective exa~ination of this debate. In this chapter we 
utilize data contained in the Kuwaiti Ministry of Labour's 
') 
annual (fro~ 1977) reports on work permit issues.- Although 
thii data has a number of iimitations (fo~ example, a 
nu-~ber. ~f seemin~ly ·significant data sets are not available 
in disaggregated form and it cannot account for clandestine 
entry and employment) it nevertheless enables discussion 
to extend b~yond the impasse of the 1975 census results. 
At this point it is important to distinguish between 
the two categories of work permit issued in Kuwait: 
(i) new work permits; these are issued by the Ministry 
.of Labour to immigrants (in possession of a valid residence 
per~i~ acyd fulfill~ng other entry requirements) on thei~ 
arrival in Kuwait. 
(ii) renewed work permits; although work permits may be 
·issued for two years, they must be renewed annually. 3 
5.2 The composition and volume of work permit issues, 
1975- 1 
5.2.1 The number of work permits issued in the immediate 
post-1975 years continued the seemingly inexorable rise in 
immigration of the previous two decades. Between 1975 and 
1977 work permit issues grew by 60.3%, reaching a peak of 
119,S49 ~dmissions in 1977. In the following four years 
however there. has been a decline of 6% in wor·k p(!r·m i_t. 
.i s s u t:.! .5 ; a de c1 i n e w h i c h r· e a c he d i t s n ad i r· in I. I) 7 C) ( a ' I '.!.% 
:drop on the 1977 level) .. Data for 1980 and 1981 show a 
m_9derate revival ( 7%). in the number of work. permit issues 
i~abJe 5:1); However this recovery may be more apparent 
than. real, particularly in 1980. 
Thre~ important factors could have contributed to 
_ tD.is apparen-t growth in work permit issues in J 980: 
-(i) In ·Apr'il 1980 Kuwait conducted its sixth census of 
po~ulation; in previous years disclosure of the intention 
to eJHtmePat.e the population has had the effect ol' i.nu·casin~ 
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residence and work permit applications as clandestine 
migrants sought to regularise their position. Birks and 
Sinclair (1978b) noted th{s 'riensus yeai interference' in 
both 1970 arid 1975. 4 A similar effect in 1980 is highly 
.probably. 
(ii)· The Kuwait government was actively promoting-a 
campaign. of i legalisation' among clandestine workers in 
1980. 5 Indeed in October 1980 the Ministry of Labour had 
imposed a temporary ban on the issue of new work permits 
with the ~~press intention of encouraging the employment 
of ciand~stine wor~ers an~ their transfer to the 'legal' 
economy. At the same time the removal of '~uota 
allowances' 'from contracting companies was also designed to 
reduce the volume of new work permit issues and to assist 
in absorbing the "· .. excess of available expatriate 
k ' 116 wor ers ... 
(iii) An alternative explanation of the increase in work 
:209 
permit issues ~elates them to a growth in capital investment 
following the 1979 round of oil price incr~ases. 7 However 
thi~ implies.~ very ~apid dLsbursement of those oil revenues, 
without the ~i~e lag which followed the 1973 oil pri~e 
· in~re~ses.~ · F~~ther.~ne might expect both n~w Bnd renewed 
work permi£i to register an increas~; in 1980 the-recorded 
~rowth is only.in new work permit issues moreover in 1981 
·there was a significant fall in new work permit issues. 
Th~se trends seem to confirm the hypothesis of census year 
inter~er~nce in f98o. 8 
In conclusion we assert that since 1977 the Kuwait 
eco~omy has experienced a falling demand for immigrant 
labour. The composition and nature of this decline will 
''i I 
be considered in the section which follows. The focus will 
first be at an aggregate level comparing Asian ~nd Arab 
sub-populations. Having established the general pattern 
of change more.detailed developments within these nati6nal 
groupings will be ex~mined a~d in particular the trends 
and characteristics of 'Jordanian' labour. immigration. 
This analysis is considered in two sections; the first 
· deals with trends in new work permit issues and the second 
with renewed wo~k permits. 
5.2.2 New work per~it issues, 1977-81 
In the five year period 1977~81 the issuance of new. 
work ~ermits (and hence the inferred level ·Of (legal) 
labour immigration) fell by some 19. 4% ( t.able 5. 2). The 
two sub-populations (Arab and Asian) experienced contrary 
trends in this period. Thus while the number of new work 
permits issued·to Arabs f~ll by almost 40%, the number 
i~sued to Asians remained ~elatively stable (increasing by 
1% over the period as a whole). See figure 5.1. 
·The major contraction in new work permit issues 
occurted in 1978 when total issues fell by 2j% (14,000 
fewer thari in 1977).· Among the A~ab nationalities this 
recession was particularly severe with a 40% (12,000) drop 
in new work permit receipts. In contrast the receipt of 
work permits by Asi~ns declined by only 7% (2,000) in 1978. 
~y 1980 the former balance in work permit receipts 
between the two groups (with an Arab:Asian ratio of 97.1 
in 1977) had fallen in favour of Asians who received 58% 
and 64% of total new work permit issues in 1980 and .1981 
. respectively. In 1981 the Arab:Asian ratio was only 58.0 
Examination of new work permit issues thus appears 
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FIG.S-1 KUWAIT: NEW AND RENEWED WORK PERMIT 1SSUES , 1977-81. 
a. New work P-ermits. b Renewed work P.ermits. 
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Source: tables 5·2 and 5·3. 
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to cbnfirm the conjectured view that Asian manpower has 
gained an increasing share of the Gulf labour market. Birks 
and Sinclair (1980b) suggested that in 1980 Asian labour 
accounted for 29% of total immigrant employment in the Gulf 
and projected that by 1985 this would have reached 36%. 9 
However, as we stated earlier, new work permit issues are 
not total work permit issues, indeed since 1978 work permit 
renew~ls have accounted for over half of total work permit 
issues. Trends.within the renewed work permit sector 
suggest rather more subtle labour market developments. 
5.2.3· Renewed work permit issues, 1977-81 
In contrast to the decline in new work per·m i. L issues 
the number of work permits which were renewed over· the 
period 1977-81 increased by some 10.8% (table 5.3), though 
there was a decline in renewals in 1979 and 1980. Again 
contrasting patterns are shown by the two sub-populatiqns. 
Howev~r, wh~le the number of new work permits received by 
Arabs fell, their receipt of renewed work permits increased 
by" 21%. Furthermore by 1981 renewed work permits 
repres.ented over 66% of total wor·k permit issues to Ar·abs, 
,compa.red to 4"9% in 1977. Wor.k permit r·enewqls. r·eceived by 
Asians remained stable over the period as a whole, though 
registering significant d~cliries in· bot"h 1979. ( 14% ). and 
in 1980 (i2%). As a result the Arab:Asian ratio has 
become more biase.d in favour. of Arabs who received 57% of 
tot~l ~ork permit renewals (compared to 52% in 1977). 
5·.2.4 Condlusion 
The period 1977-81 has seen a significant increase in 
the rel~tive share of Asian labour, with the Arab-Asian ratio 
falling from 103 to 92. This increasing Asian predominance 
: '•. 
' .. ,' 
has ·been. largely confined t<;>. new work permit. issues. 
In contrast work permit rene~als are dominated by Arabs 
among whom renewals have become their principal mode, 
. increasi~g from 4~% (1977) to 66% (1981) of their total 
work ~ermit receipts. These contra~ting trepds suggest 
a growing differential in the labour force turnover rates 
ot these two components of the labour force. Before 
examining this q~estion in more detail (iection 5.4) we 
will first examine differences within the Arab and Asian 
~~b-~roup$ which throw some doubt on the utility of a 
c~ude d~al~st (Arab/Asian) division. 
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5. 3 D.iversifi<:;ation of supply and stabilisation of demand, _ 
Arab and As~an labour immigration to Kuwait 1977-81 
5.3.1 Turning first to Arab receipts of new work permits, 
it is apparent (table 5.4) that while there has been a 
substantial (40%) drop in the number of first time issues 
to A~abs, this has not been consistent in time nor acro~s 
all. nationalities. In 1980, as we saw earlier, the number 
of-n~w ~6nk p~rmits received by A~abs increased (by 33%), 
an increase w~~~h we traced to census year in~erference. 
In ·all 6ther years the number of rtew wo~k.permit issu~s shows 
. . . .. - ,. ' 
.;t' s'i.d~rf~ca~t .. fa~ll .·on the previ 0us year· (see figure 5. 2a). 
~~xa~in~~g individual nati~nalities ho~ever, we notice that 
t~o gr~up·Si ,. ;the Iraqi's. and the 'Other Arabs 1 , actually 
···, 
· '<: incr:ease :the.ir receipt of new work permits.· In the case of 
. the. Jr.aqis this. increase i~ parti~ularly significant, 
.... ·: ' ' ·. .. . ' ~ . . . . . . . ' . 
" gcr·o'wtng:_~y>~h~o~t 800% b~tweeri 1971 and 1980. Indeed by 
.·: ... · .··.· ...... _. : . ... ;·· ... ··. . . . . ··. 
1980 th~ ·I~:~q:i..s. had become the second largest Arab group 
(1i.3% p~ new A~ab im~igrant workers) compared to the 
s~all¢sh (1.1%) in 1977 when they received only 318 new 
FIG. 5-2 KUWAIT: WORK PERMIT ISSUES BY TYPE AND NATIONALITY. 1977-81. 
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. ·work perm1ts. · ·. The increased level of immigration may 
refl~ct the general thawing in relations between Iraq and 
Kuwait in the late 1970's, particularly since the onset 
of the Gulf war and Iran's attacks on the Kuwaiti oil 
·installations at Umm al-Aish in October 1981. 11 In 
December 1978 Kuwait's Labour Mini~ter· (Abdul Aziz Mahmoud) 
1 ') 
visited Baghdad for discussions on the exchange of labour. -
At the same time Baghdad was exhorting skilled and semi-
ski.lled ·workers abroad to return to the domestic labour 
market where manpower de~and had grown rapidly. 13 Data on 
the occupational structure of those receiving new work 
permits .(see below) shows that an increasing proportion of 
Iraqis entering Kuwait in the late 1970's and early 1980's 
had only limited skills (in 1980 64% were classified as 
unskilled labour) compared to orily 39% in 1975. Since 
1980 however the number of Iraqis has again fallen (by 
34%) as a result of Iraq's general mobilisation in its war 
·against Iran. In addition. to the regula~ armed forces 
strength of circa 300,000, an estimated half million men 
·had ~een mobilised in the so-called 'Popular Army' by 
De~eiliber 1982. 14 
An increase (from a very small base) is also noted 
:215 
. in the case of 'Other Arabs' (primarily Maghreb in) throughout 
this ~eriod1 ho~e~er by 1981 they still only represented 
J% of new work permits issued to Arabs and remain relatively 
1n~ignificant .in terms of the whole labour market. 
·. ·. ,• 
· The r~J!Iaining Arab nationalities all have subsLanLiall.Y 
lower recei~ts of new work permits in 1981 compared to 1977. 
The scale of this reduction ranges from. 30% for Yemeni 
migrants to. 64% for Jordanians and Palestinians. In all 
,cases the major recession came in 1978 when new work 
permit issues fell by 40% and the 'Jordanian'· receipt of 
work permits were cut in half. Later reducti0ns have been 
l~ss dramatic, indeed the total number of new work permits 
tQ Arabs.has remained stable around 17,600 (with the 
exception of 1980). Despite this overall stability since 
197~ the decline in the Jordanian and Palestinian cohort 
ha~ ~ontinued,· falling by 2S% since 1978. Furthermore 
it is only Jordanians and Palestinians whose receipt of 
new work per~its-ha~ been consistently downward (in the 
cen~us year, 1980, they experienced no increase) across all 
five years. In 1977 'Jordanians' had accounted for 16% 
of all new work permits issued to Arabs, second only to 
Egyptians (60%); by 1981 their share was less than 10%, 
with 'Jordanians' receiving fewer new work·permits than 
Iraqis. This evidence of declining immigration to Kuwait 
-among Jordanians and Palestinians is entirely consistent 
with the Jordanian data presented above (chapter 3.4). 
-Finally it is important to point out that the level 
·of Egyptian· employment in· Ku·wait although falling by 39% 
from its 1977 level has remained relatively stable since 
1978 (there was a large (53%) increase dur~ng the census 
.year 1980) and still accounts for over 60% of the total 
new .work permi·t issues to Arabs. Egyptian workers were 
neither repatri@ted nor was their reriruitment subject to 
boycot~ as a result of Sadat's partibipation in the Camp 
-.David:A~~ee~ent (17 September 1978) arid the subsequent 
Israel-Egypt Treaty (26 March 1979) as-some (notably Ed-
Diri, t980; Socknat, 1979) had predicted. 15 · 
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5;3;2 Tre~ds in wb~k permit renewals ~mon~ Arabs show a 
contrary pattern (figure 5.2b), continuing to increase 
(by 21%) over the five year period (showing a small (9%) 
decline.~n 1980) and, as previously, this dates from 19j8 
. when work permit ~enewals in6reased by 19% to their current 
level. There have however been significant changes in the 
composition of work permit renewals by nationality. 
In 1977 renewals were dominated equally by Egyptians 
and 'Jordanians' accounting for 32% and 31% respectively. 
Since then the issuance of renewed work permits to 
Egyptians has increased by 81% to more than 16,000, their 
·share of total renewed work permits increased to 48%. In 
contrast the 'Jordanians' experienced a 15% reduction (to 
7,590) over the period. While most of the other Arab 
nationalities increased their number of work permit renewals 
between 1977 and 1978 the 'Jordanian' level remained 
static (increasing by less than 1%) and subsequently fell 
by 21% m 1980 (a small increase (of 444) occurred between 
1980 and 1981). Despite this falling rate of work bermit 
renewals it is important to.recognize that·the rate of 
d~cline has been considerably slower than that in new· work 
permit issues. 'As a consequence renewals have become the 
dominant mode for 'Jordanians' in Kuwait; increasing from 
65% of total work permit receipts of 'Jbrdani~ns' in 1977 
·.to 82% in 1981. 
.Amon~ Leba~ese immigrants work permit renewals also 
~n~rea~ed tto 7j%) as a ~roportion 6f their total work 
permit receipts; their total receipt of renewals having 
fallen.by 9.4%. The remaining Arab nationalities all 
experienced a significant iricrea~e in the number (and 
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proportio~) of work permit_renewals. 
Clearly the level of renewed work permits is to 
some extent a function of new work permit issues in the 
previous year. It is not possible to formulate this 
relationship into a simple predictive model since other 
factors (notably the size of the immigrant labour force of 
) 
that nationality -in previous years, relative turnover rates· 
and labour force stability) are important, but for which 
adequate data is not avaLlable. Thus, for example, new 
work permit issues to 'Jordanians' and. to Iraqis were at 
a comparable level in 1979 (2,034 and 2,248 respectively), 
but 'Jordari{ans' had a much larger number of work permit 
renewals in 1980 (7,146) than Iraqis (1,58S), a paLLer·n 
which can be attributed to the larger size of the '.Jor·dan.i an' 
community generating those renewals and to differences in 
the occupational characteristics of the two nationalities. 
Nevertheless, it is apparent that even in the short term 
a fall in the rate of new work permit issues will lead to 
a reduction in work permit renewals (though not necessarily 
. of the same magnitude). 
5.~.3 ·A consist~nt pattern emerging from this discussion 
~s that .reductions in the.employment of 'Jordanian' workers 
h~s· been m6re severe, with regard to both new and renewed 
. w:ork permits, than for other Arab nationalities. Overall, 
'. ,· 
. 'Jordanian' receLpts·of work permits fell b~ 32% in the 
five years 1977-81 (see table s.s). The occupational 
., . -~hange~ whic~ hav~··accompanied this decline together with 
an examination of its causes wiil be considered below. At 
the same time the reduction in work permit issues to 
Egyptians ha~ been markedly less extensive, indeed there 
has been a 2% increase in .Egyptian total work permit 
receipts. Iraqis have also increased their share of the 
Kuwaiti labour market. Thus while there has been a 
reduction in the Arab share of the immigrant labour market 
the pattern of that reduction is far from homogeneous. The 
following section will complete this review of trends in 
work permit issues by turning briefly to the Asian sub-
population. 
5.3.4 In contrast to the trends observed in the previous 
section, new work permit issues to Asia~s have remained 
stable over the period 1977-81 (increasing by less than t%), 
despite falling in 1978 (by 7%) and in 1979 (by 10~.~). .S1;1; 
figure s.za. these reductions were almost entirely due to 
the collapse of new work permit receipts among Iranians; 
falling by 55% in 1978, 42% in 1979 and 20% in 1981 (see 
table 5. 6·) . This undoubtedly reflects the turmoil within 
Iran during this period and Kuwait's apprehension regarding 
any growth in its Shi'a population, most of whom are of 
Persian origin. In the three months November 1979 to 
Jatiuary 1980 an estimated 18,000 Iranians were deported 
from .Kuwait. 16 If we remove the Iranian cohor·t fr·om (Htr· 
.~nalysi~ then the aggregate trend within th~ Asian_sub-
population changes con~iderably; increasing by 16% over the 
fiv~ years yather than remaining stable. 
Among the other 'traditional' Asian labour suppliers, 
namely India and Pakistan, the level of new work permit. 
receipt~ also fell over the five yea~ period. Indians 
were reduced by 29% and Paki$tanis by 34%. The three 
traditional Asian labour suppliers {Iran, India and 
·Pakistan) who constituted 7 3% of all Asian immigr·an ts i.n 
1977 ha~e increasingly given way to manpower from South-
East Asia. By 1981 the former only accounted for 44% of 
total Asian work permit receipts (having fallen by 39%). 
In contrast ne~ work permit issues to South-East Asian 
labour (South Korean, Filipino, Thai, Malay, Chinese, 
Indone~ian and Bangladeshi) have increased by 112%. The 
largest component of this South-East Asian inflow were the 
South Koreans who represented 61% of the total new Asian 
supply in 1980, increasing by 29% between 1978 and 1980. 
In 1980 and 1981 South Korean entrants were the largest 
Asian group and second only to Egyptians in their share of 
total new work permit issues ·(despite a decline in their 
new work permit receipts in 1981). 
A significant contribution was also made by Bangladeshi 
immigrants, increasing by 213% in four years. The main 
growth has however been in 'Other Asian' (Thai, Malay, 
Indoriesian, and Chinese) who make up the third main source 
of Asian work permit receipts and who increased hy 269% 
between 1978 and 1981. 
This pattern thus confirms the contention that 
wage increases among So.uth Korean labour were leading to 
their replacement by other South-East Asian. migrant workers, 
. th. S h K . f. 1 7 A . . t . even w1 1n out orean contract1ng 1rms. ga1n 1 1s 
c.clear ~hat the simple Arab/Asian distinction is inadequate 
given the significant variations within each sub-population. 
Thi~_view is compounded by trends in the issue of renewed 
work p~rmits to Asians which are discussed in the next· 
section.· 
5~3·5 As in the case of new work permit issues discussion 
of the aggregate Asian sub-population is misleading 
because of the dramatic changes in the Iranian community. 
In 1977 the latter accounted for 41% of renewed work 
permits issued to Asians, the subsequent 126% drop in their 
receipt has therefore a disproportionate effect on the 
Asian sub-population since all other nationalities increased 
over the period. Removing Iranians from the sub-population 
converts a static trend in work permit renewals into a 41% 
increase over the five years. 
Despite the fall in ~ew work permit issues to Indian 
sub-~ontinent nationals in 1978 and 1979 Indian and 
Pakistani nationals remain the largest group receiving 
renewed work permits among the Asians, accounting for 65% 
of the total in 1981. 
Issues of renewed work permits to the So11th-East 
Asian labour suppliers remain low despite a r·apid i.ncr·casc 
since 1978. South Koreans grew b.y L 84% but s ti.l.l on 1 Y. 
received 1,095 renewed work permits, simil2.rly Filipinos 
increased by 579% f~om a. very small base (66) in 1978. In 
both cases t~e overall increase is marked by large 
flu~tuations, ·a ref~ectian of their collective contract 
migration (see below section 8.3). 
This consideration of work ~ermit issues to Asians· 
has r~vealed three important factors. Firstly, aggre~ate 
st~tistics are misleading because of the disp~oportionate 
• I 
impact .of changes in the level of lr@nian in-migration and 
.. ·• • r~newal of·~ork permits. Removal of Iranians from the Asian · 
sub-population shows contrary trends to have occurred. 
Secondly, 'traditional' Asian labour suppliers (India and 
Pakistan).have, in addition to the Iranians, shown a 
I • ~ 
: i. 
deblinin~ importance in new work permit issues, Their 
place has l~rgely been taken up by the dramatic expansion 
in -labour market penetration bv South-East Asian manpower 
suppliers. 
5.3.6 A number of important trends in work permit issues 
have been identified in this section (5.3) and are 
summarised here. Firstly, while work permit issues have 
f~llen from their peak in lY77 1 that fall has been in terms· 
of new work permit issues and not in the number of work 
permits which are renewed. Secondly the fall in new work 
permit issues has been markedly more severe among Arab 
rather than Asian nationalities. Indeed i.f we exclude 
Iran ian s . t hen As i an s h a v e reg i s t e r· e d an inc I"' ease i. n L II e i r· 
receipt of new work permits. Finally, within the Arab group 
the fall in work permit receipts (both new and renewed) 
has been most rapid and consistent among the 'Jordanians'. 
Furthermore, 'Jordanian' work permit receipts are now 
o~erwhel~ingly renewals rather than first time issues. 
These changes in the volume of labour immigiation have been 
accompanied by developments in the occupational and 
empioyment charatteristics of that l~bour flow. In the 
following section we will examine these char•gc·~s .in dct;t"i l. 
5;4 Labour force stability and rates of turnover 
5.4.1 Research on Kuwait's labour market has focussed on 
the volume ~nd o~cupational characteristics 6f.immigrant 
· flows ~hil~ lar~ely ignoring the extent of labour force 
stabiLity and turnover rates. 1 ~ A crude measure 6f labour 
force stability can be compiled from the available data on 
work permit issues. The higher the proportion of renewed 
work permits in total work permit issues then the greater 
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is the degree of labour force stability. 
The inflow of new migrant workers can be seen as 
having two main functions: 
( i) 
(ii) 
augmenting the labour force stock; 
replacing attrition from that stock. 19 
..., 'l ., 
.:...:...) 
Given these functions, an increase in the proportional 
share of renewed work permits would suggest that the rate of 
expansioh in the labour force size is ·falling and hence 
that the degree of labour force stability is growing. 
Additionally,_variations in renewal rates by nationality and 
by· economic sector would provide an insight into the 
relative attrition rptes of different nationalities and 
occupations. 
A second measure is the ratio between the inflow and 
outflow of migrant workers as registered by work permit 
issues and cancellations~ that is, labour force turnover. 
The Kuwaiti Ministry of Labour have only released 
disaggregated 'cancellation' data since 1979. This data 
will be examined in aggregate for the period 1976-81 and in 
detail for 1979~81 . 
.. The characteristics of, and relation~hip betwee~, 
th~se two measures is an impor~ant indication of labour market 
development and may be a guide to government policy. 
Variat:i_ons in the turnover or stability of a particular 
nationality could aid interpretation of changes in the size, 
~cha~acterisiics and role of that natiohality in the Kuwait 
·labour market. ·The following two sections will consider 
fir·stly labour· force stability and secondly .Laboul' f"or·ce 
turnover rates, paying particular attention to the 
'Jordanian' cohort. 
.. ; . 
··, ... 
5:4.2 Labour fore~ siabiiiiy, 1977-81 
. . 
Available data on labour force stability presents 
a sbm~what confused picture since the rate of work permit. 
renewals (table 5. 7,) is distorted by the census year 
.interference-factor for 1980 discussed above {section 5.2.1). 
Over the period 1977-81 it appears that, among the 
Arab_riaiion~litie~ at least, labour force stability h~s 
increased. The proportional share of renewed work permit 
. isiues h~ving grown fr~m 49.4% in 1977 to 66.3% in 1981 
(though this is a fall from the peak of 67% in 1979). 
F6r the Asian sub-population however renewals remain 
lower than new work permits at 46.6% in 1977 and 46.5% in 
1981. Labour force stability varies consider·ab.l.y with.in 
the Asian sub..:.popuJation, ranging l'r·om a low ol' 1.7% 
(South Kor·ean in 1979) to a high oi." 83.7% (lran:i.an, I~J7<)). 
S6uth Koreans ·show a consistently low level of stability, 
although the r~~e has an up~ard tf~n~. For Filipinos the 
rise. has been.much more rapid, from 3.4% in 1978 to 40.9% 
iri 1981. This difference appears to stem from the high 
'se~vice -~ect~r element among Filipino immigrants compared 
t~ the S~utb Korean concentration in the const~uction 
secto'r and_ th~ir employment on fixed-term cant r·ac ts. 
·.' Irani~n~ had a moderately high level of stabi.Lity irt 1977 
(.66,%). which incre~sed over the period nt:' the Iranian 
·• ·}{evolution (particularly high rates of ren~wals, 82% arid 
-84% :"1-·re recorde.d in 1978 an.d 1979). As we saw earlier the 
··l~vel .of. new Iranian immigration fell markedly in these 
years. 
Ip the Arab sub-population the Iraqis had the highest 
~ate of· renewals in 1977 (81%). However, wit~ the 
22.5 
. . . . . 
:shbsequent growth in Iraqi immigration, particularly of 
unskille~ labour, this rate had fallen to 36.3% in· 1980. 
The subsequent rise in 1981 (to 53.3%) suggests a renewed 
stability as ~ew Iraqi immigration is constrained by the 
Iraq-Iran war. 
Among th~ reme~:ining Arab nationalities the trend 
towards greater labour force stability is clear. 
'Jordanians' began at a relatively high rate, 65.3% in 
1917i and continued to grow to 81;5% in 1981. This is a 
reflection of the rapid slump irr new work permit issues to 
'Jordanians' and, as we will see later, the high proportion 
. of professional and skilled manpower in the '.lor·dani.an' 
emigrant· occupational structure (with their lower r·ates 
of turnover). 
The labofir force stability of Egyptians increased 
from its low start (34%)' to a moderate 55% in 1981. This 
relative!~ low level of stability among Egyptians relates 
to the fact that the growth in unskilled Egyptian migration 
. ·'. 
di4 n~t really ~ake off until the mid-1970's with Sadat's 
·' inf i tah 1 policy and the coincident Kuwaiti cons tr11ction 
boom. The Egyptian renewals rate tends to r~emain I nwer· 
than the other Arab· communities· because the sLr·eam of' 
curren~ ~igra~ts is dominated by unskilled construction 
·.·. . 20 
lapour. 
In this· section levels of labour force stability have 
,. 
·beeri ~hown to vary considerably between nationalities and 
)'' . ,.· 
· qyer · ti·me . ~()wever it is clear that 'stability', as 
. . . 
measured by the percentage share of renewed work permits, 
has increased over the period, that is there is a growing 
tendency for:those issued with ~ork permits to have them 
·· ... 
.,· ... 
.··: ·· ... 
- ·'·' 
.·.· 
;',, 
.-~ 
'l • • '::'-
'• .. ~· 
. ':· 
rene.wed · in· Eiubseqlient years. This increasing inertia among 
the l~bo~r £ore~ is particularly noticeable ~mong the 
iJordanian~', 82% of their work permit receipts being 
renewals. 
The n~w:renewed work permit ratio is however only a 
.partial ~easy.re of the stability in any particular 
· nationatity' s contribution to the Kuwait labour market 
since it say~ nothing of the 'replacement effect', that 
·is .the e~tent to which work permit issues (new and renewed) 
-~r~ 'replacing' attrition from the labour market. The 
higher the ratio of work permit ca~cellations to work 
,permit issues the greater the rate of turnover and 
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replacement, and the lower the overall labour force stability 
of th~t nationality. The following section will consider a 
cru,de index of labour force turnover for the period 1976-81. 
5.4 .• 3 Labour force turnover, 1976-81 
Since 1976 the Ministri· of Labou~'~ annual reports 
·hav~ ·~n6luded data on work permit cancellations presented 
in· twp categori.~s: 
· ( i) · · · work· permit cahcell_ations and conversions; 
. {:Ci)- ·: work permit cancellations and departures . 
. The .;fot'iner. -include~ w.or~ perm_i t .conversions, . that is a 
'·. ::·.. ·,. ( 
. . ··•·. . 
. w_ork ·permit r.e-issued to an immigrant worker moving from 
oni-s~~tdr of employment to anoth~r. 
._- ·, , ' " • ''I , , ' 
These 'converted' 
~~~~ pe~mit~ are.not disaggregated from those can~eilations 
_ w_hich.(:fo not result in immediate departure from ·Kuwait. 
-~i~arly thi~ category is rather ill-suited to 9ur purpose. 
Th~ sec6nd ·category includes all w6rk permit cancellations 
which lead to emigration from Kuwait, that is work permit 
expiration.or cancellation following infringement of the 
re~iderice o~ labour code provisions. In the discussion 
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which follows attention ~ill focus on this category. 
Since 1976 there has been a rapid growth (630%) 
i~ ~he number of work permit cancellations and departures 
(hereafter simply cancellations) as shown on table 5.8. 
In particular a large increase was registered in 1978 when 
cartcellati~ns increased by 214%. This confirms our 
previous assertion that jn the late 1970's Kuwait's 
deceleratin~ economic growth was reducing the demand for 
. . . 1 'b 22 1mm1grant . a our. It is also a reflection of important 
chariges in the labour market and in particular the attempt 
. . . 
to increas~ manpower circulation (and hence reduce 
demographic settling) £hrough the employ~ent of South-East 
Asians~ with exc~ptionally high rates of labour turnover. 
The number of cancellations continued to increase in 1979 
(by 48%). and in 1981 (by 18%). 
For the three most recent years (1979-81) data on 
cancellatioris can be disaggregated by nationality. Table 
5.9 ~hows that wo~k permit cancell~tions were dominated by 
As~~p~. Of the. tbtal wo~k permit cancellations in 1979 
some 74% we~e for Asiaris~ similarly in 1980 and 1981. The 
rate of gr~~th iB cancellation~ (1979-81) was considerably 
hi~her fur Asians (32%) than for Arabs (14%): This 
contr~st is a result of the high incidence of $hort-term 
., . 6orit~~c~-specifi~ work permit issues to Asians and of 
their lower share of work permit renewals . 
. Usin~ this 'cancellation' data a crude labour force 
t~~nover index for 1979-81 can be compiled by nationality. 
This index comprises work permit cancellations as a 
propo~tion of total.work permit issues. Clearly the higher 
') •) -: 
-.;... I 
. :·' 
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. the proportion of cancellations the greater is the rate of 
l~bour force turnover for that partricula~ nationality in 
the Kuwait labour market (table 5.10). 
Although the rate of turnover among Asians is 
significantly higher than that of Arabs, it has fallen from 
.23% in 1979 to 16% _in 1981. ·Within the Asian group the 
rate of tUrnover varies from a low of 5% among Iranians 
to 82% for South K6reans. ·The rate of turnover is particularly 
high.for all the South-East Asian nationalities, a r~flection 
-of their fix~d short-term contracts. The exceptionally 
low (but increas~ng) rate of turnover among Iranians may 
be a recognition of the long term status of much of the 
Iraniart community_in Kuwait and the post-revolution emigre' 
status of many Iranians resident in Kuwait. 
A~ong Arabs the overall labour force turnover rate 
i~ significantly lower and it tends to exhibit greater 
· sta~ility over the period (rising from ·6.4% to 7.2%). 
Egy~tiarts have a slightly higher than average rate (9.~% in 
1979) which may stem from their disproportionate concen-
~trat~qn ip the construction sector which has a high rate of · 
turndver (~ee table 5~·11). A substantial lncrease (20%) 
. -
is recio~ded-in the number' of 'Jordanian' work_permit 
· · c~nceilatibns (compared to. an overall increase among Arabs 
of 12%). ~Although the absOlute number of annual cancellations 
• <1 
~mong 'Jord~nians' is-.still small (less than 500) it does 
. •. 
confirm the previous evidence of a declining 'Jordanian' 
presence iri the Kuwait labour market. 
Unf9rtunately data on work permit cancellations by 
occupation is not available. A surrogate measure, that of 
wage ~ates, is presented on table 5.12. This data is only 
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.ay~itabi~ for 1980 and cannot be disaggregated by nationality. 
~Nevertheless it is clear that labour force turnover varies 
by wage rate (and hence by occupation). The rate of 
· turnover is particularly high among the low paid but falls 
very rapidly from 52% at wage rates under KD. 50 per month 
to 1~% at KD. 150-99 per month. In the sub-professional 
and pr6fessi6nal categories turnover rates are much lower, 
at 2.1% £or KD. 250-99. The sub~equent rise to 10.2% for 
·those earning ~v~r KD. ·300 per month is largely due to th~ 
high.p~oportion of European and North .American expatriates 
on short-term contracts at these levels. 
5.4.4 Examination of labour force turnover rates has 
largely confirmed the initial evidence. that a continuum of 
'stability' exists. This continuum ranges from those 
·nationalities with low rates bf labour turnover (5% or 
less) and high stability (over 80%), typified by the 
~Jordanians'; through a second group with moderate turnover 
rates.{between 5% and 10%) and an ·'excess' of renewals 
over new work permits (50-70%).typical of Egyptians and 
Pakistanis. Finally there is a third group with l.ow l.ahour· 
f6rce stabiiity (renewals being 30% or less of t<Jtal work 
.· 
per~it issues) and very high rates of turnover (30% or more) 
·typified by the South Koreans. 
The distribution of nationalities within these three 
groups confirms the Birks and Sinclair 'model' of 
dem~gr~phic settling. 23 Those nationalities with high rates 
of turnover having low rates of settling in contrast to the 
relatively large communities associated with nationalities 
having a high rate of labour force stability. However, 
increases in the level of stability need not result in an 
:! . 
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··in~re.ised rate of demographic settling. 
In 1978 Kuwait announced the imposition of severe 
. ?4 r~strictions on the entry of workers dependants.~ These 
ye~trictions are aimed at reducing the level of in-
migration of workers relatives and thus to encourage the 
greater 'circulation' of manpower. Subsequent legislation' 
prohibits those earning less than KD. 400 per month from 
obtain~rig residence visas for their dependant relatives. 
Figure 5.3 illustrates the dramatic effect of this legislation 
since, in 1980, only 4.8% of those receiving new work permits 
(and 6.3% qf renewed permits) earnt the stipulated minimum 
s-:1lary. 2 5 
Additional, indirect disincentives to settle have 
appeared with increasing restrictions on the social welfare 
programme. In May' 198 2 the Ministry of Public Health 
announced. that fees for medical services would have to be 
introduced because of rising costs. In the education sector 
·it has _been suggested (Farah et al., 1980) that recent 
developments increasingly discriminate against the children 
: . ; ... ; . . 
of~ex~atriates. 26 Continued overloading of the public 
education sector has led the government to introduce a 
priority system for school admission based 0n nationality. 
As a result children of expatriates frequently have to enter 
expensive private schools. ·In particular this discriminates 
agaiqst Asian childre~ since government education grants 
~re oply available to ·schools in which the teaching is in 
Arabic. 
A recent report (MEED, 1982) claims that: "Immigrants 
could become Kuwait~ most serious long term problem as they 
become increasingly resentful at their exclusion from the 
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FIG.S.3 KUWAIT : WAGE RATE DISTRIBUTION OF NEW IMMIGRANT WORKERS IN 1980. 
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c~o~p~·ehensiy~ .wel:fare· system: ···Expatriates are not eligible 
for- government hO~sing (and) are severely restricted in 
. . 
proper~y owne·~~hip ... ·II · In May 1982 the National Assembly·• s 
Int~rior Deferiq~ Committee recommended that Muslim Arabs 
who had served.Kuwait for at least twenty years should be 
,granted permanent re~idence. ·The proposal has yet to be 
consid"ered by the g~vernment. 2 7 
Available data wi~h which to evaluate this policy 
change'·,( 1.978) :ls restricted~ Nevertheless th~ number of 
.resi~en6e pe!mits is~ued in ·1979 registered a substantial 
decline over the 1978 level (40% for Arabs and 19% for 
Asians).' In both cases this was a g~eater fall than that 
in the case of riew work permit issues (4% for Arabs and 10% 
for Asians) . 
s.~~S In t~is section we have examined in s6me depth rec~nt 
changes in the volume and.nature of labour migration to 
Kuwait. ·Before· proceeding to consider concomitant 
·developments :ln .occupational and employment characteristics 
we will summarise_th~ changes in 1 Jordanian 1 immigration. 
Sin~~ p~akipg:i~.i~77 the number of work permits 
is.sue.d to Jord~nia~s in· Kuwait has declined dramatically. 
. ' 
This reduct~ori in work per~it receipts has been particularly 
marked in the case of first time work permit issues but has 
also aff~cted work p~rmit renewals. In .addition there has 
b~en a~ ste~dy increase in the number of work permit 
_canc~l.lation~ and departure.s of I Jordanians I from Kuwait. 
General trends id€mti·fied iri the Arab immigrant community 
_appear to be exaggerated in the qase of 1 Jordanians 1 • In 
some cases (notably the Iraqis and Egyptians) the overall 
pattern Of decline may be halted or even reversed. This 
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. . "" . un~ve~ess in l~.bour ·-market. developments suggests that 
explaining changes in Arab immigration by reference 
si~ply to the growth in Asian immigration is inadequate. 
A 'decline in 'Jordanian' imm1gration and employment in 
Kuwait would have important implications for the Jordanian 
economy in general and the labour market in particular. 
The nature of that impact depends to a large extent on 
th~ characterist~cs of 'Jordanian' employment in Kuwait, 
a theme which will be pursued in the next section. 
5.5 The employment characteristics bf recent labour 
inflow~, 1975-81 
5~5.1 .so far this chapter has focussed on changes in the 
volum~ .a~d c6mposition of immigrant labour flows by 
nationa'li ty. This section will ~xamine developments in the 
OCG~pational chara~teris~ics of that labour inflow over 
the period 1975~81. In doing so we will utilise both 
em~loyment rates and· employment quotients to differentiate 
between particular natLonalities. As an introduction the 
.foilowi~g ~ection briefly ~utlines the overall employment 
~trucfure of recent lab&ur infLows. 
5 ;.5· 2. Emplo'y-ment by economic s.ecto·r 
·· The sectoral distributio~ of th~se receiving new 
· work p~rmit~ ~hows a similar pittern to that described for 
earlier per~ods (see cha.pter 4. 5). However, the· dominance 
of the construction ·sector is clearly decliaing, having 
f~l~~n jr9• ~5% of new work per~it·issues in 1978 to only 
2.33 
· S4% Jn',l-9·8 L ·Si.gnifi~antly,. t:he·. majority of new construction 
work~rs are of ~sian origin (72% in. 1981.)~ and indeed the 
bulk of Asian immigrants are employed in the construction 
se~t~r (see ~able 5.13). Nevertheless there has been a 
-diveisific~iion 1n employ~~~t among Asian immigrants, by 
·1981 only 61%_wer£ in construction (compared to 76% in 
1978). Among Arabs the share of the construction sector 
has also fallen,. from 47% (1978Y.to'4.2% (1981). 
The changing employment structure of different 
· nationalities can ?e compared through time using a simple 
inde~ of diversification in which a tendency ~awards unity 
. . . 
indicate~ increasing employment diversification (see table 
5.14). ·The index value of 0.41 for the Asian sub-population 
reveals a ~ignificantly greater sectoral concentration. 
than th~t of Arab immigrants (0.69) in 1978. However there 
is extensive within-group variance among the Asian 
nationalities with values ranging (in 1978) from less than 
0.1 for South Koreans to 0.78 for Bengalis. Over the period 
1~78~81 the employment structure of Asians shows some 
considerable diversification, with declining construction 
sector employment. (the 12% fall in work permits issued to 
Asians for construction sector employment accounts for 
almo~t ~11 the r~ductitin in Asi~n immigration between 1978 
.and 1979).: ·In contrast th~ir ·service sector employment 
. increased ~arkedly from a small base and, as a result, the 
index of e111ploy!Jlent c:l.iversification for Asians had risen to 
.·,. 0.6 by 1981. This increased diversity undermines the notion 
·:,·. 
. . 
-of an alm6~t exclusi~e con~tr~ction sector orientation of 
. As;i·an ±~migration, the :latter may simply act as the point 
. . 
· . ·of e~f:r.y for _lab.c;mr whi_ch subsequently diffuses to other 
• .. l. 
sectors. ~~ch a contention i~ Supported by the employment 
distrib~tion _of work .permit renewals. Although personal 
services accounted for only 1.3% of new work permit issues 
t~ Asians (1978) they represented almost 9% ~f their work 
:.·._,,.,!. . ....... 
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permit renewals. This dis~arity cannot be explained 
si~~ly as a function of turnover rates since the level of 
renewals in services (2,515) is far higher than ne~ work 
permit-is~ues (383). 
Among the Arab ·immigrants there is considerably less 
variation in employment structure. The index of employment 
qiversity ranges from a low of 0.6 for Lebanese to a 
maximum of 0.78 for Iraqis (in 1978). The sectoral pattern 
of 'Jordanian' employment varies little over the period 
beyon~ an increase in service sector employment (see table 
5. 15.). Importantly, the decline in 'Jordanian' work 
permit receipts was sector~wide. This contrasts with other 
Arab nationalities among whom the fall in work permit 
receipts was largely confined to the construction (and to 
~ lesse~ extent manufacturing) sector and whose work permit 
receipts in the trade, transport and services sectors 
increased over the period. The reduction in 'Jordanian' 
work receipts cannot therefore be the result of specific 
investment slowdowns nor increased Asian competition in 
particul~r s~ctors. ~he alternative, s~pply-side argument, 
will be shown to be equally fallacious later (chapter seven). 
5·. 5. 3 While c;onsideration ·of major employment sectors 
. provid~~ ~p ~ntrqducfion .to the characteristics and roles 
··of im~igrant ~ork~rs in the labour market, it does not 
~ndic~te.th~ relative skill contributions of different 
nationalities which. ~s our prime concern in evaluating the 
likeiy im~act of··labo~r emig~atiori .on the sending economy. 
.. ,. . 
The Ministry of Labour reports provide a classification 
of work permit issues by m~jor occupational groups (table 
5.16 -illustrates this data for 1980). The limitations of 
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·~uch·.~ classif£cat1dn ~er~.outlined"earlier (chapter 2.5) 
~ .· 
wLth r~ference to the Jprdan~an census of 1961. Rather than 
present a conventional analysis ·based on major occupational 
groups the original occupational data has been regrouped 
by inferred edu£ation/skill categories as introduced 
previously (see appendix I) and the results of this re-
classification are discussed in the following section. 
5.6 . Employment rates and.employment quotients / 
5. 6 '· l The changes in the level of 'Jordanian 1 immigration 
a~d employ~ent in K~wait described above (section 5.3} 
have been accompanied by developqtents in their occupational 
· characte.r·istics and in their r.elative contribution to the 
Kuwait labour market. Both those elements have implications 
for _the future of 'Jordanian' employment in Kuwait and for 
the domestic (Jordanian) labour market. This section will 
consider these changes using employment rates· and quotients 
to do so. 
·.Occupation-specific employment rates (per thousand 
' . 
. · :.irnpligrant ~orkers) enable a ~omparison to be made between 
,·.· 
··[::. 
'·.· ... 
._,' 
:the relative skilL content ~f different nationalities at 
·.one· point .. in 'time or changes in one. nationality through 
·time. Th~y-~o~not ~ow~ver eriable us to compare the relative 
. 'contrihutions: of <;liffe~ent nati.onalities through time since 
~~v~ral~ ~~ployme~t rates are dependent on ·changes in the 
absolute number of economically active immigrants of each 
· nationall..ty ." 
.. . •'" ,. "" 
·. 5. 6· .: 2 -The :6ccup?'tiori-specific. employment rates for 
·'Jordanians' in·Kti~~it are shown on t~ble 5.17. Although 
this includes data on both 1975 and 1978-81 comparison 
'~ <·-~ 
··:.··. 
. ~, : ,·· 
·- ~ . 
:·- ._ 
•. 1 
· . .( 
. ,,,· 
.. ,·,· 
· b~t~een the t~o periods is not fitrictly possible since the 
1975 data derives from ap ehumeration of migrant stocks 
while the latter considers annual inflows (data on renewed 
~ork _permit~ and on cancellations is not disaggregated by 
nationality or occupation). The employment characteristics 
of the stock arid inflow need not be analogous because of 
·th~ effect of prevailing turfiover rates. Thus, for example, 
unskilled workers ~ay form a higher pr~portion of the 
' labour inflow than of the stock because of their higher 
·_turnover .rate. 
A number of changes are apparent in the 'Jordanian' 
l~bour inflow to Kuwait in the 1978-81 period. Most notably 
thef~ is a ~ignificant decline in the proportion of 
unskilled (D) imJ1ligrants, falling from 35% in 1978 to only 
· 11% -iri 1981. This decline in unskilled labour inflows -
,, .· 
may a~count for the increased stability in the 'Jordan~an' 
labQur force in Kuwait noted above (section 5.3). In 
absoJute.terms the-unskilled labour inflow has fallen by 
77%, a m~ch g~eater fatl than any other sector. 
. ·. . . ' . . . ·. 
In contrast 
th~. reLative .co_ntribution of the p:rofessional (A-: 1), sub-
: .·. l 
:-p-rofessionai Cl,nd technic(ll (B) and skilled/ semi-skilled 
.1: . 0 - •' ' ' . 
off.i,ce ·. (C_:t.)- occitpCl,tioQ,S h'a~ inc'r~ased.. ·Indeed the latter 
. ~- . 
. .. y~ir sh&w. an. ab~o~~te increase d-espite the overall reduction 
. in th~·- 'Jprdariian1 inflow. 
-The' .skili 'coritent' of. ·•Jofdan:i,.an' employment in Kuwait 
in 197 5 and _of ·the. i Jordanian 1 labour inflow in 1980 is 
- . ' I . . .1 ' ' ' 
\.. t ·: ••• 
--~ c:ornpared . (t-ables 5 ._.18 and- 5. 19) .wi t_h that of. the other 
~ . \ . . . . ' ·, ,. •. ·• . . -.--. · .. ~ . . ·.. . . . ' .:_· ·,. . . . . . . . ~ :-: . . . 
·main .immigrant n_i:itiohalities. -This confirms the patterns 
established in the 1965 and 1970 data reviewed above 
-_ (chapten 4 .. S); there is ~learly a disproportionate 
.- ... _ ... 
. -. 
,I. 
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r~~f¢~~nta{~on-o£, 1 Jord?Hiani 1 .in professional (A-1) and 
ski~led offic~ ~mployilieni (C-1) compared with other 
:nation~litie~. ·This disproportionate contribution is made 
·clear by examining the proportion of 'Jordanians' in the 
tot~l labour fbrce at these skill levels in 1975. Thus 
.while 6~ly 7i o~ 'Jordani~ns' we~e classed as A-1 
manpower, they-represented 34% of all immigrant labour at 
that level. Conversely, their contribution at the unskilled 
·level wa~ li~ited, accounting for only 8.5% ·of total 
-t~nskilled immigrant employment. 
·Th~ 1~75 c~~sus. data ~hows a· high rate of unskilled 
i_mmigrimt employment, 382 and 303. per thousand for Asians 
and Arabs resp~ctively. The labour inflow data shows a 
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coniiderably higher rate of-unskilled labour migration, rising 
to 64~ 'per thousarid foF Arabs and 735 per thousand Asians 
. ('1980) ... Even among the 1 Jordanians 1 the inflow rate is 
higher . (at 346 .·per thousand) than in the stock ( 198 
pev thousand}, though still markedly lower than other Arab 
. . 
-~~tionals .. T~i~ signifi~~nt difference be~ween ~tock and 
:_inflow: ~-s .:a ·~t~ar co'nfirm~tiop of hi~h labour· force turnover 
' ••• o ._·:_ •• 
.~t thh~ ·s)<iil level. : , 
... •' 
At the· pr?fe.Ssionai ,levels. (A-'1- and A-2) overall 
employment r~tes ar'e considerably lower and show a clear 
~ominance ~f Arab~ (52 and 25 per thousand) at the A-1 and 
A-2 levels resp~ctiv~li (compared io 17 .and 6 per thousand 
: fo:r Asians). -Within the Arab group_ these professions are 
dpm±na'ted. by .the.· 'traditional'· suppliers of professional 
. . 
/ 
. manpower notably Leban.ese, Egyptian' and 'Jordanian'. These 
t6~ee labo~r suppliers (together with Indians) also dominate 
the skilled and semi-skilled! office occupations. 
·, 
. ···,· 
~This:secti6n cl~arly ~ho~s that 'Jordanian' 
·. ~anp?~~r. has r~tained its high skill content. Since 1975, 
~s we saw earlier (section 5.3) Kuwait has promoted the 
. di yers.ifica.tion of immigrant labour sources. In the 
following section we consider briefly the impact of this 
charig{ng labou~ market composition on the contribution of 
'Jordanians' to the Kuwait labour market relative to other 
nationalities. 
5.6:3 As we stated earlier, empl6yment rates cannot be 
used to compare the contribution of differ·ent nationa.l.:i.t.ies 
through . tim~. ·For ·this purpose a series of' occupa t:i.on-
~pecific ~~ploym~nt quotients have been· derived from the 
work permit data. These are det~rmined by dividing the 
occupation-specific employment rates discussed above by an 
overall rate for each occupational level; f6r example: 
the employment rate of Lebanese A-2 professions in 1980 
.(71)· is div~ded by the overall employment rate of all 
A-2 immigrants in 1~80 (23) to give an employment quotient 
{3.1)~ By standardizing levels of employment in .the labour 
. . . ' . 
. II!ar-~et. through time employment. quotients enable the 
a11a.lysis to focus on the relati ye coQtribution of different 
nationalities, at specific skill levels, to the Kuwait 
labour market • ·If employment was evenly distributed among 
all nationalities then the quotient values would cluster 
-arorind unity· (1.00) ~s each nationality would have an 
· .,. · ~inployment. rate approximating to the overall employment 
· .;rat·e for. that skill .level. The greater ·the divergence from 
· unity then the higher·. (or lower) the relative contribution 
rif the nationality to that skill level. 
Employment q~otients for 1975 and 1978-81 are 
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.p.rovided in appendix III.. The latter clearly shows that 
certain nationalities have tended to dominate particular 
sectors and have values consistently above unity (figure 5.4)~ 
·Employm~nt quotients indicate that the relative 
.cont~ibution of 'Jordanians' at the.higher skill levels 
(A-2, Band C-1) has increased and is markedly ~bove that 
of the bverall Arab contribution at 4.5, 3.2 and 4.0 
respectively (in 1981). In contrast their contribution to 
the C-2 and D levels hav~ declined over the period and is 
below the overall Arab level. 
Examining the labour market as a whole it is 
~pparent that th~ growth in Asian labour inflows has not 
been confined to the lower skill occupations and their 
con~~ibution has significantly increased at the A-1 
p~ofessional and C-2 skilled/semi-skilled manual levels. 
This has drawn the Arab and Asian rates closer to unity 
at these skill levels (1.1 .and 0.95 respectively in A-1 
.and 0.9 ·and 1.0 at the C-2 level). This tendency towards 
uniti has also occur~ed in the unskilled (D) class; the 
em,ployment quotient fq~ Arabs having increased ~to 0.9) 
· .with the. growth in Iraqi and Egyptian unskilled labour 
. . 
immigration· and,· with the diyersification of Asian labour 
.supplies away from a predominan~ly unskilled ~osition (the 
Asian ~uoti~nt has fallen to 1.0): ·Contrasting with this 
dive~sification of skill content in the Asian labour inflow, 
th~t of Arabs in general,. a~d 'jordanians' in 
~articular, has beco~e in~reasin~ly concentrated. 
The siinificant occupational difference between the 
'Jordanian' (and Lebanese) manpower on the one hand and the 
remaining Arab and Asian labour suppliers on the other 
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is ·graphic.ally illustrated by figure 5. 5. This uses 
convent~onal cluster analysis .(~n·which relative distance 
is a measure.of dissimilarity) to illustrate the divergence 
between predominantly skilled and professional 'Jordanian' 
manpower and the other nationalities in which unskilled 
and semi-skilled labour dominates to a much greater 
extent. 
5.6.4 In this section we have shown that in the late 1970's 
' 
parallel with their falling shara· of the Kuwait labour 
market,·t~e 'Jordania~s' have become increasingly concentrated 
in skill~d a~d p~ofessional occupations within that labour 
market. The opportunities for unskilled 'Jordanians' in 
· Kuw~it have greatly diminished with the expansion in 
e~ploy~ent of South-East Asian and Egyptian manpower. lf 
confirm~d this trend, together with the cha~acterisLics ol 
those 'Jordanians' who continue to find employment in Kuwait 
(particularly their low rate of turnover), would have 
importartt implications for the Jordanian economy in general 
and the Jordanian labour market in particular. Before 
·.turriing to these implicati?n~ {chapters 6 and 7) we will 
exa~ine the basis of this falling demand for 'Jordanian' 
~anpower jn Kuwait. 
5.7 £o~clusion: recruitment, migration and the fut~re 
for '~ord~niari' m~np6wer in Kuwait 
.5.7.;1. This case study (chapters four and five) of Jordanian 
immigr~tion and employment in Kuw~it, began by highlighting 
the r6le ·of recruitment as an important catalyst in the 
timing and establishment 'of .particular migration streams. 
It was shown that specific recruitment patterns do not 
simply ~rise from the resolution of labour supply and 
FIG. 5.5 DENDROGRAM: IMMIGRANT WORKERS IN KUWAIT 
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~emand with respect to marginal cost advantages of 
pa~ticular nationalities. Instead, the direction of 
recruitment may itself be an expression of personal, 
social 6i political considerations. ·This contention was 
·illustrated with r~ference to recruitment for Kuwait's 
education system in the 1940's and by a brief review of 
BAPCO's recruiting activities in Bahrain during the 1930's. 
The identification of such origins is invariably 
·obscured by the subsequent development of migration streams 
.and by the rapidity with which such streams become self-
s~staining. The establishment of. Israel and the subsequent 
Arab~Israeliwar (1948) had the effect of 'releasing' a 
relatively large volume of skilled and semi-skilled Arab 
manpower on to the regional labour market at a time when 
Kuwait's demand for labour was expanding. Nevertheless 
there ~as a lag of four· or five years before the development 
of sustained Jordariian :and. Palestinian labour flows to 
Kuwait. The timing, pattern and limited volume of this flow 
appears to reflect recruitment activity in the mid-1950's 
and its f6cus on skilled ~nd professional manpower. 
The stibstantial collapse in unskilled labour 
migraiion from Iraq after 1961 encouraged so~e diversification 
fr~m this pattern and wis an ·i~portant factor in the 
expansio~ of ~he migration 'stream' from Jordan in the early 
·1960's. ·By 1965 'Jo·rdanians' were the largest 
immigrant group in Kuwait and their movement had become 
~elf-sustaining, that is, it was no longer dependent on 
the stimulus of active recruitment. 
During the early 1960's there had been a steady 
growth in the inflow of dependants, an inflow which, after 
June 1967, bec~me the predom±nant component of 'Jordanian' 
immigration. The period 1967-75 saw a rapid increase in 
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th~ rate of demographic settling among Jordanians ~nd 
Palestinians in Kuwait, .a period which has been characterised 
here as one of 'migration transition'. An-increasing 
number of 'Jordanians' coming to maturity in the mid-
1970's had been born and educated in Kuwait. Consequently 
a growing proportion of SOGial service infrastructure is 
being absorbed by the immigrant c.ommunity, in particular 
by the 'Jordartians' as has been illustrated with refe~ence 
to the system. 
5.7.2 The second half of this case study (chapter five) 
has examined developments in the cqmposition (by nationality) 
·and occupational characteristics of recent (post 1975) labour 
flows. In the case of 'Jordanian' manpower the period has 
seen a d Pam a t"j_ c dec l :i. n e ( 1 9 7 7 - R J. ) i n l he .i. r· r · t·~ c c i. pt. ul· h o Ll• 
new work pe.r·mits (by 64%) and work permit renewa.ls ( hy 1 S%) . 
The magnitude and sustained nature of their reduction 
contrasts with trends for most other immigrant groups. 
Iri. addition it has been shown that those 'Jordanians' who 
are working' in Ku~ait tend to have a low rate of turnover, 
a r~flection it is suggest~d 6f .the continued skill 
i~l~ctivity in manpower flows from Jordan. In 1980 less 
than 35% of those 'Jordanians' receiving new work permits 
were in t~e unskilled labour (D) category, and these 
represented only 1.9% of all manpower entering Kuwait at 
.that level. 
Over the period 197j-&1 ihe issuance of new work 
permits t6 Arabs declined by 40%. ·Concomitantly new sources 
of labour supply have emerged, particularly those from 
South-East Asia. By 1980 the South Koreans alone took 
18% of all new work permit issues. One of the main 
characteristics of such labour has been their high turnover 
rate and the continued limitation in their receipt of 
renewed work permits~ Thus in 1980 for example, South 
Koreans received only 1.5% of total work permit renewals. 
It is suggested here that recent developments in 
labour market composition are, as in previous periods, a. 
function of recruitment and an expression of implicit policy 
dec~sions taken by the labour importing state. This 
conclusion will examine the rationale for such decisions 
and explore the implications for future 'Jordanian' labour 
flows to Kuwait. 
5.7;3 Recent projections of labour imports (notably that 
of the World Bank) have consistently highlighted the 
~reater cost-effectiveness of Asian (and particularly South-
28 East Asian), over Arab, manpower. A growing market share 
for such labour has been predicted. Evidence from this 
case:study confirms that picture, with Asians t~king an 
Lncreasing share of new labour inflows in what is a 
shrinking market. At the same time the high rates of labour 
turnover among Asian workers suggests that Kuwait may 
indeed have been successful, in the short term at least, 
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in increasing the rate of manpower circulation. Nevertheless 
there is ~orne evidence that even among Asian immigrants 
~here ~s· a tendency for this rate of circulation to diminish 
over time. 
·In addition to its reported price advantage, Asian. 
labour offers benefits in terms of organization and 
recruitment. The proliferation of private and state-run 
r~9ruitipg ~gencies in the Asian countries contr~sts with 
the Arab labour suppliers,' from whom labour flows remain 
1.; 
largely unstructured. ·At the same tlme there has been 
.an increasin~ penetration of the international contracting 
·market (particularly in construction) by Asian companies 
and corp6rations, who were able to introduce their own 
·.nationals into. the labour market. ·For example, by 1981 
there were an estimated seventy South Korean companies 
-ope~~ti~g in Saudi Arabia ~lone. 29 Such recruitment 
offered 9onsiderable social and de~ographic advantages 
to. the host ~ountry. ·The recruitment of single males for 
a specified contract period, their accommodation, in self-
contained work camps their high rates of ·turnover and 
th~ir depa~ture on contract completion, contrasts with the 
problems engendered by reliance on Arab manpower with its 
consistenily higher rates of demographic settling. 
Kuwait's recruitment of the 'new' Asian labour 
bega·n in 1975 when Kuwait was suffering from labour 
slwrtages due, in· part; to the increasing competition 
. ' . . 
· ·(part·icuTarly ·from the Lower Gulf) for avai.lable supplies. 
As p·art of her ,programme ·to encourage labour inflows Kuwait 
· had, ·in March 1975, relaxed entry and residence permit 
. . . 30 
regulations.·· In September 1975 the:Kuwait Transport 
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Company (KTC) signed an agreement in Dacca for the employment 
rif Beng~li drivers. 
. . 
The KTC commented that: "The main 
,d~~~tag~ of re~ruiting Bengali drivers is that they have 
accep:ted a relatively low salary of KD. 86 per month. II 
Iri the ~a~e cionth the Ministry of Public Health recruited 
600 nurses from Bangladesh. The recruitment of South-East 
Asi~n l~bour continued to diversify; following the visit 
·of. Soutb korea's Minister of Labour to Kuwait in mid-1975 
some 400 South Korean technicians arrived for dock works 
. 3] 
together with 140 Burmese labourers. 
This increase in South-East Asian labour has been at 
the expense -of both Arab and other Asian labour suppliers. 
The mid-1970's saw increasing concern within the Indian 
and Pakistani. governments over the exploitation of their 
nationals by unscrupulous recruiting agents; moves to bring 
theie manpower flows under control have increased their 
price relative to South-East Asian labour. 32 In sum, the 
changing nature of contract awards and the methods of 
recruitment (changes which Arab contractbrs and labour 
suppliers have failed to respond to) again lie at the 
originof"new migration patterns . 
. 5.7;4 The reduction in Arab work permit receipts has 
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however affected certain nationalities (notably the 'Jordanians') 
to a greater extent than others. ·An under·.st.anding of why this 
has occurred requires us to look beyond the labour market 
·explanatiqn. 
It is suggisted here that the labour market 
expianation of the collapse in work permit receipts by 
'Jordaniansi (thab is their replace~ent by cheaper, more 
~~adily availabie.manpower) is underlain by the political 
context within which 'Jordanian' immigration-to Kuwait has 
evolved over t.he. post-1948 period, namely the predominance 
qf· the;P~lestine ·is~qe in regional affairs. The labour market 
explanation becomes clearly inadequ~te when we recognize 
. . . . 
that ·'Jordanian' labour had (in 1975) a relatively limited 
share of e~ployment in the construction sector (that in 
.which Asian penetration has been greatest). Moreover the 
reduiti6n in new work permit issues to 'Jordanians' 
has, unlike ·other nationalities, been sector-wide. 
The sector-wide nature of the decline in 'Jordanian' 
work ~ermit receipts, and their failure to recover after 
1979 is a refle~tion of Kuwait's de facto policy to limit 
the entry of Palestinians and other group~ likely to 
disturb Kuwait's delicate political balance. 33 Examining 
work permits issued to those individuals who carried 
specifically P~lest~nian identity documents (as opposed 
to Jordanian passports), it is clear that they have 
suffered the gr~at~st reduction (see table 5.20). 
KuwaLt's demographic composition (with 204,178 
Jordanians and Palestinians enumerated in 1975, 39.1% 
of the non-Kuwaiti population and 20.5% of the total 
population) has made it rather more sensitive to the 
issues of Palestinian self-determination than other Gulf 
states where Palestinians a~e a minority among expatriate 
groups. 
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In Augast 1976 Kuwait's experiment with a 'democratic' 
. . . - . . 
as~embly c~me to an abrupt end whe~ pro-P~lestinian 
~elements in the Nation~l Assembly and the pfess criticised 
th~ government for its failure to condemn Syrian 
interventioh in the Lebanese civil w~r. 14 In response the 
Amir (Sheikh Sabah.al-Sakm) dissolved the Assembly, 
. . . 
i~~titut~ng press restrictions and suspending a number of 
cr~tical riewspapers. A governme~~ ·official explained: 
11 
••• · ·we don 1 t want democracy. in Kuwait to be misused and 
transf~r~ed into the same chaos that triggered off the 
:Lebanese civil war 
Shortly after these events (October 1976) the kuwait 
',.' 
~~thori~ies i~stituted stri~ter restrictions to control 
th~ entry of Pale~tinians wishing to work in Kuwait, 
including the iristitution of a rigorous security clearance 
procedure. ·One. reporter commented that: "The 
.pressure being put on Palestinians is part of a systematic, 
if circumspect, attempt to remove opposition in Kuwait 
Kuwait's uneasy internal relations with the 
Palestinians have continued, peaking in June 1978 with the 
assassination of the PLO representative Ali Yassin. 37 
Despite the subsequent agreement with the PLO that Kuwait 
would not become an arena for conflict betwe~n Palestinian 
.and other Arab grou~s or for internecine Palestinian 
. fl. t th h t. d 38 con 1c , e unease as con 1nue . In July 1981 the 
issue of visas and no objection certificates was 
suspended following a series of bomb explosions dur·:i.ng- the 
. ·. th 3Y prev1qus mon . · In August 1981 seven 'Jordanians' were 
septenced to life imprisonment following their conviction 
for terrorist offences in Kuwait. 4~ More recently, in 
~ar~h.-1982, Palest~nian stfid~nts clashed with Kuwaiti riot 
pol~c~~duri~g a demonstr~tion against Israeli action in the 
·o~~upi~d Territories. According to Dorsey: "Kuwaiti 
c:i tizeni? ·. j oiried the riot police to break up the 
demonstration."~~ 
' . ' . I . 
'This ~Qnflict·b~tween.the im~igrant 'Jordanian' 
commlJ.ni ty and th,e' I<.uwai t authorities is reflected in a more 
genera:J..ised. corifli~t between overtly 'Arab' nationalism / 
~nd Kuwaiti.nationaLism or 'statism'. 
' . . . 
That is,. there 
~x~st~ an 'abtithesis betwe~n Kuwait's policies of social ( 
equity and welfare for the indigenous population, and the 
~spirations of immigrants (particularly Arab immigrants), 
25:2 
.· 
ma~y of:wh6m haV~ been in Kuwait since the early 1960's 
or were irideed born in Kuwait but.who are still alienated 
from the benefits of citizenship. While this antithesis 
is also cr~tical of other Arab im~igrants (for example 
over the prominence of Egyptians in administrative posts), 
it reaches it~ ~~nith with regard to the 1 Jo~danians' . 42 
In sum it ~s ar~ued he~e that the reduction in 'Jordanian' 
work permit receipts is a reflection of Kuwait's fears 
· over their p6litical aspirations in addition to the social 
6ons~quence~ of con£intii~g to permit the entry of migrant 
workers with a high rate of demographic settling. The 
Kuwaitis w6uld rather treat labour as a rented commodity, 
. ., ·. . 
~ ~olling stoc~· of man-hours, which the buyer selects. 
This decline in 'Jordanian' (and indeed other Arab) 
lab6ur immigration.to Kuwait is unlikely to be stemmed, 
~ven i£ Kuwait's de facto pro-Asian manpower policy were 
~evers~d~ 43 The level of activity in construction has 
levelled off and public sector spending has been reduced, 
··~s pa~t of a deflationary policy but also motivated by 
. . . 
di~og~aphic ponsidera~ions. 44 The decline in 'Jordanian' 
immigration .is likely to continue, stabilising at a 
relatively lo~ level. The composition of this limited 
immigration is likely to sho'Y an increased bias towards 
higher skill' occupations and professions for which there 
'is, ~~:yet, no ~ppropriate substitut~. 
An entrenchment 6f· recent trends towards greater 
skill ~ithdr~w~l from Jrirdan's modern sector labour force 
has. imp.9rtant implications for the Jordanian economy and 
for manpower planning in Jordan. The extent to which 
that ~conomy and its human capital ~nvestment programme 
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. ; . 
haie.been, and will conti~ue to be, directed by 
participation in the-international labour market (over 
~hich she has little effective control) rather than by 
the demands of· the do~estic resource base, will be 
consi~er~d in the next part (t~ree) of this thesis. 
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Year 
. 1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
Source:· 
·Table 5.1. 
Kuwait: Wor.k perm1t issues by national group 1975-1981 
Arab Nationalities 
No. % change 
58,334 
51,976 -10.9 
51,342 1.2 
53,907 + 5·. o 
52,427 2.7 
Work Pe~mit Issues: 
Asian Nationalities 
No . % change 
56,970 
58,417 +2.5 
51,093 -12. 5 
54,301 -r 6.3 
57,246 + 5.4 
Arab/Asian 
Ratio 
102.4 
89.0 
100.5 
99.3 
91.6 
Total work 
permit 
.l.ssues-l~ 
74,743 
86,290 
.119,849 
113.667 
105,659 
111,083 
112,786 
Ministry of Labour, Kuwait (1977 and successive years) 'Ann~al report or1 work permit 
issues!. Various tables. (Unpublished, Arabic.) Author! s compilation. 
Note that total work permit issues include those to non-Arab/Asian nationalities. 
'"' 0· 
0 
Table 5. 2. 
Kuwait: New work permit issues by national group 1977-1981 
Year Arab Nat.ionalities Asian Nationalities Total 
No. % total % change No. % total % change No. % change 
1977 29,522 49.3 .30,400 50.7 59,922 
1978 17,666 38.4 -40.2 28,325 61.6 -6.8 45,991 -30.3 
1979 16,934 40 .. 0 - 4. 1 25,372 60.0 -10.4 42,306 - ·s .o 
1980 22,530 41.6 +33.1 31,627 58.4 -t-24.7 54,157 +28.0 
1981 17,684 36.6 -21.5 30.6.37 63.4 - 3; 1 48,321 -10.8 
Source: As table 5.1 (Author's compilation). 
Table 5.3 
kuwait: R~newed work permit issues by national group 1977-1981 
Year Arab Nationalitit::;s Asian Nationalities Total 
No. (J/ total % change No. cr1 total % change No. (J/ change /0 JO /0 
1977 28,812 52:0 26,570 48.0 55,382 
1978 34,310 53.3. +19.1 30,092 46;7 +13.3 64,402 +16.4 
1979 34,408 s7.z + 0.3 25,721 42.8 -14.5 60.129 - 6.6 
1980 31,377 58.1 - 8.8 22,674 41.9 -11.8 54,051 -10.1 
1981 34,743 56.6 +10.7 26,609 43-4 +17.4 61,352 +13.5 
Source: as table 5.1 (Author's compilation). 
Tab1.e 5.4(a) 
Kuwait: New work permit issues, 1977-81 1 Arab nationalities 
1977 1978 1979 1986 1981 1~77-81 
No. No. % change No. % change No. of change No. % change % change /0 
Yemeni 382 286 ~-25.1 273 -4.6 327 +19.8 266 -18.7 -30.4 
Iraqi 318 559 +76.0 2,248 +302.1 2,781 +23.7 1,833 -34.1 +476.4 
f·Jordanian r 4,758 2,379 -5o~o 2,034 ·-14. 5 2,038 +0.2 1 ,.722 
-:-15-5 -63.8 
Syrian 3,530 1,930 -50.0 1,706 -l. 4 2,085 +22.2 1,687 -19.1 -52.2 
Lebanese 2,574 1,516 -41•1 1,281 -15.5 949 -25.9 955 +0.6 -63.0 
Egyptian 17·, 66 5 10,851 -38.6 8:,909 -17.9 13,669 +53-4 10,720 -21.6 -39-3 
Others 295 345 +16.9 483 +40.0 681 +41.0 501 -26.4 +601. 8 
Total Arab 29,522 17,666 -40.2 16,934 -4.1 22;530 +33-0 17,684 -21.5 -40.1 
Table 5.4(b) 
Kuwait: Renewed work permit issues, 1977-81, Arab nationalities 
"1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1977-81 
No. No. % change No. a1 change No. a1 change No. % change % change /0 /0 
Yemeni 1,483 1,418 -4-4 1.,274 -10.2 1,010 -20.7 1,015 +0.5 -31 .·6 
Iraqi 2,366 1,239 -9.3 1,280 +3.3 1,585 +23.8 2,100 +32.5 +53-7 
'Jordanian' 8' 961 9,047 +0.9 8,198 -9.4 7,146 -12.8. 7,590 +6.2 -15.3 
Syrian 4,570 5,260 +15.1 4,768 -9·4 4,049 -15.1 4,134 +2~1 -9.5 
Lebanese 2,853 3·,.361 +17.8 3,109 -7•5 2' 394. -23.0 2,586 +8.0 -9.4 
Egyptian 9,247 13,550 +46.5 15,390 +13.6 14,754 -4.1 16,708 +13.2 +80.7 
Others 332 435 +31.0 389 -10.6 4"39 +12.9 610 +38.9 +83.7 
Total Arab 28,812 34,310 +19.1 34,408 +0~3 31 ,_37··7 -8.8 34,743 +10~7 +20.6 
Source: as table 5.1 (Authorls·compilation). 
Table 5·. 5. 
Work permits issued to 'Jordanians! working in Kuwait 1977-1981 
(a) New work permits (b) Renewed work permits (c) Total work permits 
Year No~ % total % total % change No. % total % total % change ·No. % work % change 
new issues renewed issues permits to 
issues to issues to A1•abs and 
Arabs Arabs Asians 
1977 4,758 16. 1. 7.9 .8' 961 31.1 16.2 13,719 11.9 
1978 2,379 13.5 5.2 -50.0 . 9·, 04 7 76.4 14.0 -t-0.96 16,426 10.4 -16.7 
1979 2,034 12.0 4.8 -14.5 8,198 23.8 13.6 -9.4 10,232 9.9 -10.4 
1980 2,038 9.1 3.8 -t-0.2 7,146 27.8 13.2 -12.8 9,184 8.5 -10.2 
1981 1,722 9.7 3.6 -15.5 7,590 21.8 12.4 .~ +6·~2 9,312 8.5 .+1.4 
Source: as table 5.1 (Author's. compilation). 
Table 5.6{a) 
Kuwait: New work permit issues, 1977-81, Asian nationalities 
1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1977-81* I 
No. No. % change No. % change No. a1 change No. a1 change % change /0 /0 
Pakistani 6,618 4,677 -29.3 5,092 +8.9 5,628 ·t-10.5 4,400 -21.8 -33~5 
Bangladeshi n.a. 991 975 -1.6 2,043 +109.5 3,097 +51.6 +212.5 
Indian 9,972 9,056 -9.2 6,563 -42.t 7,289 +11.1 7,051 -3 •. 3 -29.3 
South Korean n.a. 7,442 8,016 +7.7 9,629 +20.1 7,511 -22 .. 0 +0.9 
Filipino n >•.a .. 1,867 987 -47.1 842 -14.7 1,582 +87_. 9 -15.3 
Others* 8,075 1,700 2,238 +31. 6 3,604 +61.0 4,910 -r36.2 +188.8 
Total {-1) 30,400 28,325 -6.8 25,372 -10.3 31,627 +24.7 30.637 .-3.1 +8.2 
Total ( 2) 
(excluding 24,670 25,733 . +4. 3 23,.871 .. '1 _, . ~ 29,035 +21.6 28,551 -1.7 +11.0 
I1•anians) 
Pakistani 
Bangladeshi 
Indian 
South Korean 
Filipino 
Others~~ 
Total ( 1 ) 
Total ( 2) 
(excluding 
Iranians) 
1977 
No. 
6,697 
n. a.· 
7,815 
n -.. a.· 
n. a .. 
918 
26,570 
15' 42 5 
Table 5.6(b) 
Kuwait: Renewed work permit issues, 1977-81, Asian nationalities 
1978 1979 1980 1981 
No. ·% change· No. ·% change No. ·% change No. ·% change 
8,349 +24.7 7,693 - 7-9 6,807 -11.5 7,257 + 6.6 
439 782 +78.1 1,145 +46.4 1,361 +18.9 
8~883 + 13. 7_ 8,858 + 0.3 8,696 - 1.8 9,916 +14.0 
386 136 -64.8 822 +504.4 1,095 +33.2 
66 141 +113.6 102 -27.7 448 +339.2 
405 395 - 2. 5 . 671 +69.9 1,591 +137.1 
30' 092 +13 .-3 25,721 -14.5 22,674 -11.8 26,609 +17.4 
18,528 +20.1 18,005 - 2. 8 18,333 + 1.8 21,668 +18.2 
Source: as table 5.1 (Author's compilation). 
1977-81 
% change 
+ 8.4 
+210.0. 
+26.9 
+183.7. 
+578.8 
+292.8 
+ 0.1 
+40.5 
-~ 
~~ Note that for 1977 only the category 'Other' includes South Koreans, Filipinos and Bangladeshis. 
In these cases percentage change is calculated for the 1978-81 period. 
1'-.l 
o· . 
...._, 
Table 5.7 
Kuwait: Labour force stability, 1977-81 
% renewals in total work permit 
Nationality issues: 
1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 
Yemeni 79.5 83. 2 . 82.4 75-5 79.2 
Iraqi 81 .l 68.9 85. 1 . 36.3 . 53.3 
'Jordanian' 65.3 . 79.2 . 80.1 77.8 . 81.5 
Syrian ·56 -4. 75-3 7 3 ~ 6 . 66.0. 71.0 
Lebanese- 52.6 . 68.9 . 70.8 71.6 73.0 
Egyptian 34.4 43 .;4 ' 63.3 51.9 54.9 . 
' 
Total Arab 49-4 53.8 67.0 58.2 . 66 .·3 
- Pakistani so. 3 . 64. 1 . 60.2 . 54.7 ' 62.3 
Bangladeshi n.a .. ·30. 7 ' 44-5 35-9 30.5 
Indian 43.9 49-5 57-4 54-4 58.4 
Iranian 66:1 81.7 . 83.7 62.6 70.3 
South Korean n .. a .. 4-9 1. 7 . 7.9 12 .. 7 
Filipino n.a.· 3-4 12.5 . 10.8 40.9 
Other Asian~~ 10.2 ' 14.2 . 13.0 . 16.7 25.· 8 
Total Asian 46.6. 51.5 . 50.3 . 41.7 . 46.5 
... 
; -
Source: as table 5.1 {Author's compilation) .. 
Note that for 1977 only the category 'Other Asian' 
includes South Koreans, Filipinos and Bangladeshis. 
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Table 5. 8 · 
Kuwait: work permit cancellations and departures 1976-81 
Year Number % change 
1976 2,731 
1977 3,348 +22. 6 . 
1978 10 ,·52 7 +214.4 
1979 15,619 +48.4 
1980 16,890 +8. 2 . 
1981 19,928 +18 .o. 
Source: Ministry of Labour, Kuwait (various years) 'Annual 
report on work permit issues'. ·Taole 10. 1 ·(Author's 
calculation). 
Table 5. 9 · 
Kuwait: work permit cancellations and departures 1979-81 
by national sub-population 
Arab 
Asian 
Other 
Total 
1979 
No. % 
3,290 21.1' 
11,576 74~1. 
753 4.8 
1 5' 619 . 1 00 . 0 . 
1980 
No. 
3,648 
12,.613 
629 
% 
21.6 . 
74.7 . 
3.7 
16,890 100.0. 
1981 
No .. 
3:759 
15,390 
682 
% 
19.0 
77.6 
3. 4 . 
19 ,. 8 31 100. 0 
Source: Ministry of Labour, Kuwait (1982) 1 Ahnual report 
on work permit issues 1981 1 • ,Table 10.3 ·(Author's 
calculation). 
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Table 5.10 
Kuwait: Labour force turnover 1979-81, by nationality 
1979 1980 198i 
Nationality No. of Turnover No. of Turnover No. of 
cancellations (%) cancellations (%) cancellations 
Yemeni 47 3.0 31 2. 3 . 48 
Iraqi 85 2.4 100 2. 3 246 
'Jordanian' 402 3.9 429 4.7 483 
Syrian 218 3.4 251 4. 1 282 
Lebanese 222 5. 1 257 7.7 232 
Egyptian 2,239 9. 2 . 2,381 8. 4 . 2,312 
Other Arab 77 8.8 199 17.8 156 
Total Arab 3,290 6.4 3,648 6.8 3,759 
Pakistani 1,626 12.7 1,437 11 .6 1,364 
Bangladeshi 211 12.0 152 4.8 293 
Indian 2,810 18.2 3,508 21.9 3,396 
Iranian • 80 0.9 178 2.6 373 
Korean 5,008 61.4 6,039 57.8 . 7~013 
Filipino 1,004 92.3 279 29.6 745 
Other Asian 800 32.6 1_.020 29.4 2,206 
Total Asian 11,576 22.7 12,613 23.2 9,080 
TOTAL 14,866 14.5 16,261 15.0 . 12,839 
Source: as table 5. 1 (Author's compilation). 
Turnover 
3.7 
6.2 
5. 2 
4.8 
6.7 
8.4 
14.0. 
7. 2 
11.7 
6.6 
20.0 
5. 3 
81.5 
36.9 
34.6-
15.9 
11.7 
N 
--..) 
0 
Table 5.11: 
Kuwait: labour force turnover by economic sector: 1980 
Economic Sector Work Permit Work Permit Rate of Issues Cancell.ations Turnover (%) 
Agriculture and 1,697 135 8.0 fishing 
Mining and quarrying 820 47 5.7 
Manufacturing 13 ,.02 2 585 4.5 
Construction 71,190 11 ,. 86 5 16 ··7 
Wholesale and ret.ail 25,900 1,504 5.8 trade 
Transport, storage 4,847 331 6.8 
and communications 
Financial services 4,217 2.01 4.8 
Community and 3,966 196 5.8 personal services 
Source: Ministry of Labour, Kuwait (1981) 1 Annual report on work permit 
issues, 1980 1 • Various tables. (Authors 1.s compilation) 
Table 5.12 
Kuwait: Labour force turnover by wage rates, 1980 
Wage rate Labour force turnover 
(KD. per month) rate 
0-49 51.6 ' 
50-99 12 ··4 
100-149 13 .. o . 
150-199 18 ··4 
200-249 14.5 
250-299 2. 1 
300+ 10.2 
Source: Ministry of Labour, Kuwait (1981) 'Annual report 
on work permit issues, 1980'. Tables 25-27. 
(Author's compilation). 
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Table 5.13 
Kuwait: distribution of ne~ work permit issues by sector of employment, 1978 and 1981 
Sector of 1978 1981 % change 
Employment Arab Asian Arab Asian 1978-81 
No. % No. % No. % No. % Arab Asian 
.. Agriculture. 277 1.6 397 ·.1. 4 455 2. 6 ' 806 2. 6 ' +64.3 +103.0· 
Oil 106 . 0. 6 66 0.2 59 0.3 114 0.3 -44-3 +72.7 
Manufacturing· 2,561 
-14 ··5 1,613 5. 7 2,273 12 .·9 ' 2,163· 7.0. -11.2 +34.1 
Construction 8,331 ·4 7 ~ 2 21,586 76.4 7,358 41.6 . 18,745 61. l ' -11.7· -13. 2 . 
Trade 4,327 24.5 3,108 11 .. o 4,876 27.6 ' 4,419 14.4 +12. 7 +42.2 
Transport 606 3.4 1,102 3.9 905 5. 1 2,343 7.6 +49-3 +112.6 
Financial 742 4.2 154 o.s 667 3.7 308 1.0 -'10.1 +100.0 Services 
Personal and 716 4.2 229 0.8 1,091 6. 2 1,839 6.0 +52. 4 ' +703.1 social services 
TOTAL 17,666 100.0 '28,255 100.0 17,684 100.0. 30,637 100.0 +8.4 
Source: as table 5 . 1 (Author 1 s compilation) 
Table 5.14 
Index of employment diversification 1978-81* 
Nationality . 1978 1979 1980 1981 
f 
Yemeni 0.78 0.77 0.75 _0.75 
Iraqi 0.78 0.75 0.72 0.73 
'Jordanian' 0.71 0.74 0.71 0.73 
Syrian 0.66 0.71 0.71 0.71 
Lebanese 0.61 0.69 0.71 0.71 
Egyptian 0.69 0.69 0.72 0.72 
Total Arab 0.69 0.71 0.73 0.73 
Pakistani 0.58 0.55 0.67 0.69 
Bangladeshi 0. 78 0.78 0.77 0.78 
Indian 0.40 0.58 0.74 0.62 
Iranian 0.59 0.69 0.69 0.61 
South Korean 0.10 0.05 0.03 0.02 
Filipino 0.07 0.71 0.73 0.66 
Total Asian 0.41 0.49 0.60 0.59 
Source: Author's calculations. 
This uses the simple Gibbs-Martin index. ·With eight categories the 
maximum value attainable is 0.87. 
Table 5.15 
. Kuwait: New work permit issues to 'Jordanians' by economic sector, 1978-81 
Economic Sector 1978 1979 1980 1981 % change 
No. % No. % No. % No. % 1978-81 
Agriculture 32 1.3 32 1.6 11 0.5 14 0.8 -56.3 
Mining; and Quarrying 57 2.4 32 1.6 22 1.1 32 1.9 -43.9 
Manufacturing 257 10 .. 8 298 14.7 230 11.3 190 11. 1 -26.1 
Construction 1,043 43.8 755 37.1 901 44.2 698 40.5 -33.1 
Trade 662 27.8 614 30.2 573 28.1 486 28. 2 -26.6 
Transport, storage 88 3.7 75 3.7 58 2.8 86 s.o -2.3 
and communications 
Financial services 133 5.6 159 7.8 152 7. 5 138 8.0 +3.7 
Community and personal 107 4.6 69 3.4 91 4.5 78 4.5 -2 7. 1 
services 
TOTAL 2,379 100.0 2J034 100.0 2,038 100.0 1,722 100.0 -27.6 
Source: as table 5. 1 (Author's compilation) 
Table 5.16 
Kuwait: New work permit issues by occupation groups and nationality, 1980 (% distribution) 
(a) Arab) 'Jordanian' Yemeni Iraqi Syrian Lebanese· Egyptian 
Professional, 
technical and 19.6 3-4 9. 2 7. 1 11.8 7.7 
related 
Administrative 0.9 0.3 0.4 0. 2. 1.8 0.2 
and managerial 
Clerical and 18 -·7 22.3 10.9 5-7 12.5 7.9 rela·ted 
Sales 8. 3 11.0 s.s 12 .. o 10.2 2. 8 
Services 2 . 1 15 ··9 4.0 4.0. 9.0 9-3 
Agriculture and 0.1 0.6 1.8 0.7 0.2 2.0 fishing 
Production and 50.2 46.5 68.2 70.2 54-5 70.1 process labour 
(Table 5.16 .(continued) 
(b) Asi~n. Pakistani Bangladeshi Indian .. Iranian Korean Filipino 
.. 
:;_, 
, ... 
. .. ;. 
. '·· 
Professional, , .. 
'•'/h. 9. ' .. • techniCal and 2 ;:9 ~r. 5 5. 3 3.6 . 5.0 
. related .... 
.. 
. . \' .. · . 
Administrative 0.2 0.3 0.3 
and managerial 
Clerical and 4 .. 6 1.0 12 .. o 4.2 3-4 2.5 related 
Sales 2. 5 .o. 5 5. 2 7-3 0.2 0.2 
Services 2.4 . 12.6 . 9. 4 2. 3 1.2 17.6 
Agriculture and 5. 1 6. 4· 0.8 0.7 0. 1 fishing 
Production and 82.3 78 .·6 64.2 80.1 91.2 74-7 process 
Source: l'linistry of Labour, Kuwait ( 1981) op. cit.· ;Table 12/6 (Author's compilation) 
t...:. 
...... , 
...... , 
Table 5.17 
Kuwait: Emp~oyment rate of 'jordanians' in 1975 and 1978-81 
Occupation Employment. New work permit issues: % change 
Group· rate 1975 1978 1979 1980 1981 1978-81 
(per 1 000) No. rate No. rate No. rate No. rate 
A-1 72.8 221 93. 1 182 89.5 215 106.5 192 111. 5 -13. 1 
A-2 28.7 191. 80.3 179 88.0 178 71.2 123 71.4 -35.6 
B 207.4 118 . 49.8 85 41.8 141 41.7 134 89.4 +30.5 
C-1 254.8 386 16 2. 1 439 215 .. 8 781 252.2 662 384.4 +71.5 
C-2 238.1 619 260.0 540 265.5 387 182.5 399 2 31.7 -35.5 
·D '198. 2 .· 844 354.7 609 299.4 336 345.9 192 111.5 -77.3 
Source: as table 5.1 (Author's compilation) 
Table 5.18 
Kuwait: Occ~pation specific em~loyment .rates (per 1000) 1975 
Nationality A-1 A-2 B C-1 C:-,2 D 
'Jordanian' 72.8 28.7 . 207.4 254.9 238.1 198.2 
Iraqi 19 ··5 11 .. 8 40.5 126.9 408.0 393.3 
Lebanese 40. 3· 37.7 17 5. 1 264.8 278.0 204.3 
Syrian 17.4 15.8 88.7 213.9 402.3 262.0 
Egyptian 72.3 32.6 210 .·7 79.0 255.6 349.8 
Yemeni 2.6 6.8 8.6 349.2 66.0 566.7 
··Indi-an 36.2 9.9 90.3 215.8 129.5 518.1 
Pakistani 20.8 ·10. 4 54·5 116.9 595.3 202.0 
Total Arab 51.6 24.7 154.3 193.7 272.2 303.3 
Total Asian 17.2 6.2 54.6 162.5 .377.4 382.4 
Source: as table 5.1 (Author's compilation) 
N 
'.] 
~· 
Table 5.19 
Kuwait: N~w work permit issues by~occupation group and nationality, 1980 -
Nationality % Distribution: 
A-1 A-2 B C-1 C-2 D 
'Jordanian' 10 .. 6 7. 1 4.2 2 5. 2. 18 .·3' 34~6 
Iraqi 3. 8 . 3 . 2 3.3 14.6 11. 1 64.1 
.. 
Lebanese 4.5 7. 1 3. 5 20.7 28.5 35.7 
Syrian 2.6 3. 3 ., 1.7 17 .·2 12.0 . 63.3 
Egyptian 3.2 3.7 1.4 9.5 10 .. 2 72.0 
Yemeni 1.2 1.8 0.6 25.4 5.8 6 5 .1 
Other Arab 1.6 5.9 1.6 20.7 19 .. 2 51.1 
Iranian 0.6 0. 1 3.7 1 1 . 1 14.6 69.8 
. Indian .4. 3 1 . 1 1.9 16.0 17.9 57.5 
Pakistani 1.1 1 . 1 0.9 6.7 18.2 72.0 
Bangladeshi 0.4 0.2 0.3 0.5 13 .. o 85.6 
South Korean 3. 1 o.s 0.~ 3.5 9.7 83.0 
Filipino 2.7 0.7 1.8 2.7 30.9 61.2 
Other Asian 1.3 0.7 0.5 1.9 13.6 81.9 
Total Arab 3.8 4. 1 2.0 1 3 ~ 3 1 2 . 2 64.6 
Total Asian 2.4 1. 0 1 . 1 ~ ,.., I • .) 14.7 73.5 
Source: Ministry of Labour, Kuwait (1981) op. cit~ Tables 12.1-12.24 (Author's 
compilation) 
N 
co 
0 
Table 5.20 
Kuwait: New and renewed work permits issued to Palestinians (identified), 1977-81 
Year New work % Renewed work % 
permits change permits change 
1977 472 845 
1978 53 -88.8 814 -3-7 
1979 46 -13.2 713 -12.4 
1980 42 -8.7 575 -19.4 
1981 45 +7.1 594 -3-3 
Source: as table 5.1 (Author's compilation) 
N 
CX> 
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PART III THE IMPACT OF INTERNATIONAL LABOUR MIGRATION ON 
JORDAN 1 S DOMESTIC LABOUR MARKET 
CHAPTER SIX 
INTERNATIONAL LABOUR MIGRATION AND THE JORDANIAN ECONOMY: 
AN INTRODUCTION 
6.1 Preface 
6.1.1 The previous part of this thesis (II) examined in 
some detail the evolution and characteristics of Jordanian 
emigration for employment over the period 1920-83. In that 
analysis particular a~tention was. paid to the period 1974-83 
in which labour emigration both peaked (circa 197!-78) and 
later began to decline. Here (part III) the labour outflows 
of this period (post t973) will be put into perspective by 
a brief examination (chapter six) of the main structural 
elements of the Jordanian economy and the effects of inter-
national labour emigration on those macro-economic features. 
In subsequent chapters (seven and eight) we will 
examine in detail the domestic labour market from which 
labour outflows have been drawn. The employment problems 
engendered by large scale emigration for employment wi.ll be 
explored, focussing in particular on skilled manpower 
shortages. Returning to our opening theme (see chapter 1.4) 
we examine the formulation and implementation of Jordanian 
'emigration policy', in its broadest sense. The government's 
changing perception of international migration for 
employment and the utility of its policy re~ponse is 
assessed. 
6.1;2 The radical changes witnessed in Jordan's economic 
structure since the 1948 Palestine war are well known and 
have been examined comprehensively by a number of recent 
works (Mazur, 1979; Fariz, 1978; Saket, 1976). 1 Here we 
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will briefly outline the principal characteristics and 
developments in the economy, particularly since 1973. 
Two interrelated features have characterized the 
Jordanian economy since the country's creation in 1921. 
Firstly a chronic and persistent trade deficit; and secondly, 
the financing of that deficit by foreign budgetary support 
and more recently by workers' remittances. We will 
examine each of these principal features in turn. 
6.2 Macro-economic features of the Jordanian economy: 
the trade deficit 
6.2.1 Jordan 1 s continued trade deficit reflects to· a large 
extent the meagre natural resource endowment which resulted 
from the country's largely artificial creation to $atisfy 
short-term geo-political exigencies. 2 
During the period of the British Mandate (1~21-46) 
Transjordan's economy was overwhelmingly agricultura~ the 
restricted cultivable area (less than 100,000 ha. receive 
/ 
over 500 mm. of rainfall per annum) produ~ only a small and 
highly variable surplus for export .. formal industrial 
a~tivity was almost non-existent. As a result trade 
deficit has been a continuous feature of the Jordanian 
economy. ·In the period 1936-40 the value of exports (over 
60% ~f which came from cereals) averaged less than 40% of 
imports. ·Furth~rmore exports were directed overwhelmingly 
to Palestine (which accounted for 94% in 1938).3 
This concentration on limited export commodities and 
destinations has remained. During the 1970's the commodity 
structure of exports became increasingly dominated by 
phosphates (table 6.1} which, since 1975, have averaged 34% 
of total export value. By 1982 earnings from phosphates 
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~ccounted for 42% of total export income. At the same 
time exp~rt destinations have remained spatially concentrated; 
. . 
~ince 1977 over 60% of Jordanian exports have gone to 
neighbouring AP~b states, with Saudi Arabia and Kuwait alone 
accounting for more than 35% of export value. 
Thus while the value of exports has increased steadily 
through the 1970's and there has been an increase in the 
proportion of manufactured exports, there is nevertheless 
a real danger of export ·instability arising from this 
concentration of both products and destinations. In 
particular Jordan's export earnings are closely related to the· 
world pho~phate price. ·The latter has remained relatively 
stable si~ce 1980. 
6.2.2 The increased level of domestic exports has been 
outpaced by the growth in imports (table 6.2). The latter 
increased by 388% over,·the period 1975-82 compared to a 364% 
increase in export value. As a result the visible trade 
imbalan~e has continued to worsen. In 1972 the trade gap was 
JD. 83Mn., by 1982 this-had reached JD. 957 Mn. with domestic 
ex~orts financing cinly 16% ~f import value. 
In the mid-1970's imports were dominated by consumer 
goods which accounted for over one-third of their total 
value. Notable increases in consumer goods imports occurred, 
parti~ularly in 1976-77 when consumer durables grew by 48%, 
an increase related to the sudden growth in workers' 
remittances (see below 6.4). At the same ticie the effect 
of the 1973-74 oil price increase was substantial; oil 
increa~ed from les~ than 5% of import value in 1972 to over 
20% in 1982. Recently capital goods have become inure 
important ·and, since 1979, have been the single largbst 
/ 
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commodity i~port. The latter grew from 20% of imports in 
1972 to 35% in 1982. This is a reflection of the scale of 
capital investment in Jordan under the 1976-80 and 1981-85 
development plans. Despite this, the fastest growing element 
in the import ·bill remains current and durable consumer 
goods which increased by 32% between 1980 and 1981. 
6.2.3 _Jardin's poor natural resource base (the main 
resources, phosphate and potash mineral reserves, were not 
exploited on a significant scale until the 1970's) and the 
relatively small size of itg economy are reflected in the 
national income accounts (table 6.3). The sectoral origin of 
GDP illustrates the small productive base of the economy 
and the dominance of its tertiary sector. The latter, 
domi·nated itself by public administration and defence, 
accounts for over 65% of GD~. This strong service sector 
orientation can be traced back to 1948 when the influx of 
refugees from Pal~stirte_ demanded a commensurate growth in 
public services. The eff~cts of this increasing service 
sector orientation on the pattern·of employr.1ent will be 
.considered bel6w (ch~pter:6.6} .. A. second notable feature 
of the GDP account is the declining sh~re of agriculture, 
falling from 10% in 1972 to under 7% in the ~arly 1980's 
(~on-drought yea~s). Despite intreased production real 
earnings from phosphat~ expo~ts have also fallen with the 
drop_in the wor1d phosphate price.4 In real terms GDP 
~h~s remained stati¢ since the late 1970's, nevertheless 
GNP has continued to increase pri"marily because of the 
effect of external transfers (and indirect taxation). 
6.2.4 In this section we have shown that the Jordanian 
~~~. :' 
economy has a small productive base which is particularly 
vulne~abl~ to external factors (such as the world phosphate 
price and the level of precipitation}. This vulnerability 
is increased by the economy's extensive reliance on external 
transfers to finance the tr~d~ imbalance and the 
government's deficit budget. These external transfers are 
of two main types: (i) foreign grants, primarily in the 
form of unr~quited budget support, tog~ther with specific 
.loans and borrowings; (ii) remittances from Jordanian 
~b~kers abroad: Each of these external sources will be 
considered in turn. 
6.3 External transfers: foreign aid 
6.3.1 Jordan's meagre natural resource base together with 
her geopolitical importance has ensured a continued reliance 
on, and availability of, foreign budgetary aid and grants. 
Indeed Saket (1976) chiracterizes Jordan as an 'aid 
economy 1 • This dependance on budgetary support began during 
the British Mandate when the establishment and maintenance 
~f public security forces became a significant drain on 
public revenues. 5 Between 1924/5 'and 1939/40 Britain's 
'grants-ip~aid'. accounted for over 30% of Jordan's tot~l 
. . 6 
revenue.· ·This dependence on foreign aid was incr·eased by 
the 1948 Palestine war and the need to provide for the 
'ihflux of refugees~ 
After 1948 a major aim of British, and later American, 
aid to Jordan was to pro~ote its independenc~ vis-a-vis 
the radical Arab states (particularly Egypt and Syria) 
and to reduce its thr~at to Israel. Britain's financial 
support 'for Hussein wa~ significantly reduced after the 
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1956 crisis culminating in the dismissal of General Glubb 
from his post as commander of the Arab Legion. ·/ 
Gaitskell argued (March 1956) that if the British subsidy 
had contiriued then Britain could find itself: ''· .. subsidizing 
the maintenance of a force which might well go into action 
against Israel in circumstances in which we have to go to 
the defence and assistance of Israel. 117 ·In the post-1956 
pe~iod the role of chief aid donor was assumed by the 
A 
. 8. 
mer1.cans. 
6.3.2 Following the June 1967 Arab-Israeli war and the 
loss of the West Bank, the Khartoum Agreement pledged 
Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Libya to provide Jordan with an 
annrial subsidy of JD. 37.7 Mn. Since then Arab aid to 
Jordan has accounted for an increasing proportion of total 
aid, reaching to more than 88% of the government's total 
foreign receipts in 1982. This Arab support has come 
.Principally from Saudi Arabia and Kuwait. The growth in 
Arab aid followed the formalization-of aid commitments at 
the Baghdad Arab Summit (November 1978) when the oil-rich 
' . 
Arab stat~s pledged Jor~an US$ 1.2 Bn. per annum for ten / 
years. 9 Foreign grants have typically been as large as, 
.and invariably greater th~n, domestic revenues (table 6.4). 
Jdrdan has received these large external funds primarily 
£rom her role as a 'front-line' state, a role which has 
entailed an over-large defence expenditure (table 6.4). 
Fariz (1978) has a~gued that the availability of 
such·£tinds has made it more difficul~ for the government 
.to ~ndertake the fiscal reform outlided in the 1976-80 
Five Year Plan. The latter proposed the introduction of 
capital gains tax and an improved enforcement of income 
... 
. 10 
tax collection. In reality increased domestic revenues 
I 
reflect the imports boom and consequently the government's 
customs receipts, together with the rise in phosphate 
exports (the government benefitting from profits on its 
shareholdings, corporate income tax and royalties). In 
recent years there has also been a notable growth in foreign 
borrowings to finance specific projects. Recent 
developments in the lo~al money market aim to reduce the 
need for external borrowing through the growth in domestic 
bond issues and syndicated. loans. 11 
The importance of foreign aid (and workers' 
remittances) relative to imports and to GDP over the period 
1975-82 is shown on table 6.5 while the ratio of aid to 
GDP has been maintained, at circa 30%, the ratio of 
foreign receipts to imports has fallen (from 56% in 1972 
to 25% in 1982) with the ra~id growth in imports. This 
shortfall in the domestic import capacity has been 
increasingly bridged by workers' remittances ~hich, 
ironically, have themselves spu~red the growth in consumer 
goods imports. With .the inclusion of remittances, actual 
import capacity continu~s. to exceed the level of imports, 
leaving ~urplus fund~ for debt servicing and for the 
maintenance 9f high levels of capital investment (in the 
period 1978-82 gross fixed investments have averaged 32% 
of GNP). 
6.4 ·External t~apsfe~s: work~rs 1 remittances 
The inflow of aid to Jordan has been supp.Lemcnted 
by growing levels of workers' remittances. The size of 
these remittances, as provided by the Central Bank of 
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Jordan's (CBJ) balance of payments data for the period 
1960-82, is portrayed on table 6.6. The latter shows a 
~arked increase since 1973 when they amounted to JD. 14.7 Mn. 
compared to JD .. 382 Mn. in 1982 (see figure 6.1). Moreover 
the data recorded here are considered by the CBJ's foreign 
exchange d~partment to_ be an und~r-estimate of the real 
remittance level. The CBJ calculates invisible income from 
the foreign exchange record (of commercial banks and 
licensed· money changers), an estimated proportion of which 
is ascribed to remittances based on the n~mber of Jordanians 
working abroad (estimated by the Ministri of Labour) ~nd 
assumptions regarding their propensity to regit earnings. 
The foreign. exchange department readily admits that a 
large prQpontion, if not the majority of remittance 
transactions are conducted outside the official market 
12 through unlicensed money changers. · In the recent s~rvey 
of worker remittances by the ~SS almost 61% of migrants 
exchanged remittances via non-bank methods, and only 30% 
6f those currently ~orking·abroad were sending remittances 
tb~ou~h the banking syste~. 1 3 
. The growth in remittances over the 1970 1 s r·eflects 
a: nu~be~ of factors: 
(i) the increased number of Jordanians working abroad; 
(ii) the growth in real wages and salaries paid to those 
working abroad; 
(iii) a ch~ng~ ih the propensity to r~mit savings (this 
,. 
·:may reflect the increased .proportion of un_accompanied 
workers in recent years); 
(iv) the CBJ believe that a higher proportion of workers 
abroad are now transferring remittances through official 
JD.Mn 
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channels; thus to some extent the increase is illusory, / 
---
simply reflecting a s~itch in methods of transfer and 
exchange. This is particularly the case since 1978-79 when, 
as we have seeni the number of emigrant workers and their 
real wages have been falling. ·At the same time it reflects 
the political stability in Jordan since the 1970's and 
th~ maintenan6e of the Jordanian dinar's value; 
·(v) th~ CBJ has attempted to 1 captu~e 1 a greater proportion 
~- of tot~l remittances by easing currency controls. 
··, 
··.'' ·,· 
,· ,·. 
' .. ~'. 
__ ; .. 
·:.·:~·_,,; . · ... 
Expariding.on the lattei point, the limit on foreign 
currency holdings was doubled in 1979 to JO. 10,000, at 
.the same· time nationals living abroad were given the 
. option of depositing foreign currency in local banks for 
up to five years. 14 Incentives for Jordanians working 
~b~oad to invest in ~ommercial banks have been increased by 
. th . . f . d . t J 5 ~ grow 1n 1nterest ~ates or t1me- epos1t accoun·s. · 
This has stimulated a growth in the .number· of commercial 
ba~k deposits held by non-residents. The latter have grown 
as a. proportion of. tot.al <leposit accounts from 2. 7% in 
~972 tri 14.7%:i~ 1982~(t~ble 6.7). 
6.4.2 The principal effect of remittances on the macro-
~conomy has been in;· terms 'of th~ balance of payments. Since 
' . . ·. 
1975 worker remittances ha-ve -been significantly higher 
than dom~stic exports. The existence of this large positive 
balan6e in in~isibie .earnings transforms the balance of 
• • • • • t • • • 
· trad~ defic-it into a. :relatively strong. balance of payments 
~yrplus •. - Neverthel~ss ·it is immediately apparent that 
· .Jot;dan' s :;:>L'rong balance o'f payments position is i LJusor·y; 
Q change in the propensity to remit or-the withdrawal of 
aid payments ·would rapidly turn the balance of payments 
I .. 
I 
/ 
surplus· into a deficit.· This unpredictability 1n Jordan's 
main in~ome factors is apparent in table 6.6; during the 
crises of the June 1967 war and the subsequent 1970-71 
civil war recorded worker remittances fell b~ 61% (1966-68) 
and 28% (1969-71) respectively. Similarly the reassertion 
of Jordanian control over the Palestinian guerillas in 
1970-71 led both Libya and Kuwait to suspend aid payments. 
The availability of both external budget support, 
which has been rapidly monetized by the government 
through its commitments to public administration, defence 
personnel, investments and subsidies, together· wi Lh the 
high ~ropensity to expend remittances on consumer goods, l1as 
led to a rapid increase in money supply (M~) (table 6.6). 
The latter is stimulated by growing credit demands from 
merchants to finance the demand for imports, and by the 
conversion of foreign currencies (workers' remittances) 
. t J d . d" 16 1n o or an1an 1nars. 
This rapid increase in money supply has been a 
significant factor in the ~timulation of high rates of 
inflation t~roughout the mid and late 1970's. 17 Clearly 
the e~pression of national income at current prices is of 
limited sjgnificance g~ven the variations in the value 
·of money. There are no national income accounts at 
constant prices·and it is difficult to measure price 
changes in the. economy using the cost of living index 
(because of changes in the weightings attached to different 
·groups of i terns and the effects of subsidies). Nevertheless, 
although an unsatisfactory measure (since it excludes some 
price changes in national income constituents, for 
example exporL goods) the cost of living index does provide 
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an indication of the underlying trend in prices over the 
late 1970's and can be used to derive an inflation rate 
series. The latter confirms th~ IMF's estimate that prices 
were increasing at 10-12% per annum over the 1978-81 period. 18 
/ Applying t-his deflator to the GDP (factor cost) over the 
1975-81 peri6d reduces the nominal rate of growth from an 
average 23% per annum to 10.3%; similarly the annual average 
increase in remittances falls to 67%. 
The influx of remittances has not stimulated an 
expansion in domestic manufacturing and agricultural 
production because of the low supply elasticities of these 
sectors. Indeed remittances have been directed overwhefmingly 
into non-productive investment (land and real-estate) or· 
into financing the growing consumer imports boom illustrated 
above. The RSS survey has shown that the government's 
aim of inc~easing the productive investment of remittance 
income has been largely unsuccessfu1. 19 The 44% increase 
in the .number of land transactions recorded by the Land 
Registration Depart~ent in 1975 is an indication of the 
extent to which remi ttarices were directed into specuLa t i. ve 
ii1'vestment. Hy 1976 the Land· Registr·at.i.on .Dep<H·tmcnL 's 
reven)..le. ( 10% of the v~lue of land) had inc~·eased by mor·e 
th~~ 365% o~e~ its .{974 value, indica~ing the extent of 
inflited land values. Over the same period construction 
permits for· residential building in Amman-Zarka increased 
in ~u~b~r by '226% and.in ar~a by over 120%. 20 
Although Clark· (1977) envisaged remittances 
replacing foreign aid as.the main external transfer this 
. 21 has not been the case. Only in 1976 did remittances 
exceed aid payments. Nevertheless there has been a steady 
~·· 
increase in the .remittance: aid ratio to levels 
approachirtg parity (fig. 6.2). The availability of these 
l~rge external transfers has enabled a continuous expansion 
in imports and prevented the adverse balance of trade from 
hav~ng its usual deflationary effect on money supply and 
demand. Fariz (1978) argues that their avajlability has 
entrenched-the service sector orierttation of the economy; 
a point emphasised by Asfour and Smadi (1979) who show 
that. the distribution of bank credit was heavily biased, 
in the· late 1980 1 s, in favour of. the property and commerce 
sectors which absorbed over 60% of available credit in 
both 1977 and 1978. 22 
6.5 International labour migration and the Jordanian 
economy: some preliminary conclusions 
&.5.1 In this introductory chapter we have examined the 
fuacro-economic framework within which Jordanian labour 
outflows have occurred and within which emigration policy 
~ust be assessed. The Jordanian economy is both small and 
extremely vulnerable to external inflqences, in particular 
the maintenari~e of external budgetary support and the 
p~~pensity 6f its workers ~broad.to remit earnings. 
Clearly a ~ollapse in either of these elements would 
effectively paralyse the Jordanian economy. 
The amelioration of this ~xternal dependence and 
the expansion of the domestic productive base have been 
the principal aims of Jordan 1 s development strategy as 
evidenced b~ successive development prpgram~es since the 
mid-1960 1 s. The aims ~f the two most recent development 
plans (1976-80 and 1981-85) can be summarised as: 
(i) achieving a structural change in the Jordanian 
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ecQncimy 'th~dugh the dev~lopment of the commodity producing 
sectors; 
(ii) reducing the trade deficit through the expansion 
and diversification of exports and the strengthening of 
the balance of payments account; 
(iii) the d~velppmenb of domestic revenues as the main 
source of govern~ent 'income. 
The short and medium term aims of ~his strategy are 
clearly_ incompa~ible since the expansion of the economy's 
productive base must res~lt in an increase in the trade 
imbalance (b~cause ~f increased capital-gtiuds importi) and 
hence increas~ the reliance on external transfers. The 
extent to which Jordan can maintain her relations with 
the:major aid donors has thus become a primary element 
in domestic development planning. Concomitantly this has 
had important implications for labour emigration policy. 
The coincidence of major ·export destinations and the 
origins of external budget suppprt with the primary 
countries of employment for Jordani~ns abroad, has essentially 
proscribed Jordaniah emigration policy to meet the 
requirements of those economies. A decision hy the .J o r·da nia n 
authorities to restrict labour ·outflows could have a 
negative impact on the level of external transfers, not 
simply through a reduction in workers' remittances but 
also·in terms of budgetary support. 
_The le~~l of aid is 6f cou~se not $imply a function 
· .. ·of Jordan's .continueci . .participation in the· international 
labour ma~ket. Nevertheless ~uch a relationship cannot be 
entirely dismissed .. In 1977 Jordan was instrumental in 
.·:. 
/ 
./ 
. •,' 
proposing the establishment of an international labour 
compensation facility (ILCF) to provide financial aid to 
labour-supplying economies disrupted by their participation 
in international labour migration. 23 Although there would 
be considerable difficulties in instituting such a facility 
the major factor behind its rejection 'has been the complete 
lack of support from the labour~importing co~ntries 
themselves. What is relevant here is that Jordan's claims 
to such compensation were explicitly rejected on the grounds 
that she already receives cons~derable financial support 
. 24 
from those labour importing states. Hence the implicit 
r·elationship between labour migration and aid. This is 
clearly recognized by Anani and Jaber (1980) who stale 
that international labour migration has had: "· .. a 
positive return to Jordan only as a factor in regional 
economic and technical co-operation 1125 Thus despite 
the emergence of considerable labour market problems 
engendered by labour emigration (see chapter 7 below) 
Jordan has been obliged to maintain its passive participation 
in the international labour ·market. Rather than diminishing 
. . 
. . . 
externai dependence by creating an additional source of 
foreign exchaflge, reliance o·n employment abroad has 
in6reased Jordan's external dependence and emphasised the 
economy's service sector orientation. 
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In the following chapter (7) we will examine in detail· 
the a~verse consequences of .large scale emigration for employ~ 
ment on th~ domestic l~bour ~arket and the government's policy 
response t~ those problems and to the increased uncertainty 
introduced in economic planning. As a preface to that 
d~scussion the second half of this introductory chapter 
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will e~tablish the det~rminants of labour supply during 
the 1970's. That analysis will utilise unpublished data 
from the 1979 census. 
6.5.2 At this point it is worth re-iterating that statistical 
data on manpower characteristics and trends in Jordan are 
extremely limited. Data from the 1961 census of population 
and from the multi-purpose household surveys ·(MPHS) of the 
early and mid-1970's must be used with cau~ion because of 
_statistical deficienci~s within the sample frames themselVes 
and the demographic repercussions of political developments 
during the inter-censal period. 
The sample str~cture of the MPHS series (1972, 1974 
and 1976) include a number of sources of bias. Firstly, 
Amman and other urban areas are over-represented in the 
household sample {accounting for 79%, 70% and 78% of" Lhc 
l . . 9 9 d 6 . 1 ) L.() sample popu.atron 1n 1 72, 1 74 an 197 respective y . 
S~condly, the sample frame excludes three important sub-
groups; namely~ nomadic households; households including 
members of the security forces; households living abroad. 
Thirdly, since the sample.was based 0n property tax records, 
it ignores thos~ living in 'iriformal' housing. Clearly 
these deficiences will distort the principal indicators in 
which we are intere$ted, namely: school enrolment rates; 
labou~ force participation; the. pattern of employment and 
. . 
rate of unemployment. 
Ot~er sources.of data on employment used here are 
the labour fo~ce censuses of 1970 and 1975, the agricultural 
census of 1975, the thrice-annual surveys of employment in 
'large' establishments and the unpublished results of a 2.1% 
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sample of the 1979 census returns. In each case inter-
pretation is subjeci to a number of caveats which are 
introduced where appropriate. Despite these data misgivings 
it ~s essential to.establish at least the broad outline of 
labour market trends in order to assess the impact of labour 
emigration. 
6.6 The changing pattern of employment, 1961-79 
6.6.1 Changes in the sectoral distribution of employment 
have mirrored the trends in sectoral origin of gross 
domestic product discussed previously (sect~on 6.2), reflecting 
in particular the growing service sector orientation of the 
economy. Although this can be traced to the evenLs or 1948, 
ther·e was still a relatively large agricultur·al sector· 
employment in .1961 (of over 7 3, 000 permanent worker·s) which 
accounted for 36% of total East Bank employment (203,000). 
The most significant change in the subsequent period has 
been the collapse in both the relative and absolute size 
of the agricult~ral workforce. This decline continued 
throughout the 1960's and 1970's, reaching an estimated 
·. 
· .58,000 (20% of total employment, 292,000) in 1970 and 49,000 
. (13.5%.of total employment, 355,000) in 1975. P r·el im:i.11a r·y 
results from the 1979 census indicat~ a further· fa l.l ( Lo 
42,000) to only ·to% of total:e~ployment (421,000). 'rhis 
unrestrained decline in agricultural sector employment 
matches its falling share in GDP arid the lack of both 
. ·.private. and public s.ector· investment in agriculture (outside 
the major irr~gati6~ proje~ts)_ In addition a prolonged 
drought which affected the ·t9i5-79 seasons, combined with 
the availability of alternative employment opportunities 
,/ 
. . ·~·· ' 
for unskilled labour (particularly in th~ urban construction 
sector), has encouraged substantial out-migration from 
rural areas. 
In contrast the hiih levels of investment and 
of imports, facilitated by the surplus extern61 transfers, 
have enabled a considerable expansion in tertiary 
activities. Employment in community, social and personal 
services has increased by almost 200% in the 1961-79 period 
to represent some 43% (178,800) of total employment 
(compared to 29% in 1961). A large proportion of this 
ser~ice .sector employment is accounted for by public 
administration and defence personnel. It is estimated that 
~lmost 39% of all Jordanians in employment (1979) were 
~ngaged in the public se6tor. Nevertheless the public 
sector has been plagued by high rates of labour turnover 
because of its uncompetitive salary structure. Although the 
government has attempt~d to cont~ol this through additional 
empl~yee incentives, it remains a significant problem. 
There is a strong pattern of public sector employment among 
the younger age group~-~ ·who later transfer· to pr·ivate sector· 
emploYment once they h~ve acquired some experience. Given 
th~ rapid inc~ease in output from general secondary education 
(see below 6;7.4); there may be mounting pressure on the 
government to expand public sector employment, particularly 
"in the civil service, beyond the level that can eithe~ be 
afford~d or is.necessary. At. the same time the continued 
. drift of skilled ;:tnd .experienced profess"ionals into the 
private sector arid abroad will mean a continued shortage of 
expePience. 
Employment in other tertiary activities has also 
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increas~d signifiria~tly, the most notable growth coming 1n 
/ l •hich have over 50,000 employees (12% of total employment). 
\ 
wholesale/retail trade,. finance and business services, 
However the second largest employer (after services) is 
the construction ~ector with 67,000 employees in 1979. 
In fact this may be under-stated because of the omission of 
its large c.asual labour component . This growth in, and 
. P~edominance of,-const~uction sector employment reflects 
the considerable investment in infrastructural projects 
/during the 1976-80 development plan. ln add iLion Lhe 
/ private construction sector experienced a consider·ahle boom 
with the influx of workers' remittances and the investment 
of capi~al funds flowing out of Lebanon since the mid-1970's. ( 
Although irivestment in mining and manufacturing 
e~ceeded exp~ctations during the 1976-80 plan, that invest-
ment concentrated on th~ country's large phosphate and 
potash reserves which have relatively limited manpower 
·. requirements. The manufacturing sector· received an in iLia I 
boost wit,h the" prolongation of the Jra~t-Traq cunf .. l.icl, w:i.LI• 
. . 
. . 
many. industrial plants_ increasing capacity and d<JubLi.ng :in 
.the number.of shifts ~o acco~modate the Iraqi market. 27 
However manufacturing emplorment still only accounts· for 
10.8% of non-farm employment (table· 6.8). Moreover the 
:i~~~i decision, in April 19$2, to·restrict import 
commo~ities to war ess~ntials as part of its austerity 
h . hl' t J d . f . h. d 28 programme, as or an1·an manu actur1ng ar . Indeed 
· .. the index of indust~iai p~oduction rose by less than 3% in 
1982 (compared to 18% and 13% in 1980 and 1981 r·especLivel.y). 
As a result the export of consumer· goods to Jraq has 
slumped, threatening to bankrupt many of the smaller firms 
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which predomiriate in Jtirdan's manufacturing sector. The 
Iraqi deci~ion has also severely damaged the transport and 
insurance sectors which had b~en relying on the increased 
volume of transit trade through Aqaba. 
6.6.2 In s~m the rapid growth ~f employment demand in 
Jordan is, like th~ macro-ec6nomy in general, largely 
dependent on the maintenance. of external conditions over 
which she has little control. Clearly a sustained drop in 
general budget support would have severe implications for 
public sector employment. Despitr the go~ernment's 
emphasis on incre~sing the industr~al share of GDP, the 
employment ~tructure is i~creasingly dominated by non-
productive service sector employment. The following 
section concludes this discussion of basic parameters in the 
Jordani~n labour market with a consideration of the 
determinants of labour supply. This is particularly 
important since, as we will see later (chapter 7), 
manipulation of labour supply is the major element iri the 
government's approach to labo~r emigration. 
6~7 The determirtants of labour supply.in Jordan 
6.7~1 Jordan's labour supply has been influenced by two 
sets of {actors: ( i) demographic and ( ii) social/ 
. . 
. . ' . . . 
institutional. The following section will first briefly 
outline the effects of. recent population growth on the 
.domestic labour supply; Subsequently· we will consider 
changes·in the age-sex specific participation rates which 
have modified the impact of these demographic developments. 
Iri particular attention will focus on the role of women 
and changes in education enrolment levels. 
6.7.2 L~bour suppli a~d population growth 
Between the respective census enumerations of 
November 1961 and 1979 the resident population of Jordan 
(East Bank) increased from 0.9 Mn. to 2.1 Mn. A population 
series(basid on back-cast estimates from the 1979 
enumeration) .indicates an increase in the population 
growth rate from 3.5% p.a. in the late 1960 1 s to 4.4% by 
the mid-1970 1 s. 29 East Bank population growth has however 
been far from ~mooth with considerable refugee inflows 
following the June 1967 Israeli occupation of the West 
Bank sub-districts. In the mid-1970 1 s Jordan also 
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r~ceived a large refugee inflow following the intensification 
of sectarian conflict in Lebanon. During the mid and late 
1970 1 s Jordan received ~n in~reasing number of West Bank 
Palestinians. Since 1982 the latter has been severely 
restricted by the Jordanians followrng .the collapse of the 
Hussein-Arafat talks. 
These recent population inflows have augmented the 
prev~iling high rates of natural increase and contributed 
·t,o a· disproportionate growth in the 1 urban 1 (defined by 
the Department of Statistic~ as settlements with at least 
· 10~000 inhabitant~) component of the population. The primru:y 
of· Amman and the role of internal migration.in aggravating 
. that prima~y are discussed in some detail by Samha (1979). 30 
Preliminary results from the 1979 census confirm that 
growth has b~en concentrated in the Amman-Zarka conurbation; 
·the Amma·n governorate increas:lng its sha r·e of the l:.ast Bank 
. . 
population to 5.5% •. However an objective ana.lys.i s ol" 
rural-urban migration patterns is precluded by the 
sensitivity with which birth place data is treated. 
High rates of rural out-migration are related 
(Dajani and Murdock, 1978) to the continued social, 
. d 1" . 1 . 1" t' f 1 . 3l econom1c an po 1t1ca marg1na 1sa 1on o rura soc1ety. 
The problems imposed by the long drought of the mid-1970's 
combined with the withdrawal of manpower (due, for example, 
to military conscription and international labour migration) 
are exacerbated by the exclusion of small villages from the 
improvement programmes of the Municipal and Village Loan 
.Fund (MVLF) because they have fewer than 180 taxpayers. 
In addition rural-urban migration is undoubtedly stimulated 
by the existence of a strong earnings gradient. Assaf 
(1979) shows that, in the mid-1970's, rur~l incomes averaged 
only 46% of those in urban Amman, a differential likely to 
have been exacerbated by the subsequent boom in worker~' 
remittances (Dajarii, 1982). 32 
Conti~ued rural out-migration has important 
implications for both rur~l labour supply (see chapter 9) 
and for the. urban labour market, in addition to its effect 
on ass6ciated de~ographic parameters. 
6.7.3 Substantial improvements in infant ~nd child 
mortality over th~ last t~o de~ade~ (May'at~, 1975) hav~ 
combined with marked improvements in access to curative 
health facilities (Westirtghouse, 1977) to reduce the crude 
·death rate from an estimated 19 per thousand in 1961 to 
12 ·per thousand in 1976 (A~u Jaber~ 1979). 33 Over the 
sa~~ 1 period,the crude .birth rate has re~ained consistently 
high (.50.8 li~e births per thbusan~ population in 1961 and 
47.6 in 1976). In addition there has been only a limited 
trend .. towards later marriage (in 1976 so% of women were 
married at age 19.5 years) and the use of efficient birth 
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control techn1ques. · 
The combiriation of high fertility and falling infant/ 
child mortality rates has contributed to Jordan's markedly 
young population age structure. The proportion of the 
populatio~ under 15 having increased from 45.4% in 1961 
to 51.8% in 1979 (ior~anians o~ly). ·At the same time 
.however labour force participation rates have fallen, from 
24.2 (per th~usand) in i961 to 20.3 in 1979. If we consider 
t~e participation rates of the out-bf-school population 
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only, then it is apparent that this fall is primarily a result 
of rising school attendance and the expansion of post-
. 35 
compulsory cycle education. The following section hr·ie I" l.y 
o.utlines that commitment to· human. capital investment. 
6.7;4 School enrolments 
In 192~.Transjordan had inherited a· minimal Ottoman 
public education system supplemented by the·Kuttabs 
(re;Ligious schools) and the ~ork of various missionary 
groups. Serious attempts ~ere made duri~g the Briti~h mandate 
period to inc~ease the regional coverage of education 
.. . 
p:r:-ovi_sion. • Betwee·n · 1921 and 1941 the number of pupils 
increased from less than 3,000 to .over 15,000 w.iCh Lhe 
. . . . . . 
e~t~bli~hment of s6~e 73 ~ublic and 92 private schools. 
· T6e forme~ iricluded ~.number of secondary sch6ols to cater. 
for stud~~ts afte~·the 'compul,sory' five years of primary 
. . . . . 
~chooling (1939 Education Act). This crude expansion in 
.• educ~tion faci·lities .amlattendance was giv.en added impetus 
.·by the .influx of Palestinian refugees in 1948-49 and the 
establishment of more than 1g0 UNRWA schools 1n the early 
1950's. 
In 1964-~he basic structure of the ed~cation system 
.. ·· 
was ref,in~d t() ·acc()mmoda_te . a:. nine year compulsory cycle 
(six years ~lementary and 
by a three year ~econdary 
three years preparatory) followed 
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cycle. Although the growth in 
enrolments continued unabated during the 1960's and 1970's, 
the moit significant expansitin has been in the post-
compulsory cycle. B~tw~en 1971/2 and 1980/1 secondary 
school enrolments increased by 13.7% p.a. (compared to 9.9% 
IJ.a. and 4.7%.p.a. in ·the preparatory and elementary cycles 
respectively). Inc~ea~ingly then, those who complete the 
compulsor~ grades prbceed to some form of secondary 
edutation (either academic or vocational). The promotion 
rate has grown.from 70% in 1971/2 to 89% in 1979/8o. 37 
The most rapid iricrease in en~olments, and the most. 
significarit in terms of short term labour supply problems, 
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has been in tertiary education.· The post-secondary institute 
enrolments have increased at over 33% p.a. since 1971/2. 
It is also important to note that the share of females in 
these institutions has increased from 32% to 46%. This 
is a refl~ction in partictilar of the growth in teacher 
training enrolment~ which account for the majority (76%) 
of all post-secondary institute enrolments and for over 87% 
of fe~ale enrolments. 
There has also been a substantial growth in the 
number of university students, p~rticularly since the 
opening of the.new Yarmouk University in 1976/7. University 
_enrolments have grown by 21% p.a. from 2,900 in 1971/2 (32% 
female) to 14,900 in 1980/1 (40% female). In addition 
an-increasing number of Jordanians are enroled·in higher 
education institutes abroad. By 1980/1 the l~·tter was 
estimated at 66~500, com~ared to 25,200 in 1969/70. 38 
A second important feature whi~h emerges f~om an 
examination of enrolment data is that the growth in female 
school attendance has outpaced that of males at all 
educatio!}al levels throughout the period 1971/2 to 1980/1. 
This growth in female attendance has brought enrolments 
in the compulsory cycles almost to equity (in urban areas 
a~ least) and has increased the female sha~e of total 
enrolments from 42% in 1971/2 to 47% in 1980/1. 
This continuous growth in school enrolments has not 
been without its critics. In 1971 the first World Bank 
education project appraisal report was str'ongl.y critica I. of 
the 1 uncontrolled 1 expansion in primar·y and secondary 
school enrolments which were not being matched by a 
parallel improvement in physical infrastructure nor 1n the 
provision of qualified teaching staff. Despite the 
continued recognition of these problems in successive 
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education plans (Sha 1 ban, 1~79) the pqsition has changed little 
since 1971. 39 In 1981/2 over 40% of class-units are still 
{n rented pre~ises whil~ an additional 22% o~ class-rooms 
operate ori a double shift system. Some 32% of teachers i.n 
the compulsory grades are under-qualified. F i n a I. I y t. h e r· e 
-~~ still a considerable regional imb~lance .in the provision 
of edhcational facilities between·urban and rural areas. 
For ex~mple almost all secondary vocational schools (except 
the two agricultural schools) and trade training centres 
are located in urban areas. As a re~ult secondary school 
pupils in rural areas tend to opt for general secondary 
schools r~ther than boarding at the vocational schools in 
urban ·areas. Additionally however those general secondary 
schools in l"'U r'al a r·ea s are only able to offer· the f".i r· st and 
second grides of the cycle. 
More important was the criticism of the character-
istics of education in Jordan. With the achievement of 
high rates of school enrolments in both the compulsory and 
secondary cycles during the early "1970's (attendance in the 
former reached 76% of the target population by 1972), the 
main concern of educationists has been with the external 
efficiency of the system, that is its relevance to the 
domestic and international labour market. 
Critical discussion was prompted iri the early 1970's 
by t~e high rates of unemployment among general ·secondary 
(7~3% in 1972) and university graduates (8.4%). It was 
claimed that this attested to a serious over-investment in 
tertiary education (Jaber, 1972) at the expense of 
. . l d t. d . . 40 vocat1ona e uca 1on an tra1n1ng. At the same time there 
was a growing a~areness of prevailing manpo~er shortages in 
skilled and technical occupations. Indeed the 1973-5 ~hree 
Year Plan, although primarily concerned to reduce unemploy-
ment, also fores~w manpower shortages at the sub-professional 
and technical levels, together with a shortfall in the 
supply of skilled manu~l labour. 
In sum the patter~ of exparision in school enrolments 
putlined above, has been achieved with minimal· regard for 
the needs of the .labour market. In the early 1970's less 
than 10% ot secOndary school enrolments were in the 
·vocationaL stream. Although the 1973-5 development plan 
gav~ due emphasis to the prom6tion qf vocational education 
littie real progress towards that end was realized during 
the plan period (see chapter 7.5.2). At the same time 
the Ministry of Edu~~ti6n e~titili~hed (1974) ~ National 
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Vocational Trairiirig S~hem~ (NVTS) u~der the newly ~reated 
Directorate of Industrial Education and Training, with the 
aim of formalising vocaf{onal training in industry. This 
was also a failure and was replaced in 1977 by the 
Vqcation~l Training Corporation, a semi-autonomous unit 
linked directly to the Ministry of Labour (see chapter 
7. 5.3). It is important to recognize however that. attempts 
to instil· a greater' proportion of vocational studies into· 
. . 
Jordan's traditionally academic education system and to 
develop vocational training courses in industry began 
during the early 1970's, before the onset of large scale 
lab~ur emigiation and the appeararice of critical skill 
scarcities. This early commitment (albeit unsuccessful) 
to vocat{onal trainlng is indicative of the government's 
recognition of the potential for human capital exports. 41 
·In this section we have examined the char·act-.er.istics 
of the expansioh in school en~olments. The effect of the 
rapid incre~se in compulsory cycle enrolments has been 
to delay the ~nf~y of a ~ignificant proportion of the 
papulation ihto th~ labour market. In addition however it 
.is clear that the majority receive ~nly ~ general secondary 
·~ducation which does not improve their utility to that 
l~bbJr m~rket: Share's .(1980) cost-benefit analysis of 
rates of return to education in Jordan has shown convincingly 
·that.the demarid f6r gener~l secondary and tertiary education 
. is; for the .. individual, an economically rational choice 
~ince public (and to a lesser .extent private) sector 
salary schedules are determined primarily by educational 
attainment (table 6.9). 42 Share concludes that the 
expansidn in enrolments at the preparatory and general 
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secondary level~ reflects a derived demand.· Preparatory 
and general secondary education are seen primarily as 
intermediate stages, prior to higher education, rather than 
as ends in themsel~es; yet for the majority they are the 
terminal grades. Before discussing the impact of 
emigration on attempts to re-align the education and 
training systems the following section will consider the 
characteristics of female.labour force participation. 
6.7.5 ·The labour market participation of Jordanian women 
The low crude participation rate·induced by/ 
.escalating enrolmetits in education is further compounded by 
the notoriously l~w levels of female labour force 
partic~pation. Despite sustained increases over;the past 
two decades, female labour force, participation has remained 
relatively low, rising from 4.4% in 1961 (as a percentage 
of the female population aged 15 and over) to 8.0% in 1976. 
Preliminary results from the 1979 census ~uggest that 
the rate has fallen during the late 1970 1 s io 6.7% (see 
· chapter 7. 4). 
A m~jpr .restr~irit on female labour f6rce participation 
£n the A~ab world, at l~~st in the non~agricultural sector, 
has.·b~en the ~~ntemporary interpretation of Islamic values. 43 
In th~~ respect Jordan is no exception. The 1976 Fertility 
Survey r~ported that while only 9.4% of ever-married 
Muslim women were in employment; the corresponding figure 
for ~~n-Musl{m wo~en was 16.8%. Similarly Jaber et al. 
( 1977), in a survey of working women, found that .12% we•·e 
•,:.. . 
Christians;. a proportion far higher than their· shar·c of the 
total female population (~.1% in 1979). 44 
Although the overall female participation rate is 
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low, there are significant variations according to age, 
marital status and educational attainment. Female 
participation declines rapi~ly from a peak of 22.6% of the 
age cohort 20-24 to only 8.6% of those aged 30-34 (1976). 
At the same time part~cipation rates are, without exception, 
higher for single women .. t·han those· ever-married. 
the participation rate for single women was 8.6% 
In 1976 
(aged 9 years or more) compared to only 3.2% for ever-
married women. Layne's (1981) survey of women's employment 
in Amman manufactu~ing establishments found that 88% were 
single (and 76% aged under 30·years). 45 
There are two main reasons for this low participation 
of married women. Firstly, as we have seen there is a high 
fertility rate of· women aged 15 plus, with the consequent 
restriction on labour force participation imposed by child 
bearing arid rearing. 
Secondly there is an explicit policy by employers to 
disc~imin~te against marri~d women because of high labour 
turnover ·induced by the fertility rate (Jabei~ et al., 1977). 
Similarly M~lki's (1982) sur~ey of 115 establishments 
·employing women (2,090) reports that 32% employ single 
women ~nly, bepause, it is cl~imed of high rates of 
turnover a~d absenteeism among married women. 46 Indeed it 
is comm.on. practice for women to be made redundant 
autom~tically on marriage. 
Women's lab6ur force participati~n also varies 
significantly with educational attainment. Empirical studies 
have established that female labour force participation 
rates tend to increase significantly with increased 
education. This occurs not least because of Lhe .influence 
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6f ed~6~t~on'on re~rbductive 6ehaviour, that is its 
tendency to delay.marriage and to reduce fertility 
At ~he same time education exposes women to 
new opportunities and alternative roles. The 1976 MPHS has 
shown that crude participation rates rise slowly from 
2.9% for those with less than complete preparatory to 5.1% 
f6r less ~han secondary educ~tion completion. For those 
with the tawjihi (~econdary educat~on completion 
certificate) hO~ever pa~ti6ipation leaps to 45.9~ and to 84% 
for those with tertiary "education. 
The growing level of female school enrolments and 
the incre~sed supply of tawjihi and post-secondary graduates 
has ~ubstantially increased the potential for female labour 
fo~ce participation. Nevertheless the traditional division 
of labour and definition of sex rol~s that has prevailed 
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in Jordan continues to limit the recruitment and participation 
~f women despite t~e growing parity in access to education. 
T~bl~ 6.10 shows· the small range of f~male emplo~-
. nient. In 1975 fpr ex~mple a mere 16 occupations accounted 
for over 88% of al1 n6n-~gricu1t~~al sector civilian 
·.employment among wbmen.4 7 A comparison of the sectoral 
structure of female emp+oyment over the period 1974-79 
indicates a strong and growing concentration in 
profe~si6rtal· and cleri~al.employment. Their sectoral 
~sha~es ha~ing ~is~n fro~ 69.3% in 1974 to 78.5% in 1979. 
At .th~.same t~~e ~he r~l,ttve share of those in production 
. . 
:'and in service:sector ~cti~ities fell from 28.5% to 17.7%. 
. . .. ' 
·T~rn{rig to {he a~,il~ble riccupational data the over-
whelming predominance of women in teaching and in clerical 
occupations is immediately apparent. Between 1971/2 and 
1980/l. the share of women in t·he teaching profession 
incr~ased .from i8.6% (5,~88) to 52.6% (14,634). Indeed 
- ' . . . ' 
. . ' . . 
-the ~979 ce~sus resul~s· ~ndicate thit over 50% of all 
eco~omically· active. women (outside agriculture) were in 
teaching~ D~er the pe~iod 1974-79 {table 6.11) an 
increa~ing proporti_on of employed females· were engaged in 
te~6hing and cleric~l octupafions. As a result the 
proportion of females employed in the public sector is 
particul~rly high, rising to 69% in 1979 (compared to 37% 
.. . ·. . .. 
of n6ti~agricultural male employment). In contrast there 
/ 
has been a snsta~ned fall in the 'traditional' areas of non-
agf:icultural sector female ·employment, namely services 
and_riianufacturing (particularly textiles). In 1961 the 
latter. accounted for m~re than 0~~-third of female 
e~ployment compared to less than 10% in 1979. The annual 
. ... einployme'nt. surveys of. large· establishments (five or· more 
.. ertipl9yees) show · a· falling proportion of women in 
manufacturing. In 1974 the l~tter accounted for 10% of 
·employed women, by 1.980 thi's. had fallen to 5. 4%; women's 
share .• of. employment in man:l,lf~ctur:ilng declined from 12. 3% 
.to .9.6%'over th~ same per:iod. 
Tl:te tentative conclusion fr~:H!l this data appca r·s Lo 
be ~ha~ rising sch6~1 enrolmerits among females are changing 
attitucl.es towards. the appropriateness of employment for 
women. This is ~o~firmed by a recent survey of third year 
. . 
pr~parator~ cycle girls (1,091) in the Amman-Zarka area 
(~~lki, 1982f. 48 _In response to questions regarding the 
type of e~plo~m~nt desired, 47% of girls cited teaching, 
18% clerical and 14% nursing occupations~ 
3 l2 
It is im'portant to note that the recorded participation 
c' ' 
' ( 
r~tes ~f women have been ~onsistently higher in u~ban 
(9.3% in 1976) as opposed to rura.i (3 .. 0% in !976) areas, a 
r.esul t not least· of the concentration of 1 appropriat.e 1 
~mployment in urban areas. In addition ho~e~er the 
differential is the result of inconsistent definition 
·and measurement of female labour force participation. 
In p~rticular the MPHS have tended to minimise £emale 
participati6n in the agricultural sector (in addition to 
the urban bias of the· sampi'e). Successive MPHS record a 
low p·roportioi:J. of. women in the agricultural labour force 
· · (declining from 3'.'1% in ·19:7 2 to 2. 9%. in 197 4 and 1 . 9% in 
1976). In ~ontrast the 1975 Agricultural Cen~us showed 
that womerl repres~nted J2. 8%· of th~ sector 1 s wor··k i"or·ce. 
Significintly however 80% of women were unpaid family 
workers, primarily e~ployed on a temporary or occasional 
. . 
basi~. Th~-1978 Agriculttira~ Census of the Jordan Valley 
~haws a de~.iine i~ the female share of the workforce to 
~6.3%'{ag~in.m6re than ~0% were unpaid and over SO% were 
occasional or temporary, see chapter 9.5 below). If the 
. . 
a~~icu~t~r~l la~6ur fore~ is so ~ef~ned as to exclude unpaid. 
~nd impermanent iabour .. then females would constitute less 
thari 3% of the agricultural sector workfor~e. Jn addition 
both the MPHS anq the 19:7s- and 1978 agricultural census 
. . . 
~esults in~icate a d~clining pa~ticipation of women in the 
. . . 
·agricultural; sector, this appea~s to reflect increasing 
. . 
~duca~ion attain~ent and changirtg social attitudes (see 
.. below,. chapter 9'.4) .: 
The c6nclusion:which can be clearly drawn at this 
stage is that the participation of women in Jorda~s labour 
market is char~cteristically restricted iri both the type 
. r 
of employm~nt and in terms of the women employed. Rising 
school enrolments· among ·girls· are changing attitudes 
regarding the nature of 'appropriate' employment for 
women and. this change may indeed by testricting the range 
of occupations available to them. Malki's s~rvey of 
prep~ratory school girls ~ppears to ~onfirm this hypothesis. 
Although almost 90% regarded employment outside the home 
as appropriate (only 62% of their parents/guardians would 
give support to this), almost 80% said they would seek 
. employm~nt in teaching or ~lerical occupations. Without 
an expansion in occupational options it'is apparent that· 
the contributiori of women to the non-agricriltural labour 
force will remain limited . 
'6. 8 Conclu~ing comments 
~he first half of this introductory chapter 
examined the macro~economic constraints within which 
labour outflows have occurred and illustrated the basis 
for.Jord~n 1 s .continued commitment t() the·international 
labou:r market. Given the small size and vulnerability of 
the Jordanian. economy, marpow~r outflows have featured large. 
In the second part of the chapter we have drawn on 
a variety of ~econdary sourc~ mat~rial in illustrating the 
. . 
6haracteristics of the Jordanian labour market; This is an 
essential b~ckground against which international migration 
for employment mu~t be pssessed and .labour migration 
policies ~valuated. Before taking up that task we will 
. . . 
summarise ~h~ m~in pointi made abo~e. Firstly, the 
Jordanian labour ~arket has been characterised by a rapidly 
declining level of agricultural employment and, at the 
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same time, a considerable growth in tertiary activities, 
particularly in the public sector which accounts for some 
36% of_employment. In addition the mid and late 1970's 
have seen a considerable boom in construction sector 
employment, much of which is on a temporary or casual basis. 
The rapid decline in unemployment and the buoyance of 
the Jordanian labour market as a whole is seen to be 
largely artifical and dependent on exte~nal conditions 
(particularly the maintenance of aid and workers' 
remittances). Secondly, despite the growing demand for 
manpower, labour force participation rates remain low, 
primarily because of the escalation in education enrolments, 
especially at the post-compulsory levels. The latter has 
acted to delay the entry of an increas~ng proportion of 
the population into the labour force. Although graduate 
unemployment was recognised as a serious structur·a I. pr·•_.>blem 
in the _J orda:nian labour market in the early I <)70 1 s, and an 
increa~ing commitment to vocational education was promised, 
that_expan~ion re~ained an elus~ve goal. The onset of 
large labour outflows h~s r'educed the pressure, from unemploy-
. . . 
_meriti for a ~estructuring of the education system. At the 
same fi~~ however this has increased the shortages of 
skilled labour which were seen in.the early 1970's as a 
. . 
supply side problem. Finally, low participation rates 
were .shown to reflect the restricted employment opportunities 
. available to women. Ironically, it app~ars that growing 
fe~ale ~chool· enrolments may ha~e furth~r restricted those 
oppor"t!unities. Examining the effective utilization of the 
potential labour force (that is, the ratio of actual 
labour force to the labour force plus those expressing 
' .. 
. ~-
' ' . . . 
( 
'no desire' to work) in 1976 shows (table 6.1~ that the 
gr~ate~ potential for increasing labour supply lies with 
women aged 20-44 who comprised over 65% of those expressing 
no desire to work. 
In the following. chapter (7) we consider the impact 
of labour emigration on this domestic labour market during 
the mid and late 1970's, focussing in particular on the 
manifestation of skill shoriages and on the government's 
policy response. 
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Table 6.1 
Composition and·destination 6f drimestic ~xp~rts 1972-82 (JD.Mn.) 
197:2 . 1973 197 4 . 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982~~ 
Consumer · .. Goods 6· ') 
. -
.6.8 . 13 ·. 9 16.0 25.4 32.2 32.6 42.0 54.2 76.7 88. 1 
Foodstuffs. s.o . 4:7 10;0 10.7 16.4 18. 5 16.9 21.6 24.3 34.0 40.1 
Current goods 1 . 1 2 .. 0· 3.6 4-3 . 7. 2 11. 2 11.0 14.2 22.6 28.9 31.6 
Durable goods 0. 1 . 0. 1 0.3 1.0 1.8 2.4 4:7 6.2 7. 3. 18.8 16.4 
Raw Materials 3-9 5-3 2o·. 8 ~ 22.0 .20.6 23.3 29.7 ·~ 76.7 79.0 
--
.. 
.Phosphates J.s 4.0 i9.5 19.6 19.2 17.3 19.5 26.3 47.2 54.8 78.9 
Ca)2ital Gocds ~ 1.8 4.7 ~ 2 . 1 '7. 5 8.2 10.9 14.6 ll:....i 18.4 
Construction 2.0 1.3 4. 1 i.9 1.2 6.4 7 -A 9.8 13.0 10.0 13-3 Materials 
Others 0.1 0. 1 
Total 12.6 14.0 39.4 40.0 49.5 60.3 64.1 82.6 120. 1. 169.0 185.6 
% total to 72.6 71.9 46.7. 42.2 48.3 59.9 66.5 67.5 .60.7 67.7 66.5 Arab States 
Source: derived from Central Bank of Jordan. (Various issues) ~lonthl~ statistical Bulletin. 
Tables 26 and 29. 
-:~~ate : All 1982 data presented in these tables is preliminary. 
. . 
Table 6 .. 2 
·c6mposition of domestic imports and level of trade imbal~nce 1972-82 (JD.Mri~) 
1972 1973 197 4. 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 
Ccrisumer· Gocds 46.3 ·50.6 60. 6" 90.5 133.3 147.2 175.7 215.2 240.2 325.2 
Foodstuffs 27.6 30.8 42.4 49.3 81.5 72.2 85.6 100.6 112.6 156.5 
Current goods 12.8 13~4. 18-.Q 26.9 28.8 42.6 47.0 62.7 69. 5· 91.7 
Durable gocds · 5.9 6.4 9.2 14.3 23.0 32.4 43;1 51.9 58.1 77.0 
Raw Materials 18.8 22.2 30.0 57.2 90.0 12 i. 2 117.3 179.5 227.1 305.5 
Oil 4.6 4.2 5.2 24.8 37.1 43.0 46.8 74.0 122.2 176.1 
Capital Gcods ·18.6 20 .. 2 40.9 82.9 114.6 154.1 161.2 193. 6· 246.7 415.0 
Others 11.6 . 15.2 16.0 3-4 1.6 1.9 4.6 1.2 2.0 1.8 
Total ·95. 3 108.2 147-5 234.0 339-5 424.4 458.5 589.5 716.0 1047.5 
Trade 
-82.7 -94.2 -108.1 -194.0 -290.9 -364.1 -394.7 -506.9 -595.9 -878.5 Imbalance 
./ 
Source: ibid. table 30. 
-;~ Preliminary 
1982-~*" 
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177.3 
117.3 
73.7 
380.3 
231.9 
391.4 
~ 
1142.5 
-956·9 
w 
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Table 6.3 
National Income Accounts by sector 1975~82 (JD.Mn.) 
1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 
JD. 
.% JD. % JD. % JD. % JD. % JD. % JD. % JD. % 
Mn. GDP Mn.· GDP Mn. GDP Mn. GDP Mn. GDP Mn. GDP .Mn. GDP Mn. GDP 
Agriculture 26.0 8.3 37.3 9.6 41.7 9.2 58.6 10.4 43.6 6.4 64.6 7.1 69.4 6.5 85.3 6.9 
Mining and 16.3 5.2 17.8 4.6 19 .. 9 4·4 22.9 4.1 27.5 4.0 39.9 4.4 46.5 4.3 46 .·3. 3.8 Quarrying 
Manufacturing 39-7 12.7 50.0 12.9 58.2 12.9 .71. 4 12.7 94.1 13.8 129.2 14.0 154.0 14.3 170.6 13.8 
Construction 19;2 6. 1 3.9 1.0 5.5 1.2 7.2 1.3 10. 1 1.5 17. 1 1.9 21.0 2.0 119.2 9.7 
Utilities 3. 1 1.0 26.6 6.9 36.8 8.2 51.0 9.0 70.5 10.3 97.5 1Q.7 104.3 9.7 zo.4 1.7 
Transport and 24.9 . 8.0 80.1 20.7 94.2 20.9 102.6 18.2 123.6 18.1 166.5 18.4 210.0 19.5 145.0 i1.7 Communications 
Trade 66.9 21.4 32.5 8.4 35.9 8.0 59.3 10.5 62.9 9.2 79.7 8.8 96.4 9.0 221.3 17.9 
Financial 42.1 13.5 45-5 11.8 59.0 13. 1 79.5 14. 1 .105. 3 15.4 124.8 13.8 158.7 14.8 173.8 14. 1 Institutions 
Community, social 
and personal 6. 1 2.0 8.5 2.2 8.8 2.0 10.2 1.8 12.0 1.8 14.9 1.6 16.9 1.6 22.5 1.8 
services 
Other Services 
including Public 68.0 21.8 84.9 21.9 90.9 20. 1 101.0 17.9 133.2 19.5 17 5. 1 19.3 196.7 18.3 229.-7 18.6 
Administration 
Continued 
w 
""' ~
. '·. 
Table 6.3 (continued) 
~ 
. 19] 5. . 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982-:~ 
JD. % . JD. % JD. % JD. at JD. % JD. % JD. % JD. % I' 
·.Mn. GDP·· Mn .. GDP Mn. GDP Mn. GDP ·.Mn. GDP ·Mn. GDP Mn. GDP Mn. GDP· 
GDP (at 
factor cost) 312.3 100 387. 1. 100 450.9 100 563.6 100 682.8 100 907.3 100 1074.3 100 1234.1 100 
Indirect tax 9~0 43.2 74.3 81.0 84.4 91.1 124.8 13 2. 5 
GDP (market 
price) 321.3 430.3 424.2 644.6 767.2 998.4 . 1199.1 1366.6 
Net factor· 
income from 
abroad 63.9 140.8 145.9 148.8 168.3 200.9 267.0 345.0 
GNP (market 
price 385.2 571.1 671.1 793.4 935.5 1199.3 1466.1 1711.6 
GNP (constant 
price) 385.2 505.4 573.8 737.9 802.5 1066.2 1303.4 1584.9 
Source: ibid. various tables. 
Preliminary 
Table 6.4 
'Government ts forei n revenues and expenditure 1972-82 
Foreign % as % from Foreign Domestic Government % expenditure 
Year.· ·Receipts budget Arab bor:-rowing Revenues expenditure on defence 
support sources & sec uri t y~H~ 
19.72 53.0 83.0 44-7 7.4 42.6 101.5 44.6 
197.3 57.0 76.3. 53.S 11.4. 46.1 119.5 40.5 
1974 61.9 85.6 66.2 8.9 63.2 151. 5 34.7 
1975 109.0 79.4 65.0 19.0 84.2 209.4 30.5 
1976 122.7 ·54. 0 63.3 19.9 110. 5 222.9 30.2 
1977 180.7 67.6 74.2 58.5 14 2. 3 337.8 28.7 
1978 172.4 47.4. 71.8 90.7 158.5 361~5 29.2 
1979 247.9 84.8 88.2 37.6 187.9 515.7 26.7 
1980 280.9 -r•') ..., 80.9 71. 6. 226.2. 563.1 25.4 I .;. • ,;;. 
1981 360.3 ... ' , I .) • 0 83.7 88 .. 8 2.96.6 654.1 25.7 
198 2 ~~ 283.0 77.0 88.6 64.2 3.59.2 722.3 26.2 
Source: ibid. various tables. 
* · Preliminary 
** Excludes capital expenditure 
' .. ··· 
• • •• • .. c. 
Table 6.5 
For~ign grants and remittances as-a proportion of imports and GDP, 1972-82 (JD.Mn.) 
rear Foreign As % As % Net As % As % 
Receipts imports GDP remittances imports GDP 
1972 53.0 55.6 29.0 7.4 7. 8 4. 1 
197.3 57.0 52.7 30.2 14.7 13.6 7.8 
1974 61.9 42.0 25.5 24. 1 16.4 10.0. 
197.5 109.0 46.6 34.9 53.3 22.8 41.5 
1976 122.7 36.2 34.2 129.6 38.2 36.1 
1977 180.7 42.6 40.1 139 .·8 32.9 31.0 
1978 172.4 37.6" 30.6 139.4 30.4 24.7 
1979 247.9 42.1 36.3 156.4 26.5 22.9 
1980 280.9 39.2 31.0 190.7 26.6 21.0 
1981 360.3 34.4 33.5 288.9 27.6 26.9 
1982-:< 283.0. 24.8 22.9 319. 5 28.0 25.9 
Source: ibid. various tables. 
{(- Preliminary 
! .. 
.. 
Table 6.6 
Worker remitt~nces (1960-82) and money supply (1972-82) 
( JD. Mn. ) 
Y_ear Remittances: Money % annual increase 
Credit Deficit Supply ( M 2) 
1960 6.23 
1961 5. 25 
1962 6.20 
1963 6. 17 
1964 9.30 
1965 9. 10 
1966 10.60 
1967 6.60 
1968 4.10 
1969 6.92 -
1970 5.54 
1971 4.97 
1972 .7.41 146.5 
1973 14 .. 70 176. 1 20.2 
. 197 4 24. 13 216.7 :n.t 
1975 53.25 277.7 28.1 
1976 136.41 4.8 . 378.3 .36.2 
. 1977. ·.154.75 15.0 .· . 467.6 23.6 
.. 
1.978 159.38 2o.o· 606.7 29.8 
1979 180.42 24.0 773.1 27.4 
1980 . 236.68 46.0 984.8 27.4 
. 1981 340.89· 52.0· 1179.9 19.8 
1982* 381.87 62.4 1403.3. 18.9 
'Source: ibid. 
.1} Preliminary· 
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Table 6.7 
Worker ~emittances and commerc~al bank deposits 1972-82 
(JD~Mn.) 
' ') l) 
.)- .. 
Year Remittance Total commercial Non-residents Non-residents 
Credits bank deposits bank deposits deposits as 
% total 
deposits 
1972 7-4 72.9 2.0 2.7 
i973 14.7 85.8 2. 1 2. 5 
1974 24. 1 112.0 3.6 3.2 
1975 53-3 158.0 8.6 5-4 
1976 136.4 227.2 17.7 7.8 
1977 154.8 283.8 17. 1 6.0 
1978 159-4 448. 5 .. 47-5 10.6 
1979 180.4 593~1 67. 1 11.3 
1980 236.7 808.5 133-5 16.5 
1981 340.9 977.7 143.6 14. 7 
1982-l~ 381.9 1169.5 171.6 14.7 
Source: ibid. tables 10 and 25. 
~~ Prel iminlaroy 
Table 6. 8. 
Sectoral. distribution (%) of riori~agricul ·tural employment iri 1972, 1974, 1975, 1976 and 1979 
Sector of 1972 1974 1975 1976 1979 
employment 
Commerci.al ·services 
and public· 
administration 47.5 48.1 41.5 45.0 47.2 
Financial services 2.0 2 .. 1 2.5 2.7 2. 5 
Transport ~nd 
storage 8.2 8.5 10.9 10. 1 8.5 
Trade 20.7 19.6 19.6 19.0 10.7 
Construction 9.7 9 "' . .) 6.6 10.2 17.8 
Utilities 0.6 0.7 '1. 6 1 . 1 1.4 
ManufCJ.cturing 10.5 10.9 15.3 1 1 . 1 10.8 
Mining and quat'rying 0.8 0.8 2.0 0.8 1 . 1 
Estimated total 
. 
employment 314.4 339.7 355.2 371.0 421 . 1 
(thousands) 
Source: Data for 1972, 1974 and 1976 are derived from the Department of 
Statis~ics' MPHS series (various tables); data for 1975 is froo1 the 
Labour Force Census (table 2) and data for 1979 is taken from 
unpublished tables of the 2.1% sampl~ returns. 
Table 6.9 
Grade ~ntr ualific~tion and basic salar in the ublic 
sector 1981 classified employees) 
Qualifications 
_Secondary school 
certificate · 
General secondary 
·certificate 
One year post-secondary 
.Two year post~secondary 
Three year post-secondary 
··B.A,/B.Sc~ 
M.A:/M.Sc.· 
B.Sc. in engine~ring, pharmacy, 
-vetin~ry, dentistry_ 
~.Sc. and Ph.D. (in the 
previous s~bjects) 
Doct~r (7 year study) 
nocto~ (8 y~ar study) 
Doctor (with"dlplom~) 
Doctor ( speciaiist ). 
.. 
Entry position: Monthly 
Grade. Year Sala~y (JD) 
10 
10 
-10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
5 
5 
.4 
3 
2 
3rd 
4th 
1st 
lst 
.1 r·d 
1st 
1st 
3rd 
5th 
1st 
1st 
1st 
36.00 
39.00 
40.50 
44.00 
52.00 
6.\.00 
68.00 
78.00 
87.00 
86.00 
90.00 
102.00 
114. 00 
Source: Civ.il Service Commission ( 19 82) 1 Civil service pay 
sc~e~ul~~, 198i 1 ~arlous tables (Arabic). 
' .·.·, • .... ' , .. 
:,;.'· .::,,; 
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Table 6.10 
Occupational distribution of females, 1976 · 
Occupation 
Teachers 
Pre-elementary 
Elementary 
Preparatory 
Se_condary 
Other 
Typist 
Seamstress 
Clerks 
·Maids, caretakers 
and cleaners 
Nursing personriel 
Trade proprietors and 
shop assistants 
Accountants, book-keepers 
· and related 
Hairdressers. 
Telephone operatots 
•' '• 
Other medical 
.Textile workers 
Other ·workers 
% distribution 
2 . 1 
26.7 
10.7 
3.5 
3.6 
8. 1 
7.7 
6.6 
5.2 
5.0 
2.3 
1.6 
1.5 
1.5 
1.3 
1.0 
11.6 
Source: deri~ed from the Department of Statistics 
(1977) Multipurpose Household Survey, 1976. 
Table 15. 
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Table6.11 
. . 
. . 
Sect·oral d1stribution (%)of ·employed women in 1974, 1975, 1976 and.1979 
Occupational 1974 1975 1976 1979 Group 
Profess:ional and 
technical 55.0. 57.0 57.7 63.0. 
Administrative and 
Managerial· 0.8 0.9 0.8 1. 9 
Clerical 14.3 11.4 19~4 15.5 
Sales 1.4 1. 2 2.4 1.9 
Production and 
related workers 19. 1 20.6 11. 3 8.7 
Services 9.4 9.0 8.4 7.0 
Source: As table 6.8 (various tables) 
Table 6.12 
Eff~cti~e utili~ation (%) of potential labour force by age and sex in 1974 and 1976 
Age group 
12-14 
15-19 
20-24. 
25-29 
30...:.34 
35-39 
40-44 
45-49 
50-54 
55-59 
60-64 
65+ 
Total 
Male 
78.6 
92.3 
95.8 
98.6 
98.8 
97.7 
95.2 
91 ~ 5 
87. 1 
87.4 
82.8 
85.9 
93.7 
1974 
Female Male 
4.9 80.3 
8.3 92.6 
20.8 96.8 
12.9 98.8 
7. 2 99.1 
3. 7 97.9 
2. 8 97.1 
2. 3 92.6 
2.4 89.4 
0.9 81.6 
3.7 98.7 
9.0 98.6 
8.4 95.3 
1976 % distribution of females 
expressing 'no desire' to 
Female work, 1976 
5.9 2.2 
9.7 10.5 
25.2 13.0 
18.2 13'. 7 
8.6 i3.8 
4.4 13.9 
3.6 12.0 
2.3 9.2 
1.7 7. 1 
1.5 3. 8 
8."3 0.6 
20.5 0.2 
10.4 100 
Source:. Original data was derived from the Department of Statistics' MPHS 
£or 1974 and 1976 (various tables). Efffective utilization has 
been calculat.ed as a rat,io of the ac.tive labour force to the active 
labour force plus those expressing 'no desire' to work. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
LABOUR EMIGRATION AND THE DOMESTIC LABOUR MARKET: FROM 
UNEMPLOYMENT TO LABOUR SHORTAGE 
7. 1 Preface 
7.1.1 The previous chapter examined the impact of labour 
emigration on the Jordanian economy in general and outlined 
·the factors which have contributed to Jordan's continued 
commitment to the international labour market despite 
seemingly adverse macro-economic consequences. In this 
chapter we expand on that argument and demonst·rate the 
effect of emigration for employment on the Jordanian labour 
market. In particular discussion will focus on the 
appearance of significant manpower shortages. Using data on 
apprenticeships and job vacancies we attempt to identify the 
areas·of manpower shortfall. Government effo~ts Lo increase 
the domestic supply of labour are assessed and dc:l"iciLs in 
labour ~arket management outlined. 
7.1.2· ·The 1973-5 Three Year Development Plan, echoing 
previous development priorities, stated as its major goal the 
reduction in under-employment and unemployment then estimated 
at over 8% nationally. By expanding enrolments in 
voc~tional secondary education (to 15% of total secondary 
cycle ·intake by 1975) it was hoped firstly to reduce the 
over-supply of academic secondary school leavers and secondly 
to increase the supply of technical and skilled manual 
. . 1 
labour. Over the, following three. years however these 
prioz:·ities were to be reversed as, with the rapid surge in 
emigration for employment, the whole complexion of the 
Jordanian labour market was dramatically altered. According 
·: { .... 
to Yasin (1976) "The employment and manpower situation which 
had existed at the time of the preparation o~ the Three 
Year Plan had completely changed during the· plan period, 
not so much as a result of successful plan implementation 
. . 2 
·but due to th~ huge outflow of Jordanians ... '' By the time 
of the 1976-80 Five Year Plan's introduction in June 1976, 
- . 
unemployment was reportedly less than 3% natiDnally and 
the major concern of manpower planners was tc prevent 
·..._./critical manpower shortages from becoming an impediment to 
the projects envisaged. The following section will first 
consider the major manpower problems which labour emigr·a tion 
) 
gave_rise to, and secondly will examine t.he gover-nment's 
r~sponse to those problems. 
7.2 Wage inflation and skill scarcity 
7.2.1 There is cleaf, though limited, evidence that in the 
mid-1970's a growing 'tightness' was·experienced in the 
.Jordanian labour market. As we have already seen (chapter 
3), a_considerable volume of labour was withdrawn from the 
Jdrdani~n econo~y b~ the a~celeration in labour demand from 
neighbouring oil-rich siates. At the same time the capiLal 
inv'estmerrt and aid disbur·seme.nts to Jor·dan f"oll ow:i ng Lhe 
1974 Rabat summit had, together with the growth in workers' 
remittanc~s, substantially increased aggregate demand and 
e~ploymerit within Jordan; The initial impact of labour 
emigration was to effect a sustained fall in the level and 
rate of unemployment. The MPHS ·series of 1972-76 show a 
significant decline in unemployment from over 15% 1n 1961 
to 3% in 1974 and less than 2% in 1976. While these rates 
of unemployment are unrealistically low (not least because 
.336 
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of the distortions in the sample frame discussed earlier, 
(see section 6.5.3) the trend is consistent with the 
pattern of reconstruction and investment in the post civil 
war period and with the timing of large scale labour 
outflows. 
The highest .unemployment ratei recorded in the MPHS 
series were consistently among the younger age cohorts 
(15~19) and were primarily of short duration (three months 
or Less),. characteristiris which suggest that this was 
primarily .'frictional' unemployment among first-time job-
seekers entering the labour market. Additionally however 
there was still an element of 'structural' unemployment 
in the continuing over-supply of 1 academic 1 secondar·,y 
school leavers and universit~ graduates. Among the l'or·mer· 
.·the rate of unemployment was disproportionately high 
(~t 32% in 1976), as it had been in the 1960's. Note that 
the MPHS data also show a strong decline in rural unemployment 
despite the effects of prolonged drought. This may be 
taken as fufther evidence of out-migration from rural 
areas.and of the increa~ing e~ployment opportunities within 
Jordan's urban economy. The stimulation of domestic labour 
d~mand i~ confirmed by the improvement in labour force 
ut~lization rates registered in the mid-1970's, as the 
pr6portiop ~f the potential labour force expr~ssing 'no 
desire to wo~k' fell in all ~ge groups. 
The .downward trend in-unemployment is supported by 
.·, · t additional evidence of labour shortages at almost all skill 
~ levels. Traditionally, labour has been recruited in Jordan 
through an informal.structure of personal contacts (Antoun, 
1979). 3 ·During the mid-1970's however an increasingly formal 
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labour recruitment structure was sought by employers. The 
outlet for this demand was largely through media advertise-
ments. In the three years 1974-76 local newspapers carried 
over 12,200 job vacancy advertisements, some 53% of which 
were for emplriym~nt within Jordan. 4 The number of vacancy 
advertisements in~reased by over 45% during the three 
year ·period, and by 67% in the twelve months ending December 
1976; Although the majo~ity· (83%) of domestic vacancies 
were for skilled occupations (see table 7.1) there was a 
~arked increase by 1976 in the number of advertisements for 
unskilled manual workers (particularly in the construction 
sector). Clearly then employers were finding it. diff"icu.IL 
to recruit manpow~r of all types in sufficient volume Lo 
. meet demand. 
The. increasing use of the media by employers to 
recruit Jordanians for work abroad prompted a government ban 
on such labour recruitment from December 1976 as part of 
its short-lived attempt to restrict labour emigration. A 
second aspect of that policy was the imposi~ion of selective 
restrictions· qn the mobility of specific industrial skills 
(primarily those connected with the oil refinery) and 
·employees in the public sector who were to obtain pr-ior· 
permiEision bef~re takin.g up employment abroad. 5 The 
government has also att~mpted to channel the emigration 
of public sector.employees through an 
se~ortdmertt ~chemes, negotiated mainly 
in~reasing number of 
6 for teachers. However 
the number of secondment agr~ements remains small while the 
selective restrictions were easily circumvented and are 
effectively dormant. 
7.2.2 Although there is only limited and highly aggregate 
FIG.7·1 JOB VACANCIES ADVERTISED IN JORDANIAN NEWSPAPERS 1974 -1976. 
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wage rate data available for Jordan, that data (drawn 
from the thrice annual survey of employment in large, 
five or more employees, establishm~nts) indicates that 
substantial wage rate iriflation accompanied the growing 
labour shortfall. Between August 1973 and August 1976 
average daily earnings of the male workforce rose by 
more than 153% in money terms, increasing by over 24% 1n 
1976 alone. Unfortunately there is at present no wage 
data by ?cc~pation, however sectoral wage rate increases 
show particularly high rates of increase among workers in 
fi~ancial seivices, utilities arid construction. Signif-
icantly the only sectors in which wage rate increases wer·e 
below the national average were those absor·bing I ar·ge 
nu~bers of .general secondary school graduates, namely public 
· a·dmi'nistra tion, commercial and personal services. This is 
confirmed by an RSS survey of wage trends over the 1967-76 
period which shows a lower increase among government 
7 employe~s (4.3% p.a.) th~n in the private sector (6.7% p.a.). 
At the same time the surv~y indicates a higher· rate of 
i~cre~s~ among ~anual workers (7.9% p.a.) than white collar 
. . ~. . . . 
. workers· ( 4. 7% · p. a. ) in both the government and the pr:i. va te 
sectors. Note· that: in real terms the survey .':mgge.sts a 
fal~.in wages by 4.7% (publt6 sector) and 2.3% (private 
~ector) over· the ten ye~r period. 
Rapid wage inflation was accompanied by persistent 
complaiqts of skill shortages, particularly in the 
constrtict~on sector. In a s~rvey of manufacturing 
·. I 
establishments conducted in 1976, Alawin (1978) found wage 
'inflation, skill scarcity and high labour turnover, to be 
·8 / the most significant problem~ facing employers. In the 
i 'I 
construction sector labour shortages and the reliance on 
\ inexperienced workers were manifested in the significant 
\ delays experienced on all major construction projects. 
As a result the number of repeit operations which had to 
be undertaken increased markedly. Shortages of skilled 
operators and maintenance mechanics were responsible for 
low effective utilization rates on heavy and light duty 
plant; for example, on the East Ghor Canal Project it was 
estimated {1976) that sue~ shortages meant that some 
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equipment was inoperative for up to 70% of the working day. 9 ~ 
The problems of high labour turnover, of increased 
recruitment costs and wage rate inflation all added to rising 
project costs and completion delays. In the following 
.._____ 
section we examine the government's response to these 
problems. 
7.3 The gover·nment · r·esj)onse: manpower· plann i.ug 11)7(,_·Ho 
7.3.1 The reaction of the Jordanian government to the 
_problems engend~red by burgeoning manpower outflow was / 
~onstrained by the recognition of Jordan's geopolitical 
p6sition and br_her dependence on regional support (see 
chapter.6.S). At the sa~e time the Jordanians realised 
that attempts ~o forcibly prevent labour emigration would 
be almost impracticable and politically naive when a large 
pr.oportion of those seeking employment abroad were 
Jordapian citizens by default. These constraints are 
clearly rec?gnized by Tays~er Abd~l ~aber (then Secrelary 
General of the NPC) wh~ri he stated (as Chai~~an of the ad 
hoc committee on labour emigration) that: "No matter how 
adverse the labour situat~on might become we must not 
.. ;· .< 
·r~~art to 'pol~ce' restric~ions. Stich measures are not 
in conformity with the private free enterprise system to 
h . h . . 10 w 1c . · we adhere." Given these basic constraints how 
did the gov~rnment evolve its approach to the growing 
·manpower crisis? 
By including withi~ its planned ~anpower require-
mepts an estimated outflow. of 30-40% of available labour 
supply over the 1976-80 period the government implicitly 
accepted Jordan's role as a.regional labour-supplier and 
showed·itself prepared to .plan at least superficially for 
emigr~tio~. · riespite this p~agmatic assessment of Jordan's 
i~te~national manpower .commitment and the recognition that 
such a role w6uld be inimical to domestic labour 
requirements ·(a large outflow of technical manpower, some 
29% of the total, is projected), there have been no 
.. systematic attempts to define or monitor labour· outflows. 
A crucial document which sets out the government'f:i 
~o~ition in this period is the labour force supply and 
demand ass~ssment for i976-80 prepared by the NPC's 
~anpo~er Planriing Section {MPS) in 1976. 11 This report 
confirms the govefn~erit'~'acceptanc~ of the labour-supplier 
.. role; ·The. projected manpower supply provides for a net 
l~bour :outflow.· of some 44,244 over the five year period,. 
~hat i~ ari average annual net outfl6w of 8-9,000. 12 
!, . 
. ·.,.,\ 
·.··· 
Neither the basis for this estimate nor for its distribution 
,by b.road occupat.ional · gr~:mp (see' table 7. 2) are made 
the. repprt are bia~~d towards minimising the projected 
i~bour shortfall. As a result the subsequent policy 
proposals are both superficial and over-optimistic. Here 
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we will briefly demonstrate those flaws. 
7.3.2 The MPS analysis of the likely effect of manpower 
outflow on the domestic labour market is marred by a number / 
.,__ 
of implausible labour demand and supply assumptions. At I 
the outset the MPS projections remove from the labour 
supply in the base year (1975) all casual or non-
permanent workers . The projections assume th~refore that 
. net growth in demand for such labour will be zero. This 
rem6val of a substantial proportion of the workforce 
·(in 1975 such workers accounted for 43% of total employment) 
from the calculations has the effect of improving labour 
force output ratios and thereby dampening manpower demand / 
projections to what are, in some cases, patently absurd 
levels. This flaw is compounded by the inadequacies of the 
1975 Labour Force Census on which the projections rely. 
The lat;ter is known to have ser·iou~ly under·.:..enumer·aLed 
small scale ~mployers (those ~ith les~ than five employees) 
and casual employment. Thus, for exampl~ the majority of 
. . 
small sub-contractors in the construction sector were 
ignored. As a result employment in construction was 
recorded as only 8,427, a· marked contraction from its 1961 
I 
. ) . 
cen~us level of 22,000 (East Bank only). The MPS 
projections .. show an increase in construction sector 
employmerit of:less t~an 3,000 over five ye~rs, despite the 
planned ·22% i~crease in sectoral value added. Finally, 
pro~uctivity {outp~t per empioyee) js projected to grow at 
an average annual rate of 5.1% compared to it~ historic 
.., 
rate (for 1973-5) of 2%~ This combination of: assumptions 
reiarding output and productivity yields an estimate of 
additional labour demand (net of attrition) cf 109,267 by 
1980 .. 
Comparing the MPS labour demand projections with a 
contemporary study by the United States Department of 
Labour (USDL) suggests that this was a highly conservative 
estimate. 13. The USDL report, based on the same projection 
of growth.iri o~tput but revising the employment data for 
·1975; indicates a net growth in labour demand of 180,000 
workers. Similarly Mazur (1979) suggests that even with 
optimisticrproductivity assumptions, the aggregate labour 
demand implications (including casual labour) of the plan 
projections were an increase in labour demand of 7-8% p.a. 
I · ----- 14 
(compared to the MPS projection of 4.1% p.a.) . 
. ·On the supply side the MPS study also makes a 
s~ries·of unsupported assumptions. 'J'he report esl i.ma Lc..:d 
"that t9tal labour supply would be 147,414, a figure which 
.144 
includes an input of some 22,129 Jordanians from institutions 
of higher education abroad. This assumes, optimistically, 
that over half of all students enroled abroad would return 
to work in Jordan. Za~our (1976), in a survey of 'Jordanian' 
'students. and p~ofessionals in the USA has shown that only 
40% would return even if political and economic conditions 
. . d . b t t' "11 15 1mprove su s~an 1a y. Furthermor·e the MJ>S .st11dy 
· a$sumes impl.i.c i tly that all 1 Jordanians 1 study :i.ng · ab r·o<.td 
~ill ~etu~n to the East Bank ·(thus ignoring the fact that 
many originate either from the West Bank or from the 
'Jordanian' .cop~munities already abroad, particularly in the 
: · ·. · Gulf). 
Rathe~ more crucial to.the projection was the 
. . . . . 
(' 
assu~pti6n that during the plan period between 80% and 90% 
of female school leavers would enter the domestic labour 
market. The achievement of the latter would clearly amount 
to little mo~e than a revolution in social attitudes. As 
we hav~ already seen ~s~ction 6.7.5) the labour force 
utilization rate for women aged 15-19 was only 9~7% (in 
1976) and 25.2% for the 20-2~ year old cohort. 
Finally the MPS study (like the USDL ~nd Mazur papers) 
fails to account for the impact of re-introducing military 
r conscr~tion (proposed in 1976) on the supply of manpower / 
\to the ciVilian labour force. The military conscription 
-{law came into operation in January 1978, compelling all 
I I 'Jordanian' males to undertake a minimum of two years 
·military service at the age of eighteen (unless exempted 
16 by higher education commitments). Consc~iption removes 
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17 
·an estimated 3-5,000 males froni the labour supply eaeh year·. 
In later years this withdrawal will be matched by the 
return to civilian life of those completing conscription 
service. However in the initial years of operation such a 
replacement would obviously not occur. 
By understating future ·labour demand and overstating 
futu;re labour supply.the MPS report is able to neatly 
. be1,~ance e1ggregate labour· .requirements and. the planned gr·()wth 
target~. A net ~hortage of only 6,000 workers, primarily 
in skilled ~anual and techni~al categories, was predicted 
(tabie 7 .2). The report concludes that: "Although Jordan 
w~ll still be runriing short of 6,000 workers (in both the 
farm and non-farm sectors) it is believed that this fact 
would not create serious problems. On the contrary, Jordan 
might achieve some labour surpluses at the end of the Plan 
as a result of its social policy. 1118 There seems little 
doubt howeVer. that the growth targets of t~e 1976-80 plan 
were incompatible with the available labour supply over· 
the plan period .. 
7. 3. 3 The real importanc'e of the MPS report lies not in its 
quantitative manpower projections, which are of limited 
value given their extreme sensitivity to unpredictable 
external influences, but in its illustration of government 
attitude~ towa~ds labour outflow and as an indication of 
policy proposals. In the first place it clearly confirms 
Jordan's acceptance of th~ role of regional labour-supplier, 
particularly of skilled and technical manpower. Secondly, 
in its labol!.r supply projections the repor·t ill us L r·a Les 
the administration's belief that a substantial mani.pulaL.ion 
. /' 
of labour supply could be effected in the short term. 
This supply side policy response was constructed around 
two central tenet~: 
v (i) that labour force productivity could be increased 
/ rapidly to counterbalance the absolute loss of manpower; 
./ 
(ii) that remaining shortfalls in labour supply could be 
ameliorated by the promotion of increased labour force 
v / 
participation among women. 
These two elements of !.:,he gover·nmeut 1 .s r·e.c.;pousf: w1;r·1·: 
· predica Led on a greater commi tm(·;nt to voca tiona I. 1:duca L i IJII 
and. training, a commitment which was recognized and 
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. elaborat~d in the development plan .. In the following sectibri 
we will examine the implementation of this policy and assess 
.its achievements over the plan period, considering first 
the labour ~orce participation of women~ and secondly 
progress in the development of vocational education and 
training. Finally; the MPS report is illustrative of the 
data va~uum within which manpower planning and pulley 
formulation occurred. Although recognizing, albeit 
conservativ~ly, broad are~s of expected manpower shortages, 
the MPS fails t~ define such shortages at the occupational 
level in this and in sub~equent reports. It is apparent 
that a more ~omprehensive defdnition of labour shortages 
is an important stage in the efficient disposition of 
limited vocational training resources. The problems of 
defining and monitoring labour shortages will be examined 
later (section 7.6). 
7. 4. Increasing the domestic labour supply: ( i) the 
role·of women 
7:4.1 Despite an absolute increase in the riumber of women 
employed in the non-farm sector (of about 65%) since 1975 
and the professed commitment by the government to attaining 
higher levels of female labour force participation, 
preliminary results from the 1979 enumeration shu\" conLP<H'Y 
trends. The out-of-school participation rate appears tu 
have fallen from th~ recorded 9.5% in 1976 (MPHS) to 7.6% 
in 1979. This decline is repeated in almbst all age cohorts 
a~d is rilearly appa~ent in the target cohorts (20-34) 
{de~tified eariier (see table 7.3). 
Although the decline in participation rates may be 
somewhat exaggerated by the urban bias exhibited in the MPHS 
sample frame, supporting evidence suggests that a real 
de~line in female labour force participation rates has been 
registered. In particular there has been a significant 
g~owth in the rate of une~ployment amongst Jordanian women. 
The 1979 sample results indicate that the unemployment 
rate amongst iordariian women (aged 15 plus) has increased 
to 11.9% f~om its low level of 2.7% in 1976. This recent 
increase in the rate of unemployment is particularly 
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.striking amongst the you~ger cohorts; almost 82% of 
unemployed women ~ere ag~d 15-24 and the unemployment rate 
among.the 15-19 age cohort was 49-5%. It is also important 
·to note that there has been a significant change in the 
educational ~ttainment of the unemployed. During the 
early 1970's the highest rates of unemployment were recorded 
among second~ry school and university gradtiates. By 1979 
this position had been reversed and the highest rates of 
unemployment were found amongst those with le13s than 
secondary school completion. 
It is apparent from the expar.sion in school enr·olments 
(section 6. 7 .. 4) that the number of women becoming available 
; for employment in the fo~mal labo~r market has expanded 
rapidly over the 1975-80 period. ~he numbe~ of warne~ 
. l~~ving the education system in the post~compulsory levels 
h~s increased from under 3,000 in 1975 to over 7,000 in 
. ' ·,' . . ~: 19 s.·o. · However the availability of 'appropriate' jobs for· 
. ) . 
wom{m· has· not. matched this growth in supply. .Wh:i.l.e Lhe mor·e 
highly educated are able to find employment in Lhe public 
~ect6~, for ancinc~easingly large number th~ alternative 
(largely ~ervice or manual)' employment opportunities are 
deemed inappropriate. High initial rates of unemployment 
amdng the 15~19 ·ag~ group (particularly in rural areas 
where the ~upply of· 'appropriate' jobs is ~ost limited and 
female unemployment as high as 29%) subsequently give way 
.to. lower participation rates as discouraged women withdraw 
from the potential labour force and abandon the search 
for employment. 'l'his contention is supported by Lhe l'act 
that over ~2% of ~nemployed women were recorded as first 
time unemployed (compared to 31% of men) which, given 
I 
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their ~ge distribution,is a surrogate measur~ of first-time 
job-seekers. Thus while economic necessity, educational 
attainment and gove~nment encouragement have.led a greater 
number of womeri to seek employment there has not been a 
comprehensive attempt to direct women's employment into 
sectors experiencing labour shortages. Rather, as we saw 
earl~er (section 6.7.5) women's ~mployment has.become 
increasingly coricentrated into a smaller number of 
occupations. As a result the main impact of increasing 
female employment has been to partially ameliorate the 
problems of labou~ turnover in the public sector (due to 
h d 'f h . . . t ) 19 t e strong r1 t ot t e pr1vate sec or . 
Whether or not the government has had any appreciabl~ 
impact in encouraging increased female employment is 
debatable. In· I 977 a Women's Depar·tment was set up i.u l.h1: 
reformed Ministry of Labour for this purpose, huwcve~ 
after only two years it was re-assigned (1979) to the newly 
created Ministry of Social Development. In the latter the 
department's main concern has been with the promotion of 
village societies and the upgrading of the traditional 
handirirafts industry rather than with the promotion of 
women's formal sector ·employment. In the short term at 
least, the department's limited budget and small staff (16) 
preclude any comprehensive attempt to tackle the problems 
of women 1 s recruitment and conditions of emplcyment, 
particularly now that it has been isolated from the Ministry 
.I·.· 
·of Labour. 
Government initiatives_have been primarily directed 
towards removing the b~rriers to women's employment, through 
encouragement rather than legislation. There has been 
, ...... · 
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a programme ~o ericourage employers to provide appropriate 
sanitary facilities together with segregated work and 
rest areas for women. A major campaign has been directed 
at the provision of day nurseries for employees' children. 
The latter has met with little success; the recent VTC 
survey of employers in Amman-Zarka indicated that less than 
2% were providing nurseries. While there is a provision 
in the draft l~bour law to require employers of 30 or more 
women to provide nurseries the Ministry of Labour recogni?.es 
t·hat compulsion may discourage the recruitment of' wom(!n 
(b~cause of added cos~~) rather than enhance their employment~ 
Other proposals in the draft labour law may be similarly 
ambivalent iri their impact, for example the proposed increase 
in maternity leave (from 42 to 49 days) and 1n maternity 
grants (from 50-75% of salary in the preceding three months). 
At the same time a major restriction on women's employment 
in manufacturing e~tablishments, that is their prohibition 
20-f~om night (7 p.m.-6 a.~.) work, is to remain unchanged. 
Finally it is important to consider the opportunities 
fcir w6men in vocational education. It is clear from the 
_Malki s~rve~ that a major problem lies in promoting awareness 
of the VTC apprenticeship ~chemes particularly among women . 
. Over 47% of third year preparatory school girls were unaware 
of the existe~c~ of the VTC programme. Concomitantly 
the choice of vocational options at the secondary school 
level for girls remains narrow and traditionally orientated. 
F~rthe~more, whi1e female enrolments in vocational secondary 
cout·ses increased,.from 1,893 in 1975/6 to 4,189 :in ll)S0/.1, 
their sha r·e of tota.l· female secondal'y enrolments has remained 
low -at 9~S%.in 1980/1 compared to 10.2% in 1975/6 (table 
::- : t i i 
7. 4). 
Although the number of vocational options available 
for girls has been increased from three to five this 
contrasts with_the twenty-one options for boys and continues 
to be dominated by the traditional courses in commerce, 
nursing and so-called 'women's education' (primarily 
sewing clas~es) which accounted for 95.6% of enrolments in 
1980/1. Table 7.5 compares students' preferences for 
secondary education options with actual placements, showing 
that vocational courses were severely under-subscribed 
(for example only 37 students applied in the first instance 
for the 370 places on the secondary nursing programme). 
Tracer studies by the Directorate of Educational Planning 
have shown a poor relationship between vocational courses 
and subsequent occupations adopted by students. 22 
7.4.3 The problems of labour shortage and wage inflation 
identified in the mid-1970's, which acted as a catalyst 
for government policy pronouncements encouraging greater 
participation of Jordanian women in the labour force, have 
not been accompanied by policies to facilitate such an 
increase. In the conte~t of those labour shortages it is 
somewhat ironic that female labour force participation rates 
have actually fallen. Vocational education opportunities 
for women remain traditionally oriented and there has been 
insufficient emphasis on the attitude of employers towards 
female employment. It is apparent that the structure and 
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emphasis of the formal education programme have increasingly 
directed.women into largely clerical and teaching occupations. 
While this has contributed to the relatively large number 
of women professionals, it circumscribes the role of 
education in augmenting the supply of women to skilled and 
·."'. :.·· 
.. ) 
semi-skilled manual occupations in which critical skill 
shortages exist. Thus d~spite labour shortages, inflation 
and growing educational attainment, the government has had 
only limited success in increasing women•s employment, 
indeed it can be argued that the government itself embodies 
many of the barriers and reservations towards increased 
women•~ participation (Layne, 1981). 23 Clearly then 
women have ~ot, and are unlikely to, fill the labour 
sh6rtages pinpointed in the analysis of labour supply and 
24 demand. 
The following section turns to the second major 
element of the gover~ment 1 s manpower policy, that of 
vocational education and training. 
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7.5 Increasing the dome~tic labour. ~upply: (ii) vocational 
education and training 
. 7. 5.1 The period since 197 6 has seen a numbe.r of 
significant innovations in Jordan 1 s vocational education 
and tra{ning system. There has been both an increased 
emphasis on vocational education within the for·mcd 
educ,ation. structure and the. development of a C(mtt·;tJi_zed 
trai~Lng org~nizat~ori to co-ordinate ·and promote informal 
tr~ining ~ci{vitie~. In this section we will briefly 
examine both of these deve·lopments. 
7.5.2 Developments in vocational education. 
The e~pansion of vocational education has, as we 
ha~e see~, been an important aim of the J~rdanian education 
The gross imbGlance between 
~en~ral se~ondary and vocatLonal secondary enrolments was 
highlighted in 1971 by the first World Bank education 
project 1 s appr~is~l report. In 1971/2 vocational secondary 
l,:·. 
.::;'':' 
enrolments accounted for only 9.1% of total secondary 
cycle enrolments. By 1975/6 this had increased to 13.3% 
and the 1975-80 Development Plan foresaw an increase to 
30% by 1980. However this has been far from realised and 
vocational secondary enrolments have increased only 
. 25 margi~ally (to 13.7%) by 1980/81 (table 7.4). There are 
still only 3,000 graduate~ each year from vocational 
secondary education compared to the annual production of 
27,000 academic secondary graduates. Further, the Ministry 
of Education (MOE) budget allocation shows a declining 
commitment to vocational education since.the mid 1970's, 
when it represented 8.6% (1975/6) of recurring costs, to 
only 5.6% in 1980/81. 
Comparison of third year prepar·atory students 
preferences for secondary education options with Ua: actua.l. 
allocation ot pl~ces i~dicates the maintenance of this 
negati...;e attitude towards vocational courses (table 7.5). 
Only 16.5% of students stated a vocational course as their 
first preference. _Furthermore it is apparent that over SO% 
of students:allocated.to the commercial, agricultural and 
postal cour~es as well as to the women's craft institutes, 
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we~e not eriroled in courses of their choice. The implications 
. . . 
-of this.for performa.nce are obvious. It is clear that the 
vocational· o~tiori continu~s to be regarded as ~ second-best· 
~lternative. The second World Bank education project's 
appr~i~al repo~t (1975) conclud~d that: nrn spite of 
. . 
grow~ng shortage~ of sub~pFofessionals and techniciahs 
vocational and technical education have been seriously 
neglected; enrol~ents are still too low and maladjusted to 
manpo~er needs, insufficient efforts have been made to 
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adapt curricula to the changing functi6nal content of 
. . . J. d 1126 
occupat1ons 1n. or an. . 
In the post 1976 period the Ministry of Education 
has adopted a number of innovations designed to improve 
vocational secondary enrolments. In particular the Ministry 
is introducing vocational studies in the compulsory (both 
elementary and preparatory) grades. Two periods of 
practical activities per week have been alloc~ted to the 
curricula of the first four elementary grades (ages 6-9) 
with a full programme of pre-vocational courses for the later· 
elemen.tary and preparatory grades (ages 10-14). The 
aim.of these·courses is to develop a positive attitude 
towards both manual labour and vocational education ft·om 
an early age, thus encouraging a larger· propor·tion of 
preparatory school graduates to opt for vocational secondary 
courses. The results of this programme will of course 
not be visible in the short term. 
. . 
In the meantime the Ministry of Education has been 
expanding and diversifying its 'traditional' vocational 
se~of).dary progra~me with the addition of options fur postal 
t~aining ~nd.hotel management. The target ·of achieving 
30% :~rirolinents in vocational secondary .education is r·<::-
iterated in the 1981-85 plan which provides for· a further 
expansion in vocational education facilities. Twenty-three 
new vocational schools are planned (including 14 for girls). 
The.second innovation designed to overcome traditional 
. . . 
antitathy to. vocational courses, particularly for women, 
is th~ establishment of comprehens~ve secondary schools. 
These offer options in science, literary and technical 
courses within one. institution and al'e designed to enable 
,· ... 
......... 
·. ". 
'.' 
·.·1: 
stud~nts to sample a variety of vocational options. 
However UNESCO have recently (1980) criticised the operation 
of these comprehensive schools which have effectively 
maintained the division between the three streams rather 
tha~ integrating them. 27 Proposed reform~ to re-align 
the comprehensive programme will provide a compulsory core 
of literary, vocational and science courses for all 
st·udents. 
Despite the attention which has been paid to the 
expansion of formal vocational education within the frame-
work of the education system there is some doubt ove1· the 
efficacy· of vocational courses to respond to .the needs of 
the labour market. As we· have already seen the 1 977 'l'r·acer· 
study showed only a lim1ted correlation between such courses 
and ~tudent~ employment. Bukhari's ('1968) examination of 
indust~ial secondary graduates came to similar conclusions; 
the specific skills acquired by graduates were used in 
·employment. by only a minority. Furthermore Bukhari 1 s 
follow-up survey of employers revealed that vocational 
gr~duates required the sa~e on-the-job training as general 
secondary graduates, inde.ed some employer-s wer·e found Lo 
f th l tt b . f t fl 'b'J't lB .pre. er e a er •. ecause o · grea er . ex~ ~ -~ · y. 
In the.abs~nce ~f ~ccurate maripower req~irement 
~ff6recasts and the additiona1 u~known (actor of labour 
eutflows, secondary vocational schools. cannot respond 
·effectively to labour market requirements. The system is 
inflexible (since: enral~ents cannot be manipulated to meet 
short ·term changes in market demand) and tends to ossify 
around specifib courses irrespective of labour market 
condit'ions. Furthermore the str~cture of the formal 
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vocational course· prohibits their use in 'upgrading' schemes 
for currently employed workers. Finally there is no 
guarante~ that graduates ~ill find appropriate employment, 
as shown by the tracer studies. This level of wastage from 
the system ensures a high social cost per graduate. 
7.5.3 The development of vocational training 
The establishment of the Vocational Training 
CQrporation (VTC) in 1976 goes some way to recognizing that 
fbrmal secondary vocational education cannot meet immediate 
labour market demands. Operative from May 1977 the VTC is a 
semi-autonomous organization (attached to the MinisLry uf 
Labour) ~harged ;with the provision ·of non-formal vocational 
e~ucation. · Its aims, set out in the VTC development plan, 
are to: 
(i) respond to· requirements for manpower training at the 
limi{ed skill level through short term trainirig and crash 
rio~rse pr~vision; 
(ii) to improve manpower performance through skill-upgrading 
programmes. 
,'·. 
The VTC catchment· focuses on labour market .. enLr·an ts 
at the preparatory school level, combining on-the-.inh 
training, through its apprenticeship schemes, with formal 
classroom training on a day-release basis over a two to three 
year period. 
The operations of the VTC are closely determined by 
demand from employers. That is, the VTC will not establish 
a particular course unless there is sufficient demand for 
such training by employers. As a result the programme is 
both flexible and·responsive, but it is also dependent.on 
employer awareness, a pPob lem highl igh t.ccl in the 1·ecen t VTC 
survey ( Malki, 19 82) . By focussing on· those who are already 
in employment wastage i~ minimized. 
Iri it5 short oper~ting history the VTC has negotiated 
apprenti~eship cohtracts with an ever increasing number of 
fi~ms and .g~oups of firms, expanding enrolments from 420 
in it.s first full year of operation ( 1978) to almost 1, 600 
in 
. . 29 
1g8z (table. 7.6). The short-term upgr&ding courses 
offer a similar rarige of vocational cour~es as demanded by 
employers . These courses, (150-160 hours) which aim to 
. increase the ~fficiency of employees, have also increased 
their intake s~bstantially. 
The establishment of the V'J'C. has filled a sit!,"rLi. l'ic:anL 
. gap in Jordan's manpower training efforts by providing·a 
mechanism for responding directly to employers' needs. In 
doing so it also provides an indication of extant manpower 
shortages. In the following section we consider the problem 
of identifying scarce skills in more detail. 
7;6 Identifying scarce skills 
7.6~1 As we have already seen, labour shortages have been 
~e~ognized_by government planners as a serious impediment 
to the execution ·of developm~nt pr·oj ec ts fl"'orn Lhe ca r·l.y 
. . 
1970'~. Despite this recognition there has been no systematic 
atte~pt to monitor the le~el of skill outflow nor, until 
re~e~tli, to id~ntify manpower shortages in any detail. 
~ Both the 1976-80 and 1981-85 manpower plans recognize that 
'shortages are most likely to occur in the sub-p~ofessional, 
1techni6al and skilied ~anual sectors but do not detail 
\occupation-specific shortages. Policy decisions regarding 
~=-------c--.::~.-::~-
both vacationed education and tr'aining cannot hop(! Lo be 
----=--------------~-
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The ident:i. l."ication of sl<.iJ .J. scar·city 
~-------------------------
effecL.i.ve i.n this vacuum. 
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must therefor~ be piecemeal. Currently there are three ~ 
sources with which such identification can proceed, none 
is particularly satisfactory. 
7.6.2 Iri 1979 the VTC completed a survey of manpower 
requirements which represents an important attempt to 
. . . 30 
establ1sh labour shortages. The survey, conducted over 
the year April 1977-78, contacted some 1,500 iudustrial 
establishments in all five governorates. Employers wer·e 
requested to evaluate their manpower training r·vquir·enu::nL.':'i 
for the 1979-81 period in some fifty specified occupaLional. 
categories-,- under eight major headings. There are c:.Lear·ly 
a number of limitations w~th such an approach, firstly it 
was restricted to the industrial sector (on which VTC 
efforts focus), and within that sector only the larger 
(more than 5 employees) establishments were contacted. The 
1975 Labour Force census (which itself under-enumerated 
small employers) records that over 60% of manufacturing 
establishments had less than five employees. As a n;sulL Lhe 
su~vey does not present an ac~urate assessment of manpo~er· 
requirements in this sector, particularlY in construction 
~~ere-small sub-contractors predominate. Furthermore the 
specified occupations are restricted to lesser manual skills, 
which the VTC caters for~ it does not inclu4e skilled office 
or techni~al occupations. Finally, there are of course 
proble~s in relying on emplo~ers 'expected requirements' 
and a static survey,can only be of limited use in monitoring 
skill scarcity (by providing an initial indication of areas 
of shor·tagt:~). The impol'tance of the VTC survey lies not 
so much :in its specific results as in the recot;:;nition of 
the need for such data. Despite these drawbacks the survey 
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is a useful starting point in identifying the areas, 
it not the size, of skill scarcity in the industrial sector. 
The. preliminary results ·of this sur·vey \..:ombined 
with an estimate of VTC output under its current capacity, 
indicate the ~cale of shortfall in training facilities 
(table 7.7). The most significant areas of shortfall 
· ~dentified are in machine operatives and supervisory staff, 
metal workers and auto-mechani~s. This is similarly the 
case in the demand for upgrading courses. Smaller deficits 
in carpentry, electrical, general mechanical, plumbing and 
heating skills reflect, tb some exten~ the predominance 
of small sub-contractors in these fields. 
7.6.3 A second indication of areas of skili scarcity can be 
obta~ned by examining the enrolment on courses provided by 
the VTC since these reflect dir·ect employer demand. /\gain 
however this data suffers frqm similar problems; in particular 
it relies on employer awareness of the VTC'~ capability. 
·The rapid ~xpansion in the latter's coverage will make this 
an. increasingly important source of data on skill scarcity. 
Appendix IV. lists apprenticeship courses demanded by employers 
(a~d i~plemented by the VTC) since 1977. According to this 
data the major skill sho~tages a~e in terms of electricians, 
~e~hanic~ (particqlarly auto-mechanics), welders and other 
. . 
~etal workers, central heating and air conditioning 
technicians. A similar pattern of demand is apparent among 
.the up-grading courses. 
7.~.4 The third source of data by which manpower shortages 
may be identified is the Ministry of Labour's record of job 
vacancies. In October 1982 the Amman Emplorment Office began 
to request that employers supply them with data regarding 
_.,., 
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.vacancies and salary levels. This appears to be a local 
initiative which is not repeated ·at all the employment 
offices. T~e data collection is at present piecemeal; 
the request ~or such data is invariabli made only when a 
·.company or individual ~pplies for work permits to hire non-
Jordanian wor~ers {see chapter 8). The aim of the employment 
office in this reg~rd is not data collection as such but a 
greater structuration of th~ labour ~arket, in particular 
to proviqe an increasingly formal procedure for recruitment 
~nd for job-search practices. The collection and 
dissemination of v~cancy data by the employ~ent office will, 
in the long run, encourage the unemployed and first time job 
seekers, to register at the employment office. 
At present the collation of vacancy data is almost 
random, requests have not been sent out systematically and 
there is no programme for regular follow-up. Furthermore 
the ~mployment office is not necessarily notified when 
vacancies are filled nor indeed when new vacancies arise. 
Equally important is the· variation in data quality received 
~~bw diffe~ent employers. Data is often not occupationally 
specific, making r~ference instead to broad occupational 
groups, ·such as: 'construction workers' or 'labourers' . 
Alternatively occupations are ~pecified but without any 
in~i~ation of. the number of vacancies which exist. In many 
.cases there is simply no reply to the request since employers 
·are·wary of.MOL intentions. 31 The latter is also evident 
~ith regard to stated sa~ary levels, these are often put 
at very low levels in order to discourage prospective 
Jordanian employees and ensure the unhindered recruitment 
of non-Jordanian manpower (see chapter 8). Despite these 
drawb~cks it must,.be recalled that this exercise has only 
recently been implemented and will undoubtedly gain 
momentum ~ith ~i~~. It is apparent that the MOL recognizes 
the need to formalise labour market processes and this 
initiative may provide the basis for a more comprehensive 
data collection framework. 
Vacancies.recorded in replies to the Amman Employment 
Office over· the period October 1982 to january 1983 have 
been tabulated by the author and are presented in appendix V. 
The latier consolidates the repli~s fr~m more than 200 I . . . , 
employers, specifying 64 occupations and 1,080 job vacancies. 
Tlie importanc~ of the vacancy data is that it covers a much 
broader range of employers in terms of both establishment 
size ~nd occupational requirements than the two VTC sources. 
Indeed the ~es~Jts show a lar~e number of vacancies in those 
construction sector occupations which we suggested earlier 
had .been. omitted from the VTC study. Furtherrr.ore this data 
. . . 
· reveals a considerable number :of vacancies in relatively 
. . 
unskilied occupations~ p~~ticularly in the service sector 
. in which very.low ~age rates were .. being off¢red . 
. 7.6.5 In thi~ s~ction we have identified three sources of 
information on labour shortag~s iri Jordan and outlined the 
li~itations of. those ~ources. Although skilled labour 
~hortages.have beeQ yecogniz~d as a significant constraint 
. . . 
on the Jordanian labo~r market since the mid-1970's, hitherto 
the~~ has been·rio attempt to me~~ure such shortages in 
detail. Clearly improvements in the.identification, 
cpnsolidati6ri and co-ordination of such data is an essential 
pre-requisite to sound manpower planning and tne elaboration 
of training priorities. this is a problem to w~ich we will 
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returri in our concluding chapter (10) below. 
7.7 Concl~sion: labour market management under condi~ions 
of enhanced uncert~inty 
7•7.1 The rapid growth in emigration.for employment from 
Jordan in.the early 1970's had a substantial impa~t on the 
~ 
availability of manpower in the domestic labour market. 
Between 1972 and 1975 the focus of labour market management 
changed.dramatically from ameliorating unemployment to 
coping with skill scarcity. By 1976 the Jordanian labour 
market was characterized by rapid labour force turnover and 
shortages at almost all skill levels, as evidenced by the 
rate of wage inflation and the increased repor·tiug· of job 
vacancies. 
Although establishin~ the ~ocially optimar level. uf 
·emigration (at which the ma~ginal increase in ~orkers 1 
remi~tarices equals the ~arginal cost in human capital 
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investment) is impossible in practice, indirect evidence, such 
as the Jordanian calls for an international labour 
cbmpensatory facility (ILCF), implies that labour emigration 
had ~x~eeded that theoretical thresho1d. In r·esponse Lhe 
government Is manpower opti'ons wer-·e severely t:onsLt·;ti ued hy 
Jordan 1 s polltical economy and histor·y. Given these 
constrain·ts ·the Jordanian response has been largely confined 
to enhancing the quality and quantity of labour available 
(both domestically and internatiqnally)~ 
This considered commitment to the international labour 
market has added an additional variable of unknown dimension 
' . . . 
into labour market management. This is made clear by the 
superficiality of manp?~er analyses p~esented in success.ive. 
development plans, despite the f!Xistt-~nce of' a ;-iJH~C j al j S(:d 
Manpower Planning section within the N PC sinc.e 1969. 3 2 
Furthermore there appears to have been little attempt at 
·integrating manpower requirements and over-all planning. 
Thus crude estimates of labour market demand are made without 
realistic p~ovision for meeting those requirements. 
The governmeht's pronouncement ·that labour shortages 
could be overcome by greater. emphasis on vocational education 
and the increased. labour force pa~ticipation of women was 
in reality more a Thetorical commitment to allay the fears 
of potential (foreign) investors than a practical policy 
outline. Indeed the ILO's manpower strategy study fur 
Jordan (1977} sugge~ts that a primary role of the MI'S was 
not manpower. planning as· such but rather to: n •••. devise 
sometimes excessively ambitious wa~s to provide the 
manpbwer needed to implement projerits. MPS efforts have 
largely been to provide suppqrt for projects (and the 
foreign aid sought for them) and to avoid the embarrassment 
of the acknowledgement of manpower shortfal:i.s. " 33 
Ov~r the five year period 1976-80 the expansion of 
. . .. 
vocational education within the formal educaticn system ha.s 
·proved elusive. Moreover ~ocational secondary education 
appear~, in its .cu~rent for~ to be ~11-suited in meeting 
labour 111arket .requirement:s. Although the VTC programme of 
apPrenticeship training and skill up-grading appears much 
J110re responsive to those needs, it remains on u limited 
scale. The expansion of that programme is clea.':"ly justified 
given the c4~n~ing nature of the demand fqr Jordanians abroad 
(see chapter 5) and the countr~'s unfavourable natural 
reso~rce endowment. In additiort the government's commitment 
to increase the total labour supply, through greater femaJc 
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pa~tic{pation has been equally difficult to ac~ieve. 
Ironicalli, the rate of labour force participation among 
Jordani~n women may be declining be~ause of an intensified 
focus on teaching and cleri~al occupations. The role of 
women in ameliorating labour shortages engendered by labour 
emigratiori has been limited. 
I~ the short term the gove~nment's labour supply 
policy has met with little success and the only practical 
solution to the problems of labour shortage remains the 
importation of im~igrant workers from abroad. Jordanian 
(and non-Jordanian) employers have resorted to this 
extensively. Aith~ugh such a policy was foren~en in the 
1976-80 Five Year Plan as occurring on a limited and strictly 
controlled scale; the reality, which we examine in·the 
following_two chapters .(8 and 9) has been far from orderly. 
Birk~ and Sinclair (1980) suggested that exterisive 
vertical (occupational) mobility within the Jordanian 
labour· market had reduced· the impact of laboUI· emigration on 
. 34 
skil1 scarcity in Jordan. . However the evidence presented 
here of labour shortages at various occupational and skill 
leyels, and of growing unemployment among Jordanians suggests 
that there are. limits to that mobility. Earlier {section 
7.4) we examine~ the recent rise iQ unemploym~nt among 
Jordani~n. females. Preliminary data from the 1979 enumeration 
also indicates· an· unexpected rise .in the rate of uncmp.loyment 
among J ordan.j.an males (to. 8. 9%). 3 S. As in the MPHS ser·ies u·f 
th~ early and mid-1970's {see table 7.8) unemployment was 
most marked among the younger age cohorts (1S-i4). While 
34% of unempioyed males were first-time job-seekers that 
prop~rtion ri~es to over so% of unemployed males aged 15-24 
(com~ared to only 7% in the.age groups over 35}. Again 
then there is evidence of 'frictional' unemployment, in 
other respects however the unemployment of the late 1970's 
diffe~from that of the earlier period. The highest rates 
of unemployment are now among those with less than secondary 
school completion ·(see table 7.9). The latter account for 
more than 78% of unemployed Jordanian males. The coexistence 
of labour shortages and increasing unemployment may be 
explained firstly in terms of the rapid increase in school 
enrolments over the last ten years (section 6.7.4 above). 
As a result of this expansion the disadvantaged have fewer 
opportunities on the domestic labour market. In the mid 
1970's the international labour market provided a major 
outlet for unskilled Jordanians,however as we saw earlier 
! (chapters 3 and 5 ), the international opportunities for 
\unskilled Jordanians are increasingly reduced. Secondly 
howeve~ the growth in domestic male unem~loyment is an 
outcome of Jordan's ready access to an elastic sup~ly !Jf foreign 
labo"ur during the mic.l-1970 1 s, a. contention we <.;onsider· 
furthe~ i~ the.following chapter (8).36 
7.7.2 The limitations of manpower planning in Jordan and 
th~ sensitivi~y of those projecti6ns to changes in the 
jnternational lab~u~ market, are further emphasised by the 
current· m~npower assessmept for 1981-85. Th~ latter projects 
an increase in total employment from 470,000 to 668,000 by 
1985.37 As in the 1976 manpower plan however a number of 
implausible assumptions have been made while domestic and 
1nternational labour market signals are ignored .. Tn the 
first place an optimistic pr·o;jection of annt.ta.l. GDP gr·owLh 
(11% p.a. ~t factor cost) and in productivity (3.6% p.a.) 
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which do not correspond to the historic rates achieved during 
1976-80 (when GDP _increased at 8.5% p.a. and producitivity 
~t 2.i%). Secondl~ labour supply assumptions are again 
complicated by uncertaint~ in the level of manpower outflow; 
a.constant net outflow from the East Bank 6f 9-12,000 p.a. 
is assumed. By ignoring base year unemploymc~t and 
assuming high rates of GDP growth and net labour outflow, 
the plan as~umptions are all stro~gly biased towards a 
. domes;tic labour shortage, ·estimated at 57,000 by 1985. 
In a notable policy re-alignment it is argued that this 
deficit must be filled by the use of immigrant labour in the 
short term. 
If domestic l~bour supply. is re-calcul3ted, allowing 
for lower rates of labour emigration (as shown in chapter 3 
above) arid for d~I)lestic unemployment, but retaining the 
growth a~d output assumptions of the plan, then there would 
be a d~mestic labour ~urplus of over 10,000 b~ 1985. However 
if GDP growth is at its .historic rate that SUI'plus would 
rise to 85,000 and to 110,000 if lab6ur emigration continues 
at its 1982 level: Any signi~icant increa~e i~ return 
migration would aggravate this scenario further. Thus if 
Jordan cannot achieve the high growth targeis she has set 
herself, and if the demand for Jordanian workers abroad 
continues to di~inish, then there could be a rapid return 
to the problems of labour surplus experienced in.the late 
1960's and eariy 1970's, ~6mplicated b~ the pr~sence of a 
·large immi.grant workforce. 
:· ~ .. 
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Table 7.1 
Job vacancies advertised in the 'Jordanian press 197 4-76 by occupation' and location 
Occupation Internal Abroad Total % .distribution 
Technicians 792 913 1705 13.9 
Engineers 652 954 1606 13.2 
Unskilled manual 
. workers 1079' 469 1548 12.7 
Mecha.nics 534 490 1024 8.4 
'Administratiye 
officials 379 413 792 6.5 
Draughtsman 316 377 693 5.7 
Accountant-s 359 328 687 5.6 
Tawjihi1~ 417 249 666 5.5 
Electricians 411 244 655 5.4 
Secretary/typist 491 152 643 5.3 
Teacher 243 367 610 5.0 
Construction 
labourer 283 230 513 4.2 
Carpen·cers :242 128 370 3.0 
E1dckE::miths 177 1.31 308 2.5 
Physician (M.D.) 42 188 230 1.9 
Pharmacist 33 112 145 1 . 2 
Total 6,450 5,745 12,195 100.0 
1974 1,444 1,509 2,953 
1975 2,635 2,295 4,930 
1976 2,371 1,941 4,312 
Source: Collated from data in MPS (1977) 'An analysis·of job vacancies w 
advertised in local newspapers between 1974 and 1976 I • (Arabic). '-.] 
* Note that no occupations are specified here, simply the education level of 
Table 7. 2 
Manpower demand and supply projections 1976-80 
/ 
Occupational Total Projected % % total Residual Additional Net surplus 
Category expected net distribution supply in domestic demand~:- and shortage 
supply outflow of outflow outflow supply 
A-1 5,500 2,440 5-5 44-4 3,060 1,780 +1,280 
A-2 21,296 9,811 27.2 46.1 11,485 7;426 +4,059 
B 22,956 12,767 28·. 8 55.6 10,189 11,528 
-1,339 
C-1 45·,518 7,393 16.7 16.2 38,125 17,251 +20,874 
C-2 9,390 4,243 9.6 45.2 5,147 23,969 -18,822 
D 42,754 .7,590 17.2 17.7 35,164 24,694 +10,470 
Total 147,414 44,244 100.0 100.0 103,170 86,648. 
Sm:urce: MPS ( 1976) 'Labour Force ln Jordan' . (various tables) 
* Note that 'additional demand' refers to non-farm employment only, total additional demand is 109,267. 
( +) 
(-) 
w 
-...J 
N 
373 
Table 7.3 
Participation rates (%) for out-of-school females, 1976 and 
1979 
Age group 1976 1979 I I 
15-19 9.6 7.4 
20-24 25.1 17. 1 
25-29 18.2 14. 1 
30-34 8.6 7.4 
35-39 4.4 4.6 
40-44 3.6 3.5 
45-49 2.3 2.9 
50-54 1.7 0.9 
55-59 1.5 1.4 
60-64 1.1 1.2 
65+ 0.6 0.7 
Total 9.5 7.6 
Source: Dat~ for 1976 are derived from the 1976 MPHS, 
tables 1 and 5; 1979 data is taken from unpubli~hed 
preliminary tables of the 2.1% sample of the 1979 
census. 
Table 7.4 
Proportion of secondary school enrolment in general and vocational sections by 
sex, 1971/2-1980/1 
Year % in General Secondary % in Vocational Seco.ndary Male Female Male· Female Total 
1971/2 90.3 92.1 9.7 7.9 9. 1 
197 2/3 89:1 91.0 10.9 9.0 10.3 
197 3/4. 87.5 90.4 12.5 9.6 11.5 
1974/S 85.7 89.6 14.3 10.4 12.9 
1975/6 84.8 89.8 15.2 10.2 13. 3 
1976/7 85.3 91.1 14.7 8.9 12.4 
1977/8 -86.0 89.9 14.0 10. 1 12.4 
1978/9 87.4 90.8 12.6 9.2 11 . 2 
1979/80 83.0 91.5 .17. 0 8.5 11.0 
1·980/ 81 83.0 90.5 17.0 9 .·s 13. 7 
Source: derived from MOE (annual) Statistical Education Yearbook. Various tables. 
Table 7.5 
Compari~on of student co~rse preferences and actual allocations 1979/80 
Male Female 
Schbol/course Preference Allocation Preference Allocation 
General ·Secondary 16,445 15,886 16,680 13,815 
~ 
...--Industrial Secondary 4,636 1., 050 
Commercial Secondary 236 930 442 815 
Agricultural Secondary 111 200 
Postal Secondary 27 80 33 40 
Trade Tr.;tining 743 845 
Women's Craft 214 500 
Nurs·ing 59 370 
--
Total 22,198 19,991 17,428 15,540 
Source: UNESCO (1980) 'Education and training for manpower development 1 • p. 12. 
Year 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
19·82 
Source: 
Table 7.6 
VTC apprenticeships and up-grading course enrolments 1977-82 
2-3 year apprenticeships 150-160 hour up-grading courses 
Enrolment No. of contracts Enrolment ·No. of courses 
156 
438 
450 
679 
832 
1,599 
VTC (annual) 
(Arabic) . 
5 155 
15 204 
17 259 
31 289 
39 865 
54 761 
'Report of the Vocational Training Corporation'. 
----~~.-:._..... "~--=-~CJD"...._.-__ ,._..., ___ _,_, ~- -=== 
9 
16 
20 
22 
27 
33 
Various tables 
Table 7.7 
Training requirements by broad occupational groups, 1979-81 
Requirements 
Occupation Group 6f current 
establishments 
Electrical 856 
Auto-mechanic 1,796 
General mechanic 605 
Metalworker 2,581 
Woodwork 484 
Construction 
labour 539 
Plumbing and 
heating 443 
Machine 
operators 3,501 
Total 10,805 
Requirements for 
planned 
expansion 
44 
33 
256 
138 
252 
314 
1,037 
Available 
supply from 
VTC 
280 
220 
15 
242 
139 
86 
257 
1,239 
Source: VTC (1979) 'Manpower study of industrial establishments 
Deficit 
in 
apprenticeships 
620 
1,576 
623 
2,595 
483 
705 
i86 
3,815 
10,b03 
Upgrading to 
1 skilled 1 · 
requirement 
574 
1,103 
251 
1,077 
270 
393 
106 
382 
4,156 
Upgrading to 
'craftsman' 
requirement 
222 
322 
96 
355 
109 
21 
98 
1,223 
in Jordan 1 • Various tables. (Arabic). 
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Age group 
15-19 
20-24 
25"-29 
30-34 
35-39 
40-44·. ,. 
4.,5-49 
50-54:·: 
5 5·-=>s9 . 
60-64 
65+ 
:~ .. ·~,~6;?~~~.,: :. 
.. :"'~. '"'J I '. :. .. Table 7.8 
Une.mploynient by age group (15+) in 
.. · .
'. 
: ~ "'-
·' 
-· 
% total unemployment 
1972 1974 1976 1979 
18.9 19.7 21.7 35.7 
46.2 40.5 37.7 19.9 
13.6 18.2 13. 5 6.4 
6.1 6.1 7.3 4-3 
3. 7 4-4 4.2 4-5 
5;0 4.2 5.6 4-3 
J. 7 2. 7 3. 7 4-5 
·'_ -1.4 
- ,_ 2.7 2. 8 4.9 
.. 1.0 0.6 2.-3 6.0 ... ' 
., 
.. 
o.s :· <· 0'.3 1 . 1 4.0 
" .. 
- 0.2 S.b 
., 
" 
. : , .. 
•. 
1972, 1974, 1976 and 1979 
Unemployment rate 
1972 1974 1976 
5.9 4. 1 3.4 
8.4 5.6 3. 7 
2.4 2.4 1.4 
1.4 1.0 0.9 
0.8 0.8 0.6 
1. 4 0.9 0.8 
1.3 0.7 0.7 
0.7 1.0 0.7 
0.9 0.4 1 . 1 
0.3 0.6 0.7 
0. 1 
(%) 
1979 
27.7 
10.2 
4.4 
3. 1 
3.5 
3.9 
5.2 
7-4 
14.3 
13.2 
20.6 
Source: Data for 1972; 1~7~ and 1976 are derived from the Department of Statistics', 
MPHS serie~ (va~io~s tables); data for 1979 (Jordanians only) was taken from 
unpublished tabie~~of the 2.1% sample from the 1979 census. 
w 
'-I 
co 
Table 7.9 
Distribution (%) and rate (%) of unemployment by educational attainment, 1972, 1974, 1976 and 1979 
Educational 
attainment 1972 1974 1976 1979 
less than primary 11.6 15.2 12.0 43.1 
(rate in parenthesis) (0.7) (0.8) (0.6) (9.8) 
Primary 20.1 21.1 26.3 22.7 
( 1. 9) ( 1. 6) ( 1. 3) ( 8. 4) 
Preparatory 9.5 8.5 1 1 . 2 13.0 
( 3. 9) ( 2 . 5 ) ( 2. 4) ( 9. 8) 
Secondary 35-5 39.1 31.6 13. 8. ( 7 . 3 ) (6.3) ( 3. 5) (i2.4) 
Post-secondary 6.0 4.9 5.9 3.2 
( 6 . 9 ) (4.0) ( 2 . 3 ) (4.7) 
University 16.6 1 1 . 2 12.3 4.2 
(E.4) (4.5) ( 3. 1 ) (6.J) 
Source: As table 7.8 
Note that totals may not sum to 100 due to rounding. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
JORDAN AS A LABOUR IMPORTER: THE .GROWTH IN IMMIGRANT EMPLOYMENT 
8.1 Preface 
8.1.1 The contention that international labour exports can 
stimulate secondary, internal, population migration is 
familiar. Thus, for example, Paine (1974) and Abadan-Unat 
(1976) identify a elose relationship between labour migration 
to Western Europe and internal population re-distribution 
in Turkey. 1 · Similarly Findlay and Findlay (1982) consider 
the repercussions of changes in international labour flows 
2 
on patterns of internal migration in the Maghreb. 
The hypothesis that a similar hierarchy of labour 
flows may exist on an international scale, ·has received 
negligibl~ attention. In this chapter we will explore this 
question further; that is, to what extent does primary 
international labour emigration (as discussed in part II 
above) act as a catalyst for further international labour 
flows into the original labour exporting economy? 
8.2' Introduction: some preliminary notions of 'replacement' 
migration 
8.2~1 A number of ~riters) particularly those concerned 
with international labour migration in its European context, 
have identified this phenomenon .. ~As earl~ as 1973 the ILO, 
in its Second European Regional Conference, alluded to 
labour·imports by traditionally labour exporting economies.3 
A finding which led Salt and Clout (1976) to suggest, rather 
prematurely, an incipient second stage in the development of 
Europeari labour migration patterns.4 BBhning (1975) 
suggested that such immigration was a necessary adjunct to 
the indigenous population's increasing ''· .. ·reluctance to 
take up arduous and unpleasant jobs ... " 5 That is, such 
immigrants were performing a similar ~ole to deparLed 
nationals working abroad. ·On this basis Bohning questioned 
the validity of assumptions regarding perfect mobility and 
inter-changeability among the unskilled labour cohorts of 
'traditional' labour-exporting economies. 
By the mid-1970's such secondary labour flows were 
affecting all the major Mediterranean basin labour-suppliers. 
Baucic (1972) notes an inflow of service se8tor workers from 
Poland and Czechoslovakia into Yugoslavia; Poj.nard (1972) 
and Stahl (1979) comment on labour inflows from Capo Verde to 
Portugal; Thompson ( 197 8) discusses the ef feeL.<,; of em i gr·a Lion 
from Corsica and concomitant inflbws of foreign workers 
from the Maghreb and the Mezzogiorno; Papademetriou (1979) 
identifies selective labour shortages in Greece from the 
m~d-1960 1 s and suggests that by 1973 some 40,000 immigrants, 
'\ 
primarily from Egypt, Sudan, Somalia and Ethiopia, were in 
active employment; Caldo (1975) and Taamallah (1981) examine 
Tunisian immigrant workers in Sicily and Federici (1979) 
considers for~ign labour migration into mainland Italy; 
Findlay et al. (1979) suggest that up to 80,000 Moroccans have 
been clandestinely employed in Spain and that such immigrants 
II 
·have taken up positions released by Spaniards who 
themselves have migrated to France in search of more lucrative 
6 
employment."· 
8.2 .. 2 Nevertheless the labour market impact of such inflows 
has been largely ignored or seen as insignifiGant, presumably 
because ~f their small volume (and frequently short duration) 
relative to the scale of primary labour emigration. In 
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1972-73 labour inflows accounted for only 10-15% of primary 
labour emigration from the major sending countries. 
Bohning (1975) saw no need to revise his conclusion that: 
II the continuation .. ~of the unemployment situation in 
most sending countries would appear to mak~ unskilled 
emigration a .. desirable long term strategy. 11 7 
Although these studies have recognized the occurrence 
of 'secondary' labour inflows such comments have been 
predominantly subordinate to their main concern and almost 
entirely divorced from general theoretical notions regarding 
the structure and functioning of internaticnal labour markets. 
Neither has there been any concern with the inplications of 
such movements for the domestic labour markets of the t·ecei ving 
(or sending) countries. 
The postulated development of a 'second stage' in 
European labour migration has remained largely dormant. The 
imposition of restrictiv-e immigration policies from 1973-74 
following the onset of economic recession has increasingly 
directed attention to the problems of second g~neration 
immigrants and to the patterns and implications of return 
migration. Additionally the largely clandestine nature of 
secondary labour inflows has preve~ted their ~ccurate 
representation in official statistics. 8 
8.2.3 In the 1Arab region however the massive upsurge 1n 
primary labour flows during the mid and later 1970's has 
stimulated a similar inflow of labour into certain labour 
'exporting' count~ies. ·Birks and Sinclair (1980a) have 
outlined the movement of 'replacement' manpower into Jordan, 
the Yemen Arab Republic and Oman during the late 1970's. 
They present the first attempt to explain suet labour inflows 
into labour .'exporting' economies within a generalised 
model of the international labour market which recognizes 
that the traditional labour-sender/receiver dichotomy is 
inadequate. 
Birks and Sinclair identify a "· .. spontaneous 
movement of labour ... · 11 which they characterise as 
'r~placement migration'. ·This is formally defined as 
''· .. the filling of a vacancy created by the movement of a 
migrant who has left his country for a job opportunity abroad 
by·the ·immigration of a national of another country. ·This 
latter person is called a replacement miirant'' (emphasis 
added. ) 9 
The essential feature of this process is the initial 
emigration of elements of the domestic labour supply, a 
movement which we have characterised earlier as pr-ima r·y 
labour emigration. This withdrawal increases labour demand 
within the primary labour-exporting economy, a demand which 
is additionally fuelled by the investment of cemittances, 
particularly in the private construction sector. Rising 
wage rates, stemming f_rom the growing labour .supply/demand 
imbalance and the inflationary impact of remittances, are 
seen to attract the so-~alled 'replacem~nt' migrants. 
In sum we have a spontaneous movement of labour caused 
simplj by the replacement of already departed nationals by 
the inflow of immigrant workers attracted by rising wage 
rates. In effect this labour inflow maintains, but does 
not change, the total labour supply available to the 
economy. As a result it is postulated that real wage rates 
will stabilise or even fall. 
Replacement migration appears to be an anomaly in the 
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pattern of international labour flows. Why, if overt 
labour shortages and increasing wage rates encourage 
'replacement' inflows, has such 'replacemeDt' manpower not 
migrated directly to the primary labour markets (that is 
the capital-rich states) where rewards are significantly 
higher? 
In order to expla~n this apparent discrepancy the 
author's invoke the 'selectivity' of international migration, 
that is they seek an explanation couched in terms of the 
characteristics of the migrants and the demands of the 
labour-importers. Labour demand in the Arabian Periinsula is, 
they suggest, in the.first instance for Jordanians (rather 
than say Egyptians) because of their assumed higher marginal 
productivity. Thus not only is international labour 
migration selective from within the domestic labour market 
of the labour-supplier but it also selects between di f fe•·en t 
national labour markets, that is there is a perceived 
hierarchy of labour- exporters. ·It is the rejection of 
certain groups by the primary labour market which leaves them 
available for less rewarding secondary destinations. 
F1nally it is argued that although accepting 
replacement migrants involves some social costs (because 
of their lower marginal product and added social overhead 
costs), it does enable the primary labour-exporter to 
overcome absolute manpower shortages and thereby t~ maintain 
the development momentum, albeit at a slower pace. 
8.3 Case studies of· 'replacement' migratio~ 
8.3.1 A number of recent studies {Abdalla Ali, 1980; 
Seccombe, 1981; Caldo, 1982; Kofman, 1983) have ~xamined, 
either directly or indirect~y, the characteristics and 
role of immigrant workers in traditionally lahour-exporting 
states. The following section will outline the findings 
of these case studies and consider their implications for 
the concept of 'replacement' migration as detailed by 
Birks and Sinclair: 
8.3.2 Abdalla Ali (1980) examines the demographic and 
socio-economic characteris~ics of a small sam~le (250) of 
Sudanese immigrant workers in Sana'a {Yemen Arab Republic). 10 
He attributes the primary motive for such migration (wl1ich 
dates from 1978) not to conditions within the ·remeni labour 
market, but to the tightening of immigration regulations in 
Saudi Arabia and the Gulf labour markets. Ali's observations 
led him to conclude that it was ''·. ~ only when Sudanese 
found it difficult to enter the oil-rich Arab countries 
did they attempt to drift into the YAR.'' The latter may 
serve as an alternative destination to the primary labour 
markets 6f the oil-rich states, or act as an indirect route 
of entry to that labour market across the laraely unmarked 
Saudi-YAR frontier. 11 
A high proportion (46%) of the sample were residing 
in YAR illegally, indeed one may suspect that the overall 
figure would be greater than this since a fnrther so% of 
the distributed questionnaires were not ret~rned. Although 
Ali terms this 'replacement' labour migration, the idea of 
replacement as conceptualised by Birks and Si11clair is 
not confirmed. A large majority of tbe sample (68%) 
reported that employment ~as difficult to find and frequently 
temporary in nature. Indeed some 27% claimed that 
obtaining employment had been their major p~oblem whilst 
in YAR. It is apparent that in many cases this arose 
because Sudanese immigrants (who were predominantly 
unskilled labour from Central and Western Suean) were 
competing with, rather than replacing, Yemeni labour. 12 
The survey also casts some doubt on the idea that 
'replacement' immigration is spontaneous. Although Ali 
suggests that the labour market for Sudanese immigrants 
was highly disorganised, some 18% had privdte contracts 
with Yemeni businessmen arranged in the Sudan and a further 
5% were recruited via the Sudanese labour off1ce in Khartoum. 
The majority however had secured employment through personal 
relations in the YAR. 
8.3.3 The second case study (Seccomb~, 1981) .provides a 
preliminary account of Egyptian immigration into the East 
Jordan Valley. 1 3 Although this will be tr-eated in depLh 
later (chapter 9) two important points can u.sefu..l l.y be 
noted at this stage. Firstly, as in Ali's study, immigrants 
were shown to be conceritrated in largely unstable or casual 
employment and secondly, to be employed at wage rates 
lower than those of nationals working in t~e same sector: 
This finding would dispute the role assigned to rising 
wage rates in the attraction of 'replacement' labour. 
8.3:4 Although Kofman (1982) is only indirec~ly concerned 
with immigrant labour she identified a similar disparity 
between the sectors of immigrant employment and of domestic 
labour outflow. 14 The development of viticulture and 
tourism were seen to have generated only shor~ term seasonal 
employment opportunities and have not stemmed the continued 
emigration of Corsican nationals and a growing reliance on 
immigrant labour. By 1979 Corsica had the highest rate of 
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employment of foreign workers in France. 15 Kofman relates 
the development of new employment opportunities to an influx 
of capital with the French repatriates from the Maghreb 
during the period 1962-66. The settlement of an estimated 
15,000 repatriates in Corsica provides an important link 
in the later introduction of Maghrebin labour to the island. 
Again then 'replacement' migration is neither entirely 
spontaneous nor is it directed simply to sectors of 
indigenous labour outflow. 
8.3.5 Finally, Caldo (1982) describes the socio-economic 
characteristics of Tunisian and Eritrean immit?:rant workers 
in Sicily and examines their impact on the local labour 
16 
market. An initially restricted occupational distribution 
was later replaced by a more generalised inflow of unskilled 
labour, dominated by marginal occupations o~fering only 
seasonal or casual employment. Caldo shows that the origins 
of Tunisian immigration began in 1968 when the Bellce 
earthquake had stimulated an exodus from the Trapani region. 
Tunisians were recruited by landowners to replace their 
former day labourers and sharecroppers. 17 However, Caldo 
regards the subsequent diversification of tlt~ir employment 
structure as a mechanism used by employers to avoid increased 
investment in fixed capital assets. ·Furthermore, Caldo has 
shown that the inflow of immigrant labour continued to 
expand during the late 1970's despite the recession in the 
local economy and the growth in return migration .. 
This continued growth in labour inflow~ contradicts 
the view of Findlay et al. (1979) who, in the Spanish case, 
predicted that the imposition of immigration r~strictions by 
France from 1973-4 would curtail Spanish worker immigration 
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and 'consequently reduce the opportunities for Moroccan 
' 1 t ' . t t k . S . 1 8 Th t rep acemen m1gran s o wor 1n pa1n. e re urn 
' 
of large numbers of Spaniards from France, it was 
postulated, would have a knock-on effect leading to the 
active expulsion of Moroccans from Spain.· However, since 
this phase of the Konjuncturpuffer theory (the demand-
determined international circulation of laJour) had 
manifestly failed to appear among the European core labour-
receivers there was no reason to expect that it would occur 
among the secondary or replacement labour-importers. 
8.3.6 Although limited, these-four case studies suggest 
a number of areas in which the current model of 'replacement' 
migration requires further iteration. That revision will 
be made in the light of the remainder of this chapter which 
develops a more comprehensive analysis of labo~r immigration 
into Jordan, focussing particularly on the period 1978-82 
covered by extant Ministry of Labour records. 
8.4 Jordan as a labour importer: th~ growth in 
immigrant employment, 1973-81 
8.4.1 ·Establishing the scale and characteris 1~ics of labour 
inflows to Jordan presents a series of problem3 similar to 
those encountered in estimating the volume of primary 
Jordanian emigration. This section will first examine the 
data collected by the Ministry of Labour since 1973, using 
this to establish trends in the size of the immigrant labour 
force over the period 1973-81. The subsequent discussion 
(section 8.5) will present a more detailed analysis of the 
employment characteristics of immigrants in the 1978-82 
period. Official data will be supplemented with material 
obtained from the records of, and in interviews with, 
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major contractors in the Amman construction sector together 
with the author's survey of work permits issued by the 
Amman Employment Office over the period October 1982 to 
19 January 1983. 
8.4.2 Jordan's 1960 Labour Law requires employers to 
obtain prior permission from the Ministry of Labour before 
importing foreign manpower. Prospective immigrants would 
only be granted a work permit if the Minis~er of Labour, 
in consultation with the Minister of National Economy, deemed 
their employment to be: 11 ••• beneficial to the national 
income ... 11·,. and provided that such: 11 ••• expertise and 
qualifications .. ; are not available among Jordanian 
20 
workers ... 11 · The law clearly envisages the controlled 
importation of skilled manpower where there are critLcal 
shortfalls in the domestic labour supply. Ho·,vever·, since 
the Ministry of Labour had no authority to take sanctions 
over contravention of this provision it remained largely 
impotent, indeed the bulk of immigration and employment 
was effectively clandestine until legislative changes in the 
current decade (see section 8.4.4). Inevitably therefore, 
in the period prior to 1980, work permit data tends to 
understate the scale of non-Jordanian immigration and 
employment. 
Prior to 1973 there is no extant data regarding 
labour immigration to Jordan. It can however be reasonably 
assumed to have been on a small scale and primarily of the 
nature envisaged by the 1960 Labour Law, Jordon's high 
domestic unemployment rate precluding any appr0ciable inflow 
of unskilled or even semi-skilled manpower. During the 
early 1970's the volume of work permits issued remained low 
but the trend was significantly upward, expanding from 376 
in 1973 to 803 by 1975. Some measure of the scale of 
clandestine employment can be ascertained by comparing the 
latter with the results of the 1975 labour force 'census'~ 
This recorded ~orne 2,228 non-Jordanians of w~om the 
majority (84%) were Arabs. Although immigrant workers 
represented less than 2% of total employees enumerated this 
is a significantly greater number than that suggested by 
k 't . 21 wor perm1 1ssues. In addition a substantial number 
were undoubtedly working in the agricultural sector and in 
the small construction sector establishments omitted from 
the 'census'. A recent report (USAID, 1980) suggests that 
there had been significant shortages in the availability 
of hired labour, particularly in the dryland agriculture 
22 
sector, from as early as 1973. Similarly Salt and 
Keeley (1976) cite the evidence of rapid wage rate inflation 
(increasing by 67% between 1971 and 1975) in the .Jordan 
Valley as evidence of labour shortages in the irrigated 
agriculture sector. 23 The employment of immigrant workers 
in the agricultural sector went unrecorded and uncontrolled 
since agricultural employment was specifically excluded 
from the 1960 Labour Law and its amendment~. 
Anani (1977) suggests there may have baen as many as 
25,000 immigrant workers in Jordan by 1975-6.?4 Indeed an 
influx of Syrian workers can be traced to this period when 
employment opportunities (particularly in agriculture and 
constructi6n) in the Lebanon were ~bruptly severed by the 
civil war. This was an important factor i~ the sharp 
increase (497%) in work permit issues between 1975 (803) and 
1976 (4,790). ·Labour demand within the Jorda11ian economy 
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increased with the infusion of private capital from Beirut 
and from accelerating workers' remittances following the 
parallel growth 1n Jordanian labour emigra~ion. Salt and 
Keeley's review of progress on three major ccnstruction 
projects in the East Jordan Valley noted that from 1975 all 
three projects had begun to rely on large inputs of foreign 
labour. In December 1975 an initial group of 15 foreign 
workers were recruited for the East Ghor Canal Extension 
project; by mid-1976 non-Jordanians contributed more than 
54% of the project work-force and almost all of its skilled 
workers. 25 
It is clear then that by the mid 1970's labour 
immigration was already on a significant scale. The 1976-
80 Five Year Plan recognized that shortages of skilled 
manpower were: ''· .. bound to exercise a n~gative impact on 
the implementation and management of developme.n t pr·o:j ec ts 
in general ... " · As a short-term solution the NPC ca]led 
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on the newly established Ministry of Labour to: II undertake 
the task of organizing the importation of labour for various 
purposes, in accordance with labour agreement~ signed with 
the countries concerned and subject to the needs of 
Jordanian firms as relayed to the Ministry of Labour by 
such firms. 1126 Given the lack of a mechanism for that 
liaison, the uncontrolled and rapid expansion 6f non-
jordanian immigration and employment is perhaps not 
surprising; over the next three years (1976-79) work 
permit issues increased by over 450% to reach 18,785 in 
1978 and 26,415 in 1979 (see table 8.1). 27 
8.4.3 In addition to the predominantly clandestine nature 
of labour inflows, available data is also distorted by the 
discriminatory procedures adopted in the allocation of 
employment opportunities. This discrimination was 
instituted by the 1960 Labour Law which prov~des for 
priority to be given to Arab over 'Ajnabi' (non-Arab) 
28 labour. This distinction has encouraged a high rate of 
clandestine employment and illegal recruitment among 
Asian workers particularly in the service sector (see 
section 8.6). 
Growing concern over the scale of clandestine labour 
inflows led the Prime Minister, Mudar Badran, to set up a 
special committee (the 'Ad hoc committee on non-Jordanian 
labour') to examine the policy implications of, and measures 
to regulate, continued labour inflows. 29 Issam Ajlouni 
(then Minister of Labour) who headed this committee saw its 
task. as ensuring: 11 ••• that they[the immigrant workers] 
are complementing the Jordanian labour marke~ and not taking 
our labourers jobs." The committee's report 10akes a number 
of important recommendations: 30 
(i) it reaffirms the principle that 'priority' should 
be given to Arab over Ajnabi labour, if no suitable 
Jordanian can be found; 
(ii) the onus of responsibility for compliance with 
residence and other regulations must lie 'with the employer 
of the immigrant labour; 
(iii) Ajnabi labour cannot be hired within Jordan (that 
is, they must have prior approval); 
(iv) immigrant workers cannot change jobs without the 
prior approval of both the Ministry of Labour and the 
Department of Public Security. 
These recommendations formed the basis for· .the 
·ratification of a bilateral labour agreemenL signed w.i.Lh 
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Pakistan in May 1978 which sought to institutionalize the 
inflow of Pakistani labour. This agreement represents 
an important stage in the development of Jordan's labour 
immigration policy since it established the principle of 
'Advanced Approval'. ·The latter provision requires 
prospective employers of Pakistani (or any Ajnabi) labour 
to obtain the necessary certification from both the Ministry 
of Labour and Ministry of Interior prior to tlte arrival 
in Jordan of their employees. 31 In June 1980 the advanced 
approval regulation together with the other recommendations 
of the 1977 committee were extended to all Ajnabi workers. 32 
In 1982 the Ministry of Labour sign0d similar labour 
agreements with Tunisia, Morocco, Sudan and Turkey (the 
latter two are however unratified), in additicn to genera] 
understandings reached with the Philippines (November 1981) 
and Bangladesh (October 1982). 33 These agreements provide 
for the exchange of information, the stipulation of standard 
contract conditions and recruitment procedures. While 
such agreements are an important step in the rationalization 
of international labour flows their significa~ce is limited 
since less than 6% of non-Jordanians came from these 
countries (1982) .. A similar agreement with Egypt (the 
main labour-supplier) is of course precluded by the Arab 
League's post-Camp David boycott. 
8.4.4 In contrast to the restrictions on Asian labour 
inflow~ Arab manpower is pefmitted to enter J0rdan, and 
may reside for up to twelve weeks, while 'seeking work'. 
Only having obtained such work does the Arab immigrant 
require a residence permit ~rom the Ministry of Interior. 
Thus obtaining a work permit is an essentiul pre-re.quisi te 
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to the granting of a residence permit by the. Ministry of 
Interior. In June 1980 a fine of JD.20 per month was 
instituted for violation of the residence (and by inference 
work permit) regulations; in addition employers hiring 
such 'un-certified' manpower were liable to a fine of JD.SO 
per month for each employee. 34 It was this Ministry of 
Interior move which led to· the surge in work permit issues 
during the second half of 1980. 
Work permit issues in 1980 register~d a 201% increase 
over the number in 1979, with the second half figures 
representing a 270% increase on the same period in L979 
(see figure 8.1). A two month (June 21 to August 21) 
amnesty period was decreed during which foreign workers 
were encouraged to either regularise their status or to 
leave the country. 35 As a result work perwit issues 
increased by more than 30,000. The majority Jf clandestine 
workers were Arab nationals, the number receiving work 
permits in the second half of 1980 represents a 304% increase 
over the 1979 figure, compa~ed to the Asian increase of 
203% (see table 8.2). 
This high level of clandestine employment suggests 
that the number of work permit issues in 1979 (26,415) is a 
marked understatement of the level of labour inflow. In 
December 1978 the Ministry of Labour had warned that work 
permits would not be issued to immigrants who were known to 
have abused the 'three month rule', that is who had been 
employed within the three month period wit~out a work permit, 
or who had been employed for more than three months prior 
to their work permit application.3 6 
Despite this warning the number of work permits 
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FIG. 8-1 JORDAN: WORK PERMIT ISSUES, 1977-82. 
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issued in 1979 (26,415) is markedly smaller than the 
number of immigrant workers suggested by preliminary results 
of the 1979 census (43,500). In 1980 the Census 
d~partment produced a series of statistical tables based 
on a 2.1% sample of enumeration cells which indicated that 
10.3% of the total employed population were non-Jordanian. 
On a national scale this implies a total active non-
Jordanian employed population of 43,500, some 65% greater 
than the number of work permit holders. 37 The 2.1% sample 
1s itself a conservative estimate. Since the distribution 
of immigrant workers_is spatially discrete (that is there 
are distinct pockets of non-Jordanian employment) the 2.1% 
sample could not provide an accurate representation of 
their numbers. Additional evidence to su~por~ this view 
comes from the sectoral distribution of employment according 
to the sample results. The latter suggest that only 3,100 
non-Jordanians were employed in the agricultural sector, 
only 7.1% of tot~l non-Jordanian employment. This low 
proportion is at variance with Dirks and Sinclair's 
contention (1980) that Jordanian agricultu~e was reliant on 
1 replac~ment 1 labour and that without a subitantial input 
of foreign .labour " .. • ·the rural sector in Jordan would 
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r have crumbled virtually completely. 11 38 Additionally the 
Ministry of Labour has itself estimated that hy 1978 there 
were up to 26-25,000 non-Jordanians engaged in the agricultural 
sector (almost 34% of the estimated 60,000 non-Jordanian 
workers). 39 Later (chapter 9.5), we show that there were 
at least I), 600. non-.Jor·danians wor·l<.ing in the .)!H·d;ua Va I Icy 
alone. 
It is concluded therefore that by late 1979 there were 
. ' 
. :, 
. '!~ "!i' 
considerably more than 43,500 non-Jordanians in employment. 
Work permit records for the second half of 1980 together 
with those for 1981 are believed to be more t·epresentative 
of prevailing labour flows, with one notable exception. 
Since 1975 Syrian nationals have been exempted from the 
'Aliens law' and are not therefore subject to residence 
permit regulations. Although Syrian immigraP-t workers 
are supposed to obtain work permits if resident in Jordan 
for more.than twelve weeks the number who do so is very 
limited. In 1979 for exa~ple the Ministry 6f Labour 
estimated th~t there were about 30,000 Syrians ~n active 
employment, but only 190 had received work permits. 
According to Sales (1978) Syrian labour mi~ration to Jordan 
is on two bases; first the maintenance of A traditional 
pattern of short distance seasonal labour migration 
(primarily harvesting labour) and secondly the onset of 
'replacement' migration which may also be on a short term 
b . 40 aSlS. The deterioration in relations between .Jordan and 
Syria .since 1980 has resulted in a tightening up on the 
Syrian presence in Jo~dan (Syrian work peroit receipts 
increased from 190 in 1979 to 3,639 in 1980 and 3,092 
) 41 in 1981 and may have reduced its rate of growth. Indeed 
the increased monitoring of the immigrant presence in 
Jordan £rom early 19S1 (including the request that landlords 
{nform the police of tenants' names and nationalities) was 
~irectly relateq to the arrest of a Syrian group charged 
with planning sabotage operations in Jordan.4 2 
8.4J5 Labo~r inflows to Jordan have, until recently, 
been predominantly from other Arab states . In 197.3, 75% 
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of those receiving work permits were Arabs, primarily 
Egyptian and Syrian. Simil~~ly the 1975 l~bour force 
census recorded that 83% of immigrant workers were Arabs; 
significantly however a further 5.5% were Pakistani (the 
only identified non-Arab nationality). The Arab share of 
work permit issues (and particularly the impcrtance of 
Egyptians within that total) has remained CO!lSistently 
high at 70-80% during the late 1970's. Betwe~n 1979 and 
1980 the share of Arabs increased from 69.3% to 77.9%, 
an indication that a greater proportion of Arabs had been 
engaged clandestinely. 
Recent evidence suggests a more rapid growth in 
Asian immigration. During the second half of 1980 the 
number of work permits issued to Asians incre&sed by 96.5% 
compared to a 60.3% increase among Arabs. Further, in 1981 
the number of Arabs receiving work permits fell by 35.0% 
during the second half, comp_ared to a continued growth 
(44.5%) among Asian immigrant workers. 
8.4;6 The spatial distribution of immigrant workers, as 
evidenced by the proportional share of each Employment 
Office issuing work permits, is dominated not surprisingly 
by the Amman-Zarka conurbation which accounted for 75.6% 
of total work permit issues in 1981 as it had done in 1980 
(table 8.3). ·The second ·major pole of attraction has been 
the Ma'an/Aqaba region which issued 14.5% of work permits 
in 1981 and 13rO% in 1980. ·This pattern of wcrk permit 
distribution has remained almost unchanged since 1978 (the 
first yea~ in which the spatial distribution of work permits 
is available) despite the opening of four new employment 
offices. ·The first new office, opened in Karak (1980) has 
increased its share of total work permit issu3s from 2.2% 
to 3.7% in 1981 (an absolute increase of 92.5%) the majority 
of workers being employed on construction projects 
connected with the Dead Sea Potash works. 
A further two offices were opened in mid-198Q in 
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the East Jordan Valley (at Dier Alla and North Shuna) with 
the aim of increasing the registration of for~ign agricultural 
labour. The results however have been poor, only 1,313 
(1.4%) work-permits being issued at the two ~f~ices. In 
late 1981 a fourth Employment Office was opened at Es-Salt, 
to serve the Balqa region. 
A detailed consideration of the distribution of 
immigrant workers cannot be made until more material is 
available, particularly regarding the agricultural secLor. 
The following section considers recent (1980-82) developments 
in immigrant l~bour inflows, utilising the results of the 
author's survey of work permits issued in Amman to provide 
further details of their demographic and economic character-
istics. 
8. 5 Recent trends in labour immigration, 1')80-8 2 
8.5~1 Despite the stricter application of residence 
regulations from mid-1980 the inflow of immigrant workers 
continued to increase throughout 1981 .. By the year-end 
some 93,402 work permits (new and renewed) had been issued, 
an increase of 17~4% on the 1980 total. The bulk (72.6%) 
of this immigrant workforce were, as in previuus years, 
Egyptian (67,796), their number having increased by 22.1% 
over the 1980 figure. The Asian sub-population (15,559) 
accounted for only 16r6% of the total number oi immigrant 
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workers, despite their more rapiq rate of increase, of whom 
Indians (5,217) were 33.5% and South Koreans (2,114) 13.6%. 
Significantly, in view of developments among other labour-
importing states (see chapter 5.2), the number of immigrant 
workers from South-East Asia was growing rapidly. ·The 
category of 'Other' Asian had increased by 31.3% in 1980-81 
compared to the overall Asian increase of 11.5%. This group 
was dominated by Filipino (1,475), Sri Lankan (1,110) and 
Chinese (1,091) manpower {table 8.4). There were also a 
large number (1,351) of Turkish workers. 43 
8.5.2 Since 1981 there has been a significant deterioriation 
iri the quality of Ministry of Labour records relating to 
the inflows of non-Jordanians. ·Available data for 1982 
{which covers the Amman Employment Office only) indicate 
a 43.6% reduction in work-permit issues, a decline which is 
coritrary to all informal evidence. ·The fall in work 
permit issues is undoubtedly more apparent than any real 
decline in immigrant employment. 
In December 1981 the Minister of Interior (Suleiman 
Arar) overruling Ministry of Labour opposition, lifted 
' 
. d . t . t f E . t. . . t 44 res1 ence perm1 requ1remen s rom gyp 1an 1rum1gran s. 
The latter are now simply required to obtain an appropriate 
entry visa prior to leaving Egypt or at the point of 
arrival in Jordan. ·In theory this decision does not affect 
the Ministry of Labour's requirement regarding work permit 
regulations. In practice, as we ~ave seen ln the preceding 
Syrian case, it removes the incentive to work permit 
acquisition (particularly since such violation incucs a 
minimal fine of only JD. 2. 00) and encou r·ages c.l.a11dcst inc 
employment. 
Comparison of monthly work permit rec~ipts by 
Egyptians in Amman during the first six months of 1981 
and 1982 indicates a decline of 70.4% in recorded employment 
(table 8.5). The dominance of Egyptian workers in the 
~arket for non-Jordanian labour has alrearly been 
emphasised; in 1981 they had represented almost 73% of 
immigrant workers, by 1982 this had seemingly fallen to only 
40%. A shortfall.in the supply of Egyptian manpower of 
this magnitude (over 30,000) could not have occurred without 
generating widespread labour shortages and official 
comment. 
In contrast to official statistics, Ministry of 
Labour officials contend that the rate of Egyptian 
immigration and employment was maintained at its 1981 level 
and suggest that there were circa 80,000 Egyptians working 
in Jordan.45 That is, the change in regulations had the 
effect of reverting the propensity for claudestine employment 
to its pre-June 1980 level when only 34% of i_nmigrants held 
·work permits. 
Assuming that the Ministry of Labour estimate of 
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80,000 is relatively accurate and that the spatial distribution 
of Egyptian workers held co~stant from 1978-81, as seems 
likely, then the recorded level of Egyptiah employment in 
Amman (14,.284) can be revised upward to circa 53,120. 
Adding the latter.to the recorded level of non-
Jo~danian work permit receipts for other nationalitie~ leads 
to a total non-Jordanian workforce in Amman of around 74,434 
·of whom 71. 4% were Egyptian (table 8. 6) . ·This implies <t 
slig·ht incre~1se in the rate of labour· inflow Lo J\rurnan, tl11: 
.19~1-82 .i.ncr·easc of 18% being marginally higher· than that 
of 1980-81 (15%). More importantly it is clear that this 
increase has been primarily among the Asian sub-population 
which increased by 32.3% over the 1981 level (compared 
to a 14.2% increase among Arabs). Overall the Asian 
share of the Amman labour market is shown to have increased 
from 16 .. 6% to 18.8%. In particular there has been a 
marked increase in the share of. South-East Asian manpower. 
Data for Amman indicate that the four nationalities, Thai, 
Chinese, Filipino and Sri Lankan, accounted for almost 
half (49.8%) of the work permits issued to Asians (compared 
to 29% in 1981 for all ,Jordan), and their numbers .i.ncr·easc-;d 
by more than 70% between 1981 and 1982 (table 8.7). 
8.5~3 Hitherto we have discussed the char3cteristics of, 
and trends in, labour inflows as indicated by aggregate 
work permit statistics. However, as in other labour-
importing states, Jordanian work permits are renewable 
annually. It is important therefore to distinguish between 
new and renewed work permits since, as in the Kuwaiti 
case (see chapter 5.2) aggregate work permit issues can 
present a misleading picture of annual labour· in f.l.ows. 
Such an analysis is hindered by the failure of M:i.nistr·y of 
Labour records to distinguish between new and renewed work 
permits. This distinction is only available for work 
permits issued since December 1981 by the Amman Employment 
Office. The latter provides some, albeit Limited, data 
regarding the number and composition of work oermit 
renewals. 
In 1982 renewals accounted for 33.5% (li,210) of all 
work permits issued to Arabs and Asians in Amman. 
Disaggregation of this by nationality indic~tes that a 
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high proportion, 41.6%, of Asian (6,540) work permit 
receipts were renewals compared to only 26.4% of Arabs 
(4,670), see table 8.8. I~ is clear however that the 
apparently low rate of turnover among the latter may reflect 
the change in residence permit regulations. This is 
confirmed by comparison of work permit renewals to 
Egyptians in December 1981 of 585, ~ith subsequent months 
in 1982 which averaged only 290, indeed the December 1982 
46 figure shows a fall of 66% on 19S1. It is suggested 
therefore that the low level of work permit renewals among 
Egyptians (and hence Arabs, since Egyptians account for 
74.7% of renewed work permits received by Arabs) is a 
result of increased 'clandestine' employment after 
December 1981. A similarly low share (28.6%) of renewals in 
total work permit issues to Syrians is also noted. In 
contrast Lebanese and other Arab immigrants, who are not 
exempted from residence regulations, show a higher share 
of renewed work permits. 
Low levels of-renewals (8-10%) prevail among the 
Maghrebin immigrant workers. ·This is the result of their 
recent~ and limited; penetration of the Jordanian labour 
market. It was only in March 1982 that the Ministry of 
Labour signed a bilateral labour agreement with the Tunisian 
Department of Employment which facilitated their employment 
in Jordan. As a result of which some 115 Tunisian bus 
drivers were recruited for work in Amman. 47 Similarly the 
majority of Moroccan workers were introduced in 1982 by 
French sub~contractors working on the new Queen Alia 
airport. 
Asian nationalities account for 58.3% of all renewed 
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work permits and the share of renewals among total 
issues to Asians is generally high, varying from 32% for 
Sri Lankan to 66% for Chinese workers. Vari~tions within 
the Asian sub-population stems from their differing roles 
in the Jordanian labour market. 
A high proportion of Asian manpower is engaged 
by contracting companies from their country of origin to 
work on projects in Jordan. This applies oarticularly to 
South Korean and more recently to Chinese -construction 
companies. In these cases the rate of renewa: is determined 
primarily by company or national policy. 'l'hu.s all South 
Korean workers abroad are engaged on a standard labour 
contract (first introduced in 1977) which 8pecifies that 
I 
contracts are for one year only, therefore all workers must 
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return home even if they intend to renew their contract. 
In recent years South Korean contractors have compensated 
for increasing labour costs among their South Korean 
labour force by substituting more foreign or 'third country 
nationals' (TCN's), particularly Filipino, Thai and 
Indon~sian workers, the latter·.receive the same one year 
contract. ·In contrast Chinese immigrant work~r·s, lhe 
majority of whom are engaged by CATIC on the Abu Nuseir 
housing project, . 49 receive an initial two year contract. 
As a result a relatively high proportion of Chinese work 
permit receipts are renewals (65.9%) compar~d to South 
Koreans ·(40.3%) and Filipinos (38.2%). Similarly British 
and West G~rman construction companies employ third country 
nat~onals en.bloc, primarily from the Indian sub-continent. 
Much lower" renewal rates are found among those on 
individual con~racts, primarily in the services sector, 
for example only one-third of work permits issued to Sri 
Lankan and to Bangladeshi workers are renewals. 
The prevalence of collective contract labour 
retruitment among Asian nationalities explains the temporal 
pattern of their work permit renewals. For example work 
permit renewals to Chinese immigrants peaked in the three 
months September to November 1982, accounting for more than 
90% of all Chinese work permit renewals (and almost one-
third of all renewals in this period). This is clearly 
related to the commencement of work on the Abn Nuseir 
housing project in October 1981. 
By comparing work permit issues in the six month 
period January-June 1981 with subsequent renewals in 
December 1981-May 1982 (and similarly for July-December 198l 
and January-November 1982) it is possible to construct a 
crude labour force turnover ind~x (table 8.9). Overall 
only 18.4% (11y288) of work permits issued in 1981 were 
subsequently renewed. ,This confirms informal evidence of 
h . h 1 b f . . t k so 1g a our orce turnover among :t.mm:t.gran wor ers. 
Clearly the majority remain in Jordan for less than one year. 
Such high rates of turnover are an important factor in 
maintaining a high crude participation rate·ar:d in 
minimizing the rate of demographic ·settling among immigrant 
workers. It also reveals the considerable difference 
between the Arab and Asian sub-populations. Among the 
latter over 60% of work permits issued in the second half 
of 1981 were renewed in 1982, compared to onlv 
... 
10.8% of 
those issued to Arabs. This high rate of labour force 
turnover among Arabs compared to Asians contrasts with the 
situation in the oil-rich labour-importing states (see 
chapter 5.4) where Asians were shown to have the higher 
turnover rate. There are a number of reasGns for this: 
(i) the distorting effect of clandestine Egyptian 
and Syrian employment; 
(ii) the contract nature of the bulk of Asian immigrants; 
(iii) the use of Jordan as an inter mediate destination, 
prior to further migration to the primary labour markets, 
by Arab immigrants.5 1 
8.5.4 Before proceeding to examine the characteristics 
of non-Jordanian labour immigration we will use data on 
work permits issued by the Amman Employment Office to 
provide an estimate of the total number of work permits 
issued in 1982. The distribution of work permits by 
nationality in Amman for 1981 and their ratio to the total 
number of work permits issued is shown on table 8.10. 
In the majority of cases Amman accounts for more than 
65%, and in some over 95%, of total work permit issues to 
particular nationalities. As we have already seen the 
predominance of the Amman region has been a c3ntinuing 
feature of labour inflows, this is unlikely to have varied 
in 1982. -Applying 1982 ratios to the known (&nd for 
Egyptians, estimated) level of work permit issues in Amman, 
provides a crude estimate of the total immigrant labour 
force in 1982 of 109,670. 52 The latter represents an 
increase of 17.4% on the 1981 figure, thus maintaining 
the rate of increase noted for 1980-81. This increase has 
been markedly greater among Asian immigrants. The benefits 
of Asian manpower· to contr·actors wurld.ng in .Jor·dan ar·t~ 
·undoubtedly simi.l.ar to those which have encour·<tgcd L.heir· 
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extensive penetration of the labour markets of Saudi 
Arabia and the Gulf. This proliferation of Asian manpower 
in Jordan has occurred despite the governmtnt's restrictive 
policy against Ajnabi labour.5J 
8.5.5 The evidence presented here, of continued growth 
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in the level of non-Jordanian employment dire~tly contradicts 
the prediction of the World Bank Study (Serageldin, I. 
et al., 1983) that: "··. between 1980 and 1985 it is ... 
likely that the number of non-nationals wor·king in Jordan 
will fall. ·In the projections they are slto\'ln to f"a.l."l 
to 21,000 from 28,000. This fall is projected because, as 
potential unemployment in Jordan is registered, so 
expatriates are returned to their countries of origin" 
(emphasis added). 54 In contrast the 1981-85 Five Year Plan 
predicted a continued increase in the number of immigrant 
workers, by more than 57,000 (to 150,000), OYer the same 
period. 55 The following section will discuss the labour 
market characteristics of immigrant workers in Jordan 
in more detail, suggesting why these projection~ are at 
variance·. 
8.6 The characteristics of immigrant em~loyment in Jordan 
8.6~1 Available data concerning the characteristics of 
non-Jordanian employment suffer from considerable limitations. 
Firstly, such data is based Qn Ministry of Labour work 
permit issues which, as we have ~een, are incomplete both 
in compqsition by nationality and in sectoral coverage. 
Secondly employment statistics are handicapped by false 
reporting and by the use of a coarse occupational class-
ification. ·The latt~r groups occupations of widely differing 
skill content under broad occupational headings which, in 
a number of cases, make them effectively meaningless. 
In 1973 for example, the seventeen recorded occupations 
included: 'office boys and managers'; 'mechanics and 
drivers'; 'shop assistants and accountants'. Similar 
problems arise in 1978 and 1979 the only other years for 
which work permit data is disaggregated by occupation. 
Although the 1978 data is grouped under twznty-five 
relatively discrete occupational types, 47% 0f immigrants 
were recorded as unskilled workers in 'unspecified' 
occupations. In 1979 forty-four occupations were specified, 
again however more than 45% of those receiving permits were 
recorded as 'ordinary workers' or were unclassified. 56 
In sum the presentation of availabl~ data makes it 
difficult to identify, with any ?Ccuracy, th~ occupational 
structure of the non-Jordanian labour force (appendix VI). 
Additionally such data considers immigrants as a 
homogeneous group, failing to distinguish between 
nationalities. This severely circumscribes interpretation 
of the aggregate sectoral data which is available for the 
1978-81 period (table 8 .. 11). ·In general terffis however 
the latter indicates a predominantly unskilled labour flow 
directed to construction, services and agriculture. Indeed 
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the extent of this bias is understated because of the limited 
registration of agricultural workers. ·Comparison of the 
1979 and 1980 distributions reveals particularly large 
inc~eases (of more than 200%) in these categcries, an 
indication that they were (and are) the main ~ectors of 
clandestine employment prior to the 1980 amnesty. In 
contrast the inflow of professional, technical and clerical 
manpower remained at low l~vels, accounting in 1980 for 
only 7% of immigrant workers, with their apparent share 
of total immigrant employment having fallen over 1979-80. 
Earlier we established that Jordan's critical skill 
shortages lay precisely in these areas of skilled and 
technical manpower and it was clear from t~e Kuwait 
·employment data that such occupations constituted a very 
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high proportion of Jordanian emigrant worker~. There appear·s 
therefore to be a distinct mismatch between sectors of 
employment of so-called 'replacement' migrants and the 
outflow of Jordanian manpower. Table 8.12 compares sectoral 
employment data for non-Jordanian immigrants in 1980 with 
'Jordanian' work permit receipts in Kuwait, clearly 
illustrating this discontinuity. 
8.6.2 In order to develop this argument further more 
detailed employment data is required. The Amman Employment 
Office files for 1982 provide details of 243 bccupations 
recorded on work permits in Amman. Despite the large 
number of occupations detailed the degree of occupational 
specification varies greatly. For example, four categories 
of glass production workers are specified whiJ.e there is 
no within group disaggregation of 'teachers', 'managers' 
or 'administrative workers'. In addition several 
occupations have been ambiguously placed within employment 
sectors. ·Thus the glass production workers have been 
classified as service sector workers, while tr-anslators, 
journalis.ts and editors are grouped under product.i.un and 
proc~ss manpower. Similarly c.lerica.l. wor-kers ar·e .i.ncluded 
in thr~e (administrative, clerical ~nd production) 
different categories.57 
The major occupations (52) recorded by the 
Employment Office in 1982 have been extractej (appendix 
VI) and this data has been used to re-classify immigrant 
workers on the basis of usual skill/education requirements. 
This re-classification is compared with a parallel 
occupational classification of Jordanians in Kuwait 
(table 8. 13 ). The latter confirms the discontinuity in 
employment structure suggested above. It is clear from 
this that the majority (77.3%) of immigrant workers were 
engaged in unskilled (D) occupations while le~s than 6% 
were in professional, sub-professional and technical 
occupations (A-1, A-2 and B). The latter compares with 
21.9% of 1 Jordanian 1 emigrants. A relatively lar·ge number· 
of immigrants ( 12. 1%) were engaged in skillec1 and sern.i-
skilled manual occupations, again however the pr-oportion 
of Jordanian emigrants at this skill level was higher 
(18.3%). 
Comparing the 1982 occupational structure of 
immigrant workers with that recorded by the 1975 labour 
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force census results (which enumerated 2,228 non-Jordanians) 
suggests that the proportion of skilled and technical workers 
among the immigrant labour force has declined since the mid-
1970's. The 19i5 data shows that more than 37% uf 
recorded immigrant workers were in skilled or semi-skilled 
manual occupations and almost 14% were sub-professional 
and technical. In contrast less than 25% 0f immigrants 
were enumerated as unskilled (D) workers.5 8 
8.6.3 Disaggregation of occupational data by ~ationality 
reveals significant differences in the characteristics and 
41 1 
role of Arab and Asian sub-populations. The author's 1982 
work permit survey of Amman identified some 21 nationalities 
(Arab and Asian only) and 76 occupations {for a cross 
classification see appendix VII). A summar} of this data 
is provided by tables 8.14 and 8.15. The former, comparing 
Asian and Arab sub-populations indicates that Asian 
immigrants account for the majority (69%) of skilled manual 
and technical labour. Further, more than 33% of Asian 
immigrants have been ~lassified in such occupations 
(compared to only 18% of Arabs). At the same time Asians 
also account for a disproportionate share (73%) of service 
sector employment. The latter represents some 25% of 
Asian employment in Amman. 
The occupational structure of Arab immigrants is 
markedly less bipolar, with almost 57% rec0rded in unskilled 
labouring occupations, including 35% in construction 
alone. As expected Arabs are most firmly represented in 
clerical employment (accounting for 75% of all clerical 
workers) and professional/managerial occupations (55%), 
although t~ese sectors acco~nt for only a s~all proportion 
(6.9%) of total immigrant employment. 
A cross-tabulation of employment sector by major 
nationalities (12) is provided by table 8.15. This shows 
an important distinction within the Asian sub-population 
between service sector and skilled manual occupations. Thus 
84% of Asians in the service sector were Sri Lankan or 
Filipino, indeed 79% of Sri Lankans were SF.rvice sector· 
workers. In contrast over 50% of Indian, '.l'hai and .So11th 
Koreans wer·e skil.l.ed and semi-sld.Jled manual \>,'o,·kl.:,·::;. 
This distinction relates to the recruitment of the latter 
as contract labour. 
Overall, the higher skill content of Asian immigrants 
is not unexpected, since the costs of recr1lit,ing and 
employing such labour are high.S 9 In 1980 the average 
cost of importing construction workers from ~ndia was JD.372 
per employee. ·Table 8. 16 provides comparative wage data 
for selected occupations and nationalities in the 
October 1982-January 1983 period~ In the majority of cases 
skilled Asians rece1ved higher wage rates <:.han their Arab 
counterparts. Employers attributed this wage differential 
to the higher productivity and experience of Asian labour 
suppli~d· by official recruiting agencies. A similar 
differential applies to unskilled construction sector 
workers where the Asians are contract labourers living on 
site. ·In the case of unskilled service sector employees 
such a differential is not apparent. 
8.7 Secondary labour immigration 
8.7.·1 Although large numbers of non-Jordanian immigrants, 
p~rticularly Asians, are fulfilling a replacement role in 
fill~ng criti~al labour :shortages for technical and skilled 
manpower this examination of employment .dPta has clearly 
shown that the majority of immigrant workers are employed 
in unskilled occupations, primarily in construction, 
services and ~griculture (see chapter 9 below). It has 
been shDwn that this pattern of lab6ur inflow d6es not 
correspond to the occupational structure of primary 
Jordanian emigration. Thus, if the majority of non-
Jordanians are not directly substituting for Jordanian 
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emigrants, it is necessary to seek an alternative 
explanation for their immigration and employment. 
Birks and Sinclair (1980a) postulated that large 
numbers of 'replacement' migrants would be directed to 
unskilled employment in the urban constructiou sector and 
in agricultural employment since strong rural-urban migration 
and assumed rapid vertical occupational mobility among the 
dom~stic labour fore~ would create labour shortages in these 
areas; 60 However the recent evidence of growing unemployment 
(which in the 1979 census was over 9.1%) among unskilled 
Jordanians must lead us to question the validity of this 
rapid occupational mobility assumption. In a recent study 
of five low income areas of the Amman-Zarka conurbation 
the consultants c~ncluded that: 11 . . . al tho•tgh r·a tes of 
unemployment are ~ow nationally they can be high in low 
income areas. The five-slum study ... found ~hat 21% of 
heads of households in one neighbourhood had n·.) work ... 11 
In another area only 46% of the economically active males 
. 61 
were in permanent employment. · It is clear that large 
numbers of immigrant workers are employed in sectors for 
which suitable.Jordanian labour is availabl~. 
8.7~2 The major factor responsible for the s~rge in 
immigrant employment has been their lower reserve price. 
As we saw earlier, available data suggests that wage rates 
in the construction sector ~ncreased by more than 30% per 
annum over the 1976-80 period. However non-Jordanian labour 
~ . . . 
has been recruited. at wagE; rates well below the Jordanian 
market price. Anani and Jaber (1980) suggested that: 
II foreign workers accept nominal wage levels that range 
from 30 to 60% of those commanded by Jordanians ... 1162 
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Unfortunately Jordan has no systematic wage statistics 
with which to examine this point in detail. Nevertheless 
recent records of the Social Security Corporation (SSC) 
provide a crude aggregate wage differential for the 36,882 
insured workers {which included 5,778 non-Jordanians) 
employed in establishments of 20 or more en.ployees in December 
1980. 63 The latter confirms Anani and Jaber's postulated 
wage differential. Average monthly wages for Jordanian 
males were 40% (JD.37,00) higher than their non-Jordanian 
~ounterparts (for whom the average was JD.90.00 per month). 
However this data is not available by occupation. Table 
8.17 presents comparative wage rates for selected occupations 
in the construction sector ~erived £rom interviews with 
employers. ·Wage differentials here are rather less 
extreme, ranging up to 2~% for unskilled labourers but 
showing little or no difference for the high skill 
~ccupations. Employers confirm that higher w~ges received 
by Jordanians are not a reflection of greater productivity, 
indeed the reverse was often the case. 
This evidence suggests firstly that non-Jordanian 
manpower in areas of critical skill shortage can secure 
wages similar to their Jordanian counter-parts. lt is these 
workers who should be designated 'replacement' migrants, in 
that they fill such vacancies at prevailing wage rates 
and may indeed reduce the rate of wage inflation. It is 
apparent that such employment at least reduces the negative 
aspects 6f primary labour migration. 64 Secondly there is a 
large inflow of unskilled workers representing an alternative 
labour supply; it is this movement which shou~d be of concern 
to the government. Their employment leads not to a 
stabilisation of wage rates but to the ins~itution of 
discriminatory wage rates. As a result of this inflow the 
total labour supply is increased and employers may choose 
between alternative labour supplies. It is suggested here 
that it is the availability of this unskilled labour force 
together with the shrinking employment opportunities abroad 
which has increased the rate of unemployment among 
unskilled Jordaniahs. ·We will distinguish this labour flow 
d 1 b 0 0 to 65 as secon ary a our 1mm1gra 1on. 
8.7~3 The majority of immigrant workers in Jordan,· 
particularly Arabs, fall' into the latter category. 
Typically their employment, if not residence in Jordan is 
effectively clandestine. Such employment, o~ce established, 
appears to have little relationship whatsoev~r to primary 
labour emigration. The employment of 'second~ry labour' is 
characterised by high rates of job turnover. Hiring, usually 
by verbal contract, may be on a daily or even hourly basJ~. 
Short term jobs are interspersed with periods of temporoaroy 
unemployment during which immigrant workers congregate at 
well-known labour hiring 'pools' . 66 High ra~es of job 
turnover encourage clandestine employment sinse work permits 
are issued for specific jobs. ·In order to change employer 
non-Jordanians have, in theory, to obtain a certificate of 
release from the initial employer and to obtain a new work 
permit from the Ministry of Labour. Agricultural workers 
and domestic se~vants are supposedly not permitted to 
cha~ge their sector of employment once admitted to the 
country. ·Additionally, the majority of secondaroy Jabouro 
immigrants are un-insured and do not pay contributions to 
the social security fund. Indeed 'the provisions of the 
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1978 Social Security Law explicitly excludes those whose: 
If 
·relationship with their employer is irregular II 
in addition to those working as domestic servants or in 
agricultural employment. 67 It is at this level that 
employers make the largest savings in laboer costs. The wage 
differential appears to be greatest for th~se with least 
skill and at the same time the employer does not pay 
accommodation, travel and recruiting costs wh~re the majority 
of workers are Egyptians mig~ating without pre-arranged 
contracts and living either on site or in shared 
accommodation. Since such employment is irregular the 
employer also avoids making contributions (equivalent to 
10% of monthly wages) to the Social Security Corporation. 
In addition to forming a cheap, mobile and casual 
labour force secondary labour immigrants perform low status 
service sector tasks regarded as socially demeaning by 
nationals. It is clear from available data that the 
majority of immigrant women are employed ir. such tasks. 
In recent years there has been a growing number of 
immigrant women workers, a movement which perhaps typifies 
secondary labour migration. The following section will 
briefly outline the characteristics of this neglected aspect 
of international labour migration. 
8.8 The characteristics and role of immigr1nt women workers 
in Jordan 
8.8~1 · In 1978 only 562 non-Jordanian women are recorded 
as having received work permits. ·Although this increased 
sharply to 932 iti 1979 it is in alf probability a cortsiderable· 
under-estimate as evidenced by the 220% increase (to 2,993) 
following the 1980 tightening up of immigration regulations. 
Nevertheless even in 1980 women accounted for less than 4% 
of recorded non-Jordanians. 
By 1982 the number of immigrant women workers had 
increased enormously, rising to 4,468 in Ammap alone, with 
women accounting for 12~6% of all work permit issues (table 
8. 18) . The latter however must be adjusted for unregistered 
Egyptian female immigrant workers. ·Assuming that 2.8% 
were female (as in the recorded Egyptian population), 
suggest~ a total employed female population in Amman of 
5,566 (7.5% of total immigrant workers). 68 II: 1981 91% 
of recorded women immigrant workers were registered in Amman, 
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applying tha~ ratio to the 1982 figure provides a total female 
worker inflow of 6,117. The latter represents an increase 
of 104% over the 1980 fi·gure (compar-ed to a total non-
Jordanian increase of 37.8% during ~he same ~eriod). 
8.8r2 Data concerning female immigrant worker·s is 
extremely limited in both volume and quality, indeed prior 
to 1978 there is no statistical evidence for such an inflow. 
Nevertheless it is clear that women were imported for 
specific occupations, notably nursing, from the early 197Q's. 
Indeed by 1975 non-Jordanians accounted for i3.3% of 
registered professional nurses. Their number.s increased 
dramatically in the mid and late 1970's, reaching 23.6% 
. of the total in 1977 and 29.5% in 1981. 69 The majority 
of foreign nurses came from India and, more recently, the 
Philippines. Arrangements were first made in 1976 for the 
recruitment of Indian nurses through·the Indian embassy in 
Amman which negotiated contract terms. Westinghouse (1977) 
estimate that at this time 26-33% of trained Jordanian 
nurses were lost to the domestic health manp6wer supply, 
primarily through emigration to the oil-rich states. 70 
It is clear then that these immigrant wom~· here playing 
a 'replacement' role. More recently the significance of 
nursing in the occupational structure of immigrant women 
has declined, falling from over 7% in 1979 to only 2.6% 
in 1982. 71 
In addition to changes in the· employm·:mt structure 
of immigrant women, to which we return in more detail below, 
there has been a dramatic change in their nationality 
composition (table 8.19). In 1978 Arab women (notably 
Egyptians) accounted for 71.7% of all female immi.gr·ant::;. 
By 1982 however their share had slumped t0 only lL..H% while 
Asians increased from 8.7% to 76.8% (3,430). ·Even 
allowing for the under-enumeration of Egyptia~s, this is a 
marked increase. The 1982 data reveal that employed 
females are overwhelmingly from South-East Asia, indeed 
almost 52% (2,318) were Sri Lankan (indeed Sri Lankan 
females greatly outnumber males at 527) ahd a further 
19~5% (871) were Filipino. 
8.8.3 A brbad.classification of occupations is.available 
for 1978 and 1979 which shows the limited range of female 
e•ployment and their concentration in unskilled iservice 
sector occupations, with a smaller hut significant proportion 
in cle~ical work (table 8.20). The service sector accounted 
for 47.7% and 53.6% in 1978 and 1979 respect).vely. By 1982 
however more than 85% of immigrant women were in the service 
sector and o~er 65% were housemaids (in addition to 13% 
classified as children's nannys). 
Data from the 1982 survey shows that housemaids are 
·overwhelmingly from South-East Asia, Sri L"'.nkans (224) and 
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Filipinos (65) representing almost 96% of the total, 
indeed 94% of Sri Lankan women were housemaid8. With a 
characteristically young (60% under 29, see table 8.21) 
and ill-educated profile (86% had received less than 
preparatory education, including some 73% with no 
education) Sri Lankan women have been subject to clandestine 
employment, prostitution and crude exploitati~n by employers 
and unofficial recruiters alike. Even among those with 
work permits rates of pay are very low. The 1982 survey 
indicated that some 65% of Sri Lankan women received monthiy 
wages of JD.40.00 or less. 
The Ministry of Labour estimate that in 1982 mor·e than 
4,000 women, most of them South-East Asian, were employed 
illegally as housemaids. 72 Attempts by the Ministry to 
control the practice is circumscribed by the exclusion of 
domestic servants from the general provisions of the labour 
law. Filipino women are, on the whole, more ~ighly 
educated, some 32% having received secondary schooling 
and only 26% having had no education. This mcvement has 
also caused problems. ·Well educated Filipino girls 
frequently enter Jordan as housemaids but are subsequently 
(and illegally) employed in clerical (particularly as 
t . d t 0 t ) d d . 0 't t 0 ' 0 7 3 secre ar1es an yp1s s an a m1n1s ra 1vc occupat1onso 
The availability of relatively cheap and experienced non-
Jordanian women is seen as a disincentive to the promotion 
of Jordanian female employment in such occupations. With 
this in mind the Ministry of Interior imposed, in September 
1982, a ban ori the recruitment of Filipino women as 
domestic servants. 74 
I 
·.· I 
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8. 9 Conclusion: a re-appraisal of 'replacement' 
migration 
From the evidence presented here it is clear that 
non-Jordanian immigrant workers perform a variety of roles 
within the Jordanian labour market. Three su~h roles have 
been identified: 
(i) replacement labour; the employment of professional, 
technical and skilled manpower at non-discriwinatory wage 
rates induced by domestic labour shortages. 
(ii) international contract labour; manpowe~ employed by 
companies from their country of origin or by third country 
companies on specific projects . 
. (iii) secondary labour; largely performing semi-skilled 
and unskilled tasks at discriminatory wage rates or 
employed in low status occupations that Jordcnians are 
increasingly unwilling to perform. 
These thr·ee levels of labour immigr·ation ar·e :,..hown, together· 
with primary labour emigration, on figure 8.2, and 
compared with Birks and Sinclair's (1980) schematic 
representation of Jordan's participation in international 
labour flows. This tri-partite division of labour flows 
into Jordan clearly illustrates Portes' (1981) argument that 
structurally distinct modes of immigrant incorporation could 
be identified. ·Here the simple dualist division adopted by 
Portes is avoided and it has been shown f~rther that these 
'distinct modes' can occur at various levels of the labour 
market structure (see chapte~ 1.3.3 ). 
Importing foreign manpower has not been a solution to 
domestic labour market problems, indeed it may have caused 
new problems to emerge. 7 ~ It is argued here that replacement 
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FIG. 8-2 ALTERNATIVE MODELS OF JORDAN'S INTERNATIONAL LABOUR FLOWS. 
(i) after Birks and Sinclair. 1980 a. Iii) Seccombe, 1983. 
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migration is only one aspect ·of a more diffuse labour 
inflow which has far-reaching implications fot· the Jordanian 
e~onomy in general_and for the labour market jn particular. 
It is the characteristics of secondary labour immigration 
which have facilitated the continued expansion in non-
Jordanian employment despite the recession in primary 
( j or danian) labour emigration and the re-eme1·gence of 
., 
domestic unemployment. 
8.9.2 Birks and Sinclair's 'model' of replacement migration 
has five central tenets. In the final section of this 
chapter we briefly review the implications of these findings 
for that model, findings which suggest that those central 
elements have been misconceived. 
(i) Firstly, 'replacement' labour inflows ~annat be 
characterised as spontaneous movements. In his case study 
of Sudanese migrants in the Yemen Arab Republic, Abdalla 
Ali showed the importance of pre-arranged contracts and the 
role of personal contacts (relatives and friends) already 
76 Living in the country. Kofman related the influx of 
Maghrebin labour in~o Corsica directly to the presence o[ 
repatriate French colonists from· North Africa. 77 Similarly 
Caldo cites the relationship between former Italian colonial 
territories and the presence of Somali, Eritrean and 
Ethiopian manpower, additionally laige numbers of Italian 
landowners were themselves former colonists i~ Tunisia. 78 
In the J or.danian case immigrant manpower has been directly 
.• 1 
recruited by cionfractors and recruiting agents in the 
cpuntry of origin or through embassies in Amman. More 
.~ecently atte:mpts have been made to formalise .l.auou r· i.n f l.ows 
t:hr·ough · bilat~ral labour agreements. It ic; clear· that 
·~ 
··-. '''-· 
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active employer recruitment is an essential catalyst 1n 
the evolution of so-called replacement migration as, 
earlier, it has been shown to determine the timing and 
pattern of primary labour outflows. Furtherllinre, it is 
the prior development of a migration stream through the 
recruitment of replacement manpower, which prtpares the way 
for secondary labour immigration. It is the latter which 
has the appearance of spontaneity. 
(ii) The term 'replacement' is itself misleading in that 
it suggests perfect mobility of, or inter-changeability 
between, immigrant and domestic manpower. -In the case 
outlined above it is clear that any initial and specifically 
'replacement' role has been followed by a subsequent general 
inflow of labour. That is, labour demand has expanded 
beyond simple replacement -and immigrant labour may be found 
in sectors which have not experienced labour outflows or 
shortages in supply. 
The role of primary labour emigration in stimulating 
such inflows may become irrelevant over time. Furthermore 
so-called replacement migrants have been shown to conflict 
with·the domestic labour force (cf. Ali; C2ldo) or to move 
into expanding sectors, notably in irrigated agriculture 
( c f . K of rna n ) . Labour inflows have not diminished as primary 
labour outflows have reduced, on the.contrary available 
evidence indicates a continued. growth in immigrant inflows. 
In addition ~f course inter~atio~al cont~act migration 
is an increasingly significant input of ma~power at several 
levels of the Jordanian labour market. In this continuing 
'internationalisation' of the ~bour market, Jordan is not 
. 
7 9 s h . t .- 1 . 1 un1que. _ uc 1n ernat1ona- contract-migrat1on re ates 
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more to the organizational re-structuring of capitalist 
production than to specific labour shortages. 
(iii) In its initial conception the inflow of 'replacement' 
labour was seen simply to maintain the total supply of labour 
and _to have a dampening effect on the rate of wage inflation. 
In contrast the labour movements detailed here comprise an 
additional supply of labour which may distort not only the 
wage structure but also the relationship betueen capital 
and labour in production. ·Here then we sugge~t the need 
to distinguish the limited and initial inflow of ~epJacement 
labour from subsequent secondary labour immigr·ation and fr·orn 
international contract migration. 
(iv) The mechanism of 'selectivity' in international labour 
migration, by which certain groups of potential migr~nts 
are excluded from the primary iabour market (Saudi Arabian 
and the Gulf States) and proceed as an alternative to 
secondary labour markets appears to be broadly confirmed. 
Indeed the imposition, since 1978, of stricter immigration 
regulations in the primary labour market can be seen as 
·an important formalisation of th~t selectivily which, by 
reducing opportunities in the primary labour rolarket' has 
enhanced entry to less stringent labour markets. ·To some 
extent Jordan's secondary labour market with its considerable 
ease of entry for Arab manpower (and particularly for 
Egyptians) is the initial step in securing entry to the 
primary labour market, either clandestinely or through 
recruitment from within Jordan. 
As a result .of this selectivity there is a surplus 
of potentially mobile labour which, when actively 
recruited, becomes available for employment in lhe secondary 
i '· 
labour market initially as replacement, and :ater as casual 
or marginal labour_ 
Although broadly appropriate the 'selectivity' 
thesis does require some qualification. According to 
Birks and Sinclair: "The marginal productivity of Jordanians 
is higher than that of the labour which ib replacing them. 
Hence the demand in the Peninsula in the first instance is 
for Jordanians and not for Egyptians and Paki:>tanis. "SO 
This is an oversimplification~ assuming homogeneity within 
particular expa tr·ia te-occupa tional groups and t.ha L empJr)yer·s 
choose between alternative employees on the hasis of 
nationality. ·Evidence from the Jordanian case indicates 
that the immigrant labour market is itself hjghly segmented 
both between and within different nationalities and 
' 
occupational groups. Selectivity appears to operate within 
the labour market through the imposition of a range of wage 
differentials, rather than by direct exclusion from that 
labour market. of specific nationalities. There is Li.ttl.e 
doubt that a similar process also operates within the 
primary labour market since the enormous surgt! in· labour 
demand within those economies and the inelastic supply of 
highly productive manpower ensures that labour demands 
could only be satisfied by the utilisation of more marginal 
(in productive terms) l~bour. 
(v} Finally, the 'replacement' model concludes that 
such immigration plays a crucial role in maintaining the 
'development momentum' and thus reducing the negative 
impact of primary labour emigration.· The foLlowing chapter· 
(nine), examining evidence from the East Jcrdan Valley, 
demonstrates that the supply of a characte~istically cheap, 
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mobile and casual labour force is an importa~t element 
in changing the direction and nature of that Jevelopment. 
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Migration, May 1977 (Arabic). 
31. Agreement on manpower between the Government of 
Pakistan and the Government of the Hashemite Kingdom 
of Jordan, 1978 (Arabic). 
32. See MEED, vol. 24 (23), 6 June 1980, 9· 34. Despite 
this the agricultural sectot remained exempt, because 
of its exclusion from the Labour Law. This exemption 
remains a major loop-hole in existing legislation by 
which employers or labour recruiters ca3 bring Asian 
labour into Jordan. 
33. On the Tunisian agreement see MEED, vol. 26 (11)~ 
12 March 1982, p. 11; vol. 26 (44), 29 October 1982, 
p~ 33, on the visit of the Bangiadeshi Minister of 
Labour to Amman and vol. 25 (47) 20 November 1981, 
p. 25 on the pact signed with the Philippines. 
34. MEED, vol. 24 (23) 6 June 1980, p. 34. 
35. MEED, vol. 24 (32) 8 August 1980, p. 22. 
36. MEE~, vol. 22 (49) 8 December 1978, p. 35. 
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37. Unpublished tables of the 2.1% 1979 Census sample supplied 
by the Department of Statistics to the National 
Planning Council. 
38~ Birks, J.S. and Sinclair, C.A. (1980a) op. cit. p. 91. 
39. Graham-Brown, S. (1980) 'Labour: a unique labour market'. 
MEED, vol. 24, Special Report: Jordan, June 1980. 
40. ·Sales, M.E. (1978) Country case study -Syrian i\r·ah 
Republic. pp. 58-63. 
41. ·On the crisis in Jordan-Syria relations see Financial 
Times, 26 January 1982. 
42. ·MEED, voL 25 (14) 3 April 1981, p. 18. 
43. '·For a discussion of Turkish 
Arab region in general see: 
f6r Turkish workers ~rows'. 
January 1982, p. 55-7. 
worker migration to the 
Barchard, D. ( 1982) 'Demand 
MEED, vol. 26 (5) 29 
44. See MEED, vol. 26 (1) 1 January 1982, p. 8. Residence 
regulations on Egyptians were lifted from 15 December 
1981. Ministry of Labour misgivings over unregulated 
Egyptian labour immigration were expressed by the 
under-secretary, Tayseer Abdel Jaber who had earlier 
called for the imposition of stricter controls on such 
immigration; "We feel there is a lot of redundant J.abour· 
from Egypt, especially daily.workers. This is not the 
development we feel is needed." Repc.cted in MEED, vol. 
24, Special Report: Jordan, June 1980. 
45. Internal memo, Department of Employment, Ministry of 
Labour (Arabic). . 
46. Note that December 1981 is the only other month for 
which renewals data was available. 
47. MEED,. vol. 26 (11) .12 March 1982, p. 11. 
48. Kim, S. (1982) Contract migration in·the Republic of 
Korea. pp. 20-44. 
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49. The award, in May 1983, of a further major contract to 
a Chinese Company (CATIC) for infrastructure and public 
building construction in the Marka urban renewal 
project, is likely to increase the inflow of Chinese 
labour to Jordan. See MEED, vol. 27 (20) 20 May 1983, 
p. 28. --
so. Al-Fanik, F. 
Al-Ama1, vol. 
(1978) 'Labour turnover in Jordan'. 
1 (2) pp. 51-4 (Arabic). 
51. Restrictions on entry to Saudi Arabia and the Gulf 
labour markets may be responsible for increased migration 
into Jordan with its unrestrictive regulations (for 
Arabs). Once in Jordan immigrants may then be 
recruited for work in other labour markets. Although 
such a process is not reflected in offir.ial statistics 
the Ministry of Labour are·aware that labour recruiters 
(particularly Iraqi) have been operating in Jordart fur 
some years, hiring Egyptian labour. This idea or 
'step' migration at an international sc~le may explain 
the significant mismatch between immigraat workers 
educational status and their occupation in Jordan 
observed in a number of cases. The Amman 1982 work 
permit sample survey recorded large numbers of Egyptians 
with post-secondary education working as construction 
labour and in unskilled··service sector occupations. 
Abdalla Ali (1980) op. cit., points to a similar 
'intermediate' role for the labour immigration to 
North Yemen. 
52. This simply attempts to correct the num0er of 
Egyptians but does not estimate other c:·.andestine 
workers. 
53. ·Nevertheless some 21,b00 applicati~ns for Advanced 
Approval were turned down. ·Mansour Otoum, Ministry of 
Labour, personal communication. 
54. Serageldin, I. et al. ( 19 83) Manpower and in te r·na Liunal 
labour migration in the Middle East and North Africa. 
p. 199. 
55. National Planning Council (1982) Five year development 
plan, 1981-85. pp. 293-307~ 
56. Lack of job specification on work permits is in some 
respects a result of Ministry of Labour demands that 
jobs be first offered to Jordanians, if none are 
forthcoming then non-Jordanians may be hired. 
Employer~ circumvent this by advertising for 'general 
labours'. ·Few unskilled Jordanian workers however are 
registered at the Department of Employment. In the 
case of skilled and semi-skilled occupations 
employers detail wage rates that are unacceptably 
low to Jordanians, thus ensuring that non-Jordanians 
can be hired. 
57. Unp~blished classification of occupations used by the 
Departmeht of Employment (Arabic). 
58. Department of. Statistics (1976) op. cit. The 1975 
Labour force ce~sus data must however be interpreted 
with caution because of its under-enumeration of 
establishments in the construction sector and exclusion 
of agricultural employment. 
59. The additional costs to the employer of importing and 
employing immigrant workers are shown below on the 
basis of the author's survey of const~uction sector 
employers. ·This data refers to India~ and Sri Lankan 
employees for 1982: 
Item 
Recruitment fee 
Visas/processing 
Return air fare 
Food and accommodation (p.a.) 
Sundry expenses 
Total 
Cost (JD) per worker 
J.-i .00 
2~.00 
313.00 
360.00 
2.00 
730.00 
Cost ~dvantages to the employer are p~imarily the lower 
average wages and longer working hour3 of immigrant 
labour. In addition non-Muslim will be paid at normal 
rates during Ramadan, while Jordanian aLd other Muslim 
workers are paid for six hours work when only on site 
for four hours or less. 
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60. Birks, .J .S. and Sinclair, C. A. (1980a) op. cit., ·pp. 91-9. 
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Interim sector report II. p.· 34. 
62. ·Ana:ni, ,J. and Jaber, T.J\. (1980) '.Jor·rJan's exper·ience 
and policies in the field of reverse Lr·c.>nsf:cr· of 
technology'. pp. 53-4. 
63. ·Social Security Corporation (1981) 'Firs~ annual 
report'. (Arabic). 
64. ·It has been suggested that replacement migration may have 
. a detrimental effect, by reducing employers incentive 
to support in-plant training schemes (see Anani, J. and 
Jaber, T.A. (1980) op. cit.). However there is no 
empirical evidence to support this contention and the 
continued expansion of the VTC's training and 
apprentice~hip schemes would suggest that any such 
effect was limited. Nevertheless it was a factor, 
together with the growing unemployment ar~ong nationals, 
behind the decision in October· 1979 by wl·.iclr 25% Ill' th<! 
wor·kforce recpuited by foreign corrtr·acLor·s wer·<! · !,IJ he 
Jordanians (MEED, vol. 25 (19) 8 May. 1981 p. 22). 
However this has simply been passed on to local sub-
contractors. The NCC has recently (June 1983) 
debated legislation by which the number of construction 
contracts awarded to foreign compani8s will be reduced 
and the minimum share of Jordanian labour to be hired 
by such. companies would be raised from 25% to 40%. 
MEED, vol. 27 (24) 17 June 1983, pp. 27-8. 
65. The term 'secondary labour migration' has been adopted 
to distinguish such movements from the earlier 
migration to primary labour markets which stimulated the 
chain of migration. In reality there are not simply 
two levels of international labour migration. Thus for 
example the Sudan supplies labour to both primary 
(Saudi Arabia and Libya) and secondary ~Jordan and 
YAR) labour markets. At the same tifue the Sudan is a 
labour importer herself. ·In 1980 the K:nrtoum Labour 
Department issued work permits to some .!,100 immigrant 
workers (excluding Europeans/Americans a~d refugees) 
primarily from Egypt, Chad, Eritrea, Ethiopia, India 
and Pakistan. ·A high proportion (over 55%) were in 
administrative and clerical occupations, with a further 
27% in skilled manual work. (The author's work on 
recent trends in, and characteristics of, Sudanese 
participation in the internation labour market 
(derived from a field study in Khartoum~ November-
December 1981) will be the subject of a future working 
paper.) Similarly Sales, M. (1978) QP· cit. p. 67, 
suggests that Syria has also begun to e~perience labour 
shortages due to her role as a supplier o [ pr·ima r·y an <.I 
'replacement' migrant labour, and that: 11 ·:i:L seems 
inevitable that replacement migrants ... will app<::ar· 
in Damascus before. long .... 11 Hill, E. ( t 9 83) 
'Multinationals and the movement of labour into and 
within the Arab world, with special reference to the 
construction industry and Egypt', provides an anecdotal 
account (pp. 15-24) of the use of foreign labour in the 
Egyptian construction sector. 
66. The larg~st of which appears a+ound the Grand Mosque 
in centr~l Amman. ·The 1979 Census sample results show 
.that 2.8% of economically active non-Jordanians were 
unemployed. 
67. ·Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan~ (1978) 'The Social 
Security Law no. 30 of 1978'.· (Arabic) see article 4. 
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68. This accords well with data for 1978 showing 2.6% of 
Egy~tian i~migrant workers to be female. This is the 
only other year for which disaggregat~d data is available. 
69. ·Department of Statistics (1982) Statistical Yearbook, 
1981. Table 12, p. 20. 
70. Westinghouse Health Systems (1977) Natio~al Health 
Pl~nning iri Jordan phase two: health policy strategy. 
See appendix D. 
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71. Kawar, S. (1981) 'Finger in the dike: coping with the 
nursing shortage'. Jordan Times, 27 October 1981, p. 2. 
Kawar describes the problems of immigrant nurses 
working in Jordan, ranging from language difficulties to 
high income tax payments which reduce the monetary 
incentive of such migration. It is reported that few 
immigrant nurses renew their annual rontracts and many 
re-migrate to the Gulf. 
72. Mansour Otoum, Ministry of Labour, personal communication, 
March 1983. 
73. 28% of Filipino immig:rant women had secondary or post-
secondary .education completion . 
. 
74. MEED, vol. 26 (36) 3 September 1982, p. 31 and vol. 
25149) 4 December 1981, p. 32. The .Ministry of Labour 
objects to such restrictions because of the boost it 
gives to illegal recruiters. 
75. In addition to the employment problem, ~he growing 
level of out-remittances from Jordan reduces the level 
of net ~emittances: 
Year 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982~~ 
Estimated out-remittances (JD million) 
not estimated 
4.8 
15.0 
20.0 
24.0 
46.0 
52~0 
62.0 
~:- Annualised from data for the first t.·ine munLhs 
Source: Central Bank of Jordan, Monthly Statistical 
Bulletin, March 1983, vol. 19 (3), 
table 25. 
76. Abdalla Ali, A. (1980) op. cit .. 
77. Kofman, E. (1982) op. cit. 
7 8 . C a ld o , C . ( 1 9 8 2 ) o p . cit . 
79. See for example: Gibson, K.D. (1983) 'Folitical 
ecbn6my and international labour migratlon: the case 
of Polynesians in New Zealand. 1 ·New Zealand Geographer, 
vol. 39 (1) pp. 29-42. 
80. Birks, J.S. and Sinclair, C.A. (1980a) op. cit. pp. 87. 
Table 8.1 
Work permit 1ssues to non-Jordanian labour 1973-82 
Year Number of work permits issued~*" d change jO 
1973 376 
1974 519 38.0 
1975 803 54.7 
1976 4,790 396.5 
1977 7,778 62.4 
1978 . 18,785 141. 5 
1979 26,415 40.6 
1980 79,566 20 l. 2 
·1981 93,402 17.4 
1982 (109,671) (17.4) 
. So~rce:. M~nistry of Labou~ (1980) Annual Report 1979, 
p. 10 and Annual Report 1981, table 3 (Arabic). 
Not~ that this includes renewed wcrk permits. 
**· 1982 data are estimated, see t~xt for details. 
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Table 6.2 
New and renewed work permits issued to non-Jordanians by nationality, 1978-82 
Nationality 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982* 
No. % No. % No. % ·No. % No. % 
Arabs 13 2 310 70.8 182287 69.3 61 2 967 77-9 74 2 839 80.2 17 2 698 49.7 
Egyptian 11,796 62.8 16,522 62.6 55,544 69.8 67,796 72.6 14,284 40.2 
Syrian 103 0.5 190 0.7 3·, 639 4.6 3,092 3-3. 1,185 3-3 
Lebanese 1,179 6 .. 3 1 '000 . 3.8 1,172 1.5 1,077 1.2 966 2.7 
Sudanese 1,425 1.5 398 1.1 
Iraqi 910 1.0 222 0.6 
Other Arab 232 1.2 575 2.2 1,612 2.0 529 0.6 643 1.8 
Asian 4 2 623 24.6. 5 2 836 22.1 13 2 954 17.5 15 2 559 16.6 15 2 725 44-2 
Pakistani 1,334 7.1 1,206 4.6 2,385 3.0 1,440 1.5 1,154 3-3 
Indian 1,001 5.3 1,248 4-7 3,737 4-7 5,217 5.6 3,816 10 ··7 
s. :Korean 1,441 7.7 1,427 5.4 3,681 4.6 2,114 2.3 1,503 4.2 
Thai 172 0.9 126 0.5 690 0.9 962 1.0 1,505 4.2 
Bangladeshi 220 0.2 283 0.8 
Chinese 195 1.0 60 0.2 1,091 1.6 2,043 5-7 
Filipino 1,475 1.6 2,043 5-7 
Sri Lankan 1,110 1.2 2,845 8.0 
Turks 1,351 1.4 1,056 3.0 
Other Asian 480 2.6 1,769 6.7 3,461 4-3 579 0.6 85 0.2 
Euro2ean 523 2.8 2 2 068 7.8 3 2 430 4-3 2 2 637 2.8 ) 6.1 Other ·329 1:8 224 o:B 215 0.3 '366 0.4 )2,175 
TOTAL 18,785 100 26,415 100 79,566 100 93,402 100 35,598 100 
S()urce: idem. (1981) Annual Reeort 2 1980, table 1 and Annual Reeort 2 1981, table 5 (Arabic). 
~:- Data for 1982 refer to Amman only and were collated by the author from employment office ~-
files. w o-
'• ·' 
Table 8.3 
Distributio-n of work permit issues 1979-81 issuing office 
Employment 1979 ·1980 1981 
Office . miniber % number % number % 
Amman 19,109 72.3 55·,002 69.1 63,134 . 67.5 
Zarka 1,822 6 .·9 5,834 7.3 7,548 8. 1 
Irbid 1,037 3~9 4,495 5.7 4,371 4.7 
·neir All a } 472 0.5 2,154 2.7 North Shuna 841 0.9 
Karak .... 1,784 ·2. 2 3,434 3 .·7 
Es-Salt 132 0. 1 
Ma'an/1\qcaba 4,447 ln,9 10,297 1.1. 0 13,602 14.5 
Total 26,415 100 7~,566 100 9~,534 100 
Source: idem. (1982) Annual ReEort 1981, table 2 and p . . .., "" ... _, (Arabic). 
Table 8.4· 
Disiribution (%) of work permits by issuing ~ffice and nationality, 1981 
Egyptian .. Syrian · Lebanese Other All Pakistani Indian South Thai Other All 
Arab Arab Korean Asian Asian 
Amman 66.4 66.2 83.4 52.0 66.1 57.0 68. 1 96.7 96.5 78.0 76.9 
Zarka 8.7 4.8 4.8 3.3 8. 3 15 ··4 2.2 3.2 2.6 3.6 4. 1 
Ir.bid 5.9 3.5 3'.3. 2.0 5.6 3. 8 0. 1 0.9 1.5 1.0 
Deir All a 0.7 0.1 0.3 . 0. 6. 0.3 0. 1 
North Shuna '1.0 0.2 0.2 
.. 
0.9 3. 3 2. 3 o. 1 1.1 
~..arak 3.8 0.7 2.0 3.6 3.2 5. 2 0. 1 5.5 4. 1 
M~.:!an/Aqaba· 13.5 24.5' 8.5 40.2 14.9 17.0 . 22. 1 11 . 3 13.2 
Tbtal 67,796 3' 092 1,077 2,874 Li,839 1,440 5,218 2,114 962 5,826 15,560 
Source: ibid. table 7 (Arabic). 
Note data for the Es-Salt office is not available by nationality. 
Table 8.5 
Work permits issued to Egyptians by the Amman Employment 
Office during the first half of 1981 and 1982 
Month 1981 198?. 
January 4,640 1,455 
February 3,850 1,196 
.March 5,948 1,461 
April 4,961 1,632 
May 4,702 1' 458 
June 3,867 1,076 
Total 27,968 8,:ns 
Source: unpublished monthly records. Amman 
Employment Office (Arabic) Author's 
compilation. 
Table 8.6 
Work permits issued by the Amman Employment Of'fice in 1981 
and 1982, by nationality 
Nationality 1981 1982 
numper % total number % total 
·Egyptian 45,044 71.4 14,284 40. 1 
Syria·n 
. 2' 048 3.2 1,185 3.3 
.Lebanese 898 1.4 966 2.7 
Other Arab 1,490 .2. 4 1,263 3.6 
Pakistani 821 1.3 1' 154 3.3 
Indian 3,552 5.6 3,816 10.7 
South Korean 2,044 3.2 1,503 4.2 
Thai· 928 1 .. 5 1,505 4.2 
Other Asian 4,544 7.2 7,747 21.8 
European 1,467 2.3} 2,175 5.9 
Other nationalities 293 0.5 
.Total 63,134 100.0 ,j5,598 100.0 
. . 
Source: Ministry of Labour (1982) op .. cit. tabl~ 7 and for 
1982 unpublished monthly records, Amman Employment 
Office (Arabic). 
i I 
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Table 8.7 
Non-Jordanian work permit receipts in 1981.anJ estimated 
level of worker in-migration for 1982 in Amma~ governorate, 
selected nationalities 
Nationality.· 1981 1982 % change 
Arab 49,485 (56,534) (+14.2) 
--
Egyptian 45,044 (53,120) (+1}.9) 
Syrian 2,048 1' 185 -42.1 
· Lebanese 898 966 + 7.6 
Other Arab 1,495 1,263 -15.5 
Asian 11z889 15z725 +32.3 
Pakistani 821 1,154 +40.6 
Indian 3,552 3,816 + 7.4 
South Korean 2,044 1,503 -26.5 
Thai 928 1,505 +62.2 
Other Asian 4,544 7,747 +70.5 
Source: as table 8.6. 
Npte figu~~s in parenthesis are ~stimated, see text. 
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Table 8. 8 · 
New and renewed work permits issued by the Am~an Employment 
Office in 1982 by sex and nationa}ity 
New work Renewed work Total work permits: 
permits permits 
Nationality % total No. issues male female total 
1. Arab 
--
Egyptian 10,795 3,489 24.4 13,895 389 14,284 
Syrian. 846 339 28.6 1' 179 6 1' 18 5 
Lebanese 557 409 42.3 873 93 966 
Iraqi 134 88 7.2 199 23 222 
Sudanese 194 204..., 51..3 .395 3 398 
Palestinian 36 63 90 9 99 
Saudi 2 3. 2 3 5 
Yemeni. 4 5 9 - 9 
Ethiopian 2 4 s l. 6 2 4 6 
Eritrean 36 19 3.3 22 55 
Djibou,ti 4 1 5 - 5 
Somali 8 3 11 - ll 
Mauritanian 8 j} 8 - 8 Libyan 7 11 - 11 Algerian 36 9.5 35 5 40 Tunisian 182 195 6 201 
Moroccan 177 16 186 7 193 
Total 13,670 4,670 26.4 17,128 570 17,698 
2. Asian 
Turkish 614 442 41.9 1,045 11 1,056 
Indian 2,119. 1,697 44.5 .3,698 118 3,816 
Pakistani 647. 507 43.9 L, 11 7 37 1' 154 
Bangladeshi 188. 95 33.6 1.67 16 283 
Sri· Lankan . 1:,930 915 32.2 52 7 2,318 2,845 
Thai 993' 512 34.0 1 '4. 7 l .14 l,SOS 
South Korea 897 606 40.3 l ':~96 7 I, 50.3 
Filipino 1,262 781 38.2 1 ' 1 7 2 871 2,043 
Chinese 490 945 .... 65.9 1,423 12 1,435 
Afghan 17 12 29 - 29 
Iranian 4 10 10 4 14 
Malaysian 1 1 ~ 47. 1 2 - 2 
Indonesian 4 1 5 - 5 
Taiwanese 19 1~6..., 33 2 35 
442 
'rotal 9,185 6,540 41.6 12,~95 3,430 15,725· 
Source: as tabie 8.5. 
Table 8.9 
Crude labour force turnover among immigrant workers, Amman 1981-82 
Work Permits: 
Nationality Issued Renewed % Issued Renewed % 
Jan.-June Dec. 1981- renewed July-Dec. June-Nov. renewed 
.1981 May 1982 1981 1982 
Egyptian 27,968 2,457 8.8 17,076 1,406 8.2 
Syrian 1' 098 150 13.7 950 194 20.4 
Lebanese. 451 175 38.8 447 226 50.6" 
Other Arab 700 185 26.4 795 256 32.2 
Total Arab 30,217 2' 96"7 9.8 19,268 2,082 10.8 
Pakistani 280 145" 52.5 541 325 60. 1 
Indian 1,583 517 32.7 1~969 1,044 53.0 
South ·Korean 867 422 48.7 1' 1 7 7 248 ~ j_ • 1 
Thai 491 75 15.3 1-f. 3 i 410 93.8 
Other Asian 1,633 767 47.0 2' 911 2,284 78.5 
Total Asian 4,854 1,928 39.7 7,035 4,311 61.3 
Source: as table 8.5. 
Table 8.10 
Work permits issued by the Amman Employment Office as a proportion of total work permit 
issues in 1981 and estimated work permit issues in 1982 by nationality 
Natior:tality 
Egyptian 
Syrian 
Lebanese 
Other Arab 
Total Arab 
Pakistani 
Indian 
South Korean 
Thai 
Other Asian 
':'o~al Asian 
Other nationalities 
Total 
Source: as table 8 . 6 . 
1981 
number of work 
permits issued 
in Amman 
45,0.44 
2,048 
898 
1,495 
49,485 
821 
3,552 
2,044 
928 
4,544 
11,889 
1,760 
63,134 
% of total 
work permits 
issued· 
66.4 
66.2 
83.4 
52.0 
66.1 
57.0 
68.1 
96.7 
96.5 
78.0 
76.4 
58.6 
67.6 
Note figures in parenthesis are estimated, see text. 
1982 
number of 
work permits 
issued in Amman 
(53,120) 
1,185 
966 
1,263 
(56,534) 
1,154 
3,816 
1,503 
1,505 
7.747 
15,725 
2,175 
(74,434) 
estimated total 
work permit 
issues 
(80,000) 
1,790 
1,158 
2,429 
(85,377) 
2,025 
5,604 
1,554 
1,560 
9 ·' 912 
20,582 
3,712 
(109,671) 
Table 8. 11 
Sectoral distribution of non-Jordanian employment, 1978-82 
1978 1979 1980 1981 1982~c 
no. % no. % no. % no~ .% no. % 
Professional and 
technical 490 2 .. 6 1,531 5.8 2,742 3. 5 5,660 6. 1 2,236 6.3 
Administrative 405 2. 1 945 3.6 1,306 1.6 2,479 2.7 1,368 3.8 
Clerical 577 3. 1 618 2. 3 1,603 2.0 2,395 2.6 645 1.8 
Sales 141 0.7 269 1.0 1,383 1.7 1,341 1.4 453 1.3 
Services 1,499 8.0 3,414 12.9 9,620 12 .. 1 12,784 13.7 6,475 18.2 
Agriculture . 1,345 9.2 .2 '022 7.7 7,142 9.0 4,103 4.3 607 1.7 
Production and 
process labour 11 ,6 9 5 62.3 .7' 209 27.3 24,t14 30.4 39,756 42.6 11,408 32.0 
Unclassified 
labour 2,633 14~0 10,407 39.4 31,566 39.7 24,884 26.6 12,406 34.9 
Total 18,785 100 26,415 100 79,566 100 93,,1.C2 100 35,598 100 
---
Source: l'linistry of Labour (1981) Annual Report 1980 and 1981. Table ') (Arabic). 4o 
~~ Note that 1982 data refer to Amman only, author's compilation from employment office records. 
Comparison of 
and 
Employment Sector 
Professional and 
technical 
Administrative and 
managerial 
Clerical 
Sales 
Services 
Agriculture 
Production and 
process labour 
Table 8.12 
'Jordanians' in 
Kuwait 1980 · 
19.6 
0.9 
18 .. 7 
8.3 
2. 1 
0. 1 
50.2 
Jordanian emigrants 
1980 
Non-nationals 
in Jordan 1980 
3.5 
1.6 
2.0 
1.7 
12.1 
9.0 
70.1 
Source: table 8.11 .and table 5.16 .above. 
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Table 8.13. 
Comparison of employment by skill for 'Jordanians' 
abroad and non-Jordanian rants 
distribution 
Occupational 'Jordanians' in Non-nationals in Non-nationals 
Category Kuwait, 1980 .Jordan, 1982 in Jordan, 
1975 
A-1 10.6. 1.2 2.6 
A-2 7. 1 1.7 7.0 
B 4. 2 . 2. 9 ' 13 .. 6 
C-1 25.2 4.8 15.8 
C-2 · 18 ··3 12 .. 1 37.4 
D 34.6. 77.3 . 23.6 
Source: 1975: Department of Statistics (1976) Labour Force 
Census, 1975. Table 20. 
1980; drawn from table 5.17 -above. 
1982: based on appendix VII~ 
Table 8.14 
Summary occupational distribution of non-JorJanian immigrant 
workers in Amman, October 1982-January 1983 
Total Arab Asian 
No. % No. % No. % 
Professional and Managerial 129 3.4 1! 4.1 58 ~ 
Engineers and surveyors 32 0.9 15 0.9 17 0.8 
Accountants 11 0.3 5 0.3 6 0.3 
Teachers 28 0.7 28 1.6 - -
Managers 13 0.3 6 0.3 7 0.4 
Nurses 24 0.6 - - 24 1.2 
Others 21 0.6 17 1.0 4 0.2 
Clerical workers 130 3.5 98 5.7 32 1.6 
Administrative officials 13 0.4 8 0.5 5 9·3 
Clerks 53 1.4 46 2.7 7 ,0.3 
Secretaries/typists 23 0.6 15 0.8 8 :o.4 
Others 41 1.1 29 1.7 12 0.6 
Skilled and semi-skilled manual 992 26.4 315 18.3 677 33. 1 
Technicians 26 0.7 14 0":8 12 0":6 
Electricians 64 1.7 20 1.2 44 2.2 
Painters 23 0.6 17 1.0 () 0 .. 1 
Bricklayers/stone-masons, 39 1.0 20 t. J. I() 0.() 
Tilesetters 34 0.9 21 1. 2. 1.1 _().6 
Blacksmiths/steel fixers 76 2.0 6 0 . .1 70 .1.4 
Carpenters 341 9.1 75 4.4 266 13. I 
Plasterers 17 0.5 5 0 . .1 12 0.6 
Drivers 128. 3.4 54 3.1 74 3.6 
Fitters/welders 52 1.4:. :i.1 0.7 41 2.0 
Foremen 23 0.6 6 0.3 17 0.8 
Mechanics 106 2.8 38 2.2 68 3.3 
Plumbers 21 0.6 5 0.3 16 0.8 
Others 42 1.1 23 1.3 19 0.9 
Service.workers 678 18.1 181 . 10.6 497 24.4 
Housemaids/nannys 402 10.7 13 0":8 389 19.1 
Cooks 32 0.8 21 1.2 11 ·o.5 
Waiters 116 3.1 52 3.0 64 3.2 
~kers/confectioners 35 1.0 35 2.1 - -
Others 
-
93 2.5 60 3.5 33 1.6 
Unskilled labourers 12686 45.0 9/"3 56.7 713 35.1 
Construction labour 1,244 33.2 cOO 35.0 644 31.7 
Factory labour 231 6.2 220 12.8 .11 ~.5 
Others 2-11 5.9 . 
.153 8.9 58 2.9 
Agricultural workers. 136 3.6 78 4.6 58 2.9 
TOTAL 3,751 100.0 . 1,716 100.0 2,035 100.0 
Source:· . Appendix VII. 
I 
T.able 8. 15 
Summary occupational .distribution of non-Jordanians in Amman, October 1982-January 1983 
Egyptian Syrian Lebanese Other Indian Pakist_: Sri Thai South Chinese~~ Filipino 
Employment ·Arab ani Lankan Korean 
Sector no. % no. .·% no. % no. % no. % no. % no. % no. % no. % no. % no. % 
Professional 45 3.1 ·11 14.2 8 8.3 7 6.9 14 3.1 17 13.7 6 1.4 - 6 4.7 9 2.3 6 3.1 
and 
Managerial 
Clerical 64 4.4 4 5.2 17 17.7 13 12.8 9 2.0 4 3.2 - - ·- 7 5.4 - - 9 4.6 
Skilled and 216 15.0 30 39.0 30 31.3 39 38.2 263 57.4 52 41.9 22 5.1 111 52.4 116 89.9 7 1.8 84 42 .. 9 
semi-skilled 
manual. 
Services 127 8.8 18 23.4 18 18.8 18 17.6 60 13.1 .2 1.6 338 79.0 4 1.8 - - - - 81 41.3 
Agricultural. 73 5.1 5 6.5 - - - - 8 1.7 26 21.0 - - - - - - - - - -
Production & 916 63.6 9 11.7 23 23.9 25 24.5 104 22.7 23 18.6 62 14.5 97 45.8 - - 370 95.9 16 8.1 
process 
workers -
TOTAL 1,441 100 77. 108 96 100 102 100 4S~ 100 124 100 428 100 212 100 129 100 38b 100 196 100 
.I-
--··- ---- ·-- ·--
Source: Appendix VII. 
* Note that the bulk of Chinese ~orkers are simply recorded as 'construction labour', no 
occupational details nor wage rates are provided. 
Other 
Asian 
no. % 
- -
3 2.9 
22 21.6 
16 15.7 
24 23.5 
37 36.3 
102 100 
--
Table 8.16 
Non-Jordanian wa e rates (mode) in Amman October 1983 for selected 
occupations and nationalities 
Occupation Egyptian Syrian ·.Lebanese Maghreb in Turks Indian . Pakistani Sri Lankan Thai Filipino Bangladeshi 
Clerical workers 80 '80 80 90 70 145 
Secretary 100 150 150 
Office labour 45 60 
Cook 90 200 150 200 95 150 180 
Waiter 60 90 70 65 68 
Laundry worker 90 ::.: 60. 120 
Electrician 90 90 180 100 95 120 150 135 
Painter 8o' 80 120 80 100. 
Brick-layer 105 180 .110 100 130 
Tile-setter 100. 135 140 150 
Blacksmith/steel 
fixer 110. 100 100. 100 150. 120 
carpenter 80 120. 95 90 100 100 95 110 150 
ffiasterer 90 150 105 
HD/LD driver 120 100. 160 150 120 110 150 
Fitter 90 150 100 95 140 150 
Welde:t· 17U· . 195 140 140 150 
A0rer1an 250 190 zoo 
Auto-mechanic 100 90 120 
Other mechanic 105 125 90 110 140 135 95 
Plumber 66 
Housemaid 60 50 80 60 35 40 45 50 
Agricultural 
labourer 50 45 60 50 55 60 
Unskilled con-
struction 
labour 50 60 60 90 so so 80 65 90 50 
-'='-
<..n 
Cuntinu(':d 0 
(Table 8.16· continued) 
Occupation· Egyptian ·Syrian Lebanese Maghreb in Turks Indian Pakistani Sri Lankan Thai Filipino. Bangladeshi 
Unskilled· 
factory 
labour 70 90 75 90 
Hotel cleaners 40 45 45 35 65 75 55 
Source: author's survey of work permits.issued in Amman. 
Note wage rate data for Chinese and South Korean labour is not disclosed on work permits, su~h 
contract workers receive deferred payments in their country of origin. 
·! .[· 
Table 8.17 
Comparative wage rates for Jordanian and nnn-Jordanian 
construction sector employees, selected occupations (1982) 
Occupation Average monthly wage (JD): 
Jordanian Non-Jordanian 
Carpenter 94.00 89.00 
Bricklayer/stone-
mason 110.00 98.00 
Steel erector 92.00 78.00 
Welder 178.00 178.00 
Plumb~r 75.00 66.00 
·Painter· 78.00 70.00 
Plasterer n.a. 104.00 
Electrical fitter 82.00 72.00 
Light duty plant 
opef'a.tor 133.00 121.00 
.Heavy duty pl~nt 
·operator 150.00 136.00 
Foremap 114.00 98.00 
Unskilled labourer 70.00 58.00 
Sourc~: author 1 s intervi~ws with selected employers in 
Amman, January and February 1983. 
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Table 8.18 
Non-Jordanian women receiving work permits, 1978-82 
Year 
1978 
1979 
1980 
Number of work 
permits issued to 
women 
562 
932 
2,993 
Women as a 
proportiPn of total 
work permlt issues 
J.O 
3.5 
3.8 
1981 
1982~~ 
(adjusted 
1,934 
4,468 
6,117 
2. 1 
12.6 
5.G) 
Source: Ministry of Labour ·(1979) Annual Re}ort 1978, 
table 2(b) and 1981 table 4 (Arabic ~ . 
Note that data for 1982 refer to Amman only. 
Figures in parenthesis are adjusted for the under-
enumeration of Egyptians and extr~polated to an 
all~Jordan figure. The 1982 data was extracted 
from Employment Office records by the author. 
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Table 8. 19 . 
Non-Jordanian women receiving work permits, by nationality, 
1978 and 1982 
Nationality 1978 1982~~ 
number % number % 
Egyptian 297 52.9 389 8.7 
Syrian 4 0.7 6 0. 1 
Lebanese 89 15.8 93 2. 1 
· Iraqi n.a. 2.3 o.s 
Eritrean n.a .· 22 0.5 
Maghrebin n.a. 18 0.4 
Other Arab 13 2.3 20 0.5 
Total Arab 403 71.7. 571 12.8 
Pakistani 18 3.2 37 0.8 
Indian 10 1.7 118 2.7 
South Korean 1 0.2 7 0. 1 
Thai· 2 0.4 34 0.8 
Sri Lankan n.a·.· 2,313 51.9 
Filipino n.a .. 871- 19;. 5 
s"angladeshi n.a.· 16 0.4 
·chinese n.a.· 12 0.3 
Turks n.a .. 
- 11 0.2 
.Other·Asian 18 3.2· 6 0. 1 
Total ·Asian 49 ·8. 7 3!430 76.8 
........ 
Other nation,..-·' 
alities. · 110. 19.6 467 10.4 
TOTAL 562. 100.0 4,468 100.0 
Source: ibid·. "table 4 ~ 
~~ Note t.hat 1982 data refers to Amman· only, author-'.s 
compilation from employment office records. 
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Table 8.20 
Occupational distribution of non-Jordanian women in 1978, 
1979 and 1982 
Occupation 
Professional; 
managerial and 
technical 
Accountants (and 
f·c Iii Led) 
Teachers 
Doctors 
Nur·ses 
Midwives 
· Pharmacist 
Translator 
Draughtsman 
I 
Laboratory technicians 
Other skilled and 
professional workers 
Clerical and 
administrative 
Clerks 
'l'ypists/secretaries 
Cashiers and book-
keepers 
(£neral office workers 
Sales 
Salesmen 
Shop assistants 
Services 
Housemaid/children '.s 
nanny 
Air stewardess 
Seamstress. 
Cooks 
Bakers 
Caretaker 
HairdrE!sser 
Hotel cleaners· 
Ancillary hospital 
workers 
Waitress 
·Guide 
Other service workers 
Unskilled labour 
Manufacturing labour 
Other unskilled labour 
Unknown 
TOTAL 
Source: As Appendix VI. 
1978 
number % 
13 
15 
25 
103 
32 
7 
179 
10 
2 
6 
71 
98 
1 
562 
2.3 
2.7 
4.4 
18.3 
5.7 
1.2 
31.9 
i.8 
0.4 
1.1 
12.6 
17.4 
0.2 
100. 
1979 
number % 
33 
28 
63 
3 
25 
125 
47 
23 
·. 325 
4 
12 
28 
3 
127 
3.5 
3.0 
6.8 
0.3 
2.7 
13.4 
5.1 
2.5 
34.9 
0.4 
1.3 
3.0 
0.3 
13.6 
1982 
number % 
19 
43 
1 
100 
44 
3 
5 
3 
13 
19 
30 
160 
11 
34 
32 
27 
3,518 
141 
18 
42 
1 
9 
51 
49 
4 
85 
0.4 
LO 
2.2 
1.0 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.3 
0.4 
0.7 
3.6 
0.2 
0.8 
0.7 
0.6 
78.8 
3.2 
0.4 
0.9 
0.2 
1.1 
1.1 
0.1 
84 
2 
932 
9.0 6 
1.9 
0.1 
0.2 
100. 4,468 100 
Table 8.21 
Age-sex structure of employed non~Jordanians in Amman, 
October 1982-January 1983 
Age Group Male Female 
number % number % 
15-19 380 11.2 36 . 10.2 
20-24 516 15.2 84 23.6 
25-29 788 23.2 97 29.2 
30-34 665 19.6 67 18.7 
35-39 549 16.2 .36 10.2 
40-44 306 9.0 32 ~). () 
45-49 132 3.<) 3 0.<) 
50-54 45 1.3 
55-59 6 0.2 1 0.3 
60-64 
:} 0.2 65+ . 
TOTAL 3,395 100 356 100 
Source: Author's survey of work permit~ issued in Amman. 
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CHAPTER NINE 
INTERNATIONAL LABOUR MIGRATION AND AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMEN1: 
A CASE STUDY OF THE EAST JORDAN VALLEY 
9.1 Preface 
The discussion so far has considered various aspects 
of Jordanian labour emigration and of non-Jordanian 
immigration as separate entities. This chapter will attempt 
to link these two themes by examining labour market 
1 development in the East Jordan Valley over the period 1973-80. 
This area provides a unique opportunity, in the Jordanian 
context, to examine the response of an expanding regional 
labour market to the national labour supply constraint. 
A number of recent studies have examined the 
relationship between international labour emigration and 
essent{ally deteriorating agricultural regions where, 
predictably, labour emigration has exacerbated those 
2 problems. Here we take a contrary case. The East Jordan 
Valley is an area of considerable investment (much of it 
foreign) in agriculture and its systematic development has 
remained a cornerstone of Jordanian economic policy since 
the appointment of Transjordan's first Director of 
Development (M.G. Ionides) in t~e early 1930's. 3 
As a result of this concerted attention there exists 
a variety. of demographic and agricultural data sources. 
These are used here in examining the relationship between 
the .l.abour· demands of a -developing agr·icul tur·a L r·1~gi un and 
.i n t c r · n a L j o 11 a I I a b o u r· m a r ol~ c t p r· c .'":i s u r· 1 ~ :-; • 'l'h.i .. -; wi 1.1. pr·ov ide 
an in.s1.gh L in to the implications of pa r·Licipa tion i 11 Lhe 
i~te~nation~l labour market for agricultural development 
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and demonstrate the evolution, characteristics and 
implications of secondary labour immigration. With regard 
to the latter, the analysis will examine Sinclair 1 s contention 
that the presence of such immigrant labour is merely 
indicative of short-term labour shortages and that in-
migrani~ are playing a purely supplementary role, filling 
jobs left vacant by domestic labour and maintaining the 
developm~nt momentum. 4 In particular thi~ provides an 
opportunity to focus on alternative explanations for labour 
immigration, namely labour scarcity and social control. 
Discussion of the regional labour ma~ket 1 s evolution 
cannot be divorced from an examination of the productive 
base. This chapter begins by examining components of change 
in the regional economy, emphasising the impJ.icat:i.fJJIS ol" 
each component fo~ manpower requirements. ( Figur·es 9. I and 
9.2 refer to the main population settlements and Lu Lite 
enumeratiqn units/ admini strati ve subdivisions of Lite r·egion, 
respectively.) 
9.2 
9.2. 1 
Agricultural change 1n the East Jordan Valley, 
1973-80 
This section briefly examines the agricultural 
economy of the East Jprdan Valley and its development over 
the period 1973-80, focussing in ~a~ticular on projected 
manpower requirements.. A series of questions which have 
a bearing on ~he demand for, and characteristics of; 
manpower in the regional labou~ market will be introduced. 
In a major study of the manpower requirements for 
the agricultural sector that would accompany implementation 
of the Jordan Valley Development Plan 1975-82 (USDL, 1976), 
Salt and Keeley projected a two-fold increase in 1 farm 
FIG. 9-1 MAIN SETTLEMENTS IN THE EAST JORDAN VALLEY. 
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FIG. 9-2 EAST JORDAN VALLEY: ENUMERATION DISTRICTS. 
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worker' requirements from 20,300 in 1973 to 64,250 by 
1987/88 (on iirigated. land). 5 This would require an increase 
in the agricultural labour force from 10,300 to 32,700. 
The difference between 'farm workers' and the labour force 
in agriculture arises from the fact that labour inputs 
are made in a variety of combinations of per~anent, 
temporary and· occasional labour components. Thus the 1973 
social and economic survey of the East Jordan Valley 
(SESEJV) reveals that the labour force in agriculture 
(15,734) was significantly smaller than the number of worker~ 
em~loyed on ag~icultural holdings (28,967) be~ause a lirge 
number 6£ w6r~ers are engaged on more than one farm 
6 holding. 
The predicted growth in manpower r·equir·ements (tab I.e 
9. 1.) is attr·ibuted Lo thr·ee main Factor·s: 
( i) ari expected increase 1n irrigaLed ar·ea Tr·om 114, (>00 
dunums (d.) in 1973 to. 360,000 d. by 1983; 
(ii) an increase in the number of agricultural holdings 
from 4,475 in 1973 to 9,647 by 1983 as a result of the land 
redistribut~~ri programme, in addition the mean holding size 
would fall from 40.6 d. to 37.3 d.; 
.(iii) 
132%. 7 
an increase in cropping intensity, from 106% to 
Two ad.ditional factors would act to reduce the over·al.l 
growth,in labour demand: 
(i) changes in cropping pattern involving the introduction 
ot less labour intensive fodder crops and the reduction in 
vegetable prbduction; 
.(:ii) improved productivity as a result of mechanization 
and technologic~! change. 
In addition to projecting this growth in the 
agricult11ral workforce the USDL study also predicted changes 
in its composition. In particular, higher productivity was 
expected to result in a lower proportion of wage workers, 
while the land reform programme would increase the 
proportion of self-employed workers. In sum the development 
of intensive small-scale fa~ily fa~ms ~ould reduce the 
wage-worker component of the farm workforce. 
Taking each of the .five major variables affecting 
manpower requirements in t~rn, the following sections 
will examine changes in each variable since 1973 and assess 
the extent to which these proje6tions have been realised. 
9.2.2 The expansion of irrigation 
Th~ proj~cted expansion in irrigated area accounts 
for the bulk of the growth in farm worker requirements 
to 1982/3. Assuming other factors to be constant the 
pro~osed growth in irrigated area would increase manpower 
demand by 1~4% over the period. 
Iti 1954 the Baker-Harza.report established a 
6 d. 8 cultivable area in the East Jordan Valley of some 3 4,000 
By 1961 completion of the East Ghor Main Canal (EGMC) 
had brought 115,000 d. under irrigation, an area which 
increased further to 159,000 d. by 1973. Variations in 
water availabil{ty and conveyance efficienty meant that the 
area which actually received sufficient water to be 
pioductive, was only 114,000.d .. In addition a fluctuating 
area, averaging about 16,000 d., ~as dependent on winter 
rainfall levels. The 1973-5 and subsequent 1975-82 plans 
proposed an expansion in the 1rrigated area to some 360,000 d. 9 
This would result from the introduction of sprinkler 
irrigatio~ th~oughout the East Jordan Valley. The latter 
was considered as the most cost-effective ir~igation system, 
with high efficiency in water conveyance and field 
1 . t. 10 app 1ca 1on. Furthermore it could be applied to un-graded 
soils, an important consideration in an area of shallow 
soil cover. 
The completion of the majority of 'stage I projects' 
by late 1979 (see fig. 9.3) brought an additional 106,470 d. 
under irrigation, raising the total irrigable area to 
221,470 d. 11 However, continued water shortages have delayed 
the introduction of sprinkler equipment and have led the 
government to re-allocate available water supplies from 
irrigation to industrial and municipal uses, primarily in 
Amman. As a result the target irrigable area has heen 
12 
reduced to 310,000 d. Between 1976 and 1979 there was a 
30% expansion in irrigation capacity following the 
completion of the 18 km. canal extension and the Zarka 
Triangle development. However the effects of continued 
drought and the failure to complet~ the land re-distribution 
program~e mean that most of the new area remains uncultivated. 
Between 1975 and 1980 the total cultivated area (including 
rainfed and fallow areas) of the East Jordan Valley, grew 
by only 5.3% (from 22G,140 d. to. 231,740 d.). 
Development of the additional irrigable area 
depends on the comp+etion of further storage facilities on 
the Yarmouk river. The latter, referred to as the 'stage 
II (1978-83) proje~ts', comprise completion of the Maqarin 
dam and a further 14 km. extension of the EGMC to the 
northern shore of the· Dead Sea. It also proposes the 
conversion of 11],000 d. of 'stage I' linds from surface to 
FIG 9-3 THE DEVELOPMENT OF IRRIGATION IN THE EAST JORDAN VALLEY. 
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In these circumstance~ it is difficult to evaluate 
the impact of irrigation on manpower requirements~ However 
the total should be revised downward to account for the 
reduction in the target irrigated area. Using the USDL 
report's assumptions, an irrigated area of 310,000 d., with 
no land redistribution, would still require an increase 1n 
the labour force to almost 28,000. 14 Similarly the 
currently irrigated area would require a labour force of 
some 20,000 (and 39,200 farm workers). As we show later, 
the current labour input appears ~o fall far short of this 
figure and moreover has been declining since the mid-1970's~ 
9.2.3, Land reform and redistribution 
The promotion of land reform was an integral part of 
development proposals in the Jordan Valley even before the 
establishment of the EGC Project in 1959. Walpole (British 
Resident in Amman) writing to the Foreign Office in March 
1949 suggests that: " ... Transjordan can do little towar·ds 
settling refugees on the land unless larg~ scale purchasing 
from the bigger owners is carried out for the execution of 
the scheme . . . I doubt if any govern~ent would dare put 
either of these schemes through in view of the powerful 
oppositiori that would be organized, unless His Majesty, 
the biggest landowner of the lot, was prepared to make the 
gesture ... I can't see either the UK or USA providing 
·loans for the benefit of 421 large landowners "l5 
The Provis~6ns of subsequent land reform programmes 
have had two primary aims: 
(i) to r~tionalize the layout of holdings, maximizing 
the efficiency of water distribution by reducing fragmentation 
.·,-.I' 
,· 
..... -
· .. ·-. 
. , .... 
. i ''.l 
. ~- : 
:. ·'. 
. ,~ .. ·. ' 
. and raising 'th~ minimum size -~.of holdings; 
. . . . . 
'( i.i) to -ensure wider participation in the scheme by 
enco~raging the. emergence of'· owner-operated small family 
h~Idings·and d{~inishin~ th~·power of t~e large landowners. 16 
.. 
~he 1962 La~d ~efor~ Law _(no. 11) pr6vides for a 
~i~·limum (JO. • d.) and maximum ( 200 d.) holding size on 
irrigated· land. Holding~ above and below these limits would 
be appr~pri~ted by th~ authorities and redistributed within 
the l~w's.provisions. Th~ redistri~ution proce~s allows 
thbse land-holderswith mbre than 200 d. to select the 
· land. ~~ich· they. wi;ll retain/ pi·qvided tha·t this· is· in a 
. c()ntiguous _·holding. ·Excess. land is then redistributed to 
, I ~ ,. • • '• 
·n~w holders· (from those with iess than 10 ·d.) selected by 
.. t6e:~armeris Selection Com~ittee. Those receiving new 
'lan'ds would pay for ,them. over a .tw~nty year period at 4% 
.• .. ·.··. '17 
· interest~-· 
.. T~e \962 !'aw establisi:!ed the .following priority for 
~edistrib~tio~-6~ the apprbp~iat¢d lands! 
. . . . ,· . . .. -: . . . 
. _,. ( i) · o~ners ~ultivating the'ir o.wn iand in the E(.;CP· area; 
.( ii) . : pr·~fessi6n.il farmers _:li v:ing in ·the EGCP 
( _I ~ ' ' • t I I.: ........ ._, :f.:.)' . . I .. ·a n~a; 
~-lf~l P.fHf~~§fOf!~l f:1f"!ers l}vtpg in the same di.sLr·ic!,; .. 
.. 
. : (iv) prof{;!ssi~nal farmers .l.iving in other distr·icts; 
: ':: · · .:· · )_ t • "" • - , ·.. . . r 
:·:_. 
·.( v.) · hold~rs U:ti.lizing their lands. by lease or share-
. . 
. croppi_n~· ,wi_t,hin the EGCP ar{;!a. 
. . . ' . . . . 
. . 
This. clearly se~k~ to establish a: ·system· of ·small. 
· ·farms ·whT~h· wouLd be owner::_operated, hen¢e t.he relegat-ion 
. . . . . . . . . 
,I··· 
of s~a~ecirQppers ~o~the iow~~~ ~~i6rity. In 1977 however 
·,,. .. 
·revisions to the land refor~n law altered the pr·ior·i.ty in 
, .. :,· 
-:.•' 
-.-~:: -
.:,.·. 
The land reform programme has done little to alter 
the socio-e6onomic structure of dependency prevailing in 
the area. The limited mobility of the traditional residents 
within the region has hindered their willingness to purchase 
land away from their village while there the large 
landowners would not make land a~ailable because it had 
largely been d~stributed within the nuclear or extended 
family. This redistribution of land within families was 
made possible by a 1960 ammendment to the original land 
~eform iaw (1959) which broadened the definition of land-
hcilder to iriclude individual m~mbers of a single family . 
. Thus large landowners were able to circumvent the provisions 
of the law by re-registering sub-divisions of their holdings 
in the name of other family members. 1~ This clause remained 
in force until 1975 and has significantly reduced the impact 
of the reform programme by a de jure, but not de facto, 
reduction in the number of larg~ holdings. This has reduced 
the land available for redistribution to smallholders and 
the landless while also increasing the number of farm 
units below the minimum recommended size. 20 
Although some redistribution occurred in the mid-
1960 1 s in the EGCP area, only 500 previously landless farmer·s 
received holdings. Moreover some 60% of those receiving 
new units in the project area received holdings ·of less 
than 30 d. in size. A second round of land redistribution 
was begun: in the 18 km. extension project area during 1978. 
In the pre-reform period 2% of landowners had held some 23% 
of the project a~ea while 78% had.less than 40 d. each and 
only 32% 6f the total area. Again however there was 
extensive transfer of ownership within families and the 
impact of ~e(orm has been sl~ght. The mean size of 
holdings has only fallen by 2 d. (to 29 d.·) and the n~mber 
of land-holders increased by only 7% (81). In the Valley 
as a whole there has been an increase ~n the relative share 
of holdings under 20 d. in area, from 38% in 1975 to 44% 
of total holdings in 1978. 
In sum, the reform progr~mme has created only a 
modest number of new landowners (less than 600) and, 
although the number of excessivily large landholdings has 
been reduced, there has been a growth in the number of 
small holdings. Greater success may be achieved :i.n tiH! 
·souther·n region wher·e the ·1975 f'r·<~eze on l.and tr·;utsfer·.-.; was 
annouuced be f:'o r·e the area 1 s incJ us ion in the sLagc '-I. 
project. 
The USDL projections a~gu~d that changes in the 
structure· of land holding in accordance with the plan's 
aims would increase manpower requirements 23% by 1982/3. 
Full implementation of the programme would reduce the 
average holding size from 41 d. to 34 d. and increase the 
number of irrigated holdings from 4,475 (in 1973) to 
10,608 (1982/3). By 1978 however there were itill onl.y 
5,266. Salt and Keeley concluded that: "The sma.ller· Lhe 
average size of holding the higher the proportion of labour 
supplied by self-employed and family farm workers. 1121 The 
implications of what can, at best, be described as a 
partial success are difficult to assess in. terms of fa·rm 
worke~ requirements. -Certairily the failure to reduce 
fragmentation and the redistribution of holdings among 
family IJiembers may have acted to increase labour demand 
I> u t t h i s c a n 11 u f. b e q u a n t i f :i. e d n o r· c a 11 :i. L s c o rn p o s i L i o 11 I> 1 : 
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inferred without a consideration of the characteristics 
of land tenure. 
9.2.4 Land tenure 
In the East Jordan Valley there are three major 
I 
. 22 
land tenure forms: 
(i)· owner-operation; the landowner may fa~m the. hold~ng 
person~lly, using famil~ labour supplemented with hired 
manpower. More recently there has been a tr~nd towards the 
use of professional farm managers who run the hoJd:i.ng and 
employ wage labourers; 
.(ii) sharecropping; under this system the absentee 
landowner leases the holding to ~ shar~cropper in return for 
the. o. ut.put. 23 a specified share of Sharecropper and 
landowner also share the variable input costs, apart from 
the cost of labour which ts invariably borne by the share-
cropper alone. In the past this was predominantly family 
labour, increasin~ly however this has been replaced by 
hir~d manpower; 
(iii) fixed fee rental; the farm holding is leaSed for a 
fixed rent paid in advance {ren'ts range from .JJ). I S-30 
per dunum). This is frequently used by small-holders Lo 
. . ' . 
supplement ~he area of their holding. 
In the 1975-8 period the proportion of owner-
operated holdings has increased from 35% to 40%, particularly 
in the Agwa~ Shamalya disirict (to 47%) and Dier Alla 
( 44%) . In the latter the proportion of sharecroppers has 
~lso inc~eased (f~om 36% to j7%) at the expense of fixed 
rental holdings. The south continues to be dominat~d by 
sharecroppers,·w~ich increas~d from 42% to 52%. Overall 
the high level of sharecropping has been attributed to the· 
high rate of absentee landownership (estimated at 37% · 
in 1975) and the profitability of leasing land, rath~r than 
hiring labour. Additionally the large number of refugees, 
from Palestine and later the West Bank, settling in the 
ar~a betw~en 1948 and 1967 had insufficient capitai for 
. . 24 land purchase. As a result there was an increase in 
sharecropping irom 54% (1961) to 59% (1973) of holdings. 
The relative proportion of sharecropped holdings remained 
high in i978 as a result of the failure to pr~vent the 
leasing of farm unitg by beneficiaries of the l~nd re-
d . t :b . 25 1s r1 ut1on. · 
Changes in tenancy pattern reflect the level ·of 
agricultural development. Thu~ in the ri~rth where 
~ompletion of the.EGC ~nd the land re-distribution 
programme has .already taken place, owner-operation dominates 
(see table 9.2). In the middle valley also, the availability 
of irrigation water is increasing the trend towards owner--
npe~ation with increased capital investment. Iri contrast 
the southern area remains largely share~~opped and has 
only limited irrigation development. This form of tenancy 
minimizes the risks to the l~ndowner. 
Changes in tenancy are r~flected in a restructuring 
of labou~ i~puts. In both the Agwar Shamalya and Dier Alla 
sub-districts the growth in owner-operated holdings has 
been accompanied by an increase in th~ p~oportion of work 
car.ried out by hired labou;r, .while work by the land-holders 
household has declined substantially. 
The increase in owner-operation (either directly or 
thr6ugh a farm manager) is likely to continue with the 
growing sophistication of inputs and agricultural technology. 
~70 
Steitieh and Musa (1981) show that 63% of holdings using 
'plastic greenhouse' cultivation and drip irrigation are 
'owner-operated'. With an average capital investment of 
JD. 1,700-2,000 per dunum.and the high rate of return to 
such systems landowners are less willing to 'share' the 
profits. The decline in fixed r~nt leases (with rents 
at JD. 15-30 per dunum) has be~n most rapid since these 
26 offe~ the lowest return to the landowner. 
Tenants and small-holders find it difficult to obtain 
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sufficient capital or credit to compete with such investments. 
Sharab ( 1975) shows that tenant farmers r·elied orr :inror-rnal. 
credit sources, the majority (43%) on 'commission agents' 
charging excessive interest rates and taking control of the 
farmers marketing. Only 7% received credit from institutional 
sources.
27 The Agricultural Credit Corporation (ACC) lends 
only to borrowers with·sufficient land to act as collateral. 
The inauguration of the Jordan Valley Farmers Association 
(JVFA) ~redit programme in 1978 has done little to ameliorate 
the inequitable access to credit since membership of the 
. 2~ JVFA requires at least a three year written .lease. 
Sharab ( 1975) demoristrated thi:tt over· 90% of ]eases ar·e ror· 
on~ o/ear only and that some 84% are oral . Quashai r· ( 19~0) 
. claims that less than 10%.of JVFA loans have gone to share-
29 
croppers. 
In conclusion it appears that land reform and more 
importantly changes in. the pattern of land tenure, are 
acting to increase the proportion of hired labour rather 
than leading to a growth in family workers. 
9.2.5 Cropping intensity 
The 197S-82 plan assumed an J.ncr·ease :tn cr·oppirr~ 
intensity from 10&% to 131% over the 1975~88 period. 30 
Accepting this Salt and Keeley (1976) project an increase 
in farm worker requirements of 26%. Available data shows 
no clear trend in cropping mtensity. Between 1975 and· 
1978 the latter increased to 118% but has subsequently 
fallen to 108% (1980). This may reflect the effects of 
drought in the mid-1970's and the consequent reduction in 
rainfed areas. 
Despite the expansion in irrigated area production 
levels continue to fluctuate annually (figure 9.4). 
Although the trend appears to be markedly upward for the 
main vegetable ~raps (particularly tomatoes) there has been 
a decline in the yield of other field and ·cereal crops. 31 
Th~ presentation of average production levels and cropping 
intensity may be misleading because of the wide range in 
production techniques used in the area. Indeed the 
introduction of drip irrig~tion and 'plastic greenhouse' 
cultivation has increased the range of yields even within 
sub~areas of the Valley. 
As agricultural practices have intensified with 
the increased cult~vation of tomatoes and cucumbers under 
plastic covers,· the traditional pattern of ·two harvests 
has increasingly given way to year-round cultivation. This 
growth in cropping intensity and harvesting requirements 
has tindoubtedly increased the demand for labour but given 
the unreliability of production data it is not possible 
t ' t . f th ff t 1 b . 3 2 o quan 1 ·y_ e e ec on a our requ1rements. 
9.2.6 Cropping patterns 
The USDL study (1976) claimed that the planned 
regulation of cropping patterns would reduce daily labour 
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FIG. 9-4 PRODUCTION LEVELS IN THE EAST JORDAN 
VALLEY 1974-80. 
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FIG. 9-5 HARVESTED AREA OF THE EAST JORDAN 
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region 
requirements by around 4%. This would arise from the 
projected reduction in the share. of labour intensive 
vegetable and fruit crops and thei~ replacement by fodder 
crops. Th~ JVC proposed an in~rease in field crops (cereals 
' 
and fodder crops) to some 49.6% of the total cultivated 
area. The expansion of fodder crops was seen by the 
JVC as being compatible with the government's policy to 
incr~ase livestock production in general and dairying in 
t . 1 33 par 1cu ar. This section will compare the planned and 
ac~ual Cropping patterns of.the 1975-80 period (see fig. 
9. 5). 
(i) Field crops 
The period 1975-80 saw a substantial (5.3%) reduction 
1n the field crop area by over 49,000 d. The latler now 
represents 6nly 19% of the cultivated area c6mpared to 43% 
in 1975. This reduction hbs progressed down the Valley.with 
the completion of major irrigation works. In the Northern 
Ghor th~ field crop area had. fallen 48% in the 1975-8 period 
and by 1980 ·was only 18% of the cultivated area. In the 
Middle Ghor there had been only ~ 13$ fall in 1975-8 but 
a 40% fall betw~en 1978 and 1980 with the compleLion of 
the. 18 km. canal extension. 
The main component of this decline has been the 
collapse in wheat cultiv~tion (56% decline in area) although 
it still com~rises over 70% of field crop area. The JVC 
plarin:e<f a switch f'rom wh.ebt .·to .other field crops, 
particularly fodder crops (alfalfa, clover and maize). In 
reality there has been almost no fodder production in the 
Valleyat all. In 1980 fodde~ crops totalled only 320 d., 
less than 0.1% of the total cultivated area. This contrasts 
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with 1975 when fodder crops were 2,250 d. (1%). By 1980 
field crops accounted for l~ss than 5% of the gross value 
of production, desp~te accounting for 19.1% of the 
cultivated area. Failure to d~velop the field crop sector 
reflects the bias in the existing price structure in 
favour of vegetable and fruit production (stimulated by 
high demand locally and in the Gulf and Arabian Peninsula) 
which gives farmers little incentive to produce fodd0r 
crops. The .Stage II plan goes some way 1n recogn:izing Chis 
bias against field crops and reduces their planned area to 
39% (from 54%). Continued delay in the introduction of 
sprinkler units and the recent adoption of drip ifrigation 
suggest a further drift away from the aims of large scale 
f dd . d t. . 34 o er pro uc 1on. 
(ii) Vegetable crops 
There has been a substantial (46%) growth of 52,00 d. 
in the ar·ea of vegetable crop pr·oduct:i:on to sonu~ I (,7, ()()() d., 
(; h a t i s 7 '2 % o f t he c u .l t i v a L e d a r· e a ( <.: om p a r· e d L o 5 '2. % i 11 
1975). Again changes in the Northern Ghor appear· ear·liest. 
The major increase here had occurred by 1976, whe11 the 
harvested area of vegetables had increased 55% over the 
previous year. By 1980 vegetable production accounted for 
66% of cultivation in the Northern Ghor. In ·the Middle 
Ghor this expansion was delayed until the 1976-7 season, by 
1980 vegetable production accounted for 80% of cultivated 
area in the Middle Ghor compared to 59% in 1975. The 
dom:iuance of' vegetable rn·oduct:i.<Hl in Lhis ar·ea may r·<:l".lccl. 
L he r· a pi d ad up L i u n of drip i r· r· i gat .ion and 1 p 1 as ti-c 1.1 I L u r· e 1 • 
techniques. Within the vegetable sector it is important 
to notice the dominance of certain labour intensive crops 
in the Middle Ghors while the Northern Ghor predominates 
with less labour intensive crops (cabbage, cauliflower, 
potatoes). 
(iii) Fruit trees 
A rather smaller increase has been recorded with 
regard to fruit production. Clearly there is a lag between 
an increase in area of fruit crops and increased production. 
Furthermore the drought years (1974-9) have undoubtedly 
limited the investment in fruit production. Harvested area 
has increased from 10% to 14% and remain concentrated 
in the Northern Ghor. 
The importance of these departures from the planned 
cropping pattern are their i~plication for manpower require-
ments. Rather than acting to reduce labour demand (as the:; 
USDL study predicted) the impact of the changed cr·opp_i 11g 
~att~rn and in particular the emphasis on labour intensive 
vegetable crops, has been to expand manpower requirements. 
The implications of this change are made clear on table 9.3. 
9.2.7 Technological change 
The USDL study and a subsequent consultant~ report 
(Dar~al-Handasah, 1977) both project a reduction in labour 
inputs as a result.of technological change. The Jatter 
·suggests ttiat: "· .. there are significant opportunities 
for reducing labour inputs in the Jordan Valley while 
maintaining or increasing yields .· 113 5 In particular this 
would ·result from the replacement of the traditional 
(dawaleeb) furrow ifrig~tion. Average labour inputs under · 
the traditional surface irrigation system have been 
estimated at 130 man-hours/d. Dar~al-Handasah suggest 
that this could be ~educed to 88 man-hours/d. through 
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improved labour efficiency ~nd an increased use of machinery, 
particularly the adoption of sprinkler irrigation. The 
replacement of the traditional irrigation furrow alone 
would reduce labour requirements by 25%· per dunum. This 
planned reduction in labour inputs has been distorted by 
a number of factors: 
(i) the failure to introduce sprinkler irrigation; 
(~i) the limited success of the land reform programme has 
left many holdings at an uneconomic size for mechanization. 
The JVFA has not made such equipment available on a co-
operative leasing basis; 
(iii) the adoption and rapid expansion 1n drip ir·rigati<m 
and 'plasti-culture' cultivation. The latter involves the 
intensive production of cucumber and tomato crops under 
plastic tunnels and greenhouses in combination with drip 
irrigation. 
Drip irrigation appeared oh an experimental basis in 
1975 ·and was rapidly taken up from 1978-9, particularly in 
the southern region (beyond the 18 km. EGC ~xtension) where 
water supply was pri~arily from on-farm private wells. In 
197~ the government had banned the drilling of new wells 
because of the severe drought. The main advantage of 'drip' 
are its high water conveyance effici~ncy and the possibility 
of increasing yi~lds through direct liquid fertilizer 
applicatibn. 36 The adoption of 'plasti-culture' cultivation 
offers a number of additional advantages: 
(i) it permits the production of sensiti~e crops during 
the frost-risk months (De~ember-February); 
(ii) pr·omotes crop yields by lengthening the productj on 
and har·v<·~.-.;ting per·.i.od; 
(iii) enables the marke~ing of produce during the early 
season of peak prices, thus increasing returns to the 
landowner. 
The rapid growth in the area .under such cultivation 
since 1~77/8 is shown on table 9.4. The number of plastic 
greenhouses increased from 456 in 1977/8 to 2,774 in 
1979/80, over 62% of which are located on owner-operated 
I ld 0 • 37 10 1ngs. 
PPoduction costs under the pi a.-.;ti;:ttl Luroc sy.-.;Lcnr aroc 
approoximately 62% higher than. with Lroaditioua I cuI LivaL_i on 
(S~eitieh and Musa, 1980), in particular the labour input is 
up to· 30% higher (with plastic tunnels). The latter has a 
high lab6ur de~and since the tunnels require ventilation, 
weeding, spraying, irrigation and harvesting in addition to 
their installation. These var1ous tasks entail opening and 
replacing the plastic covers. The production cost of 
cucumbers ( 1977-8) was .JD. 99/ton under· plastic tunnel.-.; and . 
. TD. 61 /Lon under· open-field conditions. Of that i rrcrocascd 
cost labour was JD. 53/ton and JD. 39/ton respectiveLy. 
Furthermore the increased crop yields (up to 9 tons/d. foP 
cucumbers under plastic houses/drip conditions compared to 
0.9 tons/d. under traditional system) and extended 
harvesting season increase the demand for harvesting labour 
substantially. 
In 1979/80 some 87% of plastic tunnels were located 
.in the southern region .and 80% of plastic houses in the 
middle va Ll.ey. 'J' his· spa t i a 1 dis t r i b u t i on roe f 1 e c t s a ·,, u ml H.' r o 
< > f' f' a c t o ro s : 
(i) the location of private wells and the effects of Lhe 
drought; 
(ii) proximity to the Amman market; 
(iii) innovati~n diffusion, plastic covers and drip 
irrigation ~ere first introd~ced in the Dier Alla area; 
(iv) the traditional crop pattern of the area. 
Steitieh and Musa (1980) predict that if current 
market and price conditions for these crops continue then 
the area planted under plastic covers with drip irrigation 
are likely to expand dramatically over the next few years. 38 
The private sector adoption of drip irrigation raises the 
question of the viability of a state-backed sprinkler· 
i rriga tiun r>r·ogr·amme and the inc r·e;.tsing 1 ike!. ihood Lha L 
the latter may be abandoned with c I. ear· iinpli ca Li o11s r·u r· 
the fodder production policy and for labour demand. 
It is clear .then that rather than contributing to 
a reduction in manpower requirements, changes in technology, 
particularly the rapid diffusion of plastic covers and drip 
irrigation, have significantly increased labour requirements. 
9.2.8 This section has reviewed developments in the 
_agricul~ural. sector over the period 1973-80. Although 
the irrigated area has expanded and labour demand has 
incr~ased, develop~ents in the techni6al and social organ-
ization of production have also been responsible for a 
change in the composition of that labour force, with a 
gro~ing e~phasis on hired labour. These develop~ents ~re 
contrary to the aims of the 1975-82 Jordan Valley Plan and 
of the characteristics of employment as outlined by the 
USDL study. 
Later in this chapter (section 9.5) we will examine 
changes in the pattern and structure of agricultural 
employment in some detail. Before proceeding to that 
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discussion it is important to establish the recent 
demographic history of the area since this determines, in 
p~rt, the labour sup~ly base and its composition. 
9.3 Demographic ch~nge in the East Jordan Valley, 1948-80 
9 . 3 . 1 The follo~ing section sub-divides the recent 
demographic history of the East Jordan Valley into three 
reJ.atively distinct phases: 
( i) 1948-66 steady growth; 
(ii) 1967-73 demographic upheaval; 
(iii). 1974-80 recovery and growth. 
9.3.2 1948-66 stead;y growth 
Prior to the 1950's the population level of the 
Jordan Valley was both low and unstabie, subject to the 
vagaries of water supply and the effects of malarial 
infestation. This small permanent popu·la tion was augmented 
by "Lhe annual influx of seasonal har·vestcr·s and nomad.i c 
. - 39 
winter. grazers. Nevertheless the potential for· sett.l.emcnL 
arid agricultural development had long been iecognized. 
Betwee~ 1912. and 1953 at least sixteen comprehensive 
. 40 irrigation schemes were proposed. 
The influx of Palestinian refugees in the post-1948 
crisis renewed the demands for systematic agricultural 
develo~ment.and_population settlement. By 1953 the Valley 
population had been inflated to around 37,00041 of whom 
UNRWA records show over 29,000 were refugees. Dur-ing the 
I 9 50's the r·ate of popu J.a tion ~nflow fcl.l ; l <)6 I ccnsu~ da La 
show"s a Valley population of 40' 22 s·. 42 During the l ~60 Is 
population growth was stimulated by the malaria eradication 
programme and by the completion of the first stages of the 
EGMC which,by 196~ brought 37,000 d. under irrigation. 
Data on housing unit construction during the 
1961-7 period provides a basis for determining the pattern 
and rate of population inflow during this period (see 
table 9. 5). Between 1960-4 there was a 150% increase 1n 
the number of units built compared to the 1955-9 period. 
This building boom peaked in 1965-6 with the completion 
of over 1,500 units. Population growth was clearly 
~oncentrated in the northern and middle sectors of the 
Valley, showing that in-migration to be consequent upon 
extension of the EGMC. The southern region remained largely 
unaffected by this in-flow. 
The 1961 census res~lts confirm that this was a 
recently immigrant population . Age-sex ratios (fig. 9.6) 
.show a PI"eponderance of males, particularly 1n the 15-4() age 
groups and in the northern and middle areas of the vaJ.Ley. 
In sum the 1960's saw a relatively large scale movement 
into the Valley, predominantly to t~e north ~hich. accounted 
for 73% of the Valley population in 1961. According to the 
social and economic survey of 1961 less than 5% of house-
holds had lived in the area for more .than 15 years and the 
great majority had arrived since 1952. 43 
9.3.3 1967-73 demographic uphe~val 
Israeli occupatiori of the West Bank (including the 
norther~ side of the Yarmouk) in June 1967 terminated progress 
in agricultural development and heralded in a period of 
cons:i.der·al>le demographic upheaval in the East .Jor·dan Va I l.ey. 
fn:i.tially, the outf.l.ow of r·efugees l:'r·om Lhe We.sL .Bard' 
inLI.ated the VaLLey's population draniatically. Ha r·r· j,s 
(1978) suggests that by early 1968 the latter had risen 
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to over 150,000. 44 This concentr~tion of refugees served 
as both a r~cruiting ground for the Palestinian resistance 
movement and as a springboard for their incursions into 
metropolitan Israel. 
Israeli reprisals, beginning with artillery 
bombardments in February 1968 and ieading to the so-called 
War of Attrition, drove'the population from the conflict 
zone. In ~he second week of Feb~uary alone, some 70,000 
refugees fled the camps for the relative safety of Amman 
and the East Bank highlands. At the same time the 
agricul·tural population began to desert the Vall <:y as .1:-;r·ac I :i. 
attacks r·educed the EGC intake on the Ya r·mouk to I css tha11 
1b% of its capacity. By ~id-1968 iess than 5,000 remained 
in the Valley (most of whom were in the south). 
Demographic recovery in the post-September 1970 
period w~s surprisingly rapid.given the level of destruction 
(it was estimated that over 70% of all housing had been 
destroyed). This return was encouraged by the clear 
commitment of the .Jordanian authorities to :i.n tegr·;t Led 
development in· the ar·ea as expressed thr·ough the I f.J7L. 
'Rehabilitation and Development Plan'. 
By March 1973 the population size had risen to 
64,000, close to its pre-war level. The bulk of this return 
was directed to the north and middle of the Valley (table 9.6). 
In 1973 83% and 54% (res~ectively) of the population.·in 
these tw6 areas had been resident fo~ less than three years; 
in contrast the comparable figure for t~e south was 36%. 
Between Maich 1970 and March 1973 almost 41,000 persons had 
returned to the Valley. However, age-sex ratios (fig. 9.6) 
for L97 3 a l'e lower for the age groups 15-J 5 than :i.n II)() I 
and show a preponderance of women. The non-return of young 
males may be an early refliction of alternative employment 
opportunities in Amman and abroad. 
9.3.4 1974~80 recovery and growth 
By 1974 the return of population to the Valley was 
in all prob~bility complete. In mid-1974 the Valley 
population was e~timated (by the JVC) at 67,920, an 
increase of only 3,900 over the 1973 figure. The 1975-82 
Jordan Valley Development Plan envisaged a doubling of the 
East Jordan Valley's population to 123,600 by 198l. It was 
argued that high income opportunities and improved social 
. . 
service provision in the Valley would attract about 8,000 
new settlers to the area each year. This additional 
manpower would be required for 'optimal' ~xploitation of the 
planned expansion in irrigated area. Recent evidence produced 
by the JVA pu~ports to show that this policy has been 
successfu1. 45 The JVA claims that the 1978-9 population 
growth, seen in concurrent enumeration results, represents 
substantial immigration and settlement. Available data 
are however nothing less than confused. According to the 
197& pilot .census the East Jordan Valley population had 
·reached 76,676, an _increase of 12,664 over 1973. This 
represents an annual growth of 3.2%, marginally smaller than 
natural increase at 3.5% and implying nil net in-migration. 
In contrast the 1979 census records a population of 86,662, 
an annual increase over 1973-of 4.7% and implying subst~ntial 
. • . . 46 If . 
· 1n-m1gr_at1on. we are to accept both census figures 
·then we must account for· a rapid acceleration in the 
popuJaL:i.o11 gr-1"1wLh r·ates which, for Jl)78-t)·, was 13%. 
T h e 1· n .I .I ow .i. 11 g sec t i o n w :i. l .1. e x a rn i. n c L h i . ..,; d a L a .1 11 
some detail and present contrary evidence which suggests 
that the Jordanian population of the East Jordan Valley is 
probably at a stable leVel and may be declining in certain 
areas. 
9.4. Recent immigration and population change in the 
Ea~t Jordan Valley 
Introduction 
The v~rying administrative ~nits used for census 
enumei·ation make ·the identiLi.ci1tion of specific paLLr:r·ns ol' 
gr6wth particularly difficult. Furthermore an accu r·a te 
~omparison of individual settlement growth rates is virtually 
impossible sirice a differ~nt set of village names appears 
in each enumeration. Azar (1973) commenting on this 
problem suggests ·that: "A common characteristic of 
population settlements in the Valley is th~ existence of 
numerous names for the same· loc·ali ty or of its quarters 
on~ of the difficulties in identifying the p6pulation 
localiti~~s is the absence of known village or· seLt'l emcnt 
. . . 47 
geographic limits." 
In order to di~aggreg~te av~ilable data, each 
,settiem~nt.identified in the three '~ensuses' of 1973, 1978 
and 1979 have been located and as~igned to one of six 
village gr6upings. This spatial disaggregation reveals that 
growth rates have ~aried significantly within the Valley 
(table 9.7). The latter shows that recent population growth 
has been conc~ntrabed in the Middle Valley, particularly 
the Dier ·.1\lla area, and to a Jesser· extent in the .'-iottLh; 4 1) 
llowev<~r· :i·r we cons.i.clc~r· tlr<! .Jor··dani.an population in i.sol;tt.ioll 
Lhen it J.S clear· that· in a number of ar·eas, particular·Jy 
Kreiymeh/Balawina and Wadi Yabis/Sleikhat, there has been 
r~l~ti~e populati~n decline and in the fbr~~~ an absolute 
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fall (table 9.8). This seems to confirm Ware's (1978) 
observations that: "There is a constant migration of single 
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people from the Valley ... to seek employment elsewhere." 
Ware attributes this emigration to: low wa~es; limited 
nQn-agricult~ral employment opportunities; poor living 
conditions; under-employment and seasonal unemployment. 
Examining the Jordanian population by sex and location 
(table 9.9) d~monstrates tha~ out-migration has been 
confined to the male population. The female population 
shows a significantly higher growth rate in all areas, hence 
the falling sex ratio (fig. 9.6). The evidence for the 
1973-9 period shows an absolute fall in the Jordanian male 
population of the Wadi Yabis/Sleikhat and Kreiymeh/ 
Balawina areas. Furthermore the defi~it of males appears 
to be confined to the you~ger, 15-40, working age cohorts 
(see table 9.10 and fig. 9.7)~ Unfortunately.there is no 
data by which we could identify the destination of such 
movements, tha~ is whether they remai~ in the Valley or 
leave it altogether. 
Rhoda's (1980) analysis of population change in the 
Valley ~s misleading. Relying on the aggregate data he states 
that: "Males outnumber females in almost all. age cohor·ts. 
This is particularly true for the working age cohorts between 
the ages :of 20 and 59 ... "50 However this is only the case 
if the non-Jordanian population, with its highly ~kewed 
·age/sex distribution,. is included. The latter. increased 
by. 1Z6.% between .the 1978 and 1979 enumerations, primarily 
in the Dier Alla and Shuna Janubia areas. The implications 
of this data are clearly contrary to Rhoda's asserti6n that: 
''· .. wages have increased and, in response agricultural 
FIG.9-7 AGE/SEX STRUCTURE: JORDANIANS IN THE EAST JORDAN VALLEY, 1978. 
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labour, both Jordanian and non-Jordanian has moved into 
51 the Valley." The· following section will examine the 
inflow of non-Jordanians in detail. 
9.4.2 Non-Jordanian immigration, 1978-79 
Having examined the spatial component of population 
change in the Valley and demonstrated the relative decline 
in the number of Jordanian males, we are still left with 
the disparity between the 1978 and 1979 census results. 
Given the decline in the Jordanian male p~pulation and the 
r~latively low level of non-J6rdanian immigration, the 
acceleration in growth ~ates for 1978-9 appears unlikely. 
The veracity of the census results is also questioned 
by the apparent fall in participation rates. The active 
population (15,310) in 1978 appears far too small when 
compared with the 1973 level (13,475), suggesting a decline 
in participation from 30.5% to 19.9%. At a time of expanding 
employment opportunities in construction, commerce and 
agriculture, this seems unlikely. Furthermore it is readily 
apparent that the 1978 enumeration considerably under-
estimated female employme~t, at 487, compared to the 1973 
figur:e of 5, 48 i. With a relatively constant male:female 
employment ratio, Jordanian female employment would have 
been approximately 5,200 in 1978. 52 Actual Jordanian employ-
meht in 1978 was probably 18,300. Adding this to the 
recorded active non-Jordanian ~opulat~on·(1,788) brings 
total employment iD 1978 to only 20,100. With a population 
of 76,700. and a r·elatively constant cr·ude par·ticipat-.io11 r·aLe 
since 1973, expected labour force s.ize would be ar·ou11d 
23,000. It is suggested here that the deficit between the 
expected and·recorded employment levels, some 3,000, 
represents unrecorded non-Jordanian employment. That is we 
estimate that there were some 4,750-5,000 non-Jordanians 
employed in the Valley, implying a total non-Jordanian 
population of approximately 6,600 (given the recorded 
participation rate of 79%). This implies a 1978 Valley 
population total of 80,500, thus reducing the 1978-9 
growth rate to 7.5%. 
Evidence to support the contention that the 1978 
pilot census inaccurately enumerated the non-Jordanian 
population is largely circumstantial: 
(i) the pilot ce~sus was carried out by inexperienced 
enumerators (students); 
(ii) non-Jordanians were enumerated only in the main 
settlements, this is at variance with their accepted status 
a~ ag~icultural labourers; 
(iii) the enumeration was conducted on a household basis,. 
this provides considerable opportunities for under-enumeration 
sinGe the majority of non-Jordanians liv~ in 'informal' 
hou~eholds, frequently in m~keshift tents and outlying 
farm huts; 
(iv) the census wa~ conducted in early November, closely 
following the Arab Summit's condemnation (September) of 
Egypt's participation in the Camp David accords; deliberate 
evasion could be an additional factor in under-enumeration. 
A number of farmers informed the author of their fears in 
this period that their Egyptian labour would be expelled;. 
(v) further support comes from the University of Jordan's 
survey of labour in drip irrigation. The latter recor·ded 
457 Egyptians in this sector during the 1978~9 season. 
In this context a total Valley population of 628 Egyptians, 
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as recorded in the census, appears far too small. Steitieh's 
(1980) comment on the: "· ... critical importance of Egyptian 
labour in the econ6my of th~ Valley'', implies a much l~rger 
Egyptian labour force since the drip irrigation sector 
accounted for less than 3% of the cultivated area. 53 
Some of these conditions for under-enumeration pre-
vailed into the 1979 count. It is perhaps not surprising 
that only 5,128 non-Jordanians were recorded. Steitieh's 
survey for the 1979-80 season shows an increase in the 
number of non-Jordanians employed in drip irrigation by 
111% (to 963). 54 For the whole Valley an estimated non-
Jordanian population of 8-10,000 in 1979-80 seems 
. . . 55 
appropr1ate. 
The 1979 result for Jordanians may also be misleading-. 
With nat ur·al inc r·ea se at 3. 5% p. a. and J. i rn i ted i n-mi.gr·a L.i. on 
we could expect a. Jordanian population or· 81, 5 34. This 
increase over the expected population can be explained by 
th~ fact that the census was conducted over a full week 
which coincided with the major public and religious holiday 
of Eid al-Adha during which the permanent families of the 
Valley would have be~n inflated by visiting friends and 
r . 
relatives from Amman and the .highlands. 56 This may fur·ther 
acco~nt for the high growth rat~ be~ween 1978 and l979. 
9.4.3 Iri this section it has been argued that the_ East 
Jordan Valley experienced only limited in-migration and 
settlement by Jordanians in the post-1973 period, and that 
in ·some areas population (par~icula~ly the male population). 
may be static or declining. Secondly it has been argued 
here that the census results represent a substantial under-
enumeration of non-Jordanian immigrants in both 1978 and 
1979. The latter account for the bulk of in-migration that 
has oc~urred in this period, and which has been directed 
to the middle and southern Valley. The bases of these 
trends inevitably lies in the employment opportunities 
available in the area. The following section considers 
developments in the labour market over the period 1973-80 
which have stimulated the in-migration of non-Jordanians. 
9.5 Labour market developments in the East Jordan Valley, 
1973-80 
9.5.1 The structure of agricultural employment 
Agricultural employment dominates the labour market 
of the Valley. In 1973 some 82% of the total labour force 
(19,200) were engaged in agricultural activity. Despite 
the s~bsequent growth in non~agricultural enterprise over 
75% of employment is still in this sector. However, the 
structure and. pattern of agricultural employment has 
changed considerably since 1973. 
Rhoda (1980) states that: "Between 1975 and 1978 
paid farm employment grew by an average of about 4% p.a. 
He fails to point out however that unpaid labour, which in 
1V75 accounted for 54% of agricultural employment, was 
declining at 9% p.a. In the three years 1975-8 there 
was a 27% fall in unpaid·agricultural labour, and total 
agricultural employment fell by 3.2%·p.a. (table 9.11). 
Within this dicline are a series of important ~hanges in the 
characteristics and spatial pattern of employment which 
will be considered in detail . 
. In the early 1970's female labour provided a major 
source of unpaid workers. In 1973 'family' labour 
represented 27% of the Valley's labour force (all sectors) 
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and of this 76% were women, most of whom were in the 
younger age groups (30% were under 19 compared to 11% of 
males). This reflects the low school enrolment of women in 
the ~arly 1970's. In the compulsory grades female 
enrolment in 1973 was only so% compared to the male rate 
of 78%. In addition the age range of female employment 
was restricted bf the high rate of early marriage. In 1973 
29~ of women aged 15-19 and 72% of those aged 20-24 were 
married (compared to 2% and 30% of males). After marriage 
most women are employed as unpaid family labour and as 
such may be under-enumerated in the 1973 census data on 
female employment. Women tend to be the major·ity of wor:kcr·s 
in those agricultural sub-sectoJ"S which ar·e highly labour· 
intensive and which offer least secur·ity, f<jr example womc•• 
are 58% of orchard, and 65% of nursery farm workers. 
The following section will examine changes in the 
structure of agricultural employment in the three sub-
districts between 1975 and 1978. 
9.5.2 Local labour market developments, 1975-8 
Analysis of local labour market developments can be 
facilitated through data present in the 1975 and 1<)78 
Agr~cultura1. censuses. These pr·ov :ide detaiJ ed cmp I oymc.n t 
data for the three sub-districts of Agwar Shamalya, Dier 
Alla and Shuna Janubia. The employed population is 
classified into three categories: 
( i) permanent labour: labour employed on a regular 
ba.sis throughout the year; 
(ii) .temporary labour: labour .employed for more than 4 
months but less than 8 months p. a.; 
(iii) occasional labour: labour employed for less than 4· 
months p.a. 
In order to facilitate comparison this data will be 
standardized by converting temporary and occasional 
employees into 'permanent employee equivalents' (PEE's). 
This is done on the crude assumption that the labour input 
from a temporary worker is equivalent to two-thirds, and 
an occasional employee to one-third, that of a permanent 
employee (see table 9.12 a/b). 58 . 
(i) Agwar Shamalya 
Agricultural employment in the northern sub-district 
fell by 16% in the 1975-8 period. The bulk of this decline 
is accounted for by the collapse of the unpaid labour force 
by some 33%. In contrast the size of the paid labour force 
fell by only 1%. This is nevertheless significant since 
the other sub-districts show an iricrease in paid employment. 
In Af!,war Shamalya however paid employment was alr·eady 
dominant (at 54% of employment) in 1975, a reflection of the 
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earlier arrival of irrLgation water and of larid redistribution. 
Although the fall in male employment accounts for most of 
the overall decline, a 20% drpp in women's employment is 
also highly significant. 
While paid male employment declined by only 102% 
there are significant changes in the composition of that 
employment. Both permanent arid occasional paid labour were 
reduced (by 26% and 62% respectively), however temporary 
paid ~ale empl6yment grew by 103% to 69% of total male 
employment (compared to 34% in 1975). Unpaid male employment 
fell by 33%. 
D(!Sp:i.te an overall decline of 20% in \vomen ',--; 
employment, paid female labour fell only t% and within Lhat 
group temporary paid labour increased (by 182%) from 22% 
to 62% of all paid female la~our. As with the male 
workers, unpaid labour fell by 32% (permanent unpaid 
labour falling 40%) although the temporary and occasional 
components show an increase. 
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In sum then there have been two major developments, 
firstly a significant incre~se (both absolute and relative) 
in paid temporary labour at the expense of permanent and 
occasional employment. Secondly, the collapse of unpaid 
family labour (paid labour having increased to 64% of employ-
ment) is evident. Within the unpaid sector women have 
become dominant (62% of the total). These trends are 
consistent with the growth in hired labour. The number of 
holdings on which the bulk of agricultural work is done 
by members of the household has fallen by 45%. 
(ii) Dier Alla 
In the middle Valley agricultural employment has also 
fallen, here by 14%. In 1975 however unpaid labour had 
still been dominant (61% of the labour input), huL has now 
fallen by 31%. Growth in paid employment, of 13%, has led 
to the paid sector assuming a dominant position in the local 
labour market. 
Paid male employm~nt shows .a surprisingly small 
increase (1.6%) given the arrival of in-migrants in the 
area, accounting for 55% Qf total male employment. Both 
permanent and temporary paid employment show a significant 
inc~ease while 6ccasional paid workers declin~d (by 15%). 
As in the northern sub-district permanent unpaid male labour 
has fallen (by 34%). 
Overall, female employment fell by 12% in Dier Alla. 
Despite this, paid female employment increased (by 56%) 
across all sectors but primarily in the occasional 
component (85% of the total). Permanent unpaid female 
labour has declined by 35%, falling from 92% of unpaid 
femal~ labour to only 67%. Significantly, the employment 
of.girls under age 15 as paid labour (mainly 
occasional) increased to 21% of female employment, while 
unpaid females under age 15 increased to 16%. 
In sum the Dier Alla area shows the same major 
trends as in Agwar Shamalya. In particular there has been 
a collapse in the unpaid labour force, particularly among 
women. The number of holdings using hired labour only has 
increased by 163% to 12% of all holdings, while those 
I 
dependent on family labour fell by 40%. 
(iii) Shuna Janubia 
In contr·ast to the pr·evious two cases agr·.icu.I.L11ra I 
employment in Shuna Janubia ha~ increased, by 15%, over the 
1975-8 period. Unpaid family labour remains predominant, 
although this has fallen from 67% to 53% of the total, in 
line.with developments in the more developed areas .. The 
fall in unpaid labour (by 9%) was mainly due. to the 
collapse of female unpaid workers (by 17%). 
Male employment increased by 31%; paid male employment 
grqwing by 78% to account for 44% of all labour in the area. 
Although all th.ree categories of paid labour have increased, 
occasional (io%) ~nd temporary workers (29%) acc6unt for 
th~ majority. W~th relatively limited irrigation development 
the demand.for permanent paid labour does not yet exist. 
UnpaLd permanent male employm~nt still accounts for 40% 
of all male labour. 
The female labour market of Shuna Janubia is rather 
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limited and small absolut~ changes are probably 
insignificant, particularly in the paid sector which 
employed only 132. Overall there was a 19% fall in 
employment, primarily as a result of the 27% drop in 
permanent unpaid female employment. Nevertheless the 
latter still accounts for 75% of total fem~le employment. 
Again there has been a notable increase in both absolute 
and relative terms of the urider 15 age group. 59 
Although somewhat smaller in absolute terms the 
trends noted in Shuna Janubia are consistent with those in 
the previous two case studies. Particularly notable is the 
decline in female, especially unpaid female,employment. 
In 1975 only 2.4% of holdings relied on hired labour, by 
1978 this had increased to 25%. 
9.5.3 Non-agricultural employment 
Before examining the development of secondary labour 
migration to the Valley this section will briefly examine 
the rapid expansion of non-agricultural employment during 
the 1970's. 
In order to compare data on non-agricultural 
employment in 1973 and 1978 the available census data must 
be adju~fed since the latter accounts onl~·for married 
Jo~danians over the.:age of 15~ while the former includes 
all Jordanian males. This correction has been made in two 
stages: 
(i) 197J data are reduced by 2.5% to account for employed 
males under age 15; 
(ii) 1978 data is increased by 46% to account for un-
married Jordanian males (~here being 46% more males over 
age 15 than married males over 15). 
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Clearly this adjustment is rather crude (since age 
distributions by occupation sector are not av~ilable) 
and the results must be interpreted with caution. 
Over the five year period there have been a large 
growth 1n non-agricultural employment in almost all 
s.ectors. In particular utilities have expanded 
dramatically from a small base in 1973 when few settlements 
had.access to such services. Similarly trade, transport 
and communications, and the services sector in general 
show a large growth in employment. The latter clearly 
reflects the substantial public sector investment in social 
infrastructure provision that occurred during the post-
1973 period. 
Given the high level of infrastructural wor·k b<·:ing 
con due ted the· construction sec tor· a ppea r•s to !:mp loy 011 ly 
a small pr·opor·tion of the non<-agr·icu] tur·al workl.'or·cc ( 7. 7%). 
Ho~ever it will be shown later that the bulk of CDnstruction 
work was being carried out by immigrant workers in 1978. 
Similarly in 1976 the USDL study found few Valley residents 
engaged in construction and regarded the lack of local 
construction skills as a critical prtiblem for the 
completion of irrigation and infrastructural projects. 
A~ early as 1975 more than half the workforce on the 18 km. 
EGCP t . ' . . t . . 60 ex ens1on proJeC .were 1mm1grants. By 1978 we 
estimate .that non-Jordanians accounted for at least 65% 
o£ the construction secto~ labour force (in a total sector 
employ~ent of circa 1,350) in the Valley. 
By 1978 employment of male Jordanians in the non-
farm sector had risen by 91% (over 1973) to 6,070. This 
growth was markedly faster than that projected by the USDL 
study which projected a non-agricultural employment level 
1n 1~78 of 5,515 (for both sexes). 
The 1978 pilot census contains little data un 
female employment. Subtracting the recorded number of paid 
women workers in permanent.agricultural employment (158) from 
total female employment (487), implies that only 329 women 
were engaged in non-agricultural work. This is consistent 
with the low level (213) of non-agricultural employment 
among women in 1973. The occupational distribution of 
the latter (primarily in traditional handicraft industry 
and in elementary level teaching) is unlikel~ to have 
altered significantly. 
It is evident then t,hat non-agricu ltur·a·l sector· 
employment has attracted manpower, particularly in the 
northern region which accounts for over 60% of service 
employment in the Valley. This data can be used to further 
demonstrate an absolute and relative decline in the share of 
agricultural em~loyment among Jordanians. The 1978 pilot 
census shows some 13,252 Jordanians in active employment, 
·of ~hom 7jl14 are employ~es and 6,071 are in non-agricultural 
employment~ Thus the ~umber of Jordanian agricultural 
labourers was only 1,043 and agricultural employm~nt 
( 7, 181) accounted for· only 54% of active .Jordanian ruaJes. 61 
This contrasts with 1973 when the agricultural sector 
accounted for 76% (10,282) of Jordanian male employment~ 
Available data does not enable us to·determine whether 
those taking up the new non-farm employment opportunities 
were formerly engaged in agricultural employment in the 
Valley or are in-migrants from other areas. Such a 
population movement within the Valley may be a partial 
· explan·ation for the population outflow from areas such as 
Kreiymeh/Balawina. Nevertheless, the evidence clearly 
supports the contention that Jordanian labour has been 
leaving the agricultural sector. 
9. 6. 1 
Secondary labour immigration and employment in the 
East Jordan Valley 
This section attempts to reconstruct the socio-
economic characteristics and role of secondary (non-
Jordanian) immigration to the East Jordan Valley. Despite 
the reservations expressed earlier (section 9.4) the 1978 
pilot census provides the only source of demographic and 
-socio-economic data for non~Jordani~n im~igrants. 1\ I L h o u {.!;II 
we have disputed the absolute number· of non-.J ordanians, 
there is no evidence to suggest that their under-eunumeration 
was the result of any system~tic ethnic bias. The results 
should therefore be regarded as an indication of actual 
characteristics rather than ·as a precise st~tement of them. 
9.6.2 Demographic characteristics of immigrant workers 
The recorded non-Jordanian population shows a marked 
male bias and its skewed age distribution establishes its 
employment orientation (see fig. 9.8). in 1978 less than 
10% of non-Jordanians were women and only 10.3% wer·e under 
the age of 15 (table 9.13). Spatial disagg~egation of this 
dat~ reveals however that there were significant differences 
within the Valley. The middle and southern regions have a 
relatively large female population (12%) and a more 
youthful structure. (12.3% un~er 15) compared to Agwar 
Shamalya (6;6% female and 6.4% under 15). This spatial 
difference relates primarily to the characteristics of the 
l'akistan.i. curnrnuJJ i ty, 98% of whom wcr·e euumerate·d i 11. Lilt: 
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FIG.9-8 AGE/SEX STRUCTURE: NON-JORDANIANS IN THE EAST JORDAN VALLEY, 1978. 
a. ~gwar Shamal)'a sub-district. 
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southern hal£ of the Valley (table 9.14). The latter have 
a relative.J_y mature population structure (including 40% 
female and 49% under 15) compared to the_ other immigrant 
populations. Large numbers of Pakistanis had been resident 
in the area for three or more years and many have become 
sharecroppers. 
In contrast the Egyptian community represents a more 
or less classic migrant worker population (see fig. 9.8c). 
Characteristically it shows a strong male bias (94% of the 
total) ~ith very f~~ deperide~ts (only 2% of the population 
were aged under 15). It is likely that under-enumeration 
was greatest amongst this population for the reasons 
outlined above (section 9.4.2), observers agree that the 
Egyptians are the main component of the immigrant population. 
The Indian population represents a more extreme form of the 
classic migrant model, with 288 males in a population 
total ·of 289; 
The largest immigrant group, according to the census 
results, were the South Koreans (851) representing 37% of 
the total. This figure is likely to be ic~urate since the 
South Koreans are international contract workers from the 
Cho Suk and Shin Seung Corporations, engaged on specific 
construction projects (such as the El~Arda marketing 
centre), 
The data clearly show that the non-Jordanian 
population is not homogeneous. 
migration can he identified: 
A number of forms of 1n-
( i) :i.mm.i. gr·a n L ag1·icu lt u r·a I. I. a b(lU r·e r-1:>: predominantly 
single maJes but with some females and dependents; shor·t tenn 
migrants usual1y of less than one year, the majbrity are 
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Egyptians though there are. some Indian and Pakistani 
workers. Estimated crude participation rate 93%. 
(ii) immigrant sharecroppers: a relatively mature 
demographic structure, predominantly Pakistariis and confined 
to the southern Valley; long term immigrants of more than 
one year. Estimated crude participation rate of 45-60%. 
(iii) international contr~ct migrant labour: South 
Korean construction labour brought in by South Korean 
firms contracted by the JVA. Other contractors have 
recruited primarily Indian nationals. Entirely active 
male populations with a crude participation rate of 100%. 
The employment of such workers on a. varietr of construction 
sites explains their more widespread distribution within 
the Valley. 
9. 6 . ..) Occupat:i.ona I. char·acter·istics and wage t·aLcs ol' 
seconda r·y labour migr·ants 
'fhe spatial distribution of the immigrant populalion 
shows a marked southerly bi~s in both 1978 and 1979 (with 
over 65% of non-Jordanians being recorded in the Dier 
Alla and Shuna Janubia sub-districts). If we ignore the 
cont~act migrant workers t~en t~at bias is more pronounced, 
with over 75% of secondary labour immigrants in the southern 
Valley. (see table 9.14). This spatial distribution reflects 
the increased demand for agricultural labour in the 
region with the adoption of intensive plasti-culture 
techniques. As Steitieh's survey showed, the labour force 
in this sub-sector is almpst entirely non-Jordanian. Over 
97% of active non-JordaniaQs were engaged in the 
~gricultural sector. 
The secondary labour market has two components: 
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( i) 1 permanent' labour, those workers employed on a 
regular basis for three months or more by the same employer; 
(ii) 'temporary' labour~ those workers hired on an 
hourly, daily or weekly basis. 
The majority of immigrants fall into the category_ 
of temporary workers, their earnings are seldom more than 
JD. 35-40 per month. Such labourers may experience short 
periods of frictional unemployment, during which they 
return to the 'labour pools'. The latter exist in the 
main Valley settlements, particularly Dier Alla where 
many immigrants arrive directly from Amman and which is 
the main marketing centre for the middle and southern 
Valley. Farmers wishing to hire a number of workers, for 
a par~icular task or for a certain period, will go Lo 
these· pools and collect the workers after· uegotiaLing a 
wage for the day's work. In some cases a relationship 
will be established and a temporary worker will become a 
more per~anent employee. 
Characteristically then m1grants move within the 
Valley, frequently holding several jobs during their stay, 
often on a daily basis. Few have work peimits since their 
chief advantage is mobility and availability at short 
notice. Work permit regulations would require them to 
obta~n ~certificate of release from each employer. The 
majority remain in the Valley until the low season (June to 
August} when labour demand is more than halved, and many 
migrants return to Amman. 
9.6.4 Data on wige rates for the Jordan Valley are, given 
the informal hiring procedures, particularly limited. 
Salt.and Keeley (1976) reported a rapid rise in farm wages 
50.3 
(for Jordanians) over the period 1971-76. Wages had 
risen f~om JD. 0.150/hour in 1971 to JD. 0.200/hour in 
1973; and to JD~ 0.250/hour in 1975/76, rising to JD. 300-
0.350/hour durin~ harvesting and other peak periods. 62 
A more recent survey conducted by USAID (Hyslop, 
1979) suggests a subsequent rise in the wage rate for 
Jordanian daily workers to JD. 0.300-0.500 (see table 
9.15). This survey also shows wage rates for foreign daily-
hir·ed labour· to be somewhat lower, in the r·ange of .JD. 
0.300-0.400 per·hour. Moreover Hyslop suggests that: 
" 
wages this spring were the same or lower. than a year 
ago. This was attributed to the large inflows of 
Egyptian workers." 63 Although this survey reveals a 
differential between Jordanian and non-Jordanian wage rates 
(of JD. 0.100) that differential is likely to be depressed 
b th 1 b f . h J d . '1 64 y e ~rge num er o women 1n t e or an1an samp e. 
In March 1980 the author conducted a sim:i I ;~r· su r·vey, 
in the Die r All a a r·ea, of wage ra Les [or .J'nr·dan.ian aud 
non-Jordanian male labour. The latter showed non-
Jordanian temporary labour wage rates to range from JD. 
0.250-0.350 per hour (JD. 1-1.750 per day). For Jordanians 
the range was from JD. O.S00-0.625 per hour (JD. 2.000-
3;250 per day)~ Jordanian fe~ales were paid at a similar 
or slightly lo~er rate than the non-Jordanian labourers. 65 
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Dajani et al. (1980) argue that the availability of relatively 
cheap foreign labour has been a major factor in the decline 
66 
of unpaid female employment. -
It should be r·ec.ognized t;hat v1::r·y few .Jonlan·ian l'ar·m 
workers are engaged on a daily basis. The majority are 
employed more_permanently (three or more months) and may 
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earn JD. 80-100 per month. Non-Jordanian labour hired on 
a similar medium term basis received only JD. 50-55 per 
month. Despite these low wage rates non-Jordanian labourers 
minimize living costs, the majority live in makeshift 
shelters, relying on a minimal diet of bread and tea which 
may be provided by the employer and supplemented with 
vegetable produce from the fields. It ~s only through 
such ~ersonal deprivation ~hat these immigrants are able 
67 to survive and to save. 
The evidence presented here suggests that current 
wage rates for immigrant workers have been forced below 
their 1978-9 levels while those for Jordanian~ have been 
maintained or even increased. This contention is c6nfirmed 
·by Firky (1979) who suggests that: II if two years ago 
the Jordanian labourer may have acc<::pted a .JD. l .. OUO for· 
his services, today he does not accept Jess than .J D. J.OOO 
or JD. 4.000 a day ~ 68 We will return to the 
implications of these wage rate differentials later. 
.9. 7 Conclusion: the de~and for immigrant workers, labour 
scarcity versus social control 
This chapter has ~xamined three related aspects of 
development in the East Jordan Valley: (i). agricultural 
development;· ( ii) demographic change; (iii) labour· mar·keL 
evolution. Developments in the agricultur·al .sec lor, the 
expansion ·of irrigated area, changes in the land tenure 
pattern, the predominance of vegetable crops and the 
adoption of labour and capital intensive techniques have 
all acted to increase the demand for labour, particularly 
for hired labour. This has been reinforced by developments 
outside the Valley economy, the 'tight' national labour 
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market provides greater opportunities in Amman for rural 
emigrants (as a consequence of international labour 
migration) and has stimulated rapid wage inflation. This 
has not only reduced the potential Jordanian population 
willing to settle in the Jordan Valley but has also 
eDcouraged out-migration of Valley. residents, particularly 
of young males. The result of these pressures, in 
particular the collapse of the unpaid (family) labour 
~arket, has been an increase in the volume of hire~ labour 
th . . f' h J d . . . . 69 - e maJorlty o · w om are non- or an1an 1mm1grants. 
It is-suggested here that in .1978-9 approximately 80% of 
agricultural employees were non-Jordanians. 
The demand for immigrant workers has been seen largely 
. 70 in terms of labour scarcity. In this view immigrant 
workers play a purely supplementary role, filling vacancies 
created by the expansion of irrigated area and the 
shortfall in indigenous labour supply. This view can only 
offer a partial explanation for the labour market development 
in th.e East Jordan Valley. In particular it ignores two 
important considerations: (i) wage rate diffe.renLial.s and 
(ii) the social organization of production and the rate 
of profit. These will be considered in the follo~ing section. 
9.7.2 We have demonstrated that wage inflation has 
increased the average wage for Jordanian agricultural 
employees from JD. 0.150 per hour in 1971 to JD. 0.600 per 
hour i~ 1980. In 1975 Sharab _had found that landowners 
preferred to le~se land because this was cheaper than having 
. . 
to hire labourers to.work it. Sharap claims that this was: 
". . . due to the high wages of farrn labour and to the 
scar·ciLy of that J.abour- especially during the peak per·i9<.ls 
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of farm activity . 
For non-Jordanians h6wever wage rates are lower, at 
JD. 0.300 per hour in 1980, and falling. If non-
Jordanians were merely suppl~menting the supply of labour 
there would not be such a differential. Firky's (1979) 
interviews with Valley inhabitants provide an interesting 
insight: ''· .. in Tel el-Arbein the youth say they prefer 
remaining unemployed than working at the bocially demeaning 
salaries of the foreign labourer·s 117'2 Rising asp i r· a t i. o 11 s 
and wage demands from .Jordanian labourers have. encou r·aged 
employers to seek alternative and cheaper labour supplies. 
Immigrant labourers offer further advantages beyond 
their remuneration levels. Ag~icultural employment in the 
Jordan Valley is predominantly seasonal. Although this 
seasonality is b~ing reduced. with the spread of plasticulture 
techniques, there are still strong peaks in demand with 
the installation of plastic covers and drip irrigation 
systems and during the extended harvesting periods. These 
variations in labour demand require the landowne1· to 
utilise a flexible labour supply that can be hired on an 
hourly or daily-basis and laid off at will. Clearly the 
.immigrant workers with few formal ties to specific 1o~ations 
and legally vulnerable, can be moved easily within the 
Vall~y on a short term basis. In contrast the short term 
local mobility of the indigenous labour force is more 
restricted. As Firky (1979) suggests: 
. ' 
"The mobility of 
.the .Jordanian agr·icultural labour·ers, native iuhab:i tant-.s 
of the C:hor·s, is limited within the Valley, thoug·h mitny 
emigrate to the cities and outside the country for· work." 7.1 
9.7.3 Although capital inputs into. the new farming 
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technologies being adopted in the Valley, are high (table 
9.16) the single largest production expenditure is the cost 
of l~bour (table 9.17). Labour costs vary from 39% to 
54% of total input costs for the production of tomatoes 
and cucumbers under plastic covers. In the production of 
cucumbers under plastic houses with drip irrigation the 
labour cost in the 1978-9 season was estimated at JD. 150 
per dunum. If the farmer had hired Jordanian labour this 
element of the variable costs would have risen to JD. 
250-300 per dunum, significantly reducing the rate of 
profit and increasing the payback time on the initial 
1nvestment. With an estimated life of only one or two 
years for the plastic covers the room for manoeuvring 
within the·profit margin is particularly limited. Steitieh's 
survey of permanent labour working under plastic covers 
' 
dem6nstrates that in 1978-9 some 90% of labour input came 
·from non-Jordanian~. By 1979-80 this had risen to <J7% 
a~ the numbe~ of non-Jordanians increased by 111% while 
the employment of Jordanians fell to only 30. 
The requirement of a cheap labour supply is also 
evident in the case of sharecropping. Dajani (1979) 
describes the organization of this system in the following 
terms: "A typical share-cropping family enters into an 
annual contract with the land6wner. The contract stipulates 
that the landowner or his agent will provide the far~er 
with a subsistence loan or advance of between JD. 200-500 
which will. be r-epaid with interest at the end of the 
cr·opping season." 7 4 Interest rates a r·e high, 111 the order· 
of 10% for 6-9 months. In return for supplying all the 
inputs apart from labour, the owner's agent also sets the 
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price for purchasing the produce and the far~er is prohibited 
from trading on the open .market. Dajani suggests that 
few farmers manage to break~even and thus continue in debt 
with no alternative but to c~ntinue to work the land and 
to accept the terms dictated. The sharecroppers only 
opportunity to reduce his outlay lies in obtaining the 
cheapest labour possible. Until the mid 1970's, as 
demonstrated above, this was largely met through the 
employment of unpaid family labour. Gr·owing school 
enrolments and alternative employment opportunities (in the 
Valley's service sector and ~n Amman) have reduced the 
supply of such labour. 
Some of the deficit in supply of cheap labour is made 
up by the employment of female labour (hence the growth 
in temporary paid female employment) but it is~edominantly 
achieved by reliance on immigrant labour. 
9. 7. 4 Tight; labour- market C:::onditions in .Jor·dan a11d Lhc 
resy 1 tan t wage inflation created the conditions l"o r· 
secondary labour market evolution. Employers eager· to 
maintain their profit margins sought a cheaper labour supply 
ih~ough incre~sed reliance on paid female labour and by 
importing Egyptian workers. whose wage rates were determined 
more by expectations in the Nile Valley than by prevailing 
conditions in Amman or ultimately in Riyadh. With the 
l 
expanding labour demand in the Valley non-Jordanian labour 
is not simply replacing indigenous labour but is actively 
displacing ~ more expensive labour for-ce. Further·mor·e Lhc 
availability of this cheap, mobile labour· supply i.s .i.Lself 
a significant factor in the adoption of new capital and 
labour intensive production techniques. The landowner no 
longer regards it as cheaper to lease land but finds it 
more profitable to hire labour. Immigrant labour cannot be 
said to be merely maintaining the development momentum 
as Sinclair claims, but is clearly an important factor in 
shaping the characteristics of that development. 
In conclusion it appears that immigrant labour is playing 
a key role in keeping wages down and raising the rate of 
profit in the agricultural sector. 
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Notes 
1. A review of literature referring to this region reveals 
considerable confusion regarding the definition of 
sub-areas within the Jordan Valley. This note seeks· 
to obviate this disorder and to define the terms used 
in the discussion. Reference should be made to 
figures 9.1 and 9.2. 
The term East Jordan Valley as used here refers to 
the area between the river Yarmouk in the north and 
the Dead Sea, which lies below sea level and on the 
east bank of the river Jordan. This definition 
complies with that used by the Jordar1 Valley Commission 
(1975), the Department of Statistics Social and 
Economic Survey (1973), Agricultural Census of 1978 and 
the Pilot Population Census 1978. 
Department of Statistics agricultural sample surveys 
refer to the 'Ghors'. This is a broader term which 
includes areas south of the Dead Sea in the Lower 
Rift Valley. The latter comprises the 'Southern Ghors' 
(Wadi Ibn Hammad to Wadi al-Ghuyab) and 'Wadi Araba' 
(Wadi al-Ghuyab to Aqaba). The Ghors are usually 
subdivided into three regions: 
(1) Northern Ghors Adasiyeh-Balawina 
(2) Middle Ghors : Dirar-Sweimeh 
(3) Southern Ghors : Hadithah-Fifah. 
The Southern Ghors and Wadi Araba are not discussed in 
this text since they lie outside the coverage of the 
Jordari Valley Development Plan. 
The Northern and Middle Ghof's are thc:rnse L ves g·cJJ(: r·a.l.ly 
divided into three sub-districts: 
( 1) Steitieh et al. ( 1980) -
(a) northern region Adasiyeh-Wadi Kufranja 
Wadi Kufranja-Muthaliatha 
al-Masri 
.(b) middle region 
(c) southern region Masri-Dead Sea 
(2) Social and Economic Survey (1973) ~ 
(~) ndrthern sub area Adasiyeh-Wadi Qarin 
(b) middle sub ar~a Wadi Qarin-South of Karameh 
(c) southern sub area South of Karameh-Dead Sea 
(3) Pilot Population Census 1978 -
(a) Agwar Shamalya Adasiyeh-Balawina 
(b) Deir Alla : Khazmah-Dhahrat er-Rarnil 
(c) Shuna Janubia : Dhahrat er-Ramil-Suweima. 
The major area of overlap between these definitions is 
between the 197 3 survey and the 197 8 census. In or·der 
to make these data sets comparable a further subdivision 
has been made (see table 9. 7), this is discussed .i.11 
the te·x·t wher·e appropriate. Note that land measu J·cmcnLs 
ar·e quoted in dunums (d.), in .Jur·dan 1 dunurn ~: 0. I ha. 
2. for example see: Swanson, J.C. (1979) 'Some 
consequences of emigration for rural development in the 
Yemen Arab Republic'. MEJ, vol. 33 (1) pp. 34-44. 
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Abadan-Unat, N. et al. (1976) Migration and development: 
a study of the effect of international migration on 
Bogazilyan district. 
Birks, J.S. and Letts, S.E. (1977) 
dying oases in Arabia'. TESG, vol. 
'Diqal and Muqaydah: 
68 (3) pp. 143-9. 
3. See Ionides, M.G. (1939) 'Report on the water 
resources of Transjordan and their development'. 
Referring to the Valley he writes: 11 ••• it is here 
that the only opportunity for rapid economic development 
is to be found 11 
4. Sinclair, C.A. (1980) untitled manuscript. 
5. Salt, A. and Keeley, W. (1976) 'Manpower· deveLopment 
in the Hashemite Kingdom of .Jor·dan with spec i a I 
reference to the East .Jordan Va.lley' . Note that 
the terms 'farm worker requirements 11 and 'labour· force 
requirements' are not synonymous. The former refers 
to the total labour input on each agricultural holding. 
This comprises both permanent, temporary and 
occasional labour. Furthermore many labourers work on 
more than one holding. Hence farm worker requirements 
are larger than the total labour force engaged in 
agriculture. 
6. Department of Statistics (1973) Social· and economic 
survey of the East Jordan Valley, 1973. p. 27. 
7. JVC (1975) .Jordan Valley Development Plan, 1975-1982. 
8. Baker·, M. and Harza Engineering (l<J55) Yar·mottk- . .Jor·dan 
Valley Pr·o:ject: Master· Plan Kepor·t. Volume I, p. 14. 
9. JVC (1972) Rehabilitation and Development l'l.an of Lhe 
Jordan Valley. 
10. Keller, J. (1977) 'Wat~r management technology: 
sprink1er irrigation, Jordan training program'. Note 
that Keller questions the viability of introducing 
sprinkler irrigation to the East Jordan Valley. 
11. Stage I Projects are: Kafrein-Hisban; Zarka river 
project; 18 km. Extension Project and the Zarka 
Triangle Project. 
12. Graham-Brown, S., MEED, vol. 24 (4) 25 January 1980, 
p. 3. 1 Maqarin dam offers medium term answers' . The 
Maqarin Dam is now to provide 100 Mn.~3 per annum of 
industrial and domestic water to Amman plus 26 Mn.m3 
per· annum to lrbid, hence .the reduction in wa Ler· 
allocation to irrigation. 
13. Dar-al-Handasah/Harza (1·977) .Jordan Valley Development 
Plan Stage II: Feasibility Report. 
14. Seccombe, I.J; (1981) Manpower and m{gration: the 
. effects of international labour migration on agricultural 
Clevelopment in the East Jordan Valley_, -1973-80. pp. 36-40. 
This study presented three land re-distribution 
scenarios with a 310,000 d. irrigated base and re-
calculated farm worker requirements. Growth in the 
number of farm workers was estimated at 35,377; 
42,829. and 44,402 with varying land reform 
implementation; 
15. Walpole to Crawford, 3.4.1949, PRO, FO 371/75289. 
16. Spencer, J. N. ( 19 58) 1 Development principles for the 
East Ghor Canal Scheme'. Spencer advised that: 
"· .. landowners must be owner-operators and not 
absentee landowners renting their land to tenants or 
farming them by proxy ... the ultimate objective of 
the project is to create a class of owner-operators 
with economic size holdings. 11 
17. For a detailed discussion of the land reform programme 
see: Hazleton, J.E. (1974) The impact of the East 
Ghor Canal Project on land consolidation, distribution 
and tenure. 
18. Official Gazette no. 2700 (May 1977) 'Jordan Valley 
development Law: Temporary Law no. 18 for the year 
1977 1 • See article 24, section 9 ( Ar·abic). 
19. Dar-al-Handasah/NEDCO (1969) The Jordan Valley 
Project: agro- and socio-economic study. V()lurnc .LV, 
appendix K, p. 92 comments on land redistrihuL.i.on in 
the original .project area: " ... in almost aLL maLter·s 
left to.the discretion of the various committees as 
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well as to the discreti~n of the Authority, the tendency 
has been towards leniency than towards a strict inter-
pretation of the provisions of the law." 
20. A 30 d. holding should not b~ regarded as inviolable 
since small holdings cultivated with high yielding 
modern techniques can.constitute a larger business 
than a 50 d. holding cultivated with open field 
irrgation methods. USAID/University of Jordan (1980) 
'Agricultural sector assessment' The authors suggest 
(p. 25) that with wide var1ations in cost and return 
{from$ 1,800 to $30,000) even on farms varying only 
10 d. in size, the conventional wisdom of using land 
area to represent the 'sm~ll farmer' is misleading. 
The 1962 Land Reform Census limited the minimum size 
of holdings on 'productive' lands to 30 d. and on 
'marginal' lands to 50 d. was based on the recommend-
ations of the IBRD 1957 programme. The alternati~e to 
retaining these sm~llholdings would however have beeri 
strict enforcement of the land ~eform stipulations, 
this dispossessing a large number of smallholders. 
21. Salt, A. and Keeley, W. (1976) op. cit. p. 81. 
22. Forms of l~nd tenancy are discussed by Sharab, H. 
(1975) Agro-economic aspects of tenancy in the East 
Jordan Valley. 
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23. Barhoum, M. (1976) 'East Jordan Valley villagers versus 
social institutionsJ .· Notes five different forms of 
the sharecropping relationship: 50:50 system; 67%; 
60%; 33% and 25%. 
24. A discussion of conditions in the pr~-East Ghor Canal 
period is contained in: Department of Statistics, 
(1961) The East Jordan Valley: a social and economic 
survey. 
·25. Hazleton, J.E. (1974) op. cit. p. 38. 
26. Steitieh, A.M. and Musa, A.H. (1981) 'Some aspects of 
technological development in the farming systems of the 
East Jordan Valley 1977-80'. Under B share-cropping 
arrangement using plastic covers and drip irrigation 
tenants pay a contribution of JD. 20-30 per dunum 
towards these inputs. 
27. Sharab, H. (1975) op. cit. pp. 46-53. 
28. The 1977 Law no .. 18 stipulated the introduction of a 
three year lease, however this was not specified as a 
written lease and the extent to which it has been 
implemented is unclear. 
29. Quashair, F. (1980) 'Report on the .JVFA cr·edit pr·ugram'. 
30. The term cropping intensity refers to the margin between 
the area harvested and the area cultivated. 
31. In 1979 the government began promoting tomato production 
by offering a minimum price of JD. 50 per ton. Prices 
for other vegetables are set .by the Ministry of Supply 
who establish a maximum consumer price without 
specifying minimum farm-gate prices. 
32. Data on the yield and production of crops in this and 
the following section has (except for 1975) been taken 
from the annual sample surveys in the Ghors. These ar·e 
based on a 6% sample (418 holdings) fru~ the 1975 
Agricul tu r·al Census. Resu 1 t s ar·e r r·om both the au Lumn 
and spr-ing seasons. 'J'he 197 8 Agr· icuJtur·a L Census 
includes data on ·the autumn season ·only, thus making 
the two censuses strictly incomparable. the 1978 ·sample 
survey results, covering both seasons, have been used 
here. USAID regard the latter with some suspicion 
(see USAID/University of Jordan (1980) op. cit. p. 26) 
commenting that: "· .. across the boo.rd sharp increases 
in yields in 1978 for crbps grown in the Jordan Valley 
does not, to our knowledge, reflect either changes in 
weather nor widespread changes in cultivation practices." 
However Hazleton, J.E. (1980) in: Dajani, J.S. et al. 
'An interim evaluation of the Jordan Valley Development 
effort, 1973-80', suggests that the results may be 
due to the distorting effects of the drought and the 
impact of increased intensification with drip irrigatioti 
and plastic covers. 
33. JVC (1975) op. cit. p. A19. The 1976-80 Five Year 
Plan calls for increased livestock production to 
reduce dependence on imports. This was to be based 
on expanded fodder production from several irrigation 
projects but primarily the Jordan Valley. The 
latter was expected to produce 38,000 tons of clover 
and 16,000 tons of maize by 1980. Mazur, M.P. 
(1979) Economic growth and develo ment in Jordan, 
suggests p. 193 that: " the economic merit of 
the planned expansion in beef and dairy production 
has not been established" and that progress in non-
paul try livestock production requires: ·" ... the 
adoption of a particularly demanding package ... that 
would constitute a revolution in land-use practices." 
34. Hazleton, J .E. ( 1980) op. cit. p. 6, predicts that 
the increased rainfall of 1979-80 would enable full 
irrigation of the.Stage I lands in 1980-1 or 1981-2 
and wouJ.d f acili tate the introduction of spr· i nk;l.e r· 
ir-rigation. This was however unlikely giv1;n Cll<; 
_gr·owing pr·ivate sector prel'erf!n<.:e for dr·ip ir-r-i.gaC:i.on 
and the predominance of vegetable cr·ops. 
-· 
35. Dar-al-Handasah/Harza (1977) op. cit. p. 81. 
36. Drip irrigation and plastic covers have not received 
unanimous support. In particular the intensification 
of agriculture has been held responsible for increased 
disease problems, for example the spread of yellow 
leaf curl virus has reduced tomato yields well below 
potential. The diffusion of the latter has been aided 
by the adoption ~f plastic covers which enable the 
Tobacco whitefly (Bemesia Tabacci), the disease vector, 
to survive the winter. See: Stevens, M.A. (1977) 
'Incidence and control of diseases ii1 tomatoes, 
cucumbers, eggplants and peppers under drip irrigation 
in the Jordan Valley', and, Hyslop, J.D. (1Y79) 
''l'omato production in the J or·da n Valley: a r·c rwr· L on 
a survey of tomato producers 1 • Additional.l.y, llaz I.I·!Lorl, 
J.E. (1980) up. cit. pp. 9~-9, .pointsout Lll;tl, Lllcr·e 
has beei-1 growing soil salinity in the souLhcrn ar·e<.ts ol" 
the Valley as a direct result of the year ro~nd mono-
cultivation under plastic co~ers and suggests thaL this 
poses a seri6us threat to the long term viability of 
such agricultural prod~ction. 
Despite these problems short term prj_ce incentives are 
clear. Average prices (fils/kg_.) for the 1976-7 season 
show the advantages of being able to produce a larger 
crop during the winter months: 
Tomato Cucumber (fils/kg.) 
1976 
October 57 94 
November 89 143 
December 111 217 
1977 
~·.: 
,. 
January 132 355 
February 219 269 
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37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
March 
April. 
May 
June 
July 
August 
124 
117 
61 
80 
76 
65 
272 
180 
165 
153. 
100 
132. 
Source: qerived from Steitieh, A.M. et al. (1978) 
A manual for the main vegetable crops grown 
in the East Jordan Valley. Table 9, p. 81. 
Data is based on average wholesale prices 
in the vegetable markets of Amman, Irbid and 
Zarka. 
Also compare the average price (JD./ton for 1976~7) 
received for crops grown under plastic covers with 
those grown by traditional methods: 
Tomato 
Cucumber 
Source: 
Traditional Plastic houses Plastic tunnel.-.; Up(::n field 
100 
120 
ibid. 
and drip and surface and dr-ip 
150 
205 230 
120 
The size·of plastic2houses varies from 200-600 m
2 
with 
a.mean of 500-550 m . See Steitieh, A.M. and Musa, 
A.H. (1981) op. cit. p. 18. 
ide~. (1980) Vegetables grown plastic covers and drip 
irrigition systems in the East Jordan Valley. 
In 1946 there were only eight permanent ·settlements in 
the East Jordan ~alley, see Kendall, H~ (1949) Village 
development in Palestine, p. 92. 
Details of these plans are found in Khouri, R. (1982) 
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The Jordan Valley: life and society below sea-level. Ch. 4. 
Baker, M. and Harza Engineering (1953) Yarmouk-Jordan 
Valley Proj~ct: Appraisa~ Report. 
The 1961 census shows a population of 29,357 in the 
northe~n sub-district. .However disaggregated data 
are not available for the two southern districts in 
Balqa. By abstracting settlements from the Balqa data 
on the basis of their known location in the Jordan 
Valley (according to the 1 Town and Village Index 1 
published in the Official Gazette (no. 2397) of 31 
December 1972, Arabic) we estimate the population of 
Dier Alla at 5,268 and Shuna Janubia .at 5,600. 
Department of Statistics (1961) op. cit. table 46, p. 
108. 
llar·r·is, W.W. (1978) 1 War and sd·,tJement change: Ll)(: 
Golan !Ieight:-:; and the .Jordan R:i.l'L, 19(i7-77 1 • 'l'lBC, 
v o .l. 3 ( .1 ) p p • 3 0 9 - 3 0 . S i m j l a ,. I. y War· e , . J. J\ • ( I l) 7 8 ) 
estirna tes that there were 9 5, 000 inhabitants in .lhe 
Valley by late 1967,-in: 1 Housing for low income 
5l7 
families in less developed countries: a case study in 
Jordan' (Unpublished Ph.D. thesis, Syracuse University). 
45. Mohammad Hussein Alii JVA (Policy Analysis Unit), 
personal communication, March 1980. (Note that the 
JVC was replaced by the JVA in May 1977, the latter 
took over all work formerly divided between the JVC, 
Jordan Rivers and Tributaries Regional Corporation and 
the Natural Resources Authority). 
46. JVA/Department of Statistics (1980) 'East Jordan 
Valley pilot census, November 1978' (Arabic). 
Unpublished results from this and from returns to the 
1979 National Census were collated by the author. 
Note that if we accept Ware's (1978) statement that 
there were 75,000 in the Valley in March 1~77 Lhen 
their growth rate is reduced further·. War·e g.i.vcs his 
source as an unpublished and untitled .JVC document. 
See Ware, J.A. (1978) op. cit. 
47. Azar, W. p. 17 in: Department of Statistics (197:1) 
op. cit. 
48. This pattern _of population gro~th is confirmed by 
housing data from the 1978 pilot census. The latter 
shows that in Dier Alla 18% of housing units were 
built since 1976 compared to 13% in Shuna Janubia and 
8% iri Agwar Shamalya. 
49. Ware, J.A. (1978) op. cit. 
so. Rhoda, R. (1980) in: 
p. 116. 
Dajani, J.S. et al. op. cit. 
51. Further evidence of population decline is apparent from 
the data on ifarm population' in the l975 and 1978 
agricultural censuses. The latter dec Li.ned 
substantially in both Agwar Shamalya and Di 1:r· t\.1 l.a, 
particularly among the female population (hy '29% 
and 24% r·espectively). In Shuna .Janubia however· Lhe 
farm population continued to increase (by 14%) as 
the ~reductive base in the sbuth became more stable. 
Despite ·this overall decline, the population living on 
_agricrilbural holdings who were not members of the 
·holders household increased, in Dier Alla by 247% 
(males). Although this increase was from a small 
base it is indicative of an important trend highlighted 
earlier, the increasing reliance on hired labour. 
The age-sex distribution of this itinerant population 
shows a dominance of males aged 15-54 (77% of the 
total). 
52. A fall on the 1973 figure may be appropriate given the 
increase in school enrolments, particularly among gir·l s . 
.53. Steitieh, t\.M. and Musa, t\.11. (l()HO) up: cit. p. l'l.. 
Note that in t\pr·il ll)7l) .Jul'dan hrruke off diplornal.i.c 
r·eJ.aLions w.ith Egypt following; Lhc Egypt-l.sr·;tel. peace 
treaty. In June 1980' an unknown group, the Jordanian 
Arab Masses Organization, carried out a bomb attack on 
Alia's Rome office as a protest against Jordan's 
continued dealings with Egypt and in particular the 
high level of Egyptian employment in Jordan. See: 
MEED, vol. 24 (25) 20 June 1980, p. 32. 
54. Seitieh, A.M., an~ Musa, A.H. (1981) op. cit. p. 10. 
Note that Jordanian employment fell from 48 to 30. 
55. In 1980 the Ministry nf Labour's two Employment Offices 
in the Jordan Valley (Dier Alla and North Shuna) issued 
2,154 work permits to non-Jordanians, 97% of which 
went to Egyptians. This may appear relatively small 
but it must be recalled that the agricultural sector is 
outside the Labour Law and that large numbers ~re 
hired on a daily basis in Amman or working without 
certificates (under the twelve week rule), see 
Chapter 8.4. 
56. Th~ Jordan V~lley is particularly popular at this time 
of year because .of its mild climate compared to the 
highlands. The population has also been inflated by 
its inclusion of those waiting Lo enter·· Ll11~ W<~sL Bank. 
5'7. Rhoda, R. (1980) op. cit. p. 116. 
58. Departmerit of Statistics (1961) op. cit. pp. 78-L07 
uses a similar method. 
Sib 
59. Increased employment of under 15 population as 
temporary and occasional labour need not be inconsistent 
with a growth in school enrolments in the Valley of 59% 
between 1972/3 and 1978/9. Although female enrolments 
increased by 76% the proportion of enroled girls still 
falls far short (at 59% for those aged 10-14) of the 
potential and of enrolments in other areas (see 
60. 
61. 
chapter 6.7.4). It is also apparent that the bulk of 
this increased employment has occurred in Shuna Janubia 
where enrolment rates are poorest. Despite absolute 
incre·ases in the employment of those •Jnder IS, the 
relative proportion of under IS's in employment has 
fallen. 
Salt, A. and Keeley, W. (1976) OE· cit. p. 120. 
Rhoda, R. (1980) OE· cit., believes the number of 
Jordanian employees in the agricultural sector may have 
fallen to 6-800 by mid-1980. 
62. Salt, A. and Keeley, W. (1976) OE· c1~. pp. 126-7. 
Ware, J.A. (1978) op. cit. attributes wage inflation 
in the 1971-3 period to the non-return of women and 
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of wag~ rates (September 1976) in the Jordan Valley 
construction sector are, slightly higher than those 
of Salt and Keeley: 
Unskilled labour 
1973 JD. 0.625/day 
1976 JD. 0.930-1.395/day 
Skilled labour 
1973 n.a. 
1976 JD. 2.325/day 
Note th~t the source gives these rates in US $, these 
have been converted using appropriate mid-year 
exchange rates .. 
63. Hyslop, J.P. (1979) op. cit. p. 29. 
64. Personal communication, Mar·ch 1980. 
65. This is confir·med by the Stage II consu-.lLant 's r·epur·L 
which show.s that Jordanian women were paid at about 
half the rate of men'(at JD. 0.250/hour). Ar·thur· 
D. Little Inc. (1979) 'Environmental assessment for 
the proposed Maqarin dam and Jordan Valley irrigation 
systems project'. 
66. Dajani, J.S. et al. (1980) op. cit. pp. 184-5. 
67. Bollinger, C. (1982) 'Jordan keeps vigil on schist-
osomiasis', Front Lines, vol. 21 (7) p. 13, discusses 
~he introductioh of schistosomiasis into the Jordan 
Valley via Egyptian workers, some 23% of whom have 
been found to be infected, an indication of their 
socio-economic status. 
6 8 . Fir k y , M . ( 1 9 7 9 ) 1 The M a q a r i n dam and t h e E as L .J n r· d a n 
VaLLey: social analysis for· the Maqar-in dam pr·o.jecL'. 
p. 26. 
69. In ad4ition it is apparent from the discu~sion in 
section 9.5 that former permanently unpaid female 
labour has increasingly switched to tem~orary paid 
employment. 
70. The labour scarcity view is propounded by Rhoda, R. 
(1980) op. cit. and by Birks, J.S. and Sinclair, C.A. 
(1980a) International migration and development in the 
Arab region. 
71. Sharab, H. (1975) op. cit. p. 19. 
72. Firky, M. (1979) op; cit. p. 26. 
7'J. ibid.· p~ 24. 
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Table 9.1 
East Jordan Vall~y: projected change 
Influencing factor 
Increase in 
irrigated area 
Land re-distribution 
programme 
Increased cropping 
intensity 
Changed cropping 
pattern 
Technological change 
TOTAL 
Farm workers 
~abour force 
Labour input p~r 
member 
1976 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
22;418 
11,438 
100.0 
1977/8 
166.0 
115.0 
100.0 
97.7 
100.0 
186.5 
37,568 
19,167 
100.3 
1982/3 
284.1 
122.5 
110.8 
96.1 
100.0 
370.6 
67,640 
34,429 
112.1 
1987/8 
284.1 
122.5 
125.9 
96.1 
95.0 
399.9 
64,258 
32,707 
125.3 
Source: derived from Salt, A. and Keeley, W. (1976) op. cit. (various 
tables). Author's collation. 
v. 
r--.:. 
0 
Table 9.2 
East Jordan Valley~ Land tenure by locatirin 1975 and 191S 
AGWAR SHAMALYA DIER ALLA. SHUN A JANUBIA 
Tenure type 1975 1978 1975 1978 1975 1978 % % % % % % % % % % % 
holdings area holdings area holdings area holdings area holdings area holdings 
Fully owned .43.2 45-3 47.2 47.6 . 30.2 32.7 43-7 30.8 17.4 18.9 23.4 
Sharecropped 10.6 7.2 10. 1 7-7 30.2 24.0 36.8 24.7 41.8 28. 1 51.8 
Fixed rent 34.6 3i.o 39.0 38.2 32.0 31.9 13.2 10.5 37.1 41.8 22.3 
Others 11 . 7 16.4 3-7 6.4 7.6 11. 3 6.4 ?.6.0 3.7 11.9 2.5 
Total 
(area in 3,162 132.6 2,546 87.1 f,720 58.3 1,200 43-5 1' 12 5 46.4 1,250 
'000 
Source: 
d.) 
( i ) Department of Statistics (1976) General results of .the agricultural census 2 (various tables) 
(ii) idem. (1981) Results of the agricultural census in the Jordan Valley, 1978. 
(various tables) Author's collation. 
197_2. 
% 
area 
53.2 
25.2 
13.5 
8. 1 
so. 1 
VI 
r.,; 
Table 9.3 
East Jordan Valle : Monthl labour re uirements for 
selected crops (man-hours/dunum 
\ 
Crop M~:mthly Labour Requirements· 
Eggplant 161. 
Tomatoes 144 
Peppers 126 
Beans 98 
Squash 95 
Alfalfa'< 37 
Maize 32 
Wheat 16 
Citrus Fr-uits 136 
Bananas 210 
Source: derived from Dar-al-Handasah (1969) op. cit. 
Appendix E, table 14. Author's collation: 
* Labour requirement for alfalfa (using traditional 
irrigation) is taken from Binnie et al. (1978) 
'Mujib and .southern Ghors irrigation project: 
feasibility report'. Table VI.12. 
.:; ') ') 
J--
Table 9.4 
·East Jordan Valley: growth and distribution of plastic houses, tunnels and drip 
irrigation systems 1977/8-1979/80 (dunums) 
Region Tunnels Houses Open field with Drip Surface Drip Surface drip irrigation 
North 
1878/9 22 19 83.4 
1979/80 75.4 76.2 
Middle 
1978/9 ·67 279 241 284.6 
1979/80 150 774 576.5 513.0 
South 
1978/9 1·, 528. 4' 119 63.9 52.7 
1979/80 1,504 4,799 82.3 42.9 
Total 
1977/8 385 3,140 106 179 
1978/9 1,595 4,420 324 421 8,514 
1979/80 1,654 5,573 734 63.2 16,603 
Source: s·teitieh, A. ~1. and ~lu sa, A.H. (1981) OE· cit. various tables 
(Author's collation). 
Table 9.5 
East Jordan Valley: Housing units by date of completion and 
locationi pre 1948-1973 
Year North Middle South Total 
Pre-1948 133 126 77 336 
1948-1950 561 194 454 1,209 
1951-1954 505 272 112 889 
1955-1959 381 470 151 1 '002 
1960-1964 1,095 1,003 406 2,504 
1965-1966 672 741 146 1,559 
1967-1969 314 530 140 984 
1970-1971 719 500 127 I, 346 
1972 437 739 208 I , 3H4 
Number of units 
existing, Mar-ch 
1973 4,817 4,575 1,821 11,213 
Source: Department of Statistics (1973) op. cit. Table 29. 
(Author's collatiori) 
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Table 9.6 
East Jordan Valley: Population in March 1973 by length of 
residence at location 
Since March March 1971 March 1970 March 1969 
Area 1972 to Feb. to Feb. to Feb. 
1972 1971 1970 
Total Valle~ 
Total 14,975 12,130 13,770 2,097 
Male 7,845 I 6,208 6,978 1,080 
Female 7,130 5,922 . 6' 792 1 '01 7 
Northern Area 
Total 5,850 7,851 9,631 477 
Male 3,024 4,018 4,842 246 
Female 2,826 3,833 4,789 Z31 
Middle Area 
Total 7,120 3,612 3,1.)0 I , I() S 
Male 3,759 1 '842 l, 64 5 55.5 
Female 3,361 1,770 1,505 550 
Southern Area 
Total 2,005 667 989 515 
Male 1,062 348 491 279 
' Female 943 319 498 236 
Sorirce: derived from Dep~rtment of Statistics (1973) op. cit. 
Table 18. (Author's collation) 
Table 9.7 
East Jordan Valley: Gr6wth in recorded population by nationality and location, 1973, 1978 and 1979 
1973 1978 1979 annual % 
Village Jordanian Non-Jordanian change~H~ 
Group~:- Total Nwnber % annual Nwnber Total Number % annual Nwnber % annual Total 
growth grm-.rth growth 1973-8 1973-9 
North Shuna/ 
~lanshiya 12,322 12,949 0.9 368 13,317 15,616 3.6 397 7.9 16,013 1.4 4.0 
~Ia share/ 
\\'aqqas .11,972 15,097 4.2 343 15,440 16,348 4.8 821 139.4 17,169 4.6 5.6 
\\'adi Yabis/ 
, 
:3leikhat 4,744 4,894 0.5 31 4,925 4,848 0.3 107 245.2 4,955 0.5 0.6 
Kreiymeh/ 
Balawinah 9,675 9,658 -0.1 36 9,694 9,652 -0.1 424 1077.8 10,076 0.1 0.6 
Dier Alla/ 
Damiya 12,559 16,142 4.5 604 16,746 18,232 5.7 2,042 238.1 20,274 5 ') . ~ 7.4 
Karama/ 
Shw1a 
Janubia 12,730 15,667 3.7 887 16,554 16,838 4.3 1,337 50.7 18,175 4.7 5.5 
TOTAL 64,012 74,407 2.7 2,269 76,676 81,534 3.7 5' 128 l26.0 86,662 " ') 4.6 ,) . "-' 
:30W'Ce: (i) Department of Statistics (1973) 0£2· cit. pp. 122-7 (Author's compilation); 
(ii) JVA/Department of Statistics 'East Jordan Valley pilot census: November 1978' (Author's compilation); 
(iii) Unpublished returns to the 1979 National Census (Author's compilation) 
Continued. 
v.. 
tv 
C· 
Table 9.7 (continued) 
Notes 
-~~- V.i.llag·e gr·ot.JpS ·ar·e d<:!fined here as: 
(i) North Shuna/Manshiya 
North Shuna 
Adasiyeh 
·Manshiyeh 
Buseilia 
Abu Falah 
Abu Sidu 
Al-Bakura 
(ii) M~share/W~qqas 
Mashare 
Waqqas 
Qleit al-Jasoureh 
Zamaliah 
1\L-/\zbeh 
·Sheikh Mullamad 
Tel cl /\rabein 
Harawiyeh 
(iii) Wadi el Yabis/Sleikhat 
Wadi el Yabis 
Sieikhat 
Kharbat Murshid 
El Qurn 
Subeira 
Abu Farah 
(iv) Kreiymeh/Balawina 
Kreiymeh 
Balawina 
/\bu Obe:ideh 
Khazmah 
(v) Dier /\lla/Damiya 
Dier Alla 
El Arda 
Damiya 
Dhurar 
El.Dhabab 
Abu Zieghan 
Sawalha 
Al-Rabi 
Al-Atwal al-Shamalya 
Mu'a:di 
Dhahrat er-Ramel 
Maisara el-Ruweiha 
(vi) Karama/Shuna Janubi~ 
Karama 
Shuna Janubia 
El-Tawda 
Abu Habil 
Al-Mudraseh 
Majid 
Mukhalath al-Tahta 
Al-Maqarin 
Ma'ad 
Ziglab 
Karakameh 
'I'abquet Fahl 
Sil al-Hamma 
nasiyl.ich 
/\bu Ziyad 
Ghadin 
Mukhaltha al-Fuqa 
Al-Aramsheh 
El-Merazzeh 
Hamma Ghor al-Arabein 
El-Madraj 
Zour al-Muqbarah 
El-Marayheh (with El-Faqir) 
El-Sukhnat 
Shihdat 
El-Fadcliyyin 
Basakhneh 
El-Diyat 
Tel el-Mintah 
Al-Buquiliah 
Zour al-Maqbarah 
Abu Najrah 
Tel el-Fukhar 
Tel el-Ramel 
Maysara al-Jadida 
Karkamah 
Muthalath al-Masri 
Jawfat el-Kafrein 
El-Ramah 
Hajajira 
Sweima 
Ghor Nimrin 
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Sukmat al-Shuna· 
Kafrein Continued ... 
(Table 9.7 (continued) 
Note that not all these villages appear in all three 
enumerations. 
** Compound growth rates are calculated using 5.67 years 
for 1973-8 and 6.67 years for 1973-9. 
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Table 9;8 
East Jordan Valley: Jordanian population by sex and location in 1973, 1978 and 1979 
Village Group 1973 1978 1979 Male Female Sex ratio Male Female Sex ratio Male Female Sex ratio 
North Shuna/ 
Manshiya 6,348 5,984 106.1 6,667 6,282 106.1 8,069 7,547 106.9 
Mashare/· 
Waqqas 6,143 5,829 105.4 7,735 7,362 105.1 8,236 8' 112 101.5 
Wadi Yabis/ 
Sleikhat 2,410 2,.334 103.3 2,481 2,413 102.8 2,395 2,453 97.6 
.Kreiymeh/ 
Balawina 5,055 4,620. 109.4 4,953 4,705 105.3 4,904 4,748 103.3 
Dier All a/ 
Damiya 6,542 6,017 .108.7 8,409 7;733 108.7 9,394 8,838 106.3 
Karama/ 
Shuna Janoubia 6' 6 6.1 6,069 109.8 8,067 7,600 106.1 8,622 8,216 104.9 
TOTAL 33,159 .30,853 107.5 38,312. 36:095 106.1 41,62.0 39,914 104.3 
Source: As table 9.7 (Author 1 s compilation). 
Table 9.9 
East Jordan Valley: % growth rates (compound) of Jordanian popul~tiori by sex and 
locati6ri 1973-1~78 and 1973-1979 
1973-1978 
Male- Female 
1973-1979 
Male Female . Village Group 
North Shuna/ 
Manshiya 0.87 0.86 3.66 3-54 
Mashare/ 
Waqqas 4-15 4.21 4.50 s.os 
Wadi Yabis/ 
Sleikhat 0.51 0.59 -0.09 0.75 
Kreiymeh/ 
Balawina -0.36 0. 32 -0.45 0.41 
Dier All a/ 
Damiya 4-53 4-53 5.58 5.94 
Karama/ 
Shuna Janoubia 3.44 4.05 3.95 4.65 
TOTAL 2 ."58 2.81 3.47 3.94 
Source: As table 9.7 (Author's compilation). 
Table 9.10 
East Jbrdan Valley: Age/sex distribution of Jordanian population by region, 1978 
Agwar Shamalya Dier All a and Shuna Janubia 
Age Group 
Male Fema.le Sex Ratio Male Female Sex Ratio 
0 965 901 107 719 705 102 
1-4 3,441 3,305 104 2,468 2,370 104 
5-9 4,013 3,666 109 2,853 2,620 109 
10-14 3,469 3,202 108 2,359 2' 100 112 
15-19 1,297 2,230 58 1,497 1,508 99 
20-24 1,459 1,443 101 997 1,018 98 
25-29 886 926 96 748 846 88 
30-34 879 1,155 76 740 819 90 
35-39 921 1 '052 86 754 794 95 
40-44 918 895 102 765 665 115 
45-49· 729 630 116 555 417 133 
50-54 559 523 107 402 341 118 
55-89 387 312 124 301 208 145 
60-64 415 333 125 423 242 1.34 
65+ 744 599 124 583 435 134 
TOTAL 22,082 21,172 104 16,065 15,089 106 
Source: · as table 9.7 (Author's compilation). V'l w 
Table 9.11 
East Jordan ·Valley: general pattern of employment change, 19j5-1978 (PEE's) 
1975 1978 % Annual average growth 
Sub-District 1975-1978 
Paid Unpaid Paid Unpaid Paid Unpaid Total 
Agwar 
Shamalya 6,918 5,825 6,849 3,922 -0.3 -12.4 
-5.5 
(% distribution) 54.8 45.8 63.6 36.4 
Dier All a 2,478 3,824 2,811 2,633 +4.3 -11. 7 -4.8 
(% distribution) 39.3 60.7 51.4 
Shuna Janubia 1,405 2,862 2,312 2,606 +18.1 -3.1 +4.9 
(% distribution) 32.9 67 ;l 47.0 53·. 0 
TOTAL 10,801 12,511 11,972 9' 161 +3.5 -9.9 -3.2 
(% distril::>ui:;ion) 46.3 53.7 56.7 43.3 I 
Source: as table 9 ') . - (Author's compilation). 

Table 9.12 
East Jordan Valley: Agric~ltural employment in 1975 and 1978 by sub-district and employment status 
(a) Male 
Sub-District Permanent Temporary Occasional Total 
and Status No. % total No. % total No. % total No. % change 
( 1 ) Agwar Shamal;y:a 
(a) Paid Employees 
1975 890 15·5 1,913 33.4 2,925 51.1 5;728 
-1.2 1978 655 11.6 3,883 68.6 1,124 19.9 5,662 
(b) Unpaid Employees 
1975 3,698 97.2 68 1.8 38 1.0 3,804 
-33.2 1978 2,086 82.0 315 12.4 142 5.6 2,543 
( 2) Dier All a 
(a) Paid Employees 
1975 175 9.0 425 22.0 1,334 69.0 1,934 +1.6 1978 343 17. 5 493 25.1 1' 12 9 57.5 1,965 
(b) Unpaid Employees ' 
197.5 2,188 98.4 23 1. 0 12 0.6 2,223 
-28.3 1978 1,441 90.4 67 4.2 85 5.3 1,593 
( .3 ) Shuna Janubia 
(a) Paid Employees 
~ 97.5 .· 208 1 7. 0 245 20.0 772 63.0 1,225 
+78.0 1978 461 21.2 625 28.7 1,097 50.0 2,180 
(b) Unpaid Employees 
1975 1,660 98.9 15 1 . 0 ') 0. 1 1,677 .... 
1978 1,524 o~ ""~ 68 4 ., 33 2.0 1,626 -3.0 lJ·o _. .) • I . - r..,;. 
,._,) 
Table 9.12 (continued) 
(b) Female 
Sub-District Permanent Temporary Occasional Total 
·and .Status No. % total No. % total No. % total No. % change 
( 1 ) Agwar Shamal;r:a 
(a) Paid Employees 
1975 101 8.5 257 21.6 832 69.9 1,190 
-0.3 1978 102 8.6 722 60.8 363 30.6 1,187 
Unpaid Employees 
1975 1,828 90.5 140 6.9 53 2.6 2,021 
. -31. 8 1978 1,091 79.1 233 16.9 55 4.0 1,379 
( 2) Dier All a 
( a ) Paid Employees 
1975 7 1.3 84 15.4 453 83.3 544 +55.5 1978 21 2.5 108 12.8 717 84.8 846 
Unpaid Employees 
1975 1,479 92.4 68 4.2 54 3.4 1,601 
1978 694 66.7 156 15.0 190 18. 3 1 '040 -35.0 
( ., \ 
.) J Shun a Janubia 
(a) Paid Employees 
1 0 "':' ~ 26 14.4 ·21 11.7 133 /3.9 180 . I ) 
-26.7 1978 35 26.5 25 18.9 71 53.8 1.32 
L'npaid Employees 
10""''" 1,132 95.5 47 4.0 6 0.5 1.185 ' I ) 
-17.3 1978 828 84.5 115 11. 7 37 3.8 980 
V1 
Source: as tab:LE: 9.2 (Author's w compilation). 
""'" 
Table 9.13 
East Jordan Va1ley: di~t~ib~tion of non-Jordanians by age, sex and sub-districts, 1978 
Age Group Agwar Shamalya Dier All a and Shun a Janubia Valley Total Male Female Total % Male Female Total % Male Female Total % 
0 2 2 4 0.5 9 3 12 0.8 11 5 16 0.7 
1-4 12 9 21 2.6 31 29 60 4. 1' 43 38 81 3.6 
5-9 7 5 12 1.5 27 28 55 3. 8 34 33 67 3.0 
10-14 1 1 4 15 1.8 ·39 14 53 3.6 50 18 68 3.0 
15-19 10 3 13 1.6 25 13 38 2. 6 35 16 51 2.2 
20-24 88 9 97 12.0 156 21 177 12.2 244 30 274 12.0 
25-29 161 1 1 172 21.3 256 15 271 18.6 417 26 443 19.5 
30-34 159 4 163 20. 1 230 15 245 16.4 389 19 408 17.9 
35-39 145 3 148 18.3 213 8 221 15.2 358 11 369 16.2 
40-44 92 92 11.4 1.62 9 171 11 . 7 254 9 263 11.5 
45-49 45 1 .16 5.7 85 6 91 6.2 130 7 137 6.0 
50-54 9 9 1 . 1 30 5 3S 2.4 39 5 44 1.8 
55-59 7 7 0.9 13 2 15 1. 0 20 2 22 1.0 
60-64 ') 2 0 ') 3 J 4 0.3 5 1 6 0.3 .:.. . ~ 
65+ 6 2 8 l. 0 7 7 14 0.9 1 3 9 22 1 . 0 
TOTAL 756 53 809 100 1,286 176 1,462 100 2,042 229 2,271 100 
' Source: as table 9.7 (Authot' 1 s com pi la t ion) . v. 
(..,J 
'.J'I 
Table 9.14 
East Jordan Valley: Distribution of non-Jordanians by age, sex and nationality, 1978 
Age Group Egyptian Pakistani South Ko·rean Indian Others Male Female Total Male Female Total Male Female Total Male Female Total Male Female Total 
Less than 1 1 - 1 7 3 10 - - - 1 - 1 2 2 4 
1-4 1 4 5 30 . 26 56 - - - - - - 12 8 20 
5-9 1 2 3 24 23 47 - - - - - - 9 8 17 
10-14 2 2 4 34 11 45 - - - 1 - 1 13 5 18 
15-19 - 8 '.2 tO 14 8 22 2 - 2 7 1 8 4 5 9 
20-24 86 12 98 13 8 21 28 - 28 100 - 100 17 10 27 
25-29 139 12 151 8 6 14 180 - 180 75 - 75 15 8 23 
30-34 108 1 109 14 14 28 216 . - 216 45 - 45 6 4 10 
35-39 94 - 94 19 7 26 210 - 210 27 - 27 8 4 12 
40-44 67 1 68 16 7 23 134 - 134 24 - 24 13 1 14 
45-49 45 - 45 5 5 10 68 - 68 8 - 8 4 2 6 
50-54 25 - 25 2 4 6 7 - 7 - - - 5 1 - 6 
55-59 8 - 8 4 2 6 6 - 6 - - - 2 - 2 
60-64 2 - 2 1 1 2 - - - - - - 2 - 2 
65+ 4 1 5 3 5 8 - - - - - - 6 3 9 
TOTAL 591 37 628 194 130 324 851 - 851 288 1 289 118 61 179 
Distribution (%) 
Agwar Shamalya 31.7 2.2 43.5 52.6 45.3 ~ Dier Alla & Shuna Janubia 68.3 97.8 56.5 47.4 54.7 0 
Source: as table 9.7 (Author's compilation). 
Table 9.15 
East Jordan V~lley: Wage rates for temporary hired laborir, March 1979 
Location Wage rates (JD./hour) ·- Jordanian Non-Jordanian 
Mean Range Mean Range 
North of Deir All a 0.484 0.375-0.500 0.397 0.375-0.400 
Karama-Dier All a 0.411 0.340-0.500 0.375 
South of Karama 0.395 0.286-0.500 0.325 0.300-0.400 
All-respondents 0.432 0.286~0.500 0.365 0.300-0.400 
Source: Hyslop, J. (1979) op. cit. table 13. 
Table· ·9. 16 
-East Jor.dan Valley: . ··Gross :~arrid ,_net. returns from· cucumber production, varying systems ( 197 8/9) 
.. :,.: 
IP.il:a:st.i:c houses with 
.d!r:i)p 
iP[l.'astic houses with 
.sur•f,a c e irrigat.ion 
iFll:C1·S·t i c tunhels with 
.. <c!kl.~p 
iFtl:astic tunnels with 
.,. .s.u•r f a c e irrigation· 
Aver.a:ge · 
Who·lesaTe 
Price 
JD. /t:on 
256;0 
266.5 
283.0 
283.0 
'.Yield 
ton/d. 
8.5 
6.0 
2. 2 
1.7 
Gross 
· Returns 
JD./d. 
2176.0 
1599.0 
622.6 
481.0 
Production 
Costs 
JD. /d. 
337.3 
296.5 
111 .. 4 
111. 7 
l\Iarketing 
· Costs 
JD./d. 
313.7 
225.8 
85.3 
65.9 
Total 
Variable· 
Costs 
JD./d. 
651.0 
522.3 
196.7 
177.6 
Net Initial 
Returns·. Capital 
JD./d. _Investment 
JD./d.~} 
1525.0 1998.0. 
1076.7 1718.0 
425.9 366.7 
303.4 86.7 
S.o.U!I'i.ce:: Steitieh, A.M. and r.tusa, A.H. (1980) op. cit. table 17 (Author's compilation). 
: .·· ... 
derived from Steitieh,. A.M. and Abbas, M.F. (1979) 'A preliminary economic analysis of returns 
from producing cucumber and tomato under plastic covers and drip irrigation systems'. 
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Table 9.17 
Production costs of cucumber and tomato under plastic covers 
and drip irrigation systems in the East Jordan Valley, 1978-
, 1979 (JD./d.) 
Cost Items 
1: Material Inputs 
2. Labour Inputs: 
( a ) Sow i n g , r· c p l a 11 t i n g 
(b) Fertiliser 
application 
(c) Irrigation 
(d) Spraying and 
fumigation 
(e) Pruning 
(f) Weeding and hoeing 
(g) Ventilation 
(h) Installing drippers 
and mulch 
(i) Tunnel installation 
and r·emov al 
(j) Plastic removal in 
houses 
( k) Ha ,~vesting 
TOTAL LABOUR INPUTS 
TOTAL MATERIAL AND 
LABOUR INPUTS 
Cucumber 
Plastic Houses 
Drip Surface 
187.7 156.5 
4-S 
J.O 
0.0 
28.3 
27.3 
2.5 
0.0 
4-5 
0.0 
s.J 
74.2 
6.0 
10.0 
13.0 
22.0 
35.6 
14.2 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
6.4 
52.8 
149.6 138.0 
337-3 296.5 
Piastic Tunnels 
Drip Surface 
68 . .3 68.5 
L.H 
2.6 
0.0 
4 .·s 
0.0 
1.8 
s.o 
4. 1 
0.0 
7.0 
.1. s 
5.4 
3.0 
0.0 
4.0 
3.9 
0.0 
.5.2 
0.0 
19.1 1(>.2 
43. 1 43. 2 
Tomato 
Drip 
37.8 
4-3 
2.5 
0.0 
2.0 
0.0 
3.0 
0.0 
4. l 
0.0 
0.0 
28.7 
44.6 
82.4 
Source: Steitieh, A.M. and Musa, A.H. (1980) op. cit. table 15. 
PART IV CONCLUSION 
CHAPTER TEN 
INTERNATIONAL LABOUR MIGRATION AND MANPOWER.DEVELOPMENT I~ 
JORDAN: CONCLUSIONS AND LESSONS 
10. 1 Preface 
The principal objectives of this thesis were earlier 
summa~ised as follows: 
(i) to review the problems of labour market information 
gathering in Jordan and of labour market management under 
conditions of heightened uncertainty; 
(ii) to evaluate the formulation of, and constraints on, 
Jordanian government policy towards labour migration in 
~eneral and human capital resources in particular; 
(iii) . to examine the role of immigrant labour' in an 
emigrant economy; 
( i v ). to build a comprehensive picture of contempor·ary 
Jordanian participation in the international labour market 
and place this in its historical context . 
. The first of these objectives has been discussed at 
. . 
various poitits .in our preceding analysis. Heie we will draw 
together and review those problems in some detail 
(section 10.2). The subsequent sections will briefly examine 
the remaining objectives of the thesis and assess the extent 
to ~hich those aims have been met. 
10. 2 A review of the problems of labour mark~t information 
gathering and of labour market management under 
conditions of heightened uncertainty 
10.2.1 Increasing concern with maladjustments in the ./ 
Jordanian labour marke£~ particularly with high rates of 
graduate unemployment, led the government to recognize the 
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need for a specialised manpower planning unit. This need 
was fulfilled in 1969 with the establishment of the Manpower 
Planning Section (MPS). 1 From the outset this unit has been 
firmly located within the institutional structure of the 
national planning organization (originally the JDB and 
later the NPC) . This institutional location has played 
a decisive role in determining the mode of that manpower 
planning process. The M~S was charged with formulating a 
macro-scale manpower demand/supply assessment to accompany 
projected sectoral investment targets. 
With the growing exodus of Jordanian workers in the mid-
1970's the critical question facing the MPS was the extent 
to which emigration for employment would limit the attain-
ment of the five year plan's objectives. Although the MI'S 
was responsible fur· elal:>or-ating (hut not implement i llf:.!;) a 
labou1· supply strategy to meet pr·ojected :r·equir·enu::nts, thv 
charact~ristics ·of that strategy were constrained from the 
outset by the government's.determination (albeit with 
reservation) to maintain its 'open-door policy' (Anani 
-
and Jaber, 1980) towards labour emigratiott. 2 
Having accepted that initial restriction the role of 
the MPS has been frustrated by the substantial lacuna of y/ 
consistent, reliable and relevant labour market information, 
partic~larly with regard to ·emigration for employment. 
As a result of these character·istics· manpower· 
planning in Jordan has been discontinuous, highly aggregate 
and operationaliy irrelevant. 3 Manpower 'planning' is 
little more than a manpower requirements forecast presented 
with successive development plans. Even within the limits 
of. an aggregate manpower requirements forecast the MPS has 
had little success (see chapter 7.7); Giveri the significarit 
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constraints under which the MPS .operates it is perhaps not 
surprising to find a lack of direction in its work. However, 
the extensive participation of Jordanian manpower on a highly 
unpredictable international labour market ascribes an 
increased importance to the effective formulation, 
im~lementation and evaluation of labour market policies, 
rather than any diminuition of such responsibility, as the / 
. ----
MPS have assumed. Under conditions of heightened uncertainty 
·the need is not simply for a more accurate manpower assessment, 
but rather for the adoption of contingency planning and / 
the maintenance of a flexible labour market response through 
education and training. 
10.2.2 To be effective, labour market management (including 
medium term manpower planning) must be a continuous activity 
based on the evaluation and monitoring of continuous labour 
market information. At present such signals are both 
intermittent and confused; as a result the aims of manpower· 
planners and the abilities of labour market managers are 
increasingly divorced. The present structure of labour 
market management, fragmented between the MPS and the MOL, 
substitutes the monitoring and evaluation of labour market 
signals by the appointment of ad hoc committees to examine 
successive labour market cri~es and to recommend remedial 
action. This approach has all too often been time-consuming 
and ineffective. 
The pre~requisite for formul~ting an effective 
.labour market strategy from the perspective of <~ontingency 
planning must be the establishment of. a continuous and 
reliable labour market information programme. The 
iimitations of-staff and of financial resources will 
undoubtedly set narrow limits to that programme. Bearing 
this in mind an important preliminary step must be to 
determine what manpower information is really necessary 
for planning and operational purposes under the present 
circumstances and secondly to determine the most effective 
and economic~l methods of collecting and disseminating 
such data on a regular basis. While the elaboration of 
such a programme is beyond the scope of this wor·k the 
following paragraphs briefly summarize the cur-renL sLaLu.'j 
and major problems of contemporary labour market information 
in Jordan and outline the minimal requiremtnts as they 
have emerged in this study. 
10.2.3 In developing counb~ies labour market information 
has been generated (however imprecisely, Richter, 1978) 
as a by-product of two main sources: 
(i) the records of s6cial security or unemployment 
insurance schemes; 
. 4 (ii) the placement activities of the employment serv:~ces. 
in Jordan these basic sources have been either absent or 
effectively inoperative. 5 As a result labour market 
information is primarily derived from temporally discrete 
household arid establishment surv~ys conducted by the 
central statistical agency (DOS) and supplemented with 
occasional ad hoc inquiries by a variety of institutions. 
These surveys are unable to provide key manpower information 
with the speed, accuracy and continuity requi r·ed I" or· 
decision-making :i.n either· the shor·t <H' tong ter·m. The 
major drawbacks o 1· Jordanian labour market in forma Lion can 
be summarized under two headings: (a) coverage and content; 
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(b) dissemination. The following paragraph briefly 
summarises each in turn. 
(a) Coverage and content 
Exis~ing labour market information is restricted in 
both sectoral and spaiial coverage. Indeed it is readily 
apparent that the majority of the working popuiation, 
especially the self-employed and those in rural areas, are 
not covered by any contemporary data collection efforts. 
In addition current labour market information fails to 
address a number of particularly important issues: 
( i) There is n~ regular emplo.yer / establishmell t labour· 
demand survey and no national skill inventory. The need 
-for such data became clear in~with the establishment of 
the VTC. 
(ii) There is a continued lack of time series data on 
the volume and characteristics of emigration (and a complete 
dearth of data on return migration) fur employment. 
Systematic data collection on labour outflows is resLricted 
to those obtaining employment in Saudi Arabia for· whom Lhe 
MOL obtains work permits from the Saudi embassy in Amman. 
This provides only aggregate occupational data. 
(iii) Available ·data on immigrant employment in Jordan 
is constrained by inconsistent visa and work permit require-
ments for different nationalities. Again, occupational 
data is presenteq in an aggregate and often misleading form. 
(iv) Unemployment and vacancy data are collected by the 
Employment Office but in an incomplete and ill-organized 
fashion. The maintenance of traditional informaL.i.on 
channels and •·ec r·u i ti ng practices makes such da l:a o I" 
limited value in pulicy-m~king. 
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(v) Wage rate dat~ is only available on an intermittent 
basis and then in an aggregate and ineffective form. 
At present the labour market information 'programme' 
is restricted to the thrice annual 'Employment survey 
for establishments engagitig 5 persons or more'. Having 
its origins in the early 1970's the employment survey continues 
to focus on the employment of ter~iary education graduates. 
However, its failure to distinguish skill levels and to 
provide wage rate data on anything other than an .inter·-
mittent and aggregate basis, makes the survey whoJ Ly 
~napprop~iate to current needs. DOS were unable to pinpoint 
either the aims of the survey or its user8. 
(b) Dissemination 
In addition to the problems of restricted content and 
limited coverage, available labour market information 
suffers from an over-long gestation period between collection 
and distribution or publication. This period is seldom 
less than one year and frequently two or Rare. In many cases 
available data remains unpublished and is often unknown to 
those who most need it. 
Th~ problems of data awareness and exchange are even 
greater at the' international level. Thus, both the MOL 
and MPS did not have access to the detailed work permit 
data issued by the Kuwait MOL (and used here in chapter 5). 
Th~s apparent lack of data exchange makes the adoption of 
regional manpower plannirig in Arab countries (as advocated 
by Atasi, 1982 and .Pennisi, 1981~ among others) mor·e of a 
() 
rhetor·icaJ commitment Lhan a r(:a] isL.i.c poss.i.bi.Lity. 
10 . .:.?..4 1\.s a resuJL of these limitations current I. a hour-
market information is unable to provide the key data required 
by manpower planners at either the national or local scale. 
Given current resource constraints and priority schedules 
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the establishment of a comprehensive labour market information 
system covering all sectors of the economy can only be a 
progressive long .term commitment. The pervasiveness of 
international labour migration in the Jordanian economy and 
the he~ghtened uncertainty it imposes on labour market 
management demonstrates that the immediate priority must be 
an increased awareness of the characteristics, trends and 
implications of such migration. Given the immediacy of the 
problem, it is important in the first place to improve the 
use of existing data ~esources. This thesis has identified 
a number of important areas in which such improvements could 
be effected. 
paragraphs: 
These are briefly summarised in the following 
(i) Monitoring emigration 
At present those leaving to work in Saudi Arabia must 
apply through the MOL; the extension of thj.s requirement to 
other destination countries would provide an opportunity for 
increasing data on labour outflow. The scope of the 
occupational classification could be enlarged. Such data 
should be published on a regular (monthly or quarterly) 
ba-sis. An additional and simple expedient would be to 
expand the information required on departure/arrival cards 
curren~ly used at frontier posts. This would be an initial 
step in assessing the extent of return migration. 
(ii) Monitoring and forecasting skill scarcity ) 
Previous discussion (chapter 7) has emphasised the 
need to identify and monitor skill scarcity at the 
occupational level if effective remedial measures are to be 
undertaken. A number of sources of such data were 
identified earlier, notably the Employment Office's vacancy 
data and VTC apprenticeship enrolments. Although these 
sources require significant modification, they could provide 
an important means of monitoring skill availability and thus 
assessing priorities in the establishment of training 
facilities. An important supplement would be the 
preparation of a wage index of selected occupations. The 
establishment of the sse makes this a possibility in the near 
future. 
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The time lag in the creation of new training facilities 
varies from 2-5 years, and for the re-orientation of existing 
schemes from 1-2 years. To make such progra~mes more 
responsive to the needs of both the domestic and the 
.external labour markets, it is necessary to provide short 
term demand forecasts for selected occupations. Such 
forecasts need to be prepared on a regular ba~is (e.g. 
twice yearly). Given the inability of manpower· planner·s to 
predict skill requirements at the national level, such fore-
casting must be decentralised to the estab~ishment level and 
could take a form si~ilar to that of· the VTC survey. This . 
would need to be supplemented with six-monthly forecasts of 
trends in the major labour-importing states produced by the 
Jordanian labour attaches. 
(iii) Immigrant workers 
There is clearly a need to monitor the level and 
char·acter·istics of immigrant employment in Jor·dan. 'l'hj.-,; 
can only be achieved by a rational i:sa tion of visa and wor·k 
permit requiremen~s (most notably their extension to all 
nationalities and all economic sectors). This will become 
. ,, 
increasingly important if current international labour 
market trends are confirmed and the opportunities for 
unskilled and semi-skilled Jordanians to find employmen~ 
abroad di~inish rapidly . 
10 . .3 Retrospect 
In this final section we briefly re-iterate the 
remaining objectives of this research and summarise some 
of the £indings. 
10.3.1 To evaluate the formulation of, and c0nstraints on, 
Jordanian government policy towards labour migration 
It is frequently asserted that labour emigration 
occurs in default of government policy (Richards and 
Martin, 1983). 7 In the Jordanian case the dearth of 
government pronouncements on labour emigration are indicative 
not of the absence of policy but rather of the continuity 
which has characterised that policy. Since the early 1970's 
the government has consistently re-iterated its intention 
of maintaining Jordan's r6le as a regional manpower 
supplier. It has been shown here that such a consistent 
structural policy is a direct and logical outcome of 
Jordan's economic and political history. The combination 
of ~ordan's internal political structure, in which a large 
'· 
propoption (if not the majority) of the population are 
' 
Jordahian only by default, together with her economic, and 
. ' . . 
ultimately political, dependence on her neighbouring oil-
rich states, effectively precludes alternative strategies. 
Although emigration policy has been consistent, its 
management h~s frequently been incoheren~ and contradictory. 
To atteflli± a comprehensive account of the government 1 s policy 
towards ~migration for employment would have been an 
I 
unrealistic project given the number of agencies involved, 
and the sensitivity of the decision-making process. Instead, 
eviden6e has been employed selectively to focus on one 
issue, that of labour shortfalls, to illustrate the 
difficulties of intervening effectively in a domestic 
labour market where manpower requirements are controlled by 
external events. Government pronouncements that labour 
shortages would be overcome by increasing the labour force 
participation of women and by a greater emphasis on 
vocational education and training were shown to be rhetorical 
commitments rather than practical policy outlines. While 
the vocational training project has been successful its 
operations are far too limited in scope to significantly 
affect maladjustments in the labour market. In Lhe shor·t 
term at least the labour supply policy has met with only 
limited success. The only practical comprcmise remains the 
importation of immigrant workers into Jordan. 
10.3.2 To exami~e the r6le of immigrant labour in an 
emigrant economy 
Previous research, notably that of Birks and 
Sinclair, has suggested that manpower shortages arising from 
labour exports were the stimulus for a replacement lahour· 
movement, into lab.our-exporting economies. '!'his Labour· 
immigration was seen as ameliorating, in the short ter·m, f 
j 
some of the negative consequences of labour exports, 
notably wage inflation and manpower shortfalls. 
A detailed examination of labour inflows to Jordan 
has demonstrat~d a contrary position.. Immigrant workers 
perform a complex and varied role in the emigrant economy. 
Three distinct roles have been defined: replacement migratio~; 
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international contract migration; secondary labour 
migration. The bulk of immigrant workers in Jordan were 
seen to fall into the latter category which consists 
primarily of unskilled and semi-skilled workers employed 
in low status occupations and at discriminatory wages that 
. Jordanians were unwilling to accept. These characteristics 
have facilitated the continued expansion of immigrant 
employment in Jordan despite the recession in primary 
(Jordanian) emigration and the re-emergence of domestic 
unemployment. The role of emigration in stimulating Labour· 
inflows is seen to have become incr·easingJ.y irr·el evant 
over time .. 
r 
Clearly, importing foreign manpowet· has not been a 
/
solution to domestic labour market problems and may have 
caused new problems to emerge. A review of developments in 
the irrigated agricultural sector of the East Jordan 
Valley has demonstrated that such labour was not simply 
maintaining the development momentum, but had played an I important role in shaping that development by permitting 
a rapid expansion in labour-int~nsive cultivation techniques. 
10. 3. 3 To build a comprehensive picture of contemp<n·a t·y 
Jordanian participation in the international 
lab6ur market and pl~ce this in its historical 
context 
.The limitations of available labour market data, 
particularly in the pre-1975 period, have n~cessarily 
restricted the reconstruction of Jordan's international 
labour migration history. Nevertheless a series of distinct 
phases in that history hav~ been identified. 
The British mandate period saw the partial incorp-
or·at;i.ou of 'J'rans-:jor·dan:i:an labout' into the Pa I e . .;t..i 11.i an 
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labour market. During t.his period labour migration, 
albeit on an intermittent and seasonal basis, was seen 
largely as a response to repeated crises in the dryland 
agricultural sector. 
Although the pattern and scale of emigration for 
employment w~re radically altered by the 1948 Palestine war, 
its characterisation as a response to crisis, both political 
and economic, is ~qually appropriate. As a result, 
Jordan's. role as a regional ·labour-supplier and her· 
parallel dependence on workers' remittances was aLready well 
established before the boom in emigration for employment 
of the mid-1970's. During that boom period net outflows 
of manpower reached 15,000 p.a. This high rate of labour 
loss and the skill profile of those emigrants had an 
increasingly negative impact on the Jordanian economy and 
labour market by exacerbating extant skill shortages. ~ 
Available data shows a substantial decline in 
emigr-ation for employment fr·om jordan since the La Le I 970' s. 
A detailed analysis of work permit data from Kuwait has 
confirmed that decl.ine, and shown the remaining .Jordanian 
inflow to be .inc~easingly biased ~awards technical and 
prof~ssional ~k{lls .. The b~~is-for that decline is traced 
io develop~ents i~ the nature of labour demand. The 
- . 
inability of the Jordani~n labour market to adjust to the 
distortions ·induced by participation in a vacillating 
mternational labour market suggests' that emigration for 
employment, rather than being a response to crises, has 
become a . . . c l' :t . ...; 1. s J. n itselr. 
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APPENDICES 
APPENDIX I 
A NOTE ON THE CLASSIFICATION OF OCCUPATIONS 
The International Standard Classification of 
Occupatioris (ISCO) was designed to permit the international 
comparison of occupations; it identifies 1,506 
occupational categories on the basis of t~e type of work 
performed. A nested ~ierarchy of definitions is provided: 
major groups (8); minor groups (83); unit groups (284) 
and occupations (1,506). The majority of states in the 
Middle East have data at the unit group (3 digit) level. 
Thus for example in Kuwait it is possible to distinguish 
between secondary education teachers (1-32) and primary 
education teachers (1-33), but not to isolate types of 
secondary or primary education teachers. 
While this classification is useful in enabl.ing 
the comparison of migrant and non-migrant occupational 
structures, it does not provide a basis for deLer·rnining Lhe 
extent of skill loss to labour suppliers because the 
classification does not take into account the educational 
or skill level required. Iri order to facilitate such 
comparison it is necessary to re-classify occupations on 
the basis of similar education or training inputs. Such 
a re-classification makes a number of implicit assumptions, 
that education and occupation are linked, that standard 
educational inputs can be identified and that the 
elasticity of substitution between occupational groups is 
minimal (Blaug, 1972). However the aim of transformation 
is not to define rigid educational requirements for 
particular occupations, merely to distinguish between broad 
categories of ectucation and training inputs ~sually 
required by particular groups of occupations. 
'I.' his problem was first tack 'Led by Pa r·nes (I' a r·nes, 
1962) who recommended a four-fold c.l.assificaLion: 
A professional and higher managerial occupations which 
.require higher education. 
B tech~ical and semi-professional skilled occupations 
which require 2-3 y~ars of p6st-se~ondary education. 
C sales, craft, proprietorial occupations requiring 
secondary education. 
D · occupations demanding less than secondary education. 
This is a r~ther coarse class~fication, in 
particular its failure to distinguish between arts and 
science based higher education is a si~nificant omission 
in this iegion. Further, the final category is ill-suited 
fo~ use in a region where a large majority of the working 
population have not completed secondary education. Despite 
the~e limitations it was this Parnes/OECD classifj.cation 
which was adapted for· use in the Middle East by Lhc 
.Jor·danian D<~par·tment of Statistics in I '970 and us<::d in 
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their 
1970). 
A-1 : 
A-2 
B 
c~1 
C-2 .. 
D .. 
'Survey of Establishment~' in that year (Socknat, 
This used a .six-fold classificati0n: 
scientific and technical occupations requiring 
a science or maths based University degree. 
arts based University degree. 
technical occupations requiring two years post-
secondary training. 
skilled office occupations requiring secondary 
education. 
skilled manual occupations requiring secondary 
education. 
semi-skilled and unskilled occupations with no 
education specifications. 
This h~s been further refined into a seven-fold 
clas~ification by the World.Barik research project on 
international labour migration in the Middle East (World 
Bank, 19 81) . The latter reserveE: class D for unskilled 
occupations requiring no education or training and 
designates C-1 as skilled office and manual occupations 
(requiring general secondary education completion), and 
C-2 as semi-skilled office and manual occupations (requiring 
intermediate level education or at least functional 
literacy). A further sub-division between B-1 and B-2 
is introduced. The former are sub-professional and 
techn~cal occupations requiring 1-3 years of science or 
maths based post-secondary or technical secondary education. 
Class B-2 represents other sub-professional oc~upatiuns 
requiring 1-3 years of non-science/maths based post-
secondary or vocational education. 
Here we will use a compresse~ version of this World 
Bank classification. The designation of .a B-1/B-2 
distin~tion see~s unjustified since avail&ble data do not 
p~rmit a· division between types of post-se~ondary (non-
University) education. Further the B-2 class has only 
nine unit groups, most of which are not utilized in the 
material uhder consideration. Finally the mixing of office 
and ~anual bccupations ~n the C-1 and C-2 designations is 
.avoided. 
The classification used here is a slight modification 
of that ~evised by Birks and Sinclair (1977c) and used in 
the International Migration Project. Use of ISCO unit 
groups makes it possible to transform any data set in the 
above classifications to our own for comparison. 
The classification used here has five levels: 
A-1 professional and technical occupations usually 
r•equi r·ing a science/maths based University .degr·ee. 
A~2 professional occupations usually requiring an arts 
based University degree. 
·B sub-professional and technical occupations usually 
requiring 1-3 years.post-secondary or vocational 
secondary education. 
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C-1 skilled and semi-skilled office occupations usually 
requi~ing preparatory cycle (9 years) completion 
at le~st. 
C-2 skilled and semi-skilled manual occupations usually 
requiring primary cycle edu~ation completion or 
functional literacy at l~ast. 
\ 
D unskilled occupations with no special education or 
formal training requirements. 
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1 . 
2 . 
3 . 
4. 
5. 
6. 
; . 
Year referred to 
1970 
'Early 1970's' 
1973-74 
1975 
1975 
1975 
1975 
APPENDIX II 
·SELECTED ESTIMATES-OF 'JORDANIANS' WORKING ABROAD 
Estimate. 
125,327 
100,000 
200,000 
137:,000 
100,000 
264,717 
zso, ;oo · 
Notes 
Farrag, A.M. (1975) An apparently precise estimate of 'Jordanians' 
working abroad but derived from sources referring to various 
years between 1968 and 1973 and several crude estimates. 
Incb1des Palestinians ~orking in Lebanon. 
Pennisi, G. (1981) table II-7, p. 23, see below (9). 
Azar, W. (1974) No basis for this estimate, nor 6lear definition 
is provided. 
Department of Statistics (1976) Some 7.6% of the MPHS sample of 
3,436 were abroad for employment. This ratio is applied to the 
1975 East Bank population (estimated) to derive a national 
figure. This may under~tate the real rate of emigration 
because of the 'household' nature of the survey. 
Salt, A. and Keeley, W. (1976) This estimate is based on the 
difference between actual and projected population age 
distribution. Compares the 1974 and 1975 MPHS results with a 
theoretical age distribution for 1975; the difference, it is 
suggested, represents those abroad. Since the latter is 
estimated fr~m a weak base and the former suffers from a bia~ed 
age distribution, the result is of limited value. 
Birks, J.S. and Sinclair, C.A. (1978c) p. 34. See text for 
detailed discussion. The authors assume that 57% (150,000) were 
Jordanians of East Bank origin. See below (U) for later 
revisions. 
Ecevit, Z.H. (1981) t.able 2, p. 263. Based on the same sources 
as Birks and Sinclair and in several cases derived from them, 
but reducing estimates for Qatar and the UAE on the hasis of 
employment and work permit data (uncited). 
Year re~e~red to 
8. 1975 139,000 
9 .. '~1id-1970's' 200,000 
10. 1975 198,400 
11. 1975 150J.200,000 
12. 1976 300,000 
li3~. 1977 150,000 
14. 1977 150-300,000 
15. 1977 225,000 
16. 1o--, 1 I 150,000 
17. 1978 120-150,000 
Notes 
Serageldin, I. et al. (1.983) p. 7, table 1.2. Based on a wide 
variety of employing country data made available after 
completion of the ILO project. 
Pennisi, G. (1981) table II-8, p. 25. Argues that previous 
estimates have excluded clandestine emigrants. The author 
suggests that a margin of error of +/- 20% should be attached 
to this estimate. 
Yahya, H.A. (1980) Based on Birks and Sinclair (6) but assuming 
that 75% of 'Jordanians and Palestinians' abroad were from the 
East or West Banks and that 143,300 were from the East Bank 
alone. See footnote 21, chapter 3. 
Mazur, M.P. (1979) This refers to Jordanians abroad (including 
dependants) and is based on an assumed outflow of 5,000 workers 
per annum during 1968~75, and that 56% of those abroad were 
economically active (as in the 1961 census). Mazur admits that 
his estimates are 11 ••• extremely speculative ... 11 
Issam Ajlouni (Minister of Labour), in MEED, val. 20 (40) 
1 October 1976, p. 16. Ajlouni refers to 69,000 'Jordanian 
·citizens' working in Kuwait, a figure which conflicts with the 
1975 Kuwait census. The latter enumerated 47,102 economically 
active Jordanians and Palestinians. 
Jawad An~ni (Under-Secretary for Labour) in The Middle East, 
no. 32, June 1977, p. 99. Refers simply to 'Jordanians abroad' 
Clark, J. ( 1977) p. 10. This estimate is derived from the two 
previously cited sources. 
Fadhil, M.A. (1979) p. 30. ~o basis for this estimate is 
provided. 
Dlf Survey, 4 September 1978, p. '260. 
Palestinians' working in Arab states. 
Refers to 'Jordanians and 
Dajani, J.S. and Murdock, ~l.E-. (1978) p. 47. 
provided. 
No de t a i 1 s a r· e 
VI 
Vr 
'·' 
Year· referred 
1 8 . 1978 
19 .. 1978 
20. 197 8 
21. 1979 
22. 1979 
23. 1979 
24.· 'Late 1970's' 
25. 1979 
26. 1979 
27. 1979 
28. 1979 
29. 1980 
30. 1980 
to Estimate 
305,500 
300,000 
300-400,000 
250,000 
400,000· 
350,000 
350,000 
215-325,000 
150-200,000 
200,000 
240,000 
400,000 
305,400 
Notes 
MEED, vol. 22 (9), 3 March 1978, p. 27. Estimate made by the 
Science and Technology Conference, Amman (February 1978). 
Saket, B. (1978) Refers to 'official' estimates. 
Arab Economist (1978) vol. 10 (no. 198), p. 19. No details 
are provided. 
McClelland, D. (1979) Assumes that 50,000 of the 'official' 
estimate of 300,000 emigrant workers have come from the West Bank 
and should be excluded from East Bank emigration. This appears 
to be an arbitrary figure. 
Carr, H. (1979) International Herald Tribune (14 December). 
No basis is provided. · 
Issam Ajlouni, estimate refers ambiguously to the number of 
'Jordanians' working in the Gulf states. MEED, vol. 28 (8) 
22 February 1980, p. 26. --
Pennisi, G. (1981) table II-9, p. 26. See note 9 above. 
Department of Statistics (1981) Derived from the sample returns 
of the 1979 census. An estimated 500-750,000 'Jordanians' and 
theii dependants were abroad; assuming a crude participation 
rate of 43% (see text) suggests that 215-325,000 were economically 
active. 
M'Hmd. Abdul Hadi (Ministry of Laboa~, Amman), personal 
co~munication, 30 March 1980. 
UNFP.-\ (1979) p. 21. No details are provided. 
The Futures Group (1981) p. 20. No details are provided. 
Ministry of Labour estimate reported in MEED,.vol. 24 (36), 5 
September 1980, p. 2. MEED comments that this is a 51% incr·ease 
over the l'linistry's estimate of 265,000 'Jordanians' working 
abroad in 1979. 
Anani: J. and Jaber, T.A. (1980) 
report estimates that 261,500 u~ 
p. 23. This Ministry of l..al>oiH' 
this total \vet'e in APab count. rie.;.;. Lrl Lrl 
00 
Year referred to 
31 .. 1980 
32. 1980 
33. 1980 
34. 1981 
J,s;. · 1982 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
1982 
1982 
1982 
Estimate 
300,000 
250,350 
. 116 '000 
250,000 
400,000 
310,000 
310,000 
310,000 
·Notes 
Financial Times, 18 June 1980. 
estimates' . 
Refers to 'various official 
Birks, J.S. and Sinclair, C.A. (1982c) p. 737. This figure 
for 1980 is lower than their earlier estimate for 1975 (note 
6 above). The same table revises downward that earlier figure 
by 50,000 to 214,717, based on an examination of enrolment in 
schools b£ Palestinian =arid Jordanian children in Saudi Arabi~ . 
Kirwan, F. (1982) Note that this refers to the net outflow 
during 1976-80 and not to migrant stocks and is therefore not 
strictly comparable to other estimates. The analysis is based 
on preliminary results of the 1979 census but is flawed in a 
number of respects which lead to an over-estimate of net worker 
emigration. Firstly the outdated estimate of the 1975 base 
population (1.9 Mn.) is used and is not adjusted for the 
presence of non-Jordanians. Secondly a crude participation rate 
for non-Jordanians in 197~ of only 45% is used. The result 
contradicts supporting evidence used in our own estimate. 
National Planning Council (1982) p. 14. 
working abroad. 
Refers to Jordanians 
Social Security Corporation announced that the '400,000 
Jordanians working in the Gulf' would be covered by SSC 
regulations in late 1982. ME_E:_~, vol. 26 ( 11) 12 March 1982, 
p. 13. 
Fina.lclal Times, 13 August 1982. No details are provided. 
Ministry of Labour estimate of 'Jordanians' working abroad, 
whom 2 6 6 , 6 0 0 ,,. ere i n :\ r a b co u n t r i e s . HEED , v o 1 . 2 6 ( 4 0 ) , l 
October 1982, p. 38. --
Jawad Anani l~1inistry of Labour) estimated that there were 
300,000 'Jordanians' working abroad at the end of 19~2, a 
decline of 5,000 on the 1980 figure (29 above) and of 10,000 
on an earlier estimate for 1982 (37 ~bove). Reported in The 
Jerusalem Star, :2~ January 1983, pp. 1-3. 
Financia_L Times_. :2o .September 1983. No details. 
of 
.APPENDIX III 
KUWAIT: EMPLOYMENT QUOTIENTS BY OCCUPATION AND NATIONALITY, 1975-81 
Nationality A-1 A-2 B 1975 1978 1979. 1980 1981 1975 1978 1979 1980 1981 1975 1978 1979 1980 1981 
Yemeni 0.8 0.0 . 0; 5 0.4 0.0 0.2 0.5 0.2 0.8 1.0 0. 1 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.0 
Ira.qi 0~6 2.4 1.5 1 . ..., . .., 1. 4 0.4 3.2 2. 1 1.4 2.9 0.3 0.8 2. 1 2.2 2. 8 
'Jor-danian' . 2.2 2.6 2.5 3.5 2.6 0.9 2 .. 3 2. 7 3. 1 4.5 1.7 2.6 2. 1 2.8 3.2 
Syrian 0.5 1.1 0.8 0.8 1 . 1 0.5 2.8 1.5 1.4 2.3 0.7 0.9 1 . 8 1. 2 0.8 
Lebanese 1.2 1.5 1 . 2 1.5 2.5 1.2 1.8 2.3 3. 1 4.8 1.5 1.6 1.9 2.4 3.7 
Egyptian 2. 1 J. 1 1 . 1 1.0 0.8 1. 0 1.6 1.6 1.6 2.2 1.8 1.2 1.2 0.9 1.3 
Iranian 0.0 0. 1 0. 1 0.2 0.3 0. 1 0.2 0.3 0.0 0.2 0.2 1.1 1. 6. 2.5 0.5 
Indian 1 . 1 0.3 1.4 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.7 0.8 0.5 0. 1 0.8 0.8 0.8 1.3 2.0 
Pakistani 0.6 0.9 0.5 0.4 0.7 0.3 0.3 0.6 0.5 0.2 0.4 1.2 . 0. 6 0.6 0.4 
Bangladeshi 1 . 1 0.7 0. 1 0.1 0.4 0. 1 0. 1 0.0 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.4 
s. Korean 1.1 0.8 1. 0 1 . 1 0.3 0.3 0.2 .0. 3 0.6 0. 1 0.2 0.3 
Filipino 1. 2 0.5 0.9 0.4 0. 1 0.2 0.3 1.3 0.2 2. 3 1 . 2 1.0 
Nauionality C-1 C-2 D 1975 1978 1979 1980 1981 1975 1978 1979 1980 1981 1975 1978 1979 1980 1981 
Yemeni 1.7 2.9 2.0 2.6 2. 3 0.3 1.8 0.8 0.4 1.7 1.5 0.7 1. 0 0.9 0.7 
]:raqi 0.6 1.8 1.6 1.5 2. 7 1.7 1.3 1 . 1 0.8 0.8 1 . 1 0.6 0.8 0.9 0.8 
t• J OrGan i·an I 1.3 2..6 3.0 2.6 4.0 1. 0 1.5 1.4 1.3 0.5 0.5 0·. 5 0.5 0.5 0.6 
Syrian 1 . 1 1.0 1 ') ..... 1.8 1 . 2 1.7 1. 2 1. 2 0.9 0.9 0.7 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.0 
Lebanese 1.3 2. 1 1.8 . .., . ..... 1 2. 1 1 . 1 1.3 1. 8 2. 1 1.6 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.5 
Egyptian 0.4 l. 2 1 . 1 0.9 1 . 2 1.0 1 . 1 0.9 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.9 l. 0 1. 0 1.0 
Iranian 0.7 0.5 0.7 •) ~ 1.5 2.0 0.9 1.4 1 . 1 0.9 0. 9. 1.2 1. 0 1.0 1 . 1 a.. ........ 
Indian 1 . 1 0.8 1 . 3 1 . 6 1 . 2 0.5 0.9 1. 0 1 . 3 1.5 1. 4 1 . 1 0.9 0.8 0.9 
Pakistani 0.6 0.6 o.s 0.7 0.4 2.4 1.4 1. 0 1 . -~ 0.9 0.6 1. 0 1 . 1 1. 0 1 . l 
Bangladeshi 0.8 0.3 0. 1 0.2 0.7 0.8 0. ~) o.s l . 1 1 ') .... 1.2 1.4 
s. Korean 0.8 0.4 0 . .+ 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.7 1 . 1 1 . 2 1 . 3 1 . 2 1.1 
Filipino 0.0 0.4 0.3 0.7 1.0 1 . -+ :2.2 1 . 1 1 . 2 1.0 0.9 l. 0 
Vo 
Source: as table 5. 1. Author's c-alc-ulations. 0 0 
APPENDIX IV 
(a) VTC APPRENTICESHIP COURSES AND ENROLMENTS, 1977-82 
1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 
Cours-e Enrolment No. of Enrolment No. of Enrolment No. of Enrolment No. of Enrolment No. of Enrolment No. of 
contracts contracts contracts contracts contracts contract' 
1. Electricians 75 1 122 2 170 5 187 5 141 4 208 5 
2 0 Mechanics 25 31 21 69 4 82 5 2.06 10 
3 0 Carpenters 22 45 3 I 7 48 3 102 4 220 5 
4. Welders and.sruiths 18 98 .l 90 4 293 8 234 12 479 19 
50 Metal fabrication 9 7 l 
6. Spinning machinery 
technicians 16 62 20 
7 0 Oil refinery maintenance 
mechanics and process 
workers 20 18 31 2 
8. Heating, air condi t.ioning 
and plumbing 28 29 86 4 87 3 185 4 
9 0 Construction workers* 15 36 
0. Auto-mechanic 16 122 5 146 8 237 8 
l. Earth-moving machinery 
mechanic 14 16 
t2. La;b"our supervisor 17 18 21 
JJ. S:ewing 17 
TOTAL 156 5 438 15 450 17 679 31 832 39 1,599 54 
Source: VTC (annual) Annual reeort: of the Vocational Training Coreora_~ ion. (Ar·abic) Author's CO!Ilpilation. 
* 
Construction skills include: painters, tilers, plasterers and reinforcers. 
562 . 
(b) VTC 150-160 HOUR UPGRADING COURSES AND ENROLMENTS 1977-82. 
Course (all locations) Enrolment 1977 1978 •1979 1980 1981 1982. 
1. Electrical house 
wiring 46 40 51 77 315 272 
2. Arc welding 25 23 20 19 51 47 
3. Oxy-acetelene 
welding 22 8 
4. Central heating 10 14 22 8 42 
5. Plumbing 15 18 22 48 137 109 
6. Auto-mechanic 15 30 22 54 193 171· 
7 . Radio repair 10 11 10 
8. Refrigerator repair 22 15 10 17 67 35 
9. Electrical motor 
repair 13 10 1 1 
10. Tiling and 
plastering 13 I 1 
11. Shuttering 10 ~ 
12. Cable-jointing 10 
13. Surveying tO 
1 4 . Dressmaking 16 
15. Diesel mechanic 10 
1 6 . Pipe fitter 15 
17. Tractor mechanic 15 
18. Carpenter 14 13 12 
19. Auto-electrician 9 
20. Tiler .14 26 45 
21. Painter and 
decorator 23 
22. Air conditioning 20 
23. Reinforcer 1 s 
TOTAL 165 198 221 279 865 761 
Source: as A~pendix IV(a). Author's compilation. 
APPENDIX V 
AMMAN EMPLOYMENT OFFICE: JOB VACANCY RECORDS, OCTOBER 1982-JANUARY i983 
Occupation 
Professional/managerial 
Civil engineer 
Mechanical engin~e~ 
Construction engineer 
Surveyor/draughtsman 
Architect 
Accountant 
Inst-ructor 
Clerical/administrative 
Cashier 
Advertising clerk 
.Secretary 
Receptionist 
Typist-
Clerks 
Public relations 
Store clerk 
Sales 
~echnical salesman 
Vacancies 
7 
1 
5 
5 
1 
16 
2 
8 
'3 
14-l:-
14 
5 >< " 
20 
2 
9 
9 
Occupa-tion 
Technicians, skilled and 
semi-skilled manual workers 
Telephone installation 
Computer programmer 
Plasterer 
Tile-setter 
Painter 
Electrician 
Blacksmith 
Carpenter 
Cable-jointer 
Auto-mechanic 
General mechanic 
Telex operator 
Welder 
Printer 
Book-binder 
Other technicians 
HD/LD plant driver 
Foreman 
Photographic assistant 
Ci.>r painter 
St.eel erector 
Plumber 
Pneumatic drill operator 
.-\sphal t layer 
Diesel mechanic 
Stone mason 
Bricklayer 
Air conditioning technician 
Jeheller 
Vacancies 
6 .'C " 
1 ~:-
42·::-
3 5 ~c 
16 
55~" 
JP· 
9 s-:c 
2 2 -:<-
2 2 -:c 
6 
16-l:-
1 
4 
5~:-
55 
7 -:<-
5 
2-:;-
20 
6 
10 
) 
11 
'? 3 -:c 
1 1 
1 
Occupation 
Services 
Baker 
Tailor 
Housemaid 
Cook 
Waiter 
Hotel cleaner 
Kitchen labour 
Unskilled worker 
Labourers 
Messenger/office boy 
Textile factor-hand 
Freight handlers 
Night watchman 
TOTAL 
Vacancies 
9 
1 
1 
9 
32 
89-:<-
10 
11 5 ~<-
20 
15 
7 3 ~<-
1 
1080 
* Note: asterisk indicates 
that some employers 
identify vacancies 
in these occupations 
but without specifying 
the numbers required. 
Source: :\uthor Is collation from \\Tit ten replies to Employment Office requests. 
_______ ifi lc->:=:;. 
Amman EmpLoyment Office 
Occupation 
Pt·ofessional and 
managerial 
Engin!eers 
Surveyors and draughtsmen 
Accountants 
Teachers 
Doctors 
Nurses and midwives 
Pharmacists 
Tr·anslators 
Managers and directors 
Pilots 
Others 
Clerical and administrative 
Administrative workers 
Clerks 
Typist. 
Secre.tary 
Cashi~rs and related workers 
Gene:ral ol'fice labout' 
SaLo:s: 
Sa.tremen 
Sti·opr assistants 
~~ohnicians, skilled atld ~emi­
~Rilled manual labour 
----
Communications techr1ician 
~tiuing technician 
Medical ~quipmcnt operator 
Refinery wur·ker 
Other t~<:hnica1. wor·ker~s 
ror·r:rnan 
E lectt·ician 
C ah 1<·: -.i o i nte r·:o 
Mechanic 
Fitter.::; and \ .. ·'.:lder·s 
Car·pent er-s 
Ot ... her· \olo'urJd'wo!·or·kt!r·:.;; 
~mith/stoul fixer 
Ti.le-settt:t·:; 
Lathe nper·atot· 
Brir·klayer/~tone-mnso11 
1978 
number 
416 
1 5 
228 
59 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
67 
405 
n.s. 
349 
n. s. 
n.s. 
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APPENDIX VI 
OCCUPATIONAL DISTRLBUT£0N OF NON-JORDANIAN IMMIGRANTS LN 1978, 1979 AND 1982 
% 
. 2. 2 
1.2 
0.3 
2.2 
1.9 
0.8 
1979 
number 
564 
86 
330 
85 
Ill 
23 
7 
n.s. 
83 
144 
947 
n.s. 
::81 
n.s. 
n.s 
269 
% 
2. 1 
0.3 
1. 3 
0.3 
0.4 
0. I 
0. 3 
0.() 
3.6 
1.1 
1.0 
t'982 
number 
434 
I:! 8 
8 I 
76 
8 
204 
I 1 
29 
459 
14 
31 
367 
594 
75 
164 
427 
JiO 
409 
274 
I ., 
0.4 
0 ., 
0 ., 
0.6 
0. I 
1. 3 
0. 1 
1. 0 
I. i 
0.2 
0. 5 
1 0 2 
I .0 
I. 1 
o.s 
Occupation 
Painters and related workers 
Plasterers 
Drivers 
Others 
Services 
Housemaid/nanny 
Cook 
Baker and confectionary maker 
Butcher 
Laundr·y worker 
railor 
Cobbler 
Guard 
Hotel cleaners 
Barber 
Other service workers 
Unskilled labour 
.-\gt·icultLu'al workers 
Construction labour 
~anufactut·ing wurker 
Street cleaners 
'Cnskilled' worker 
'Ordinary' worker 
Other unskilled worker 
1978 
number 
n.s. 
n.s. 
420 
162 
276 
715 
n.s. 
n.s. 
3 58 
163 
n.s. 
n.s. 
147 
212 
I, 34 5 
I, 2:!4 
n.s. 
n.s. 
6,452 
n.s. 
% 
2.2 
0.9 
1.5 
3.8 
I. 9 
0.9 
o:s 
1.1 
7.2 
6.5 
34.4 
1979 
number 
n.s. 
n.s. 
737 
65 
442 
I, 136 
n.s. 
1.39 
343 
149 
548 
n.s. 
194 
689 
2,022 
I, 846 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
10,378 
% 
2.8 
0.3 
I. 7 
4-.l 
0.5 
I . .J 
0.6 
2. I 
0.7 
2.6 
7.7 
i.O 
.1l) . .J 
1982 
numl1er 
:!4:! 
410 
:! ! 301 
86 
:!,9::!6 
358 
40 
128 
332 
I 2 S 
n.s. 
615 
124 
I .014 
607 
7", (J9 5 
I. 4 7 5 
S4 5 
n.:;. 
n.s. 
4 .. 239 
0.7 
I . 2 
6.s 
0 ., 
S.:! 
I. 0 
0. I 
0.4 
0.9 
0.4 
I. 7 
0.4 
. 2. 8 
I. 7 
:.! I. 6 
4 ., 
::.4 
3. () 
TOTAL 18,738 100.0 26,388 100.0 35.~08 100.0 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
450 
n.s. 
786 
502 
8S; 
n.s. 
649 
n.s. 
n.:=;. 
n.s. 
2.4 
4 ., 
:2.7 
4.7 
·' . .) 
n.s. 
16 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
426 
482 
n.s. 
737 
497 
883 
n.s. 
.380 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
0.! 
I. 6 
1.8 
., q 
_,.., 
I. 9 
J . .J 
I . 5 
i I 
187 
5i 
to:: 
::!01 
465 
570 
411 
L' 55 
5.37 
I,:.! 16 
5:! I 
80S 
'-' ~ ~~ 
I I,, 
,\.)6 
0.2 
0.5 
0 ., 
0.3 
O.o 
1 . 3 
I. o 
I ·• 
I .-;: 
I . 5 
-~ . 4 
I. 5 
~. 5 
l. ~ 
0 .. ~ 
:3uu•·c-c: ~1iltistr~'ot' labttliJ', \a\1\tlal t·ep\.)t't, 1'-)~l), table 5 artd l'tll' l'l$:! tllll'ltlhli:.;ltt·<l llltJJat.tai.Y l'f'''''·ds, 
APPENDIX VII 
OCCUPATIONS RECORDED ON WORK PERMITS ISSUED IN AMMAN GOVERNORATE I OCTOBER 1982-JANUARY 1983, BY NATIONALITY 
Other Arab1 
Sri South 
No. Occupation Total Egyptian Syrian Lebanese Maghreb Turks Indian Pakistani Lankan Thai Korea 'China Filipino Banglades 
1. Civil engineer 8 4 1 2 
2. Electrical engineer 7 2 1 2 2 
3. Other engineer 7 1 1 2 3 
4. Surveyor 3 1 1 1 
s. Draughtsman 7 1 1 5 
6. Accountant ll 3 2 4 ·1 
7. Designer (textile) 1 1 
8. Pilot 1 1 
9. Telephone engineer 9 1 2 6 
10. Pharmacist 1 1 
11. Nurse 24 4 9 5 6. 
12. X-ray technician 1 
13. Teacher 28 26 1 
14. Manager/director 13 2 2 1 1 5 1 
15. Admin. official 13 2 3 .3 5 
16. Clerical workers 53 26 3 7 10 2 2 2 
17. Secretary 15 7 2 6 
18. Cashier/bookeepers 12 5 ~ 2 2 2· 1 
19. Typist 8 5 1 2 
20. Office labour 19 16 2 
21. Salesman 12 6 2 2 2 
22. Cook 32 15 1 3 2 9 1 
23. Waiter 116 49 1 2 42 22 
24. Butcher 6 4 1 1 
25. Grocer 1 
26. Baker 28 17 9 2 
27. Confectionary maker 7 4 1 2 
28. Barber 5 1 3 1 
29. Laundry worker 23 11 1 11 
30. Photographer 2 1 1 
31. Tailor 13 1 1 1 9 
32. Electrician 64 10 5 2 1 2 8 6 3 21 6 
33. Painter 23 14 2 1 2 2 2 
34. Bricklayer/stonemason 39 12 4 4 10 9 
35. Tile setters 34 18 2 2 11 
36. Blacksmith/steel fixer 76 5 2 30 6 7 13 .;. 12 
37. Carpenters 341 66 6 3 4 132 14 8 42 40 26 
38. Plasterers 17 4 1 2 10 
39. Cable-jointer .8 8 
40. Heating technician 7 1 2 3 
41. Glass installation 4 1 2 
42. HD/LD driver 98 18 2 2 2 26 2 3 13 18 12 
43. Other driver 30 11 2 2 15 
44. Turner 5 3 2 -l.n 
45. Pipe fitter 13 2 2 2 2 3 
_a-
1..1'1 
. 1 Sri South 
No. Occupation Total Egyptian . Syrian Lebanese Maghreb Other Arab Turks Indian Pakistani Lankan Thai Korea China Filipino Banglade 
---
46. Welder 39 4 1 4 - 9 1 ·8 12 
47. Lift technician 4 1 1 2 
48. Foreman 23 5 4 4 1 7 
49. Petrol pump attendant 6 5 - 1 
so. Medical equipt. workers 13 3 4 1 2· 2 1 
SL Translator 4 .;. 1 1 2 
52. Power line transmission 6 1 1 4 
53. Auto-mechanic 14 6 1 1 2 4 -
54. Other mechanic 92. 25 3 2 12 4 2 24 18 2 
ss. Telex operator 2 2 
56. Computing technician 2 1 1 
57. Mining technician 3 3 
58. TV/radio repairmen 6 3 1 2 
59. Plumber 21• 5 7 9 
60. Watch repairer 2 1 1 
61. Timekeeper 1 1· 
62. Housemaid/nanny 402 7 1 1 4 2 7 2 335 3 40 
63. Agricultural labourers 136 73 5 2 8 27 2 .., 21 
64. Cobbler/shoemaker 5 ·1 2 1 1 
65. Unskilled constru~tion laba.1244 563 6 13 7 11 19 104 8 2·8 97 ~70 4 14 
66. Unskilled factory workers 231 213 7 4 7 
67. ·Guides 2 1 
68. Shop assistants 21 12 2 1 1 5 -
69. Hotel cleaners 87 43 2 1 2 23 lZ 4 
70. Street cleaners 79 79 
71. Kitchen labour 13 1 6 5 
72. Hospital labour 18 8 6 4 
73. Gardeners 8 5 1 2 
74. Storeman 7 3 4 
75. Barman 9 1 1 2 - 4 
76. Hotal receptionist .6 3 12~2 3 77. TOTAL 3,751 1,441 77· 96 37 65 53 458 428 212 129 386 196 48 
Notes : l. 'Other Arab' includes: Iraqi (28), Sudanese ( 24), Palestinian (9), Eritrean (3) and Ethiopian ( 1) . 
2. ln<:ludes one Afghan. 
Source: Author's sample survey of work permits issued in Amman Governorate Oct. 1982-Jan. 1983. 
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